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Preface
The present study is based on a second-level-commentary called Dı¯paśikha¯, "The peak
of light", by Śa¯likana¯tha Miśra who is assumed to have written his treatises in the lat-
ter eighth and early ninth century CE.1 Śa¯likana¯tha belonged to the Pra¯bha¯kara-school
of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯, named after its founder Prabha¯kara Miśra. Together with his rival
Kuma¯rila Bhat.t.a, founder of the Bha¯t.t.a-school of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯, he stands for the
"golden age" of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯2, when adherents of these sub-schools seem to have had
vivid philosophical, exegetical debates amongst each other and with adherents of Bud-
dhist and other schools. Both, Prabha¯kara and Kuma¯rlia based their commentaries on
the ŚBh, which is – to our knowledge – the ﬁrst and only complete commentary on the
JS predating them. We know Prabha¯kara’s works only through the commentaries of
Śa¯likana¯tha. While he wrote the R. juvimala¯pañcika¯ as a gloss on Prabha¯kara’s Br.hat¯ı,
he comments on Prabha¯kara’s Laghv¯ı in the DŚ. Śa¯likana¯tha is the primary and most
reliable source for an understanding of the Pra¯bha¯kara-school3, but his works have re-
ceived little attention within research on Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯.
My presentation of the DŚ commenting on a selection of adhikaran. as, "topics", from
the ninth adhya¯ya, "book", dealing with the modiﬁcation of mantras is a ﬁrst attempt
at making this commentary of Śa¯likana¯tha known. While it has to remain with others
to work on further passages and/or the complete text, I hope to present the reader with
a clear edition and translation of the selected passages. To this end I edited the text,
taken from the only known existing manuscript of the DŚ. Most emphasis was put on
diﬀerentiating the layers of textual material included in the DŚ. For clarity, the three
most important levels are visually distinguishable: a) The "authentic" text of the DŚ
in regular font; b) Quotations from Prabha¯kara’s Laghv¯ı which the former comments
1 See Part II, section 3.1 (p. 40f) for more.
2 See Verpoorten 1984: 22, Chapter III, "The golden age of Mı¯ma¯m. sa¯".
3 In his detailed analysis of the concept of niyoga in Prabha¯kara’s Br.hat¯ı Yoshimizu states: "Weil
Prabha¯kara im wortkargen, knappen Stil ohne systematische Entfaltung seine Gedanken äußert, ist es
ohne Kommentar Śa¯likana¯thas sehr schwierig, der Br.hat¯ı die Auﬀassung Prabha¯karas zu entnehmen.
Es kommt nicht selten vor, dass man ohne Śa¯likana¯tha zu Rate zu ziehen nicht feststellen kann, wo der
Gegner einsetzt und wo Prabha¯karas Erwiderung beginnt." (Yoshimizu 1997: 34.)
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upon in bold font; c) Quotations from the ŚBh, the JS or other third sources such a
Pa¯n. ini’s As.t.a¯dhya¯y¯ı or diﬀerent Śrautasu¯tras in bold, underlined font. In the last cat-
egory are also included citations of a certain mantra or parts of an injunction included
in some sam. hita¯, the reference to which is given in the footnotes. A further visual level
distinguishes between statements belonging to the prima facie view of the opponent
(pu¯rvapaks.a) represented by [P], and the correct, established view of the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯
(siddha¯nta, rarely ra¯ddha¯nta in the DŚ ) represented by [S] at the beginning of a para-
graph.
For the same reasons of clarity and coherence the translation follows the visual presenta-
tion of the edition. It is not aimed at being "pleasant reading" – such is most certainly
impossible with any scholastic text of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯. The abundance of long compound
phrases involving abstract nouns in the ablative or instrumental and other peculiarities
of Sanskrit commentarial literature are mostly rendered by subordinate clauses. At the
same time, the translation of technical terms and some other phrases is guided more by
a one-to-one correspondence with the Sanskrit expression than by its ﬂuidity, thereby
grasping the full scope of it. Where possible I use only one translation coherently for one
term. An example: ka¯rya literally means "something that is to be done", consequently
an "act" and also the "duty to act". Wicher, after initially using "Zutuendes" (what
is to be done), later translates it as "Pﬂicht".4 She justiﬁes this by arguing that the
understanding of ka¯rya out of the Vedic injunction automatically creates a reference to
oneself – according to Śa¯likana¯tha.5 This translation may be suitable in view of the
theory of language developed by Śa¯likana¯tha in the Va¯kya¯rthama¯tr.ka¯. But in the con-
text of ritual activity, around which most of the discussion in the passages of the DŚ
revolves, Śa¯likana¯tha does not refer to the individual in his usage of ka¯rya. Furthermore,
the translation with "Pﬂicht", duty, carries a moral connotation, which is completely
out of place in Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯.6 In my opinion the term denotes "what is to be done"
4 Wicher 1986: 8f.
5 "Die wörtliche Übersetzung "Zutuendes" erweist sich dann, wenn von seinem Erkennen als jeweils
eigenes die Rede ist, als unbrauchbar." (Wicher 1986: 33)
6 See Clooney 1990, expecially Chapter IV and Chapter VII.4 for the role of the individual in the
JS, and how Prabha¯kara remains in line with his predecessor’s view.
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in its most basic sense. However, such a translation often collides with the remaining
syntax in English, for which reason I use ka¯rya throughout. By remaining as literal as
possible in the translation, I try to preserve the technical, argumentative, often allusive
character of the text also in English.
The edition and translation of the selected adhikaran. as is preceded by an introduc-
tory section, in which the issues raised by Śa¯likana¯tha and Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ in regard to
mantras and their modiﬁcation are located in the scholarly discourse revolving around
mantras. I consider my analysis as contributing a genuine "emic" view to the ongoing
debate about the meaning and function of mantras and the characterisations of their
language and role in Vedic ritual. It is usually silently assumed that mantras are subject
to the least change in their religious applications. According to Patton "their power as
speech acts derives from this ﬁxity".7 Most works on Vedic mantras have thus focused
on diachronic changes, not so much in their form but in their application and interpre-
tation.8 Although Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ supports the view that mantras are ﬁxed by even
claiming that a change made to one produces a "non-mantra"9, the discussions in the
ninth adhya¯ya, which deal with the modiﬁcation of ritual details (u¯ha) after they have
been transferred (atideśa) from an archetypal (prakr. ti) to an ectypal ritual (vikr. ti)10,
will present a diﬀerent picture:
• Mantras, as well as sa¯mans and sam. ksa¯ras ("embellishments" of ritual details),
may be subject to change after they have been transferred into a new ritual set-
ting.11
• Only single phrases within mantras can be subject to change, the general propo-
sition of the text remains the same.12
7 Patton 2005: 60.
8 See for example Patton’s diachronic analysis of the application (viniyoga) of mantras according
to the R. gveda-Sam. hita¯, the Śrautasu¯tras, the Gr.hya-Su¯tras and the vidha¯nas (Patton 2005); also the
contribution by Wheelock in Alper’s Understanding Mantras (Alper 1989: 96-122).
9 See DŚ, p. 316. References to the DŚ refer to the page number in the manuscript.
10 I translate the terms prakr. ti and vikr. ti as has been most common – see Jha 1942, and Clooney
1990. A similar translation would be "model" and "derivative ritual".
11 See ŚBh at JS 9.1.1: trividhaścohah. . mantrasa¯masam. ska¯ravis.ayah. .
12 Since only single items are changed in the new vikr. ti – for example the presiding deity from Agni
to Su¯rya (see 9.1.11/12), only references in mantras to a changed item have to be considered.
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• The principles and rules expounded by Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ for structuring the Vedic
texts, speciﬁcally mantras, help the specialist to determine the proper functional
meaning of a (part of a) mantra within the ritual context.
• On the basis of the functional meaning he can decide whether and how a phrase
has to be modiﬁed.
• Despite the system’s emphasis on "ritual pragmatics" the statements contained in
mantras are not seen as essentially diﬀerent from "worldly" counterparts.
• The human aspect has to be accepted by Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ in this context, as it is
the ritual specialist who determines the modiﬁcation, ultimately led by his under-
standing of the meaning of the texts and situation at stake.
• Like in other instances, the modiﬁcation of mantras reﬂects the constant striving of
the system to bring the orthodoxy expounded in śruti to terms with the orthopraxis
of an assumed ritual reality. While trying to establish rules to ultimately safeguard
the unity and thus authority of the Veda, Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ here has to admit the
human aspect into the system.
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Part I
Introduction
1
1 Mantras – Meaning – Modiﬁcation: An Overview
Mantras have witnessed considerable scholarly attention since the content of the Veda
was ﬁrst disclosed as a valuable source of information. They have constantly bewildered
researchers in regard to their origins in pre-Vedic mythology, their language and mean-
ing, and also in regard to their multiple, often contradictory applicability in the religious
life on the Indian subcontinent. A single mantra expressing a very general idea may be
used in a variety of contexts. For Patton this "’hyperapplicability’ of mantra to ritual"
represents one end of the spectrum, while "opaque uses of mantras" form its other.1
Gonda’s attempt at listing such multiple uses points in the same direction: "A mantra
is now invocatory, then evocatory, now deprecatory, then again conservatory. It may
be beneﬁcient or hurtful, salutary or pernicious."2 Similarly diﬃcult to understand are
mantras consisting only of syllables which do not form words or even sentences. Such
b¯ıjamantras have added to the confusion about understanding the nature and essence of
mantras, culminating in the provocative view of Staal that they are without any mean-
ing in themselves.3
I shall return to Staal below. The present work will not consider deﬁnitions of mantras,
but will shed light on their treatment and theoretical usage according to the Pu¯rvamı¯-
ma¯m. sa¯ represented by Śa¯likana¯tha Miśra. Their usage must remain theoretical inas-
much as it is doubtful whether Vedic rituals were at any time performed in such a
way as expounded by this system. The uniﬁcatory, even apologetic character in the
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯’s treatment of Vedic rituals, which was directed against the growing un-
certainty about the validity of Vedic utterances and the proper execution of the rituals
contained in them, was also detached from the actual practitioners of these rituals, who
were traditionally organized in branches (śa¯kha¯). Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ thereby deducted the
raison d’être from these śa¯kha¯s, unwillingly catering to the growing ignorance regarding
Vedic ritual. Göhler aptly states: "Das Ritual wurde zur reinen Fiktion. (...) Ein kor-
rektes "Mı¯ma¯m. sa¯-Ritual" durchzuführen, war allerdings unmöglich geworden, da dieses
1 Patton 2005: 67.
2 Gonda 1977: 245.
3 Staal 1989. See Michaels 2010 for a discussion of this point.
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keine Bindung an irgendeine lebende Tradition mehr hatte. Es war lediglich ein Ritual
in der Theorie."4
However, the discussions on and systematisation of Vedic texts and rituals by the
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ are in no way completely detached from Vedic tradition and have pro-
vided essential insights for our understanding of it. In fact, it has been convincingly
argued by Clooney and others that the system as expounded in the Su¯tras of Jaimini
(JS ) can be read in a continuing line with the Śrautasu¯tras.5 Furthermore, I consider
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ similar to "idealized, artiﬁcial minds", which Lawson and McCauley
see constructed mainly by the social sciences to neutralize "the sting of intentionality
and idiosyncracy".6 Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ constantly tried to remove all doubts, discrepan-
cies, irregularities and even contradictions from the Vedic texts and the interpretative
traditions expounded in the Śrautasu¯tras. In doing so, it made its system an idealized
representation, but one nevertheless based on the more individual representations by its
predecessors. The viewpoints of such a system can thus yield valuable insights into the
tradition which we should not neglect. The status of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ in the philosophical
tradition on the Indian subcontinent, handed down to us in a vast number of textual
sources, can be counted as proof for the system’s authority in such matters.
Before going deeper into the tradition and the ninth adhya¯ya of the DŚ by Śa¯likana¯tha
Miśra, a critical overview of the scholarly discourse on mantras is in place. This discourse
can be divided into two main approaches, one being based on their use or application,
the other on their language. They overlap considerably, since the analysis of the use of
a mantra allows for conclusions on its language and vice versa. They are thus not in
opposition, but rather represent a shift in emphasis. Furthermore, while the functional
approach was prominent in earlier works dealing with mantras, more recent publications
have focused rather on their language. Focusing on the usage of mantras scholars have
arrived at diﬀerent categorisations or typologies of them, which I will present in the ﬁrst
section. The second section will deal with positions regarding the language and meaning
4 Göhler 2011: 131.
5 Clooney 1990: 79ﬀ; also Staal 1989: 121f; Göhler 2011: 21ﬀ.
6 Lawson / McCauley 1990: 64.
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of mantras. I will try to connect this review of literature with the passages from the
ninth adhya¯ya of Śa¯likana¯tha’s DŚ, which I will discuss in more detail in the subsequent
chapter. The concluding section of the current chapter will generally locate the concept
of modiﬁcation (u¯ha) within the system of semantics and ritual as expounded by the
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯, especially in reference to the transfer of details (atideśa) from archetype
(prakr. ti) to ectype (vikr. ti).
1.1 Categorisations and Analyses of mantras
The earliest systematic accounts dealing with mantras were formulated by Fay in 1890,
and by Apte in 1939-40. Both worked on the mantras contained in the R. gvedasam. hita¯.
In his approach Fay attempted to investigate "the relation which obtains between the
mantra and the rite with which it is rubricated", being aware of the "subjective nature"
of this undertaking.7 He categorised mantras according to "degrees of applicability" by
determining how well the content according to his understanding of the meaning of a
mantra represents or at least refers to the ritual context at which it is employed. The
categories Fay established ranged between the "opposing poles" of mantras with a gen-
eral applicability, i.e. employed on diﬀerent ritual occasions, and mantras with a speciﬁc
applicability, i.e. employed only in one instance.8
Apte presents us with an account of "the liturgical employment of a RV. mantra"9 suc-
cessively in the Bra¯hman. a, the Śrauta- and the Gr.hyasu¯tra of one Vedic branch (śa¯kha¯).
He thereby attempts to overcome the gap "when the original RV. setting of a mantra
fails to explain its liturgical employment"10. His analysis aims at refuting superﬁcial
judgements by Winternitz and others that mantras are often mistakenly employed in
rituals to whose context they do not ﬁt. While his attempt would have met with agree-
ment from Śa¯likana¯tha, the category of "superﬁcial mantras"11 would certainly have
7 Fay 1890: 14.
8 Ibid.: 17.
9 Apte 1939-40: 2.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.: 4.
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been rejected. The complete discussion on the modiﬁcation of mantras is only justiﬁed
through the premise that a mantra has to be denotative of the ritual setting in which it
is employed – however indirect or remote the denotation may appear to us. In opposi-
tion to the approach of Fay, Apte’s categories are not quantitative, but qualitative, thus
providing more scope for the nuances of meanings they may have.
While these early categorisations were certainly helpful in gaining a ﬁrst overview and
idea of the vast textual sources labeled "mantra", they – in many ways – not even told
half of the story. They were only concerned with mantras from the R. gveda, and their
analysis did not take into account important contextual aspects, such as the full ritual
environment and the variety of settings and functions one mantra could serve. The ﬁrst
and until today most exhaustive treatment of "mantra" as such was given by Gonda.12
Rather than providing a clear deﬁnition – he attempted several preliminary ones13 – or
categorisation of mantra, Gonda surveyed all texts, concepts and practices associated
with this term on the Indian subcontinent. Contrary to his predecessors he not only
dealt with the textual sources containing the mantras, but also provided references to
traditions writing about them. An all-encompassing study like this, also taking the his-
torical perspective into account, was certainly an important step, and his study remains
the best entrance to the topic of the Indian mantra in general. While Gonda’s sorting
into Vedic and post-Vedic mantras may be taken as irrelevant, his dealing with tradi-
tions of mantra-usage was accepted and continued in later works.
Subsequent research on mantras has on the one hand focused on the concept within spe-
ciﬁc traditions, and has on the other hand looked in detail at their language and meaning
in comparison to contemporary conceptions of language. Before dealing with some of
these works in the next section, the collection of essays called Understanding Mantras
and edited by Alper deserves mentioning for its exhaustiveness and representation of
varied approaches to the study of mantras.14 The single contributors to the volume did
not attempt new categorisations of mantras, neither did Alper in the introductory part.
12 Gonda 1977.
13 Gonda 1977: 247, 255.
14 Alper 1989.
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He, however, raises an interesting point. Understanding the nature of mantras is not
achieved by seeking an overall deﬁnition or providing categorisations. It is rather their
prescribed usage and meaning which helps in understanding what a speciﬁc mantra es-
sentially is.15 Alper proposed a grid reproduced in ﬁgure 1.1, on which a mantra can be
located according to these parameters. The grid opens the possibility to locate a single
mantra in several spots, if it is used in diﬀerent contexts, thereby providing room for
possible changes. I believe that also a Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. saka would have generally approved
such a categorisation.
Figure 1.1: Grid to localize a mantra according to Alper (Alper 1989: 7).
While the vertical range related to the usage would not have interested him much
– being concerned only with a single tradition, he would certainly not have disap-
proved of the horizontal axis. It does not indicate the suitability or applicability of
a mantra to the ritual context, but the way in which the connection comes about –
directly ("quotidian intention") or indirectly ("redemptive intention"). This resembles
Śa¯likana¯tha’s treatment of propositions as direct denotative of an aspect of the ritual,
or indirectly indicative of it by – for example – praise.
15 Alper 1989: 5ﬀ.
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1.2 Magical and Pragmatic Meaning
I have consciously avoided the key term "meaninglessness" in this sections’s title. Never-
theless, no discussion on mantras in terms of their language and meaning can avoid
dealing with Staal’s claim.16 For Staal, "the meaning of a mantra is its ritual use"
– nothing more or less.17 All attempts at providing explanations, interpretations as
to a meaning beyond the functional – irrespective of the fact that they stem from a
tradition employing the mantra or others – cannot be accepted as its meaning proper,
they are rationalisations, later superimpositions.18 They are therefore also not trans-
latable. Staal bases his claim on a number of observations, to which I shall try to
provide the refutation of a Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. saka: The priests uttering a mantra are often
not aware of any meaning except that it has to be used at a certain point. Similarly,
the learning process for mantras emphasizes the form (proper wording and pronuncia-
tion), not the meaning. In the recitation of mantras often meaningless syllables or words
are added, b¯ıjamantras even only consist of mere syllables, not words. Lastly, mantras
also do not have any intention as in communicative language, according to Austin’s
and Searle’s taxonomies of speech acts. The Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. saka understands himself
as a ritual specialist, and Śa¯likana¯tha provides evidence in each selected adhikaran. a
from the ninth adhya¯ya that it is possible to provide one proper meaning for a mantra.
In addition, such a meaning is mirrored in its ritual use, but not identical with it.
Formal aspects are less of a concern in regard to mantras as they are in regard to
sa¯mans, and are not at all discussed in this respect by Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯. The meaning of
mantras further has to be seen in the larger Vedic context in which they appear. Taken
together with the respective injunction they make man enact the ritual properly. As
such they could even be seen as intentional.19 These and more arguments will be dis-
16 His theses have impacts beyond the realm of mantras, as they extend to ritual and language in
general.
17 Staal 1989b: 51. Staal presents his views in a number of publications. In regard to mantras,
they do not diﬀer much from one another, and I am therefore mostly referring to his later contribution
in Alper 1989.
18 Staal even stretches this to the point of claiming that meaningless language in the form of mere
sound-mantras constitutes the beginning of all language. See Staal 1989a: 253ﬀ.
19 See Taber 1989 on this issue.
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cussed below in the analysis of the selected passages from the ninth adhya¯ya in the DŚ.
Staal has been criticised by many. Most prominent are the disputes between him
and Schechner on the performance and entertainment aspects of the staging of the
agnicayana20, which serves as the basis for Staal’s theses. More important in the present
context is the criticism raised by Penner, although it rather deals with Staal’s emphasis
on syntax and denial of semiotics. Penner convincingly shows that Staal’s comparison of
ritual and language only in terms of syntax is not tenable, since according to Saussure
language combines a sound-image with a concept. Syntax complements semiotics in
providing deﬁnite combinations in opposition to mere sign-systems, in which the com-
bination is arbitrary.21 Along similar lines the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ claims that the relation
between word and meaning is original (autpattika) and eternal (nitya), i.e. deﬁnite.
Mantras consist of words, like regular language does, so they have to be expressive of
some meaning.
An interesting contribution to the question, how one can determine the proper
meaning of a mantra, has been made by Patton. Objecting to tendencies to take
mantras either as meaningless or "magical spells", she traced the use of speciﬁc mantras
from the R. V in diﬀerent contexts to obtain a better understanding of the seman-
tics at work in mantras. At the heart of this semantics is "associative thought",
which she terms metonymy.22 Patton thereby argues against the formalism of Staal,
instead showing that the symbols in mantras created a network of associated images
very much in the sense of Gonda’s analysis of bandhus in the R. V.23 Patton’s descrip-
tion of the working of such associative thought resembles a number of issues which will
ﬁgure in the ninth adhya¯ya24: It works only in a set perceptual framework – for the
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ this would be the Veda and ordinary world. Associative thought is
guided by functional, contextual pragmatics – the terms discussed in the DŚ 9.1.11 are
assoiated with the sacriﬁcer in his function of making the oﬀering, which is the context
20 Schechner 1986 and 1987, Staal 1987.
21 Penner 1985: 9f.
22 Patton 2005: 2.
23 Gonda 1965.
24 See Patton 2005: 47ﬀ.
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of the nirva¯pamantra. Furthermore, associative thought often works with prototypes by
identifying only one common characteristic – this is also the case for the qualities which
can be attributed to Indra as well as Agni in the DŚ 9.1.15. Patton concludes that the
metonymic language in mantras establishes "imaginative linkages between poetic image
and gesture".25 A mantra ultimately becomes applied in a certain ritual context because
its language is metonymicly describing the activity taking place, or aspects of it.
Staal and Patton represent the two poles inbetween which the discourse on the meaning
and language of mantras has taken place recently. What I consider still underrepresented
in this discourse are the views and methods of the traditions which used these mantras.
Patton has shown the possibility of such an application, and in this connection mention
must also be made of a discussion by Houben of the riddle hymn R. V 1.164 used at the
pravargya.26 His detailed reading of the hymn parallel to the ritual is an exemplary –
and hopefully not the last – attempt at establishing a coherent meaning of a text which
was long assumed to be a riddle. Even though Houben does not deal with the modiﬁca-
tion of a mantra, his methodology and argumentation resembles that of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯.
The claim that mantras are without a meaning in themselves is diﬃcult to be upheld in
light of his analysis.
1.3 Hermeneutics, Transfer and Modiﬁcation
The starting point for all considerations according to Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ is the authorless
Veda, which provides all knowledge in regard to dharma. However, while the collections
of Vedic mantras in the R. g-, Sa¯ma- and Yajurvedasam. hita¯ were considered as the Veda
proper by earlier thinkers, Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ develops its interpretation of the Vedic cor-
pus from the Bra¯hman. as. The injunctions (codana¯, vidhi27) contained in them are seen
as the core of śruti, they reveal hitherto unknown (apu¯rva) truths by enjoining man to
25 Ibid.: 58.
26 Houben 2000.
27 See Clooney for a distinction between the two terms according to Jaimini’s usage of them
(Clooney 1990: 137f). Śa¯likana¯tha seems to prefer the term vidhi, for which reason no diﬀerenti-
ation in the denotation can be made.
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perform the rituals they mention. All other statements found in the Veda derive their
meaning, purpose, even raison d’être by being subordinated to these injunctions. They
supply knowledge of the means (sa¯dhana) and the manner (itikartavyata¯) for accom-
plishing the ritual, resulting in the fruit (sa¯dhya). Thus, the correct enactment of the
Vedic rituals enjoined in the Bra¯hman. as is the overall purpose of the Veda, dharma
not only denotes the prescription of this correct enactment, but the enactment itself,
through which the word becomes reconﬁrmed and the order of things upheld.
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ further diﬀerentiates its category "injunction" according to the position
of the enjoined act in the ritual. The overall, "primary injunction" (apu¯rvakarmavidhi,
karmotpattiva¯kya) prescribes the main act (pradha¯na), usually the giving of the prepared
substance in the sacriﬁcial ﬁre. Preparatory acts, such as the threshing of the rice grains,
are enjoined in "secondary injunctions" (gun. avidhi). Jha mentions further distinctions
of injunctions – he calls them va¯kya, sentence – in relation to their content.28
Admittedly, injunctive sentences make up only a rather small part of the Vedic texts.
Moreover, the example par excellence for an injunction in Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ sources, "one
desiring heaven should sacriﬁce" (svargaka¯mo yajeta), cannot be traced back to any
Vedic source at all.29 Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ thus attempts to streamline its interpretation and
analysis of the remaining parts of the Veda to arrive at a coherent, uniﬁed reading of
the whole corpus. Two further categories of passages are added to that of injunctions:
explanatory, eulogistic statements (arthava¯da), and formulas recited or sung (mantra).
Mantras still enjoy a higher rank than arthava¯das in the textual hierarchy, as they are
directly used in the ritual. Furthermore, mantras are more often seen as directly denot-
ing the ritual context, while propositions in arthava¯das never directly denote a factual
meaning. They only provide additional explanations, associations or allusions for a pur-
pose beyond the mere statement of facts – often simply to motivate the sacriﬁcer to
28 Jha 1978 (1911): 111f. Besides the karmotpattiva¯kya and gun. ava¯kya, they are: injunctions of a
result (phalava¯kya), injunctions of details for a result (phala¯yagun. ava¯kya), injunctions of an act with
accessories (sagun. akarmotpattiva¯kya). The added value, however, for the general logic of the textual
division of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ can be neglected.
29 For the interpretation of this basic injunction according to the Pra¯bha¯karas see Wicher 1994;
further Yoshimizu 1997: 149ﬀ.
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proceed as prescribed.30
As stated before, the ultimate purpose and meaning of the Veda is to provide man with
the knowledge of dharma, constituted by the proper execution of Vedic rituals. The
consequence is that there has to be a direct relation between the Vedic word and the
ritual. Since action is the purpose, the ultimate essence of it is contained in the verbal
form of the injunction, the optative enjoining one to act accordingly. But this pure form
of the injunction has to be substantiated by a noun denoting the result. According to
the Pra¯bha¯karas only in combination can the injunction fullﬁl its purpose and make one
begin the ritual. Yoshimizu has analysed in depth the two steps in understanding the
directive (niyoga) in an injunction: The mentioning of the result (svargaka¯ma in the
common example) makes the man desiring the result one who is authorised (adhika¯rin)
to perform the ritual. Only in a second step does he also become the agent (kartr.), after
he has realised the obligation to follow the directive (niyojya) he actually performs the
prescribed act.31
The preceding remarks have already oﬀered an insight into the parallelity between the
structure of the Veda as "text" and as "act" in the systematisation of the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯.
To be more explicit, every constituent, the substance (dravya), the sacriﬁcer (yajama¯na),
the main act (pradha¯na), the subordinate act (an˙ga), the embellishments (sam. ska¯ra),
the deity (devata¯), etc., has its existence in the ritual grounded in some Vedic statement.
The more directly it is expressed, the less dependent it is in the sytactical-semantic struc-
ture, and the closer it is to the main injunction, the more importance it has in the ritual
and the more directly it contributes to its main act. It is therefore a major concern of
the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ to deﬁne in detail means to properly categorise terms denoting con-
stituents of a ritual in the syntactical semantic context. As we will see in the subsequent
analysis of the DŚ, localizing the proper meaning of a passage in its syntactic-semantic
context forms the basis for arriving at a decision on the modiﬁcation of the detail denoted
by the phrase. The syntactical-semantic function of a phrase and its denoted meaning
are crucial for understanding ritual and mantras according to the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯.
30 See DŚ 9.1.15, p. 229.
31 Yoshimizu 1997: 158ﬀ.
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In this connection the Pra¯bha¯karas – and most notably Śa¯likana¯tha in his Prakaran. a-
pañcika¯ – have advocated the anvita¯bhidha¯nava¯da.32 A term or phrase by itself has
a general, universal denotation – "go" denoting "cow" in general. While the follow-
ers of Kuma¯rila claim that the meaning of a sentence is the sum total of the mean-
ings of its words, the followers of Prabha¯kara hold that the meaning of a sentence is
beyond this sum total. In fact, the single terms only receive their full, speciﬁc deno-
tation through their syntactical-semantic role in the overall sentence meaning.33 The
Pra¯bha¯karas furthermore do not deﬁne "sentence" in the narrow sense as the grammari-
ans. The sentence-unit (ekava¯kya) consists of all statements which can be subordinated
(viniyoga) to the directive (niyoga) by their words requiring each other (a¯ka¯n˙ks. a¯) to
complete the sentence-unit.34 A sentence is thus not a syntactical unit in the modern
sense, but one rather deﬁned by semantics.
To return to the means to locate a speciﬁc ritual constituent denoted in a Vedic sentence,
six such means have been identiﬁed and set in a speciﬁc hierarchy by Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯.
1. The most immediate information is gained from the direct statement in the Veda,
called śruti. It is mostly the word in the syntactical connection that is meant
here, which results in the concrete meaning. Because the syntactical connection
is mostly determined by the case endings depending on the verb, śruti mainly
functions in regard to injunctions.
2. For mantras, however, indicative phrases (lin˙ga) may provide information on which
occasion it should be uttered in case that no direct injunction to this end is found.
3. A third hint may be gathered by taking into consideration the complete "sentence"
(va¯kya). As was described above, the sentence can consist of a number of distinct
statements, which may – for example – be connected through pronomina. Because
pronomina depend on referential terms, most likely in the injunction, these con-
nected statements can specify how a constituent is to be subordinated into the
32 See Jha 1978: 62, and Wicher 1984: 14ﬀ for more.
33 See Wicher 1987: 14ﬀ.
34 Yoshimizu 1997: 119.
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ritual whole. Inasmuch as the words are in mutual need (a¯ka¯n˙ks. a¯), so are the
ritual constituents.
4. Furthermore, apparently independent statements may be belonging to the same
larger context (prakaran. a).35 Again parallel to the textual relation of two distinct
sentence-units two distinct ritual acts can be related to each other by means of
context (prakaran. a). In a larger ritual complex, for example, a preparatory act is
laid down by a distinct injunction, which belongs in the context of the injunction of
the main ritual act (pradha¯na) and is thus subordinate to it. The textual context
to some degree corresponds to the complete ritual procedure (itikartavyata¯) in
regard to archetpyes which are fully described in the Veda. Ectypes, however,
usually lack most details of their itikartavyata¯.
5. The order or place in which constituents are expressed in a Vedic statement
(krama/stha¯na) also helps in determining the importance of the constituents. For
example, a sequence of mantras should be recited in the same order as they are
given in the Vedic source.
6. The last means is the etymological naming a ritual constituent might be given
(sama¯khya¯). The id. opahva¯n. amantra is an invitation to the id. a¯, and is thus con-
nected by its name to the id. a¯ in the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa.36
The ﬁnal two means may appear to be incorporated in the concept of śruti in that they
bear a rather direct relation to individual text-units.
The applicability of each of these six means decreases according to the outline above:
Śruti certainly is the strongest indicator, while a mere name can be misleading. A brief
example, taken from adhikaran. a 9.1.11 and 12, at JS 9.1.36-39, shall illustrate this.
The nirva¯pamantra (TS 1.1.4.2) is recited at the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa, and contains
the terms savitr. , aśvin, pu¯śan, and agni. By means of śruti, i.e. taking the terms as
directly denotative, the pu¯rvapaks. in argues that all terms have to denote deities. As a
35 See for example the DŚ 9.3.3, p. 324.
36 See DŚ 9.1.13 and 14.
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mantra can only denote deities which actually are present in the ritual during which it
is recited, all these deities must be deities of the sacriﬁce. This argumentation, however,
only applies to the term Agni in the siddha¯nta. Śruti only carries weight in regard to
injunctions, and since Agni is laid down for the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa as the deity to
which the oﬀering is directed, the mantra refers to that deity.37 The case is, however,
completely diﬀerent for the other terms. There exists no śruti to the eﬀect that also these
deities are present at the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa. As mantras cannot enjoin anything,
their denotation must lie with something else. Through the context at which the mantra
comes to be employed and due to its name, it is clear that its purpose and meaning is to
praise the oﬀering made by the sacriﬁcer. The terms savitr. and pu¯s.an indicate (lin˙ga)
the sacriﬁcer, the term aśvin him and his wife. While in theory a "weaker" hermeneu-
tical means only carries force in case the stronger cannot be taken into account in the
speciﬁc instance, in praxis more than one means may support the correct conclusion.
In the given example it is the ritual context of the mantra (prakaran. a) determining its
meaning and purpose, and this is supported by the name of the mantra itself.
To brieﬂy summarize the above: The emphasis of the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ on a hermeneutical
approach towards the Veda, culminating in a strict hierarchy of its elements analysable
through a set of tools, is mirrored in the system’s construction of ritual out of distinct
constituents in a complex, but clearly hierarchically structured relational network. This
parallelity surfaces in a syntactical-semantic interpretation of the texts which corre-
sponds to the pragmatic concerns of ritual. In the following I will present more insights
into the concepts of the transfer (atideśa) and modiﬁcation (u¯ha) of ritual details.
According to Śabara the second half of adhya¯yas of the JS s stands in opposition to the
ﬁrst half. The latter deals with issues in the context of archetypal rituals (prakr. ti), for
which the Veda lays down the procedure. Adhya¯yas seven through twelve complemen-
tarily deal with issues in the context of rituals not fully laid down in the Veda, called
vikr. ti.38 While early scholars of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ have misjudged these later adhya¯yas as
37 See DŚ 9.1.12, p. 215f.
38 Clooney has justly questioned the traditional structure of the JS based on Śabara’s division
(Clooney 1990: 55f). Kuma¯rila rather draws the line between direct injunctions dealt with in the
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collections of unsystematically amassed examples supporting or deviating from a variety
of rules made more or less explicit in between39, Clooney has convincingly demonstrated
the high level of systematisation, logic and consistency in argumentation also in these
sections of the JS.40 The argumentation within textual units is often proceeding from
the most general rule to subordinate rules and subsequent exceptions to those rules. In
such manner also the seventh to twelth adhya¯yas step by step lead the ritual specialist
to construct the full procedure of an ectypal ritual (vikr. ti).
A ﬁrst systematisation of the Vedic rituals according to the scheme prakr. ti-vikr. ti,
archetype-ectype or model ritual and derivative ritual, was already achieved in the
ŚS s.41. While the archetype is fully described in the Vedic sources, ectypes usually lack
information on the procedure (itikartavyata¯), but also on the material (dravya) or the
deity (devata¯). There may only be an injunction given to the eﬀect that "ritual A should
be accordingly", or there may be similarity in the naming of certain constituents.42 As
a consequence ritual details have to be applied by extension or transfer (atideśa) to the
vikr. ti, the general rule being: The ectype has the same form as the archetype43. It is
noteworthy that an ectype can only have a single archetype, i.e. constituents cannot
be transferred from several archetypes. In order to grasp the concept of atideśa, the
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ felt compelled to reiterate the hierarchical structure of complex rituals.
All constituents of such a complex ultimately relate to the apu¯rva or ka¯rya of the main
act (pradha¯na) and are thus speciﬁc to this ritual. Otherwise they could apply to all
rituals without the concept of transfer. For the same reason rituals can only be related
as archetype and ectype, if they are laid down in the same context (prakaran. a). As is the
case for a number of concept of the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯, the procedure for determining the
ﬁrst six, and sacriﬁcial matters based on indirect implication dealt with in the second six adhya¯yas.
This, however, should not lead to the conclusion that Śabara was completely mistaken, and – in an
admittedly reductionist fashion – it is taken over for the present purpose. See also Jha 1942: 328.
39 Keith labels these sections as of "necessarily little value" (Keith 1921: 79). Jacobi argues along
similar lines and denies these sections the status of "Philosophie im eigentlichen Sinne" (Jacobi 1929:
145).
40 Clooney 1990: Chapter II.
41 Göhler 2011: 21ﬀ.
42 Jha 1942: 328.
43 prakr. tivad vikr. tih. kartavya¯ (Jha 1942: 330). The ŚBh at JS 9.3.21 formulates: yat prakr. tau tad
vikr. tau kartavyam.
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transfer of details involves identifying similarities and parallels. A ritual constituent can
only be transferred, if it comes to be employed in the same place at the ectype as in the
archetype, thus sharing its essential function. Furthermore, it must be justiﬁed either
by the parallelity being directly declared or indicated, or by a parallelity of naming of
the ritual as such or the constituent to be transferred.
Needless to say, there would hardly be any diﬀerence between archetype and ectype(s) –
or amongst the latter, if all constituents would simply be transferred. The new, ectypal
ritual has its own ka¯rya, despite its close relation to the archetype, and thus the ritual
setting is distinct. The procedure has to do justice to this diﬀerence, therefore not all
details come to be transferred. The transfer is determined for speciﬁc conditions pre-
sented in adhya¯ya seven. Furthermore, transferred constituents may be adapted to the
new context by modifying them (u¯ha), or by excluding them from the ectype altogether.
Modiﬁcation (u¯ha44) is said to aﬀect three kinds of constituents: mantras, sa¯mans, and
embellishments (sam. ska¯ra).45 This is in line with the hierarchical structure of rituals.
The ritual in its core is an interplay between a material, the act of giving it into the ﬁre,
the deity presiding, and the sacriﬁcer. A change in these core constituents would not be
based on a previous transfer (atideśa), which will be explained to be a mandatory pre-
condition for modiﬁcation below, but would directly be enjoined for the ectype. Hence,
modiﬁcation can only come into play for the three kinds of constituents subordinated to
these.
In his commentary on JS 9.1.1 Śa¯likana¯tha in the DŚ programmatically discusses the
nature of modiﬁcation in general. Considering the modiﬁcation of a ritual detail (u¯ha)
is said by him to be the natural consequence of its transfer (atideśa) from an archetype
(prakr. ti) to an ectype (vikr. ti).46 While the transfer of a speciﬁc detail (viśes. a¯tideśa) is
in some way based on direct Vedic instruction (upadeśa), modiﬁcation sets in when
no such reference is available anymore, i.e. the concluding part of the injunction
(vidhyanta, ibid.) is missing. It thus is deﬁned as "logical deduction" (tarka) by Śa¯lika-
44 Jaimini rather speaks of vika¯ra. See Clooney 1990: 97.
45 The DŚ on p. 145 quotes the ŚBh at JS 9.1.1 (mantrasa¯masam. ska¯ravis.ayah. ) only after discussing
the character and process of modiﬁcation outlined below.
46 See DŚ, p. 135.
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na¯tha (p. 136). But the origin of this deduction has to lie in a direct Vedic instruction
(upadeśa) – there is no reasoning exclusive of the context of the Veda for Śa¯likana¯tha.47
Whether or not a speciﬁc detail transferred to an ectype has to be modiﬁed depends on
the relation of the detail to "what is to be done" (ka¯rya48). The ectype has its own ka¯rya
through a distinct injunction, but the procedure (prayoga) thereof is not prescribed in
the Veda, it has to be deducted (tarka¯vagamya).49 The pu¯rvapaks. in objects that the
question, by what factor details of the ritual procedure are determined, has already
been dealt with (in the seventh adhya¯ya) and is thus redundant. By arguing that even
the decision, whether or not a certain detail has to be modiﬁed, depends on the pri-
mary injunction because the details are prompted by its ka¯rya, the siddha¯ntin justiﬁes
this question to be raised yet again. For the opponent, however, the diﬀerence to simply
transferring a detail from the archetype to the ectype (atideśa) is not at all clear (p. 145).
It is essential to determine the function of a detail in view of the ka¯rya – if the function
is diﬀerent in the ectypal context, the detail may have to be modiﬁed. As the ka¯rya is
expressed in an injunction, all logical deduction (tarka) regarding modiﬁcation has to
be based on that injunction.
As the analysis in the following chapter will show, Śa¯likana¯tha was right in emphasizing
the mental eﬀort implied in the concept of modiﬁcation. While the reference to the
Veda remains prominent in the discussion, the conclusions about the role and meaning
of statements from mantras in their ritual context are arrived at to a large part without
speciﬁc Vedic instructions (upadeśa).
47 Clooney notes that "[b]oth Śabara and Kuma¯rila [...] describe the distinction between upadeśa
and atideśa as that between the pratyaks.avihita and the anuma¯navihita (or a¯numa¯nikavacanopadis. t.a)
details" (Clooney 1990: 121f). For them already the transfer of details involves a kind of logical
deduction. For Śa¯likana¯tha, however, the mental eﬀort seems less important in view of its source, a
direct instruction found in the Veda.
48 According to Wicher ka¯rya replaces dharma in Prabha¯kara’s system. The obligation and directive
to act according to the Veda is the object (artha) of the Veda – see Wicher 1987: 31. This is reiterated
by Śa¯likana¯tha in the DŚ on p. 139.
49 DŚ, p. 143.
2 The modiﬁcation of mantras according to the Dı¯paśikha¯
In the following chapters I will present an analytical summary of some of the adhikaran. as
from the ninth adhya¯ya of the DŚ which discuss the modiﬁcation (u¯ha) of mantras. My
presentation will refer back to the theoretical considerations of the previous chapter,
and will ultimately aim at establishing the genuine treatment of mantras and their
modiﬁcation in the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ as expounded by Śa¯likana¯tha.
2.1 The complexity of meaning – a selection of adhikaran. as
In my analysis I will deal with a number of adhikaran. as included in the subsequent
edition and translation. I mainly follow the order in which they appear in the DŚ, as
their sequence also represents a certain systematic approach of the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯’s
treatment of the topics. The further we advance into the adhya¯ya, the more speciﬁc
the cases become. The examples are not, however, becoming less important, but the
phrases in mantras under scrutiny denote items with an increasingly lower status in the
ritual hierarchy. The concluding adhikaran. as all deal with sections of the adhrigu-prais.a-
mantra employed at the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯. Although they touch upon topics presented before,
their role is to represent certain exceptions to the general guidelines for modifcation, as
is evident especially in 9.3.12. It will further be seen that Śa¯likana¯tha is very familiar
with the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯’s "scientiﬁc method"1. He establishes cross-references between
topics not given in the ŚBh, widening the context for discussion.
The ﬁrst mantra discussed in regard to its modiﬁcation is the nirva¯pamantra2 employed
at the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa. It is dealt with in the adhikaran. as 9.1.11 and 9.1.12.
Besides discussing the same mantra, the two adhikaran. as are connected by the ritual
item denoted in the propositions, i.e. certain deities. One would expect a reversed order
of these adhikaran. as, as only the latter considers the main proposition in the mantra,
1 The stringent methodology for the analysis of sentences is complemented by an equally stringent
system of argumentation, which is based on the creation of analogies and cross-references.
2 TS 1.1.4.2. This mantra also appears in the Śatapathabra¯h.man. a 14.1.2.7 and the
Va¯jasaneyisam. hita¯ 37.1. However, Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ is traditionally associated with the Kr.s.n. a Yajurveda,
I therefore refer to the sources belonging to that branch throughout.
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agnaye jus. t.am. nirvapa¯mi, in which the main deity of the ritual, Agni, is mentioned. It
seems that for the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. saka the case is rather clear: At the ectypal saurya, in
which the main deity is not Agni but Su¯rya, the term denotative of the deity in the
mantra has to be modiﬁed to su¯rya¯ya. Only the preceding discussion on the further
phrases included in the proposition motivate the pu¯rvapaks. in to argue against this
straightforward case in analogy to the siddha¯nta in 9.1.11.
The main question raised in both adhikaran. as then is: What do the terms under scrutiny
denote in view of the ritual context in which the mantra is employed? The mantra –
as its name already suggests – accompanies the main oﬀering, in which the sacriﬁcer
gives the oﬀering substance away into the ﬁre for the deity. Although Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯
does not consider deities as essential or instrumental for the success of a ritual3, they are
nevertheless one basic item in the setting of a ritual. It is argued by the siddha¯ntin that
the dative case in agnaye is not mainly due to its connection with the past participle
jus. t.a, but because Agni is the object of the act of oﬀering (p. 214). The mantra thus
echoes the assumed extended injunction for the ritual, in which the deity would also
ﬁgure in the dative case (p. 217): svargaka¯mo darśapu¯rn. ama¯sena¯gnaye yajeta.
The opponent does not accept this meaning to be expressed in the statement. For him
agnaye depends solely on the past participle jus. t.a, and he claims that in the reading of
the siddha¯ntin the mantra would be contradicting the ritual reality: "I oﬀer what has
been enjoyed (jus. t.a) by Agni" (p. 215), while the oﬀering is only taking place with the
recitation of the mantra. Therefore, the term Agni in the mantra cannot directly denote
the main deity of the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa, it has to indicate something else.
This conclusion was reached in adhikaran. a 9.1.11 in regard to the terms savitr. , pu¯s.an
and aśvin.4 For the pu¯rvapaks. in it was obvious that these terms denote deities. And
since the mantra mentions the deities, they have to appear in the context of the darśa-
and pu¯rn. ama¯sa, only such a "seen meaning" (dr.s. t.a¯rtha) can justify their mentioning
(p. 209). Either each deity is part of the ritual, or the terms are all expressive of the
3 See Clooney 1997.
4 These appear in the ﬁrst half of the proposition: devasya tva¯ savituh. prasave ’śvinor ba¯hubhya¯m
pu¯s.n. o hasta¯bhya¯m agnaye jus.t.am. nirvapa¯mi (TS 1.1.4.2).
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main deity, Agni. In any case the proposition would be split into distinct statements
(p. 211f), as in the case of the mantra beginning with syonam. te5, which was discussed
in the context of JS 3.3.14. For the pu¯rvapaks. in his claim is further substantiated by
the subordination (viniyoga) of the mantra to the ka¯rya, the syntactical connection of
the terms (anvaya) suggests the deities to be oﬀered to (p. 211).
The siddha¯ntin rejects the opponent’s assumption of such a ka¯rya as not based on any
proper means of knowledge (p. 212). The ka¯rya can only be enjoined by the injunction,
not by a mantra. Furthermore, the seen meaning of a mantra is praise – here of the
act of oﬀering. The meaning of the proposition is praising the oﬀering by motivating
the sacriﬁcer, denoted by the terms apparently referring to deities (p. 213). The terms
savitr. and pu¯s.an thus indicate the sacriﬁcer, aśvin the sacriﬁcer and his wife, assisting
him in the oﬀering. Their motivation is clearly subordinated to the overall meaning of
praise, which remains the same in the ectypal sattra with several sacriﬁcers. Therefore,
the correct conclusion is that these terms do not require any modiﬁcation in the ectype.
Returning to adhikaran. a 9.1.12, the view of the pu¯rvapaks. in following the line of the
siddha¯nta in 9.1.11 is refuted by two main arguments. The use of the dative case in
agnaye mirrors the injunction for the oﬀering, as was mentioned above. Furthermore,
the term jus. t.a does not necessarily express an already accomplished act. Śa¯likana¯tha
refers to Pa¯n. ini, As.t.a¯dhya¯y¯ı 3.3.132, declaring that in case of an expectation the suﬃx
-kta can also indicate an act in the present or future tense (p. 219). The correct meaning
of the proposition, therefore, is: "I oﬀer what will have been enjoyed by Agni."
This adhikaran. a has an optional reading, in which the term dha¯nya appearing in a
mantra6 for the preparation of the oblation at the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa (p. 219ﬀ) is
under scrutiny. The pu¯rvapaks. in claims that the term has to be modiﬁed, as it denotes
paddy, the unhusked rice, while the ritual act involves husked rice (vr¯ıhi). He thus again
sees an analogy to the treatment of the term agnaye in the nirva¯pamantra. It is inter-
esting that neither Śa¯likana¯tha nor Śabara argue with the obvious here, as elsewhere7:
5 MŚS 1.2.6.19-22.
6 TB 3.2.3.6.
7 In 9.3.4 it is explicitly stated that the mantra has to be employed without modiﬁcation at the
archetype, because it is validly enjoined there.
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Modiﬁcation concerns ectypal ritual settings, not archetypes. Diﬀerent to the case of
the nirva¯pamantra, the siddha¯ntin has to concede that dha¯nya includes the husked rice
through indication (laks.an. a¯) and thus is not modiﬁed. A comparison to worldly uses
of languages shows that expressions using totum pro parte are commonly accepted, i.e.
"eating paddy" actually means "eating rice" (p. 221). Husked rice being a product
obtained from unhusked rice, the term dha¯nya is accepted as denotative of the ritual
situation and is not changed. It is noteworthy in this respect that even the possibility
of modifying a mantra in an archetypal setting is seriously considered. However, neither
Śabara nor Śa¯likana¯tha mention this. The former only adds that in the ectypal śa¯kya¯-
na¯mayanam the term has to be modiﬁed to ma¯m. sam, as the oﬀering is made of meat
there.8
Important aspects are already revealed by these ﬁrst two adhikaran. as. The main propo-
sition of a mantra has a direct connection to the ritual activity at which it is recited, it
thus has to "ﬁt" in the sense that its wording should be directly denotative rather than
only indicative. One of the main purposes of a mantra is praise. The proposition thus
does not have a factual meaning, but praises the act and thereby motivates the sacri-
ﬁcer to perform it accordingly (p. 213). The act being primary, the remaining parts
of the proposition denote secondary aspects and can be read in terms of indication or
metonymy – very much in the sense of Patton.9 Secondary meaning based on indication
certainly is less prone to modiﬁcation in a new, ectypal context.
From the deities and the oﬀering-substance attention shifts to the sacriﬁcer, the priests,
and the fruit of the sacriﬁce in the following two adhikaran. as, 9.1.13 and 9.1.14. The
discussion revolves around the id. opahva¯namantra10, with which the priests are sum-
moned to partake in the eating of the id. a¯, a portion made from the sacriﬁcial cake
(purod. a¯śa) in the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa. The question is, which role the sacriﬁcer plays
in the mantra according to the meaning of the term yajñapati in its proposition. The
general meaning is accepted by both, pu¯rvapaks.a and siddha¯nta, to be that the sacriﬁcer
8 ŚBh at JS 9.1.39, second interpretation.
9 Patton 2005.
10 TS 2.6.7.4.
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will obtain prosperity through the performance of the id. a¯ with the help of the invited
priests. But what is the core proposition? The prosperity as a promise to motivate the
sacriﬁcer? Or the prosperity as the fruit of the id. a¯, to which the priests are summoned?
The latter view represents the siddha¯nta. Śa¯likana¯tha again – as in 9.1.11 – lets the
pu¯rvapaks. in adduce the example of the mantra beginning with syonam. te, consisting
of several distinct statements (va¯kyabheda), to argue that the id. opahva¯na also consists
of two distinct propositions (p. 223). The one concerning the sacriﬁcer promises him
the desired fruit in the form of prosperity through the verb vr.dh, the other invites the
priests.
For the siddha¯ntin, however, the mentioned prosperity is only a subordinate aspect of the
main proposition that the priests are summoned to the id. a¯. For this purpose the mantra
has been enjoined, this represents the ka¯rya (p. 224). The premise of ekava¯kyatva, that
this passage forms a single, coherent sentence, can easily be upheld by remembering the
respective injunction. Indeed it is together with this injunction that the mantra forms
a single statement (ekava¯kya). The prosperity, which is assumed by the opponent as
the main aspect, is nowhere remembered to be mentioned as to be eﬀected, and can
thus not be the main aspect. In Śa¯likana¯tha’s argumentation the referentiality to the
injunction is not made as explicit as in the ŚBh on this topic. Though I cannot adduce
clear evidence, it seems to me that Śa¯likana¯tha wants to give more weight to the implicit
argument that the proposition as such, even without the injunction as reference, does
not have the meaning of promising the fruit for the sacriﬁcer. After all, this is only men-
tioned in a subordinate relative clause, while the main clause expresses the summoning
and praising of the priests. The prosperity is inferred (anuma¯na, p. 223f) as resulting
from the id. a¯, which the proposition expresses. Since the prosperity of the sacriﬁcer aims
at summoning the priests, no modiﬁcation is required at the ectypal sattra at which
there are several sacriﬁcers.
The following adhikaran. a 9.1.14 again discusses a mantra, namely the su¯ktava¯ka-
mantra11, which is recited by the hotr. towards the conclusion of the darśa- and pu¯rn. a-
11 TB 3.5.10.4.
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ma¯sa when the sacriﬁcial seat (prastara) is disposed of in the ﬁre. The mantra praises
heaven and earth, and then mentions the sacriﬁcer and his expected fruit, longevity
(a¯yus). According to the pu¯rvapaks. in, the term "sacriﬁcer" (yajama¯na) in the mantra
is subordinated to the fruit mentioned in the same, namely longevity. The fruit is the
primary meaning of the proposition, and the sacriﬁcer is only secondary to it. Also in the
ritual setting the sacriﬁcer only renders assistance to the oﬀering of the grass-bedding,
for which longevity is the fruit (p. 224). The sacriﬁcer’s connection to the ritual and
the fruit is not directly denoted, and the mantra can be employed at a ritual involving
many sacriﬁcers without modiﬁcation.
The siddha¯ntin concedes to his opponent that the sacriﬁcer is subordinated to the fruit
(p. 225). However, in contrast to the id. opahva¯namantra the fruit forms the main aspect
of the proposition, it is mentioned without referring to something else – such as the
summoning of the priests. According to Śa¯likana¯tha the fruit is directly connected to
the individual sacriﬁcer, its mentioning is an appeal to his desire to obtain the fruit
(p. 225). In the systematisation of the Pra¯bha¯karas, the mentioning of the fruit is
necessary for the individual sacriﬁcer to consider himself authorised (adhika¯rin) and
compelled (niyojya) to execute the injunction.12 The fruit provides the sa¯dhya for the
sacriﬁcer (p. 225). Śa¯likana¯tha further argues, that the desire to obtain the fruit is
a quality of the speciﬁc sacriﬁcer, and that it is independent of the role in the overall
ritual.13 The meaning of the su¯ktava¯kamantra clearly emphasizes the fruit in direct con-
nection to the sacriﬁcer. The term yajama¯na, therefore, has to be changed at an ectype
according to the number of sacriﬁcers involved.
The discussion in the adhikaran. as 9.1.13 and 9.1.14 yields a further interesting issue.
Some have claimed that the argumentation advanced by the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ – but
already made by the Bra¯hman. as – to provide a mantra with a clear meaning is super-
imposed on the text from the ritual context.14 The chain of causality has to be viewed
12 Yoshimizu 1997: 161ﬀ.
13 The oﬀering of the grass-bedding is only a secondary act (an˙ga) included in the darśa- and
pu¯rn. ama¯sa, its fruit is thus also secondary. However, the same argument would apply to the main fruit
(p. 226).
14 Staal speaks of the meaning of a mantra solely resting "in its ritual use", with all other explanations
being mere "rationalisations" (Staal 1998: 51f.). Thompson supports this claim in a modiﬁed form
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in a diﬀerent light in my opinion: The meaning of a mantra has to align to the ritual
context. But for the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ it does so by its own meaning. It is no superimpo-
sition that the fruit for the sacriﬁcer is directly meant in the su¯ktava¯kamantra, while it
is mentioned for a diﬀerent purpose in the id. opahva¯na. Ritual context and meaning of
a mantra are per se univocal, the former does not cause the latter to be read as such.
Śa¯likana¯tha commences the following adhikaran. a 9.1.15 with the siddha¯ntin citing the
position of the pu¯rvapaks.a in direct opposition to the correct view. While thus far
denotations of deities, persons involved in the sacriﬁce – sacriﬁcer, wife, priest – and of
the fruit were scrutinized, the present adhikaran. a shifts attention to attributions made
in the subrahman. ya¯nigada15. This mantra is recited at the jyotis. t.oma to invite Indra to
preside over the ritual. The same mantra will be employed at the ectypal agnis. t.ut, with
the term Indra being replaced by Agni in analogy to the conclusion in adhikaran. a 9.1.12
– though this is not made explicit. The question arises, whether the stated attributes
mean speciﬁc qualities of Indra, or whether they mean qualities which the deity of the
sacriﬁce possesses. In the former case, advocated by the pu¯rvapaks. in, the qualities would
have to be modiﬁed to be suitable to Agni in the ectype, while the siddha¯ntin argues
for the latter conclusion, in which case the same qualities remain applicable for Agni at
the ectype.
Again, rather than the conclusion the argumentation is of interest on both sides. Very
explicitly in this adhikaran. a reference is made to examples and knowledge outside the
Vedic realm. The pu¯rvapaks. in claims that the qualities are well-known to belong to
Indra, which the siddha¯ntin denies to be the case (p. 227f). The pu¯rvapaks. in further
compares the attribution in the mantra to the general attribution in: "the earth contain-
ing fragrance" (gandhavat¯ı pr. thv¯ı, p. 228). But for the siddha¯ntin such an attribution
points to something beyond the actual earth and is thus not comparable to the case at
hand. Rather, as it is not known that the mentioned attributes are genuinely those of
Indra, it can already be deducted that they are attributions for the deity of the sacri-
ﬁce, whichever that may be. The opponent subsequently aims at beating the siddha¯ntin
(Thompson 1997: 574f.).
15 TA¯ 1.12.3-4.
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with his own weapons. He adduces a further indicative text, directly attributing the
said qualities to Indra and providing justiﬁcations of these attributions in the form of
stories and the like. Referring to a further passage to support one’s argument is a
very legitimate instrument for the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯, speciﬁcally in view of its striving
for ekava¯kyatva in its broadest sense.16 However, the siddha¯ntin proves his opponent
wrong in this instance. The adduced passage is part of an arthava¯da. Such passages only
provide knowledge in the context of the relevant injunction, but not factual knowledge.
The apparent attribution of the qualities to Indra in the arthava¯da in fact supports
the correct claim that they are not well-known qualities of that deity (p. 229f). The
arthava¯da eulogizes the deity by the attributes to justify its presence in the ritual, and
this applies to another deity as well. Śa¯likana¯tha brieﬂy provides one further argument
in favour of the meaning "qualities of the deity of the sacriﬁce" (p. 230): If the qualities
were genuinely those of Indra, they would apply in all cases where he is present, and as
such the subrahman. ya¯nigada would have to be used whenever Indra is the main deity of
a ritual.
This adhikaran. a has an optional interpretation in the course of which again reference
is made to "common sense". The heifer at the archetypal jyotis. t.oma is brought to the
sacriﬁcial arena with a mantra17 attributing the typical products of a cow to it, such as
milk (p. 230). At the ectypal sa¯dyaskra, a calf replaces the heifer. For the pu¯rvapaks. in
it is common sense that the female heifer is attributed with the products of the cow,
since it will one day become one and provide the mentioned products. The male calf,
however, will not do so, and thus the attributions do not apply at the ectype – the
mantra has to be changed. The siddha¯ntin, like in the primary interpretation of the
adhikaran. a, corrects the opponent’s "common sense". In some future time everything
is possible: On the one hand the heifer could become a barren cow, on the other hand
the calf could beget a heifer which then would yield the products of a cow (p. 231).
What is understood by common sense is the situation at hand, and neither heifer nor
calf produce milk etc. The attributions, therefore, praise the animal and are applicable
16 See Yoshimizu 1997: 101ﬀ, and McCrea 2000: 433ﬀ for more.
17 ŚB 3.3.3.1-2.
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at archetype and ectype.
The outlined discussion clearly shows that Śa¯likana¯tha aims at a "middle path". He
does still frequently rely on references to the ritual and textual context in which the
respective mantra is employed. But he also wants to show that the resulting meaning
of a mantra essentially does not diﬀer from the meaning of ordinary, worldly statements
and situations. Furthermore, by directly connecting the mantra-passage with worldly
assumptions he situates their meaning somewhere between one derived from ritual prag-
matism and one understood independently out of the passage as such.
After adhikaran. a 9.1.16 the discussion of the modiﬁcation of mantras is left, turning to
the modiﬁcation of sa¯mans in the second pa¯da. It is taken up again at the beginning of
the third pa¯da.
Adhikaran. as 9.3.4 and 9.3.5 discuss one of the rare instances in which the Pu¯rva-
mı¯ma¯m. sa¯ cannot accommodate a contradiction within śruti itself, and has to accept
an option. At the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯ a mantra is enjoined accompanying the tying of the
animal to the sacriﬁcial post with a noose. This mantra exists in two recensions. MS
1.2.15 mentions the noose (pa¯śa) in the singular, while TS 3.1.4.4 mentions it in the
plural. As was the case already in the presentation of adhikaran. as 9.1.11 and 9.1.12,
the treatment of these two versions is discussed ﬁrst – in 9.3.4 – in regard to an ectypal
context in which two animals are tied to the post, and only in the subsequent adhikaran. a
in the context of the archetype. The correct procedure for the ectype is rather obvious.
The mantra is meant to accompany the tying of the two distinct animals. Neither the
singular noose in MS 1.2.15, nor the plural nooses in TS 3.1.4.4 do justice to the ritual
setting, thus both have to be modiﬁed into the dual form (p. 325).
While Śabara spends a considerable part of the discussion on expounding the three diﬀer-
ent suggestions of the pu¯rvapaks.a, Śa¯likana¯tha only brieﬂy introduces the various views
(p. 324f) and rather deals with the core problem. In the DŚ the pu¯rvapaks. in clearly
alludes to the conclusion arrived at in 9.3.5, that both versions of the mantra are mean-
ingful at the archetype with just one noose. How can the siddha¯ntin claim that the plural
form is not applicable for the two nooses in the ectype, when he will claim it to be applica-
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ble for the one noose at the archetype in adhikaran. a 9.3.5
(p. 327f)? The pu¯rvapaks. in seems justiﬁed to question this contradiction. The justi-
ﬁcation is straightforward, it does not rely on common sense or grammatical rules, but
solely on the premise that a direct Vedic instruction (upadeśa) cannot be questioned
(ibid.). The mantra is enjoined for the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯, so both versions per se have to
express the desired meaning. Only in the progressing discussion the siddha¯ntin adduces
other supportive arguments. For him the plural is seen in worldly matters to apply to
singular, not, however, to dual items. Therefore, also in the Vedic context the plural
could denote the singular but not the dual (p. 329). In answer to this the opponent
tries to claim that the ka¯rya is denoted by the mantra, which remains the same in the
ectype as it was in the archetype. But the ka¯rya can only be brought about by the
respective injunction which is distinct for the ectype. In consequence, also the ka¯rya is
distinct and supports the claim that modiﬁcation is necessary. Śa¯likana¯tha concludes
adhikaran. a 9.3.4 by stating that grammatical agreement between the denotation in the
mantra and the ritual context at the ectype requires modiﬁcation (p. 331).
In the subsequent adhikaran. a 9.3.5 the pu¯rvapaks. in undertakes a new attempt at claim-
ing that the version of the mantra containing the plural form cannot be used at the
archetype with just one noose. He argues that the version with the plural is enjoined for
such ectypes where there are several nooses. However, the mantra appears in proximity
to the injunction for the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯ and is thus directly instructed (upadis. t.a) for it
(p. 331) – this was already stated in adhikaran. a 9.3.4. The siddha¯ntin supports this
premise along grammatical lines, claiming that the form does not denote the grammat-
ical number, but only the basic form (pra¯tipadika) and the case ending (p. 332f). The
plural ending thus becomes irrelevant, nevertheless retaining its inherent meaning.
The argumentation of the siddha¯ntin appears to be more an apologetics than proper
reasoning.18 The reference to common sense proving that a plural form can be employed
18 In comparison, adhikaran. as 9.3.12-14, deal with a similar case in the adhriguprais.amantra (MS
4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.1). The term medhapati is enjoined in the singular and dual form respectively in the
two recensions. It denotes the two deities, Agni and Soma, which are considered as a group at the
archetype. Thus both forms, the singular and the dual, are directly expressive of the ritual situation.
The reference to worldly custom taking several items as one coherent unit appears more plausible than
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for a single object is not presented as a strong point, the only real support is gained
from both versions of the mantra being there in śruti and consequently being appli-
cable. Śa¯likana¯tha at least manages to refer to a rule established by Pa¯n. ini, that the
case-endings can be changed in the Veda (p. 334).19
To conclude my analysis, I shall now compare a further set of two adhikaran. as, 9.4.3.
and 9.4.5. Although an unrelated adhikaran. a is placed inbetween them20, their topics
and the argumentation contained in them resemble each other. Śa¯likana¯tha has the
pu¯rvapaks. in refer to this apparent analogy in 9.4.5 (p. 364f). The adhriguprais.amantra
is enjoined for the killing and cutting up of the sacriﬁcial animal at the archetypal
agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯. It directs the priest to properly perform his duty of preparing the animal.
One passage warns the the priest not to cut the rectum, "thinking it to be uru¯ka"21.
Does the term mean an object of comparison in the form of an owl (ulu¯ka), or does it
denote a part of the animal’s body, the fat (p. 357f)? If the former is the case, then
the term would not have to be modiﬁed in an ectype in which more than one animal
is oﬀered, while in the latter case it would, because the body part is distinct for each
animal.
The pu¯rvapaks. in argues for the meaning "owl", the syntactical connection with the
participle manyama¯na and the prohibition of cutting the rectum only leave room for
an object of comparison. Furthermore, reading the term as a compound phrase con-
sisting of uru ("large") and ka(śa) ("marrow"), which the siddha¯ntin argues, involves
several ﬂaws. The major problem in this view is the splitting of the word, which should
be avoided. Even worse, it would necessitate the assumption that syllables have been
dropped in the second part of the compound phrase (p. 360). For the pu¯rvapaks. in,
therefore, the statement in the mantra creates the apprehension in the priest that the
rectum resembles an owl and should not be cut into pieces – this would be the most
the reference in the current adhikaran. a.
19 I assume this to refer to As.t.a¯dhya¯y¯ı 3.1.85.
20 It is not related in regard to the kind of phrase under discussion. However, it shares with the
surrounding topics the overall meaning of the passage: Certain parts of the animal’s body are meant
to be cut out in their entirety.
21 MS 4.13.4; TS 3.6.6.3-4.
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obvious meaning (p. 359f).
For the siddha¯ntin, however, the opponent’s understanding would involve the assump-
tion of an unseen object of the statement, as an owl does not form part of the sacriﬁcial
context (p. 358). Furthermore, the consequence of the interpretation would be a general
prohibition of every cutting of the rectum. This would contradict a later declaration to
the eﬀect that the rectum should actually be cut out as well. The adhriguprais.amantra
guides the priest through the killing and preparation of the animal step-by-step, so the
prohibition can only be valid temporarily. The proper view is based on the percep-
tion that the rectum resembles a large piece of fat – anyone who has once prepared a
Christmas goose will agree to this. The current task of the priest is to remove the fat
from the animal in order to subsequently cut out the important parts22 one-by-one. The
prohibition is thus tied to the context of cutting the fat and warns the priest to work
precisely (p. 360), thus yielding a seen object (dr.s. t.a¯rtha). At the end of the adhikaran. a
Śa¯likana¯tha’s siddha¯ntin claims the support of etymology for splitting the term, and of
grammar for forming the proper instruction from the splitted term (p. 361).
In adhikaran. a 9.4.5 we are presented with a number of statements in the adhriguprais.a-
mantra with a parallel form. They are not a prohibition or warning, but a certain
resemblance between a part of the animal’s body and an object of comparison is stated.
The pu¯rvapaks. in thus transfers the right conclusion from adhikaran. a 9.4.3 to the present
instance. The resemblance has to be created, i.e. each body part is instructed to be cut
in a given form. The chest of the animal shall be cut in the form of a hawk, only in this
way the mantra’s passage would have a seen object (p. 365). The decisive diﬀerence
is yet again obtained through proper perception. While the rectum is not preceived as
resembling an owl, the body parts mentioned here in fact have the form of the objects
with which the are identiﬁed. This perception corroborates the mantra’s ritual purpose.
Because the body part has the form of the object it is compared with, the meaning is
to cut out the entire part – this is the correct procedure for the priest.23
22 For example the "arms", better front legs, of the animal in 9.4.4, or the chest in 9.4.5.
23 This functional meaning, to cut out the complete body part mentioned, also forms the basis of
argumentation in the series of adhikaran. as dealing with the adhrigurais.amantra, 9.4.1 through to the
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A last note of comparison is in place here. That the entire part of the body should be cut
is already mentioned in 9.3.11 as denoted by the term ekadha¯ in the context of cutting
the skin of the animal. There, like in the present adhikaran. a 9.4.5, the mantra provides
the manner of performance (itikartavyata¯) for the priest. Despite the parallelity, the
term ekadha¯ has to be modiﬁed by repetition (p. 342), while the terms of comparison
remain the same. Why this diﬀerence? The term ekadha¯ as an adverbial phrase directly
expresses the manner of cutting the skin. The direct expression refers to the specﬁc skin
of the animal, so that it would not be applicable to several skins at the ectype. The
hawk and further terms, on the other hand, are terms of comparison without a direct
reference to the individual chest etc. Independent of the number of animals involved
these terms indicate the proper procedure.
2.2 Mantras – Meaning – Modiﬁcation: A Re-Evaluation
Śa¯likana¯tha’s gloss in the DŚ on the relevant adhikaran. as deviates only in minor
aspects from the presentation in the ŚBh. In fact, in several instances we need to refer
to Śabara’s commentary to understand the full scope of the argument. This is partly in
line with the general picture we have of the Pra¯bha¯karas: In comparison to their rivals
they are more conservative and traditional in their interpretation of the JS, and mostly
follow the arguments of Śabara.24 The Bha¯t.t.as, on the other hand, were more open to
the trends of their times and readily engaged in discussions beyond the usual scope of
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ topics.
Furthermore, Prabha¯kara’s Laghv¯ı is said to be the shorter of his two known commen-
taries, and Śa¯likana¯tha’s gloss seems to support this assumption. His greatest achieve-
ment probably remains the Prakaran. apañcika¯, in which he presents his own, independent
discussion of major topics of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯. However, a combined reading of the DŚ
with the R. juvimala¯pañcika¯ might prove to be a fruitful endeavor in terms of a better
understanding of Śa¯likana¯tha and the school his guru founded. Given the facts that the
presently discussed 9.4.5. See also Clooney 1990: 58f.
24 Jha 1978: 12.
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R. juvimala¯pañcika¯ continues where the Br.hat¯ı stops in the sixth adhya¯ya, and that the
DŚ might become readable also in the adhya¯yas seven and eight parallel to that text, a
more coherent picture of Śa¯likana¯tha’s contributions to the discussions of his time may
be possible. Certainly, a more complete manuscript of the DŚ would facilitate such an
endeavor.
The analysis of Śa¯likana¯tha’s treatment of the modiﬁcation of mantras has revealed
a number of interesting points. It is obvious that Śa¯likana¯tha would have never sub-
scribed to Staal’s claim that mantras are ultimately without meaning. Neither would
he have agreed that mantras have to be treated diﬀerently than statements of ordinary
language. While the transfer (atideśa) of a mantra from an archetype (prakr. ti) to an
ectype (vikr. ti) is mainly based on śruti – either by the general rule that the ectype has
to be performed like its archetype, or by a speciﬁc injunction or mentioning/naming to
the eﬀect that the mantra has to be transferred to the ectype25 – and does not require
an understanding of the mantra itself, the question of modiﬁcation (u¯ha) can only be
decided by grasping the full meaning and function of the propositions of the mantra in
the archetypal and ectypal contexts.
Taber has convincingly analysed how language – including that of mantras – was seen by
the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ in terms similar to the modern theory of speech acts. As part of the
procedure of ritual (itikartavyata¯), mantras are included in the network of constitutive
rules framing the ritual.26 However, Taber has repeatedly argued that the meaningful-
ness of mantras for the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ only carries as far as necessary, it is bound to the
question of the use of mantras in the ritual: "Indeed, it would seem that the Mı¯ma¯m. sa¯
is not really interested in explaining mantras at all but only in eliminating them as a
potential source of doubt about the rationality of the Veda."27 Taber even claims that
mantras are only part of the larger system of references, which is the Veda.28
25 See Jha 1942: 331. Jha includes the general rule in the category of an inferred injunction.
26 Taber 1989: 154.
27 Ibid. 151.
28 Ibid. 159: "[The Mı¯ma¯m. saka] is not hoping to restore the literal or symbolic signiﬁcance of the
Veda. Indeed, he is nearly doing the opposite, reducing the text to a series of mere references." Göhler
apparently is of a similar opinion: "Auch wenn die Semantik, wie sie Jaimini entwirft, für die damalige
Zeit auf einem hohen theoretischen Niveau steht und über erstaunliche innere Konsistenz verfügt, ist
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Based on the material presented in this work, I argue that Taber’s conclusion is too
narrow. It is true that the ritual context as delineated in the relevant Vedic passages
serves as the ﬁx-point for determining the meaning of a mantra, i.e. that its meaning has
a high degree of ritual pragmatism to it. Mantras are, after all, part of the procedure
of a ritual. But the system tries to argue for the correct meaning of a proposition not
exclusively through its ritual usage. The term uru¯ka in adhikaran. a 9.4.3 does not denote
"owl", because this understanding is supported a) neither by etymological derivation,
b) nor by common knowledge of the rectum resembling that animal, c) nor by the con-
textual knowledge that at the moment of recitation the fat is being cut. The pu¯rvapaks.a
is shown to apply an incorrect etymology and an invalid reference to common knowledge.
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ thus strives hard to provide arguments based on "common sense" in sup-
port of its conclusions. Nevertheless, the "stain" of an apologetic aspect in the system
cannot be removed completely. The Vedic word still is paramount to all other means
of knowledge, and sometimes supportive arguments are streamlined in regard to that
Vedic word – see adhikaran. a 9.3.5.
It is furthermore noteworthy that Śa¯likana¯tha apparently saw less need than Śabara
for extensively dealing with the actual mode of modifying a mantra. The question
how a phrase has to be modiﬁed is certainly of secondary importance to the question
whether modiﬁcation is required at all – which in turn depends on the meaning of the
phrase. While the last sentences of an adhikaran. a in the ŚBh regularly provide the reader
with brief information on where and how modiﬁcation would apply, this information is
often missing in the DŚ. This is not only due to the brevity of Śa¯likana¯tha’s gloss in my
opinion. I rather consider this omission as the logical consequence of the detailed ana-
lysis of the meaning of a mantra leading to its modiﬁcation. Once the ritual specialist
in adhikaran. a 9.3.12 has understood that the forms of medhapati appearing in the two
versions of the adhriguprais.amantra29 both refer to the deity of the sacriﬁce – with the
dual form directly denoting Agni and Soma at the archetypal agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯, and the sin-
gular form indirectly denoting them as one group – it is rather clear that the dual form
sie vor allem aus pragmatischen Gründen entworfen worden." (Göhler 2011: 61.)
29 MS 4.13.4 and TB 3.6.6.1.
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has to be modiﬁed in all ectypes involving a number of deities other than two30, and that
the singular form only has to be modiﬁed at ectypes involving two or more deities which
do not form a group31. The case is similar in adhikaran. a 9.3.11: Once it is concluded
that the term ekadha¯ denotes the "entirety" of the animal’s skin that is to be cut, only
a modiﬁcation through repetition of the term can carry the same meaning in the ectype
with several animals.32
The modiﬁcation of mantras has limits which are, however, not made explicit by Śa¯lika-
na¯tha or any other Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. saka to my knowledge. Changes are only discussed for
single phrases, never for a whole proposition. In adhikaran. a 9.1.12 it is argued that the
name of the deity in the nirva¯pamantra33 has to name the main deity of the respective
ritual. At the archetypal darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa the mantra is laid down with the form
agnaye, which has to be modiﬁed to su¯rya¯ya at the ectypal saurya. The presiding deity
forms one major part in the ritual and is included in the direct proposition of the mantra
as the one to which the oﬀering is dedicated. The situation is, however, in contrast to
the example adduced in adhikaran. a 9.1.13, the id. opahva¯namantra34. The mantra men-
tions the sacriﬁcer, who – as the deity – is one of the central elements in any ritual.
Unlike was the case in 9.1.12, the sacriﬁcer here is not part of the main proposition of
the mantra, he merely appears as the object of a relative clause. The mantra therefore
does not denote the sacriﬁcer’s prosperity – thereby encouraging him to undertake the
oﬀering, but it praises the id. a¯-oﬀering as worth being attended to by the mentioned
priests. Here – like in all other instances – the proposition made in the mantra reﬂects
the ritual situation, in which the sacriﬁcer has already started to undertake the ritual
and the priests are being asked to partake in it.
One level below in the hierarchy are phrases of attribution, in adhikaran. a 9.1.15 those
mentioned for the main deity Indra in the subrahman. ya¯nigada at the jyotis. t.oma. These
30 See adhikaran. a 9.3.13.
31 See adhikaran. a 9.3.14.
32 Note that the meaning "sameness of time" assumed by the pu¯rvapaks.a is also refuted on the basis
of common sense. A single skin at the archetype cannot be cut "simultaneously" (ekadha¯).
33 TS 1.1.4.2.
34 TS 2.6.7.4.
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attributes have to be understood as belonging to the deity in that ritual, not the men-
tioned deity as such.35 Their meaning does not change essentially with a new deity,
rather the deity coming in at the ectype takes over the role of Indra at the archetype.
Such a general attribution, however, does not imply that it is not meant or real. The
image created is that Indra as well as Agni manifest these attributes in the respective
ritual. This point becomes even clearer in the interpolated passage in adhikaran. a 9.3.2.,
where the kuśa-grass strewn is qualiﬁed in the mantra as "green" (harita). At the ectype
lotus-grass is strewn. As it is known that kuśa-grass is green, the speciﬁc mentioning of
the quality in the mantra is taken to deliberately denote the "green substance for strew-
ing". Accordingly the qualiﬁcation has to be changed to "red" (lalita) for the ectypal
lotus-grass.
The understanding of meaning therefore heavily depends on understanding the semantic
structure of language and of ritual. The intricate relation between Vedic word and act
in the systematization of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ has frequently been observed.36 In almost all
discussions I am aware of, however, scholars have considered the system’s approach
rather limited in its basic argumentation: Since the Veda enjoins ritual, its sentences have
to express that. The semantic considerations and methodology of text interpretation
resembling methods of contemporary hermeneutics have been acknowledged, but usually
only in the limited scope of Vedic language and ritual. Göhler recently wrote: "Sie geht
von einem idealen, widerspruchsfreien Opfersystem aus, für das sie ein eigenes System
der Interpretation entwirft."37 To me this appears to be not even half the truth, deﬁnitely
not the rule, as Staal has argued.38 While the main point of references for Śa¯likana¯tha’s
considerations remains Vedic ritual, he constantly refers to "common sense" or worldly
perception for determining the proper meaning of a mantra-passage. Furthermore, the
context is also a factor framing ordinary, worldly statements.39 In this sense Wheelock
35 The argumentation, again, is not solely based on ritual context, but also on "common sense" that
Indra is not known to possess the stated qualities as such!
36 See for example Clooney 1990: Chapter I; Benson 2010: 27f; Göhler 2011: 26.
37 Göhler 2011: 26.
38 Staal 1989: 51.
39 See the statements adduced on p. 323: "I desire the houses of this Devadatta. Summon him!
He, indeed, is rich in animals." While at face value the single sentences are unrelated, they appear in
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seems right in viewing mantras as "situative speech".40
A further limitation for the modiﬁcation of mantras is only brieﬂy discussed explicitly
by Śa¯likana¯tha in adhikaran. a 9.3.1. A change in the wording of a mantra ultimately
destroys its character of "mantra". Mantras are included in śruti, the author- and begin-
ningless Veda. A change adds a new, human component to it, and conservative tradition
does not consider it a mantra proper anymore.41 Śa¯likana¯tha supports this view without
laying too much emphasis on it. He may have been aware of the problem this premise
poses for the whole discussion on the modiﬁcation of mantras. It is also made obvious
that modiﬁcation was to be avoided wherever possible. In at least as many cases the
decision is made against modiﬁcation as it is made in favour.
Nevertheless, modiﬁcation is necessary – maybe more often than the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sakas
liked it to be. They thus had to admit deviations from śruti as essential elements in their
ritual system. Śa¯likana¯tha even goes one step further. He clearly states in 9.1.1 that the
question of modiﬁcation is to be decided by logical deduction (tarka). It remains the
task of the ritual specialist to undertake this mental eﬀort, but this eﬀort is considered
a source for ﬂaws in the ritual procedure. The authority of the Veda can hardly be
upheld at this point, the human – decentered at an earlier point in the discussion42 –
has come back into the equation. It is noteworthy that Śa¯likana¯tha stresses this issue.
He does so in contrast to the preceding discussion of the transfer of a detail from an
archetype to an ectype (atideśa) in the adhya¯yas seven and eight. In the case of atideśa
the point of departure is always a direct Vedic instruction (updeśa), not so in the case
of modiﬁcation (u¯ha). Of course, the ritual context for the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ is mainly
constructed through a structured reading of the Veda. Nevertheless, especially in regard
to a mantra, understanding its meaning is essential in properly situating it in the ritual
context. Again, Śa¯likana¯tha’s explanations foster the conclusion that it is not the ritual
proximity to each other, thus forming a singular unit of meaning.
40 Wheelock 1989: 99.
41 Gonda, in reference to the Nirukta, writes: "It was taught that the ﬁxed combination of words
marked by a deﬁnite and rigid syntactical order did not allow any alteration whatsoever." (Gonda
1963: 270.)
42 Clooney 1990, Chapter V: The "Decentering" of the Human.
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context governing the meaning of the mantra. It may be diﬃcult to claim the complete
opposite, i.e. that the meaning governs the ritual context. However, for Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯
text and performance at least run parallel to each other, the former makes men acting
out the latter. Viewed from the standpoint of Śa¯likana¯tha attempts at reconstructing
the meaning of mantras in a manner as Patton43 and Houben44 have done seems the
best way to really understand them. The meaning might often be diﬃcult to arrive at
for outsiders of the tradition, nevertheless Śa¯likana¯tha has advocated the possibility to
understand it as directly denoted or indirectly implied within the framework of meto-
nymic linkages.
An interesting starting point for a further study in this ﬁeld may be a comparison of
the modiﬁcation of mantras with that of sa¯mans. It seems from my understanding of
the passages – mainly the second pa¯da of the ninth adhya¯ya – that the modiﬁcation
of a sa¯man is usually based on a direct instruction, and thus relies less on the mental
eﬀort of a person. I therefore believe that the process of modifying a mantra may be the
most delicate point in the ritual system proclaimed by the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯. It is here
that the system has to deviate the farthest from its constant point of return, the Veda.
Despite trying to constantly connect the deductive process (tarka) to śruti, a natural,
"worldly" understanding of propositions appears to be equally necessary and applicable
to determine the proper meaning of Vedic mantras.
Further insights for the internal development from the JS via the ŚBh to the texts of the
Pra¯bha¯karas may be gained by comparing the texts in regard to their changing termi-
nology. Clooney has convincingly shown how Śabara’s comments, which had long been
taken as the reliable interpretation of Jaimini’s aphorisms, disagree at certain points
with the premises established by Jaimini. Focusing more on ritual activity Jaimini
apparently preferred the term vika¯ra, while Śabara gives u¯ha as the topic of the ninth
adhya¯ya. Furthermore, the actual discussion at the beginning of the adhya¯ya revolves
around prayojana, the speciﬁc purpose of a ritual element in the complete ritual struc-
43 Patton 2005.
44 Houben 2000.
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ture.45 Śa¯likana¯tha, on the other hand, follows Śabara in his usage of the term u¯ha, but
seems to disagree with both, Jaimini and Śabara, in introducing the topic as a logical
consequence of atideśa and as a process of logical deduction (tarka). I would assume
that a careful linguistic, comparative analysis of these texts, which could not be done
for the present study, would produce further interesting results.
45 Clooney 1990: 56ﬀ.
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3 Śa¯likana¯tha Miśra and the Dı¯paśikha¯
Before presenting the edition and translation of those passages from the ninth adhya¯ya
of the DŚ which discuss the modiﬁcation of mantras, I will introduce Śa¯likana¯tha and
the DŚ as well as important secondary sources at hand.
3.1 Śa¯likana¯tha Miśra, his life and works
As is common with most authors of Sanskrit works written before 1000 CE, hardly any
facts regarding Śa¯likana¯tha’s life and environment can be gathered without doubt. His
works present the most important account of the school of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯1 founded by
Prabha¯kara, in his Prakaran. apañcika¯ he speaks of Prabha¯kara as "guru". Jha2 reads
this mentioning of "students of the guru, Prabha¯kara" as proving that Śa¯likana¯tha was
a direct disciple of Prabha¯kara. It is, however, more reasonable to follow Yoshimizu3,
who interprets this passage to indicate other direct disciples of Prabha¯kara. In fact, in
the Prakaran. apañcika¯ Śa¯likana¯tha further mentions certain ekadeśins, but no evidence
on such predecessors is available to us.
Śa¯likana¯tha might not have known Prabha¯kara directly, a relative chronology, however,
may begin with the founder of the Pra¯bha¯kara-school and his opponent, Kuma¯rila.
They are assumed to have been more or less contemporaries. Jha4 has tried to con-
clusively argue against the legend that Prabha¯kara was the best student of Kuma¯rila,
ultimately defeating his teacher during debate in class. He adduces a number of quota-
tions from Kuma¯rila’s works, in which he appears to directly criticise views expounded
by Prabha¯kara. Yoshimizu provides a more substantial analysis of relevant passages
from Kuma¯rila’s works and Prabha¯kara’s Br.hat¯ı to conclude that they must have been
more or less contemporaries.5 It might be true, however, that Kuma¯rila became familiar
with his opponent’s views, as his later works, the Tantrava¯rttika and T. upt.ı¯ka¯, seem
1 See Yoshimizu 1997: 34; also Verpoorten 1987: 40.
2 Jha 1978 (1911): 12.
3 Yoshimizu 1997: 33, footnote 5.
4 Jha 1978 (1911): 13ﬀ.
5 Yoshimizu 1997: 49.
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to refer to them on a number of occasions. Prabha¯kara, on the other hand, does not
directly deal with positions of his opponent. Still, some critical remarks in Prabha¯kara’s
Br.hat¯ı lead Yoshimizu to the conclusion that he knew of Kuma¯rila also.6 Since Man.d. ana
Miśra, who is supposed to have worked between 660 and 720 CE, already criticises the
Pra¯bha¯kara-school, Prabha¯kara must have been active in the ﬁrst half of the seventh
century, and must have been a (younger) contemporary of Kuma¯rila.7
As already mentioned above, Śa¯likana¯tha was not a direct disciple of Prabha¯kara. He
quotes Man.d. an. a Miśra several times, and is himself quoted by Va¯caspati Miśra (mid-
tenth century CE) and the Buddhist writer Prajña¯karagupta (750-810 CE).8 According
to these "cornerstones" Śa¯likana¯tha should have written his treatises in the latter half
of the eigth and/or the ﬁrst half of the ninth century CE.
Even more obscure than his dates is Śa¯likana¯tha’s location on the Indian subcontinent.
Like his guru he is supposed to have lived and worked in South India, the area compris-
ing the modern states of Karnataka and Kerala. The spread of manuscripts from the
Pra¯bha¯kara-school supports this assumption, while the texts of the rival Bha¯t.t.as promi-
nently ﬁgure in the northern parts of the subcontinent. The same "north-south-divide"
is still found amongst contemporary experts of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ in India.
It has been noted before that Śa¯likana¯tha is the most important source in regard to
his predecessor Prabha¯kara. Not only do we know the latter’s work only through the
former’s, it is also Śa¯likana¯tha’s systematisation of Prabha¯kara’s positions which makes
them understandable.9 Śa¯likana¯tha wrote one commentary on each of Prabha¯kara’s
treatises, namely the R. juvimala¯pañcika¯ on the Br.hat¯ı (also known as Nibandhana),
and the Dı¯paśikha¯ (DŚ ) on the Laghv¯ı. While the R. juvimala¯pañcika¯ has been edited
together with the Br.hat¯ı by Sastri10 and has been translated in parts by Yoshimizu11,
6 Ibid.
7 Besides Yoshimizu, Thrasher also argues for this chronology (Thrasher 1979: 119).
8 Verpoorten 1987: 38; Yoshimizu 1997: 33, footnote 5.
9 See Yoshimizu 1997: 40; also Verpoorten 1987: 40.
10 Sastri 1934-67.
11 Yoshimizu 1997: 227-405.
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the DŚ has not been subject to research at all.12
Besides these commentaries, Śa¯likana¯tha also wrote an independent treatise, structured
according to the major topics of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯, called Prakaran. apañcika¯13. Included
in Sastri’s edition of the R. juvimala¯pañcika¯ is a brief commentary on the ﬁrst adhikaran. a
in the JS, the Tarkapa¯da. This is called Bha¯s.yapariśis. ta and attributed to Śa¯likana¯tha.
Prabha¯kara’s works, as they are available to us, provide comments on the ŚBh in a
highly condensed, often cryptical language. The arguments are mostly impossible to
follow without the help of Śa¯likana¯tha’s explanations. Śa¯likana¯tha is, furthermore, cred-
ited with the proper systematisation of the positions held by the Pra¯bha¯kara-school
on the basis of his topically arranged account in the Prakaran. apañcika¯. Despite his
status as the commentator of Prabha¯kara, Śa¯likana¯tha seems to have tried to open
the Pra¯bha¯kara-school to the wider philosophical discourse of his time, especially in
exchange with the Buddhists. It is, among other factors, mainly due to the intense
discussions the Bha¯t.t.as had with their Buddhist opponents on philosophical rather than
ritualistic issues, that Kuma¯rila and his followers have been relatively much more inﬂu-
ential until today. Prabha¯kara, instead of engaging in these philosophical discussions,
put his focus on ritualistic correctness and the validity of the relation between Vedic
word, its capacity to make man undertake ritual activity, and the eﬀect of that activity
for Vedic word and man. In this respect Śa¯likana¯tha adds important aspects to the
system of his guru, in his Prakaran. apañcika¯ he argues against the Buddhist Dharma-
k¯ırti and develops his anvita¯bhidha¯nava¯da.14 If we thus impute to Śa¯likana¯tha that he
wanted to make the Pra¯bha¯kara-school a participant of philosophical discourse coequal
to the Buddhists – also to the Veda¯ntins and Naiya¯yikas – and mainly to the Bha¯t.t.as,
12 It is noteworthy in this context that Wicher completely neglects the existence of the DŚ in her work
on the Prakaran. apañcika¯ (Wicher 1987). Also Verpoorten only dedicates a footnote to its existence
(Verpoorten 1987: 38, footnote 208).
13 Sastri 1961.
14 The "theory (deriving) the denotation (of a word) from it being interlinked (with other words in a
sentence)" of the Pra¯bha¯karas stands in opposition to Kuma¯rila’s understanding of sentence meaning.
According to him the meanings of the individual words together eﬀect the meaning of a sentence
(abhihita¯nvayava¯da). For Prabha¯kara and Śa¯likana¯tha the word meaning can only be understood as
derived from the meaning of the sentence in which the word is employed. Verpoorten claims that
Śa¯likana¯tha "seems more at ease with the philosophical problems (e.g. the theory of knowledge) than
with the ritual ones". (Verpoorten 1987: 40)
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we have to state his failure. References are made to positions of the Pra¯bha¯karas,
but never at the same level as the discourse of the other schools presents itself in the
primary sources.
The "shadowy existence" of Prabha¯kara and Śa¯likana¯tha is mirrored even nowadays in
academic works, where Kuma¯rila’s treatises have received most attention in studies on
Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯. A few exceptions shall brieﬂy be discussed.
Already the early "pioneer" in the study of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯, Ganganatha Jha, saw
the importance of the Pra¯bha¯kara-school for understanding the development of Pu¯rva-
mı¯ma¯m. sa¯ in the context of the six darśanas and heterodox schools of thought.
Besides his two best known works, Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ in its sources15 and the translation
of the ŚBh in three volumes16, he wrote a monograph on The Pra¯bha¯kara School of
Pu¯rva Mı¯ma¯m. sa¯17. In it Jha presents the ﬁrst – and until now only – complete overview
over Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ as represented in the Br.hat¯ı and the R. juvimala¯pañcika¯. Frequent
references are made to Kuma¯rila and also Śabara in instances where the view of the
Pra¯bha¯karas stands out.
As it was and still is the case with studies on the ŚBh and works of Kuma¯rila, so
also in regard to Prabha¯kara and his followers primary interest of scholars has been
directed towards the philosophical aspects of the schools, mainly their philosophy of
language.18 An example for this focus is Wicher’s unpublished doctoral dissertation
titled Va¯kya und Vidhi. Śa¯likana¯tha’s Va¯kya¯rthama¯tr.ka¯19. Wicher discusses and trans-
lates the eleventh chapter of Śa¯likana¯tha’s Prakaran. apañcika¯, in which he develops his
arguments in favour of the anv¯ıta¯bhidha¯nava¯da as the basis for understanding "what is
to be done" (ka¯rya) from the Veda.
Three years later than Wicher, Sarma published a further study on the Prakaran. a-
pañcika¯. His Verbal Knowledge in Pra¯bha¯kara-Mı¯ma¯m. sa¯20, again, focuses on the chap-
15 Jha 1942.
16 Jha 1936.
17 Jha 1978 (1911).
18 While, as stated above, this emphasis is there in the works of Kuma¯rila, it is not so prominent in
those of Prabha¯kara and Śa¯likana¯tha.
19 Wicher 1987.
20 Sarma 1990.
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ter called Va¯kya¯rthama¯tr.ka¯, and is "unusual as the usual chapterwise division is not
maintained"21 in his work. Sarma instead presents an elaborate commentary in English
on the chapter.
Yoshimizu delivered one of the most elaborate studies on Pra¯bha¯kara-Mı¯ma¯m. sa¯, titled
Der "Organismus" des urheberlosen Veda. Eine Studie der Niyoga-Lehre Prabha¯karas
mit ausgewählten Übersetzungen der Br.hat¯ı22. His detailed study is a very ﬁne example
of close textual scrutiny combined with an analytical representation of the content, which
is located at the intersection between purely linguistic, textual topics of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯
and their ritualistic implementations. Yoshimizu thus presents an account of the textual-
ritual framework in which Prabha¯kara and his followers positioned themselves.
Finally, Freschi has recently published her detailed discussion of Ra¯ma¯nuja¯ca¯rya’s Tantra-
rahasya under the title Duty, Language and Exegesis in Pra¯bha¯kara Mı¯ma¯m. sa¯. She
has edited and translated the section called Śa¯straprameyapariccheda of the Tantra-
rahasya together with an extensive analysis of Ra¯ma¯nuja¯ca¯rya’s comprehensive presen-
tation of the viewpoints of the Pra¯bha¯kara’s in opposition to the Bha¯t.t.as of his time. As
Ra¯ma¯nuja¯ca¯rya bases his points to a large extend on the works of Śa¯likana¯tha, Freschi’s
contribution indicates the major importance of the latter for Pra¯bha¯kara Mı¯ma¯m. sa¯ and
our knowledge of the same.
There are some more recent studies on Śa¯likana¯tha from Japan, which could not be
taken into consideration for the present work.23
3.2 The Dı¯paśikha¯
Only one manuscript of the DŚ is known to date, which is kept in the Adyar Library in
Chennai.24 It is inventoried in two bound volumes under the number 54.A.32.
21 Sarma 1990: vii.
22 Yoshimizu 1997.
23 I am grateful to Birgit Kellner for making me aware of this.
24 Also during the extensive research conducted for the new edition and extension of Aufrecht’s
Catalogus Catalogorum no further manuscript was found. This was conﬁrmed by Siniruddha Dash in a
meeting in Chennai in March 2006.
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Figure 3.1: Front page of the second volume of the Dı¯paśikha¯.
The front page to the ﬁrst volume reads:
d¯ıpaśikha¯
Vol. I
by
śa¯lika¯ na¯thamiśrah.
pages 1-to-472.
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The front page of the second volume corresponds to that of the ﬁrst volume – see ﬁgure
3.1.
The manuscript’s colophon on p. 923 is signed by V. Narayanasamy Sastri on October
12th, 1937. The scribe’s colophon reads as follows:
Dr. c. kuñjanra¯jñah. nikat.a¯d a¯gatam. keralalipya¯tmakam. śr¯ıta¯lapatrakośam.
dr.s. t.va¯ likhitam idam. pustakam. ad. aya¯rpustakaśala¯ya¯h. .
"When a palm-leaf manuscript in the script of Kerala, brought from far by
Dr. C. Kunjan Raja, was found, this manuscript was written for the Adyar
Library."
Figure 3.2: The scribe’s colophon on p. 923 of the Dı¯paśikha¯.
As can be seen from the calculation of the pages on the title page of Volume II, 24 pages
have been added after the end of the twelfth adhya¯ya on p. 923 and the colophon on
p. 924. At the end of this addition one reads: "Copied by V. Narayanasamy Sastri
16/10/1937". According to the Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the
Adyar Library, Vol.IX, Mı¯ma¯m. sa¯ and Advaita Veda¯nta 25 the addition is the continua-
tion of the text breaking oﬀ on p. 249. The scribe has added a remark pointing in the
same direction: "It is inferred that the manuscript breaks oﬀ" (granthapa¯ta ity u¯hyate).
25 Krishnamacharya 1952: 19.
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Upon close reading, however, the text already is inconsistent on p. 244. In the fourth line
the subject-matter suddenly changes from adhikaran. a 9.1.18, the yajña¯yajñ¯ıya¯sa¯man
employed at the jyotis. t.oma, to the nirmanthya-ﬁre, which is enjoined for baking the
bricks for the ﬁre-piling (agnicayana). It continues further until the text completely
breaks oﬀ on p. 249. There is a comparable inconsistency in the appended 24 pages.
Contrary to the scribe’s comment ("see page 249") these pages represent a mixture of
short and longer passages from the seventh adhya¯ya on pp. 1-8, and from the ninth
adhya¯ya on the remaining pages.26 It is further worth mentioning that the numbering in
the marginalia underlines the confusing character of these sections. While the last num-
ber of the regular manuscript is "37/B" on p. 240, immediately preceding the assumed
break on p. 244 we ﬁnd "38/A", continuing with "38/B" on p. 257 and "39/A" on
p. 250. The appended pages begin with "37/A" right at the beginning, and immedi-
ately preceding the remaining part from 9.1.18 we read "38/A", which is continued by
"38/B" on p. 12. On p. 17, again, where a clear separation of the passages is indicated
by the pagebreak, also the numbering leaps to "56/A", and is continued by "56/B" on
p. 20.
If we believe the scribe’s colophon, the manuscript is a copy of an original manuscript in
Keralese script, which was in the possession of C. Kunjan Raja. The copy was commis-
sioned by the Adyar Library and carried out by the scribe in the ﬁrst half of October
1937. Unfortunately, the fate of the original manuscript is not known. It is probable
that it remained with C. Kunjan Raja, and after his death passed over to his son K.
Kunjunni Raja, who as his father was a Sanskrit scholar.
In March 2006, during a visit to Chennai and the Adyar Library, I tried to ﬁnd traces of
the original with the help of Siniruddha Dash, unfortunately without success. With the
passing away of K. Kunjunni Raja the tradition of Sanskrit learning in his
26 In more detail, pp. 1-2 appear to include a passage from 7.3.3, pp. 2-5 a passage from 7.3.4, pp. 5-7
one from 7.3.6, and p. 7 and the beginning of p. 8 a passage from 7.3.7. This last passage mentions the
nirmanthya-ﬁre, which also had been there in the corrupt passage on p. 244 of the regular manuscript.
The collection is continued with the following passages from the ninth adhya¯ya: The remaining part of
9.1.18 on pp. 8-11; 9.2.1 and part of 9.2.2 on pp. 12-16; an unidentiﬁyable section, followed by a verbal
repetition of 9.4.14 (pp. 376/7) on pp. 17/8, which is concluded by another passage which I cannot
identify.
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family also vanished. Some of the family’s possessions, which appeared to have some
(indological) value, were given to relatives and acquaintances in Kerala, but some of
them were probably thrown away. It might well be that the original manuscript was
among the ﬁrst group – being in Keralese script after all, but no traces of it could be
found.
The manuscript in the Adyar Library is a paper manuscript, written in blue ink, and
bound in two hardback volumes. A sample page of the manuscript is reproduced in
ﬁgure 3.3. Pages measure 16.5 cm in width27 and 20 cm in height. Margins are drawn
on all four sides of a page with a double line. The margins’ width is 1.3 cm at the top,
2.5 cm at the bottom, and 1.3 - 2 cm at the in- and outside of each page, thus pro-
viding a text ﬁeld of 12 cm in width and 16.5 cm in height. Regular pages have ﬁfteen
lines at a distance of 1 cm from each other. The ﬁrst line on each page is reserved for
the page number (in Arabic numbers) in the outside corner, the text is written on the
remaining fourteen lines. Except for the scribe’s signature, the manuscript is written
in Devana¯gar¯ı in a clear, mostly uniform handwriting. Each aks.ara measures 0.5 cm in
width and height, diacritics above and beneath add further 0.3 - 0.5 cm to an aks.ara.
There are occasional marginalia, both on the in- and outside, and often the writing
crosses the margin-lines. Marginalia consist mostly of corrections, sometimes question-
marks for uncertain parts, and – most importantly – increasing numbers with an added
"A" or "B" after a slash. The numbering starts with a simple "A" (p. 1), continuing
with "B" (p. 3), "1/A" (p. 6), and again "B" (p. 8). After this initial inconsistent
sequence they systematically increase, "2/A", "2/B", "3/A", "3/B" and so on. The
ﬁnal number is "129/B" on p. 919. Most certainly these numbers refer to the folios
of the original palm-leaf manuscript consisting of 129 folios inscribed recto ("A") and
verso ("B"). On average three and a half pages of the present manuscript make up one
side of a folio of the original manuscript.
27 All measurements in this and the following paragraphs are approximations and/or averages.
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Figure 3.3: A typical page of the manuscript of the Dı¯paśikha¯.
The manuscript begins its commentary with the seventh adhya¯ya and continues it up
to the end, the twelfth adhya¯ya. Due to a large number of lacunae and missing parts,
the adhya¯yas seven and eight are impossible to be read and understood. Only the
latter half of adhya¯yas are presented in a form which facilitates a thorough reading. The
DŚ is Śa¯likana¯tha’s gloss on the Laghv¯ı, the shorter one of Prabha¯kara’s works. The
DŚ appears to be rather independent in its treatment of the JS s, some adhikaran. as are
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dealt with rather in depth, while others are done with in a single sentence or two.28
Furthermore, Śa¯likana¯tha regularly emphasizes a diﬀerent line of argumentation and
adduces other examples than Śabara. However, the general brevity of the text compli-
cates reading and understanding it – one is often forced to obtain further information
from the ŚBh.
3.3 Notes on the Edition and Translation
As noted before the manuscript contains a number of lacunae to the extent that a
comprehensive reading of the seventh and eighth adhya¯yas is impossible. Question-
able passages and lacunae also appear in adhya¯ya nine, nevertheless it can be read and
understood in full. While in general I have tried to remain as close to the manuscript
– in the edition as well as in the translation, certain emendations and additions were
necessary in order to present the reader with an understandable text in Sanskrit and
English.
The manuscript presents the DŚ with some structure and punctuation. Presumably
both have their source in the scribe’s understanding of the original palm-leaf manuscript
at his disposal29. The knowledge of the scribe, however, seems to be rather limited
– one proof being his obvious misunderstanding of the content of the appended pages
explained in 3.2. Further, even the style of punctuation provides room for doubt: While
a full stop is generally indicated after the ﬁrst part of a relative clause, there is generally
no punctuation after the term uttaram, which I translate as introducing a subsequent
answer in the form "The answer is: ...". The end of a paragraph is usually marked by a
double-dan. d. a, often rather representing inverted commas, within each paragraph some
sentences seem to be ﬁnished by a single-dan. d. a, although they sometimes could also be
read as comma. Furthermore, appendices to single sentences, such as abstract nouns in
the ablative, providing additional reasoning to the issues raised before, are often sepa-
rated from the sentence to which they belong by a full stop.
28 Such an example being 9.3.8.
29 See the scribe’s colophon discussed in 3.2.
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I shall proceed from the general structure to the details. Each adhya¯ya and each pa¯da is
introduced by the auspicious form śr¯ıh. , and is concluded by a colophon. This reads, for
example, at the end of the fourth pa¯da of the ninth adhya¯ya: iti d¯ıpaśikha¯ya¯m. navama-
sya catu¯rthah. pa¯dah.∥.
At the beginning of each adhikaran. a a part or the whole ﬁrst word or phrase of the
ﬁrst su¯tra of the JS is quoted by Śa¯likana¯tha. A single adhikaran. a may have two or
more interpretations already presented in the ŚBh, the alternatives are usually intro-
duced by the phrase evam. va¯, also in the DŚ. In my edition and translation, I have
represented the structural elements outlined so far rather directly. An adhikaran. a
is further divided into several paragraphs, although not in all instances does such a
division appear plausible according to the meaning. While I have added the number of
the adhikaran. a before the quotation of the respective beginning of the JS, I have not
directly taken over the division of paragraphs given in the manuscript. Instead, I have
structured the text according to my understanding of the arguments between the pro-
pounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a and the propounder of the siddha¯nta, each change in point
of view being represented by a new paragraph.
Generally, the ﬁrst line of argument in an adhikaran. a is presented by the pu¯rvapaks. in.30
This is the opponent of the proper view of the siddha¯nta, i.e. the prima facie opinion31,
or superﬁcial, preliminary view. Śa¯likana¯tha regularly declares a statement to be one of
either side32, and often one paragraph in an adhikaran. a is begun with: ra¯ddha¯ntas tu ...,
using the synonym for siddha¯nta. A further structuring phrase is nanu, or nanu va¯, both
often taken by the scribe to indicate a new paragraph. These phrases in fact introduce
an objection – and are translated by me as such, but can belong to both, pu¯rvapaks. in
and siddha¯ntin. Most of the time, however, they are used at the beginning of a rejoinder
by the opponent against a ﬁrst siddha¯nta.
30 Regularly, also an introductory statement or a critical question as to the purpose of the discussion
commences an adhikaran. a. These preliminary statements, sometimes even objections, can be made by
both sides.
31 Jha favours this translation (Jha 1933-36).
32 Regular phrases for the pu¯rvapaks.a are: ... iti pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı manyate, or ... iti manva¯nasya
pu¯rvah. paks.ah. .
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While the explicit mentioning of pu¯rvapaks.a and siddha¯nta helps in understanding the
argumentation to a certain limit, there is a frequent back and forth between arguments
on both sides, which one can only arrive at by a close reading of the text. A helpful
indicator are questions raised by the opposing side towards positions put forth by the
other side. Such questions are often brief or have to be supplemented.33 To facilitate
an understanding of the selected passages, I have started a new paragraph whenever the
side changes, and have added [P] for the pu¯rvapaks.a, and [S] for the siddha¯nta.
The same individual reading is, of course, given in my separation of sentences. As
mentioned above, the punctuation inserted by the scribe can hardly be counted as
reliable support. Rather, I have relied on some stylistic and phonetic indicators. The
ﬁrst and most important one concerns the obvious negligence of sandhi. To continue an
example already mentioned, Śa¯likana¯tha frequently uses the phrase uttaram to introduce
the answer to a preceding question. In most cases, the phrase is not followed by any
punctuation, but sandhi is neither applied. According to my reading this indicates that
the subsequent statement is a quotation, or at least a proposition worth being speciﬁ-
cally introduced by this kind of hiatus. Similar instances of obvious neglect of sandhi
can be found when Śa¯likana¯tha concludes a quotation from Prabha¯kara and begins his
gloss on the same.34 Furthermore, Śa¯likana¯tha tends to add statements of reasoning at
the end of his sentences, which are then often overseen by the scribe and separated from
the sentence. The same holds true for the term yatah. suﬃxed to a sentence.
Most emendations and corrections, though, have been made according to the context of
the statement and larger paragraph, also by a parallel reading of the ŚBh, from which
Śa¯likana¯tha regularly quotes. I have presented the text as it appears in the manuscript,
and have provided my own reading in the footnotes. The translation is based on my
emendated, corrected reading.
A major task in editing this manuscript was the distinction of textual levels. While
quotations from the JS and the ŚBh could be identiﬁed rather straightforwardly, and
33 A frequently used interjective question is: tatha¯pi kim. Sometimes Śa¯likana¯tha only uses (iti) cet
without providing the latter part of the sentence, which can then be rendered as "what if one assumes
that ...".
34 The relation between such quotations and the gloss will be elaborated below.
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their sources are provided in the footnotes, identifying the textual layers from Prabha¯-
kara’s Laghv¯ı had to be solely based on the manuscript itself. I therefore relied on the
structural indicators I have already described to decide, which statement could be a
quotation, and which a gloss. Regularly Śa¯likana¯tha uses phrases such as ity (atra) a¯ha,
which I have taken throughout to introduce a quotation of Prabha¯kara. Another common
introduction of a quotation from the Laghv¯ı – in most cases belonging to the siddha¯nta
– is pariharati, which I translate as "he resolves". Furthermore, some statements are
concluded by ity ucyate. While the formulation seems to indicate the conclusion of a
quotation – and it sometimes is, for example of a passage from the ŚBh, often it seems
rather to introduce a statement of general truth.
In the ninth adhya¯ya of the DŚ, from which all passages discussed in this study are
taken, Śa¯likana¯tha only twice mentions Śabara as the source for a quotation. He refers
to him as the bha¯s.yaka¯ra on p. 135 and p. 364. Once, on p. 329, he apparently directly
refers to Prabha¯kara as the vivaran. aka¯ra – Vivaran. a being another name for the Laghv¯ı.
In my presentation of the Sanskrit text and the English translation, I use the following
features to distinguish textual layers:
Regular text The passage is assumed to be one composed by
Śa¯likana¯tha, it is a genuine part of the DŚ.
Bold text The passage is assumed to be a quotation from the
Laghv¯ı by Prabha¯kara.
Bold, underlined text The passage is a quotation from a third source
– mostly the ŚBh or the JS, but it also includes
citations of mantras, sa¯mans or arthava¯das. In
two instances Pa¯n. ini is the source. The references
are provided in the footnotes.
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Text in italics All Sanskrit terms, which I leave untranslated or
which I add to my translation, are italicised.
While a regular full stop in my edition represents the same punctuation in the manuscript,
I additionally make use of the following sigla and conventions:
(Sanskrit term) In regular brackets I add the Sanskrit term to my
translation for clariﬁcation.
[Text] Text I add, which is not as such found in the
manuscript, is given in square brackets.
x In the edition this indicates one missing aks.ara.
The number of aks.aras missing in one part is based
on the length of the missing part in the manuscript,
and the average space of one aks.ara.35
∣ This represents a single dan. d. a in the manuscript.
∥ This represents a double dan. d. a in the manuscript.
◊ This represents the end of a sentence according
to my reading, with no punctuation given in the
manuscript.
209 The number in a box represents the page number
of the manuscript.
4 Text
4.1 Ninth adhya¯ya, ﬁrst pa¯da
[11.] artha¯bhi.1
[P] nanu śrutya¯ savitra¯dis.v abhidh¯ıyama¯nes.u katham. laks.an. aya¯ devata¯tvena¯bhi-
dha¯na¯śam. kety
[S] atra¯ham. 2◊ darśapu¯rn. ama¯sasam. bandhitaya¯ ’bhidha¯nam. mantra¯n. a¯m iti sthi-
tam3 209 phaladevatayoś ce4ty atra¯dhikaran. e◊ idam ida¯n¯ım. cintyate. kim ete
’pi darśapu¯rn. ama¯sasam. bandhitaya¯bhidh¯ıyante yatha¯gnya¯dayah.◊ uta nirva¯pa-
stutyartha es.a¯m anvaya iti◊
[P] tatra pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı manyate. kr.tsnasya mantrasya samaveta¯rthatopapanna¯
bhavat¯ıti na¯dr.s.t.akalpana¯prasan˙ga iti◊ asamaveta¯rtha¯bhidha¯ne savitra¯diśabda¯na¯m
adr.s.t.a¯rthata¯ samaveta¯rtha¯bhidha¯ne tu dr.s.t.a¯rtheti◊
[S] tatra dr.s.t.a¯rthatva¯ya laks.an. a¯m apy a¯śritya samaveta¯rtha¯bhidha¯nam eva
nya¯yya(m. )5 manyate pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı ∥
[P] nanv [S] agnya¯didevata¯ke karman. i devata¯bhidha¯nena katham. savitra¯di-
śabda¯na¯m. dr.s.t.a¯rthatety [P] a¯śan˙kyopasam. harann a¯ha – 210 tasma¯d vaikalpikam.
va¯gner abhidha¯nam astu. devata¯ntaram. va¯ kalpyata¯m. asya¯rthah.◊ sthite sam-
aveta¯rtha¯bhidha¯ne yatha¯katham. cit6 gaun.ya¯ la¯ks.an. ikya¯ va¯ vr.ttya¯ śaktyantara-
kalpanaya¯ va¯ samavetasya¯gner eva¯bhidha¯nam. savitra¯diśabdeh. kriyata¯m. tes.a¯m.
caikaka¯ryataya¯ vikalpo ’stu. yadi va¯ ma¯ntravarn. ikyo nya¯ya eva devata¯h. savitra¯dayah.
kalpyanta¯m. ta¯sa¯m. ca vikalpo ’stu. ∥
nanu vibhaktiśrutibhir ekava¯kyata¯vagamyama¯na¯muxaixvotsr.jyate∣ asya¯rthah.◊
sarva¯n. i savitra¯diśabda¯ni nirvapati naikava¯kyata¯panna¯ni vibhaktiśrutibalena◊
1 JS 9.1.36: artha¯bhidha¯nasam. yoga¯n mantres.u śes.abha¯vah. sya¯t tatra¯coditam apra¯ptam.
codita¯bhidha¯na¯t.
2 corr : atra¯ha. This is the usual phrase used by Śa¯likana¯tha to introduce Prabha¯kara as the speaker
of the following statement.
3 corr : sthitam. .
4 JS 9.1.4.
5 The scribe adds the anusva¯ra suggesting the correct form, which is adopted here.
6 corr : yatha¯kim. cid.
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[S] atah. katham. devata¯bhidha¯yakatvam. devata¯bhidha¯ne hi 211 vikalpah.◊
[P] vikalpe ca va¯kyabhedo vina¯ ka¯ran. ena¯padyata iti pariharati∣ ka¯rya¯rthata¯d7
viniyogasya yatha¯ka¯ryam. viniyogo yuktah.◊ viniyogah. pada¯rtha¯ntara¯nvayah.◊ sa
ka¯rya¯rthah.◊ ka¯rya¯rthaś cet tada¯ tadanusa¯ren. a varn. an¯ıyah.∣ yatha¯ praya¯jaśes.en. e8ty
evam a¯dis.u◊ avadha¯rite hi dravyapratipattyarthatve ’bhigha¯ran. asya praya¯jaśes.am.
havis.s.u ks.a¯rayat¯ıti viniyogo varn. yate◊ evam iha¯pi savitra¯diśabda¯na¯m. devata¯bhidha¯ne
ka¯rye niścite tada¯nugun.yena vaikalpiko viniyogo varn. an¯ıya iti yukta eva
va¯kyabhedah.∣
[S] evam apra¯pte ’bhidh¯ıyate. na¯traikava¯kyata¯ vihantum. śakyate.
[P] kasma¯d ity
[S] a¯ha – na hi viniyoga¯ntaram. pr.thag asti. savitra¯d¯ına¯m. ye- 212 na sa¯ka¯n˙ks.a-
tve ’pi va¯kyabhedah. sya¯t. yadi hi viniyogavaśena savitra¯d¯ına¯m. ka¯ryabhedo ’va-
gamyeta. tata¯dva¯kyabhedah. 9 saty api sa¯ka¯n˙ks.atve pada¯na¯m. yatha¯ syonanta10 ity atra
na ca savitra¯dipada¯na¯m. pr.thag viniyoga¯ntaram asti ∥
[P] nanv ekava¯kyatve dr.s.t.akalpana¯33B prasan˙ga ity uktam∣ viniyoga¯ntare ka¯ran. am.
[S] uttaram. 11◊ nedam. ka¯ran. am. stutyarthatve ’pi pada¯nvayasya dr.s.t.a¯rthatva¯t
stutir api dr.s.t.a¯rthaivety uktam. arthava¯da¯dhikaran. e ka¯ryavirodha¯d dhi praya¯ja-
śes.a¯dis.u ka¯rya¯nugun. o vibhaktyartho varn. itah.∣ iha punah. ka¯rya¯nugun.ye sati
ka¯rya¯ntarakalpana¯ nis.prama¯n. ika¯. devasya tve12ti nirvapat¯ıti yad idam. nirva¯pa-
laks.an. am. ka¯ryam. tada¯nu- 213 gun.ye ’pi sati vibhaktyartha¯nyatha¯tvakalpane na¯sti
prama¯n. am. 13◊ praya¯jaśes.a¯di tu prat¯ıtapraya¯jaśes.apratipattilaks.an. aka¯ryavirodha¯d
7 corr : ka¯rya¯rthatva¯d.
8 This refers to ŚBh 4.1.14, where the following statement from SatŚS 2.2.32 is discussed:
praya¯jaśes.en. a hav¯ım. s.y abhigha¯rayati.
9 corr : tada¯ va¯kyabhedah. . The given reading is not possible as such. Assuming that the technical
term vakyabheda is correct, and given that the previous sentence provides a condition, the present clause
deals with the consequence. The correlative clause is regularly introduced by Śa¯likana¯tha with tada¯ or
tatah. instead of tarhi.
10 MŚS 1.2.6.19-22: syonam. te sadanam. kr.nomi ghr. tasya dha¯raya¯ suśevam. kalpaya¯mi. tasmin
s¯ıda¯mr. te pratitis. t.ha vr¯ıh¯ına¯m. medhah. sumanasyama¯nah. .
11 corr : uttaram.
12 TS 1.1.4.2: devasya tva¯ savituh. prasave ’śvinor ba¯hubhya¯m pu¯s.n. o hasta¯bhya¯m agnaye jus.t.am. nir-
vapa¯mi. This is the nirva¯pamantra, which is the subject-matter of the adhikaran. a. However, Śa¯likana¯tha
only here directly refers to it.
13 corr : prama¯n. am.
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viniyogabhan˙ga iti caturthe darśitam∣ sthite stutyarthatve nimittadvayakalpana¯ya¯m.
savitr.śabdena yajama¯na ucyate. tasya prasave ’nujña¯ya¯m. nirvapa¯mi14. yadi va¯
savitur eva¯dityasya prasa

m. tvapa upadaye nirvapa¯mı¯ty evam. ru¯pa¯ya¯m. yajama¯na-
pares.u nimittes.u ya¯ u¯haśan˙ka¯ dvibahuyajama¯nake karman. i sa¯ sam. bandhyabhi-
dha¯na¯rtha¯◊ yajama¯nasam. bandh¯ı prasava¯bhidha¯nanibandhana¯ yajama¯nasam. bandh¯ı cet
prasava ucyate∣
[P] tada¯ yajama¯nadvitve yajama¯nabahutve ca vacanoho nya¯yya iti◊
[S] pa¯ra¯rthye tu sam. bandhima¯tratayo- 214 papatter anu¯ha ity arthah.∣ na¯tra
ma¯nasam. bandh¯ı15 prasavasva¯rthapraka¯śyate16∣ tasya¯dhvaryun. a¯nanus.t.h¯ıyama¯natva¯t.
kim. tu nirva¯paviśes.an. a¯rthatvena para¯rtham. tasya k¯ırtanam. para¯rthe ca¯nu¯ho
yajñapatiśabdavad ity uktam. bha¯s.ye ∥
[12.] gun. a.17
[P] pu¯rva¯dhikaran. opaj¯ıvanena pu¯rvapaks.am a¯ha – yadi savitra¯dayo nirva¯pa¯rtha¯
evam. tac ca niśabdo18 ’pi nirva¯pagun. a eva pratipattavyam ∥
[S] nanv agnyarthatva¯n nirva¯pasya na gun. ataya¯gnih. śakyate ’vagantum. agny-
artha eva¯yam. nirva¯pah.◊ atah. pradha¯nabhu¯tasya¯gneh. 19 na para¯rtham abhidha¯nam iti
na gun. ataya¯gnih. śakyate ’vagantum.
[P] saivatv agnyartha- 215 ta¯ nirva¯pasya na prat¯ıyata iti20 ayam abhipra¯yah.∣
yadyapi vastusthitya¯ nirva¯pasya¯gnyarthata¯ tatha¯pi na¯sma¯n mantrava¯kya¯d agnyarthata¯
nirva¯pasya prat¯ıyate.
[S] kutah.◊
[P] uttaram. 21◊ jus.t.aśabdaśravan. a¯t◊ etad eva vivr.n. oti. jus.t.am22 iti bhu¯tam ava-
14 This is the ﬁnal phrase of the nirva¯pamantra (TS 1.1.4.2) under disussion here.
15 corr : yajama¯nasam. bandh¯ı. The correction is in accordance with other phrases in this paragraph.
16 corr : prasavasva¯rthah. praka¯śyate.
17 JS 9.1.37: gun. aśabdas tatheti cet.
18 corr : ca¯gniśabdo. The given reading does not provide any meaning. According to the context – the
adhikaran. a deals with the ﬁnal statement in the nirva¯pamantra (TS 1.1.4.2 agnaye jus.t.am. nirvapa¯mi)
– the word under discussion here can only be agni.
19 corr : pradha¯nabhu¯tasya¯gner.
20 corr : ity.
21 corr : uttaram
22 TS 1.1.4.2.
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gamayati∣
[S] tatha¯pi kim ity
[P] a¯ha – bha¯vyataya¯ ca¯yam. nirva¯pah. śru¯yate∣ asya¯rthah.∣ ya¯ ca nirva¯po bha¯vya-
taya¯ śru¯yate nirva¯pe ca sati vr¯ıhayo jos.is.yante. atah. pra¯n˙nirva¯pa¯t23 vr¯ıhayo yena
jus.t.a¯h. 24 tasma¯t stutyarthatayaiva¯nvayopapattih. ∥
nanu stutivela¯ya¯m api katham agnaye jus.t.am iti vyapadeśah.∣ pra¯n˙nirva¯pa¯d ajus.t.a-
tva¯d ity
[S] atra¯ha – ta¯darthye 216 tu para¯rthyam. 25 śabdasya na¯nya¯yyam26 yatah.◊
asya¯rthah.∣ tutyarthatve27 jus.t.aśabdasya pa¯ra¯rthyam ajus.t.e ’pi◊ vartama¯natvam
anya¯yyam. na bhavat¯ıti◊ gaun. am apy a¯lamba iti pada¯na¯m. nya¯yya evety arthah.∣
[P] yada¯ tu na stutyarthata¯ tada¯ mukhya eva śabda¯rtha ity ajus.t.e jus.t.aśabda¯nupa-
pattih.◊ tasma¯n nirva¯pa¯bhidha¯nanis.t.ha eva¯hyam. mantra iti pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı
manyate ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – yatha¯ jus.t.am.
34
A bhavati tadartho nirva¯pa iti mantra¯rtho
varn. an¯ıyah. . na punar jus.t.am. nirva¯pamı¯ti pra¯n˙nirva¯pa¯d agnaye jus.t.am. nir-
va¯pamı¯ty evam. mantra¯rtho na varn. an¯ıyah.∣ kim. tu yatha¯gnaye jus.t.am. bhavati
tadartham. nirvapa¯mı¯ti a¯śa¯syate hi jos.an. am. 28◊ ato 217 bhavis.yaty api bhu¯tapratyaya
upapadyata iti bha¯vah.∣
[P] kim. punar atra bhu¯tatva¯di(ti?)kramen. a29 nis.t.ha¯varn. ane ka¯ran. am. 30◊
[S] uttaram. 31◊ caturth¯ıto devata¯tvena ca śravan. am agneh. 32 yatah.◊ asya¯rthah.◊
agniśabda¯t ta¯vac caturth¯ı para¯ śru¯yate. tena¯gnim. prati ta¯darthyam. jyos.an. asya¯va-
23 corr : pra¯n˙nirva¯pa¯d.
24 corr : jus. t.a¯s.
25 corr : pa¯ra¯rthyam. . This is an incorrect form, as vr.ddhi is used for derivative nouns. The correct
form also appears in the following sentence.
26 corr : na¯nya¯yyam. .
27 corr : stutyarthatve. The reading is clearly incorrect. The context and similar phrases in this
passage suggest the corrected reading.
28 corr : jos.an. am.
29 corr : bhu¯ta¯dikramen. a. The scribe doubts the given reading and suggests the correction adopted
here.
30 corr : ka¯ran. am.
31 corr : uttaram.
32 corr : agner.
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gamyate33. na ca tadasam. bhavah. agner34 devata¯tvena śravan. a¯t. tasma¯n na
ta¯darthyam apanetum. śakyate∣ etad evopapa¯dayitum. codayati ∥
[P] nanu ca◊ yatha¯ caturth¯ı ta¯darthya¯d apanetum. yukta¯. tatha¯ nis.t.ha¯pratyayasya¯pi
bhu¯ta¯rthatvam apanetum. na yuktam. 35◊
[S] pariharati◊ yuktam. nis.t.ha¯pratyayasya bhu¯ta¯rthatvam apanetum. 36◊
[P] kasma¯d ity
[S] a¯ha – nirva¯pasya¯nya¯yya¯m agnyartha- 218 ta¯m. viruddhya¯t37 yatah.◊ nis.t.ha¯-
pratyayasya hi bhu¯ta¯rthatva a¯dr¯ıyama¯n. e pra¯g eva38 nirva¯pa¯d agnisam. bandhe
nirva¯pasya¯gnyarthata¯ nya¯yya¯pi39 sat¯ı viruddhyeta. agnisam. bandhi ta¯nni(ta¯m. ni)-
ru¯pyama¯n. a¯na¯m. 40 vr¯ıh¯ın. a¯m a¯pa¯dayan nirva¯po ’gnyartho bhavet∣ pra¯k tv agnaye
jus.t.a¯na¯m. nis.panne ’gnisam. bandhe na nirva¯pasya tatsam. bandha¯pa¯ta(da)katvam41
ast¯ıty agnyarthata¯ nirva¯pasya viruddhyeta. atas ta¯darthyabhu¯ta¯rthayor anyatara¯paneye
dr.s.t.a¯rthatvena nirva¯pasya pra¯dha¯nyam eva¯gneh. 42 yuktam avagantum. na
punar bhu¯ta upasarjanatvam◊43 agnyarthata¯m a¯pa¯dayan nirva¯po dr.s.t.a¯rtho bha-
vati. anyatha¯ dr.s.t.a¯rtha iti tada¯nugun.yena pra¯dha¯nyam eva jos.an. e ’gneh. 44 yuktam
33 corr : jos.an. asya¯vagamyate. The form appearing in this context is jos.an. a, denoting the act, while
the given form would represent an unknown derivative of the same. See also ŚBh at JS 9.1.39.
34 corr : tadasam. bhavo ’gner.
35 corr : yuktam
36 corr : apanetum.
37 corr : viruddhya¯d.
38 corr : pra¯ca eva. The only meaningful connection the term can have is with the following nirva¯pa¯t.
The correct corresponding form – without the application of sandhi – is pra¯cah. . In the previous
instances of these phrases appearing together (p. 215), they were combined into the compound phrase
pra¯n˙nirva¯pa. However, such a compound phrase could not include the term eva set in between in the
present instance.
39 corr : nirva¯pasya¯gnyarthata¯nya¯yya¯pi. The same phrases appear in the statement before, to which
this is a gloss. The concessive construction, used by Śa¯likana¯tha here, indicates that something is
expressed which actually is not the position of the siddha¯ntin, i.e. that Agni is not the object of
enjoyment.
40 corr : agnisam. bandhita¯m. niru¯pyama¯n. a¯na¯m. . The scribe doubts the given reading and suggests the
correction which is adopted here.
41 corr : tatsam. bandha¯pa¯dakatvam. Again, the scribe doubts the reading and suggests the correction
adopted here.
42 corr : eva¯gner.
43 According to the ligation in the manuscript, the construction would continue. Nevertheless, all
other options of separating the sentences appear to be more constructed. In the whole passage, a
conclusion is presented with a following half-sentence, in which the alternative is dismissed. According
to this scheme, the sentence has to stop here.
44 corr : ’gner.
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avagantum. na puna- 219 r bhu¯te jos.an. a upasarjanatvam. tasma¯d a¯śam. sa¯ya¯m. kto varn. a-
n¯ıyah.◊ bhavis.yaty eva jos.an. e◊ a¯śam. sa¯ya¯m. bhu¯tavac ce45ty anena su¯tren. a kta-
pratyayo ’yam iti varn. an¯ıyo vartama¯na¯rtho va¯ kto varn. an¯ıyah.∣ yathaiva hy agnaye
vr¯ıh¯ın. a¯m. niru¯pyama¯n. ata¯ saiva tes.a¯m. tasmai jos.yama¯n. atety anus.t.ha¯na¯nusa¯ren. a
vartama¯ne ’rthe ktapratyayo varn. an¯ıyah. ∥
evam. va¯.46
[P] dha¯nyaśabdo47 ’yam. tan.d.ulebhyo ’rtha¯ntarasya vacana ity adhyupyama¯na-
tan.d.ula¯nabhidha¯na¯d asamaveta¯rtha¯bhidha¯no ’yam. mantra iti pu¯rvapaks.ayati ∥
[S] nanu laks.an. aya¯pi samaveta¯rtha¯bhidha¯nasiddheh. 48 na¯dr.s.t.a¯rthata¯ man-
trasya yukta¯ kalpayitum. dha¯nyaśabdasya¯samaveta¯- 220 rthatve kr.tsnasyaiva man-
trasya¯dr.s.t.a¯rthata¯◊ na punah.◊ nirva¯pamantranya¯yena dr.s.t.a¯rthata¯◊ tataś ca varam.
laks.an. aya¯ dha¯nyaśabdasya tan.d.ula¯rthatvam a¯śritya samaveta¯rthatvam a¯śr¯ıyata¯miti◊
[P] pariharati◊ dr.s.t.asa¯marthyasya prayojanakalpana¯◊ na punah. prayojan-
a

ntah. 49 sa¯marthyakalpana¯ bhavitum arhati. atiprasan˙ga¯t◊ asya¯rthah.∣ laks.a-
n. aiva na¯ma vede na yukteti manva¯nam. 50 pu¯rvapaks.ayati∣ 34B tatha¯ hi kim. la¯ks.an. ı¯(n. i)ke
51
’rthe śabdasya sa¯marthyam asti va¯ na va¯. asti cet

sama¯(sa¯)mrthyam. 52 tada¯ va¯cyatva-
prasan˙gah.◊ va¯cyatve ca vr.ddhavyavaha¯ra¯peks.a¯◊ na ca laks.an. ı¯ke53 ’rthe vyavaha¯ra-
sam. bhavah.∣ asa¯marthye tu na ca¯ks.an. iko54 ’rthah. śakyate ’vagantum. tataś ca
45 As.t.a¯dhya¯y¯ı 3.3.132.
46 ŚBh at JS 9.1.38, second interpretation.
47 This refers to the mantra given in TB 3.2.6.3: dha¯nyam asi dhinuhi deva¯n ity a¯ha. It is used in
the context of the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa.
48 corr : samaveta¯rtha¯bhidha¯nasiddher.
49 corr : prayojanatah. . The scribe doubts the given reading. As this part of the sentence is introduced
as a reverse argument by na punah. , the ablative ending seems plausible here as it takes up the term
from the previous sentence.
50 corr : manva¯nah. . This reading is incorrect in combination with the following verb. The correction
is based on the complete phrase, iti manva¯nah. pu¯rvapaks.ayati, being used by Śa¯likana¯tha througout
the DŚ.
51 corr : la¯ks.an. ike. The scribe doubts the given reading and suggest the correction which is adopted
here.
52 corr : sa¯marthyam. . Again, the correction suggested by the scribe ﬁts the context well and is,
therefore, adopted here.
53 corr : la¯ks.an. ike. See footnote above.
54 corr : la¯ks.an. iko.
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dha¯nyaśa- 221 bdasya la¯ks.an. ikatva¯nupapatteh. 55 mantrasya¯dr.s.t.a¯rthatvam eva
nya¯yyam. yasya hi yatra sa¯marthyam. dr.s.t.am. tadanusa¯ren. a prayojanam. kalpayitum.
nya¯yyam. na punah. prayojanavaśena sa¯marthyakalpane ’sti56. tasma¯d asamaveta¯rtha-
taiva nya¯yyeti.
[S] evam. pra¯pte ’bhidh¯ıyate. na¯samaveta¯rthata¯ laks.an. aya¯py artha¯vagama¯t ∥
[P] nanu laks.an. aiva nis.prama¯n. ikety uktam∣
[S] pariharati. na nis.prama¯n. ika¯ laks.an. a¯◊ loke ’rtha¯vagamahetutvena siddhatva¯l
laks.an. a¯ya¯h.◊ śa¯layo bhujyante ’nudinam asmadgr.ha ity evam a¯dis.u lokes.u
vyavaha¯res.u siddham abhidheya¯vina¯bha¯vaparyupastha¯pite ’pi śabda¯na¯m. ta¯t-
paryam ast¯ıti. tataś ca laks.an. a¯ya¯m. 222 vina¯ śaktyantarakalpanaya¯ nya¯yya¯ prati-
pattih.∣ tasma¯l laks.an. aya¯ samaveta¯rthatve mantrasya sam. bhavati. na¯dr.s.t.akalpana¯ pra-
ma¯n. am asti ∥
[13.] codite.57
[S] atra sandihyate. kim. yajñapatitvena yajñam. prati pradha¯natvena yajñapati-
śabdo yajñapatim abhidhatte∣ uta¯nya¯rthataya rtvigupalaks.an. ı¯bhu¯tavr.ddhi-
viśes.an. atayeti◊
[P] katham. punar atra yajñapatitvena¯bhidh¯ıyate∣ katham. va¯nya¯rthataya¯◊
[S] uttaram. 58◊ yadi vr.ddhir yajñapatyartha¯. yadi vr.ddhiviśis.t.o yajñapatir ucy-
ate tada¯ patitvena¯bhidha¯nam. 59◊ atha tv id. aya¯ sam. badhyate∣ r.tvigupalaks.an. a¯ vr.ddhi-
viśes.an. adva¯ren. a◊ tatah. patitvam upalaks.an. ayaiva kevalam. vr.ddhiviśes.an. a¯rtham. 60
[P] tatra pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı yajñapativr.ddhim. praka¯śyabhu¯ta¯m. 223 protsa¯hana-
prayojanika¯m id. opahva¯na¯t prayojana¯ntaram. manva¯no yajus.o vibha¯gam a¯ha –
[S] kiyata¯ vibha¯gena yajñapativr.ddhih. praka¯śyate.
55 corr : la¯ks.an. ikatva¯nupapatteh. .
56 corr : sa¯marthyakalpana¯ ’sti. The dual form here does neither ﬁt the syntax with the copula asti,
nor the context. Therefore, the singular form seems to be correct here.
57 JS 9.1.40: codite tu para¯rthatva¯d vidhivad avika¯rah. sya¯t.
58 corr : uttaram.
59 corr : patitvena¯bhidha¯nam.
60 corr : vr.ddhiviśes.an. a¯rtham.
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[P] yatha¯pi ced. opahva¯nam iti praka¯śya bheda¯t syonanta61 iti vadyajus.o vibha¯ga iti
manyate pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu◊ na viyoga¯d62 r.te prayojana¯ntarakalpana¯ nya¯yya¯. yady
ubhayatra viniyogah. sya¯t tada¯ prayojanadvayam. yuktam. kalpayitum. tanni-
bandhanaś ca yajus.o vibha¯ga iti ∥
35
A [P] na¯nv a yama¯navr.ddhau
63 mantrasya viniyogo ’sti. katham. punar vini-
yoga¯ntaram. na¯sti∣
[S] uttaram. 64◊ ka¯ryatvena vr.ddher anu- 224 ma¯na¯t◊ yadi vr.ddhir anus.t.heya¯
sya¯t tada¯ na¯smr.ta¯nus.t.ha¯tum. śakyata iti◊ tatsmaran. a¯rthataya¯ mantrasya viniyogo
yujyate. na ca¯sau65 anus.t.heya¯phalatva¯t. na ca protsa¯hana¯ya tatpraka¯śanam iti
yujyate kalpayitum. sa¯ks.a¯d anus.t.heyod. opahva¯nenaikava¯kyataya¯66 anu-
s.t.heya¯rthatvasam. bhava¯t◊ tasma¯n na¯poddha¯re prama¯n. am ast¯ıti(t¯ı)d. a¯rtha67
eva¯yam. nigada iti yuktam ∥
[14.] vika¯ra.68
[P] atra¯pi phalacodana¯n na¯st¯ıti manva¯nah. kratu¯paka¯ratayaiva ya¯gacodanay-
opapatter yajama¯naśabdah. para¯rtha iti pu¯rvapaks.ayati. asya¯rthah.◊ prastara-
praharan. a¯rtho ya¯gah.◊ kratu¯paka¯rakatayaiva¯sya¯yura¯- 225 dikam. phalam. atah. phala-
sam. bandhitaya¯ yajama¯nasya neha k¯ırtanam iti◊ para¯rtho yajama¯naśabda iti pu¯rvah.
paks.ah. ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu◊ satyam. kratu¯paka¯rakataya¯ ittham. bha¯vopanipa¯titaya¯69
61 MŚS 1.2.6.19-22: syonam. te sadanam. kr.nomi ghr. tasya dha¯raya¯ suśevam. kalpaya¯mi. tasmin
s¯ıda¯mr. te pratitis. t.ha vr¯ıh¯ına¯m. medhah. sumanasyama¯nah. . See also 9.1.11.
62 corr : viniyoga¯d. The correction is based on the following sentence.
63 corr : yajama¯navr.ddhau. The scribe doubts the given reading. The pu¯rvapaks. in repeats his
claim, that the main object of the mantra is to denote the prosperity of the sacriﬁcer (yajama¯na), thus
encouraging him to sacriﬁce.
64 corr : uttaram.
65 corr : ca¯sa¯v.
66 corr : anus.t.heyed. opahva¯nenaikava¯kyataya¯. As the invitation to the id. a¯ is the subject-matter, the
correction seems likely. The sandhi between the present and the following phrase has not been applied,
probably due to readability.
67 corr : ast¯ıt¯ıd. a¯rtha. The correction suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
68 JS 9.1.41: vika¯ras tatpradha¯ne sya¯t.
69 corr : kratu¯paka¯rakatayettham. bha¯vopanipa¯titaya¯.
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ya¯gasya prayojanam.
[P]

ka(ta?)tha¯

pi(vi?)kr.tim70 ity
[S] am. śopanipa¯titaya¯yura¯d¯ına¯m abhidha¯nam upapadyate. a¯śa¯sanayoga¯t◊
a¯śa¯syama¯nataya¯ hi su¯ktava¯kanigada a¯yura¯d¯ına¯m abhidha¯nata¯◊ na ca¯phala-
sya¯śa¯sanam upapadyata ity a¯yura¯d¯ına¯m. sa¯dhyatvena¯nvayah.∣ tatsa¯dhyatve ca yadi
kratu-
phalataya¯ sa¯dhyatvam. tatha¯pi pra¯dha¯nyam. yajama¯nasya na vihanyate. yadi
va¯n˙gabhu¯ta¯t prastaraharan. a¯d eva kratu¯paka¯raka¯d a¯yura¯diphalam. 226 nis.padyate. yadi
va¯ darśapu¯rn. ama¯sakrato(tau)71 praharan. a¯n˙gayukta¯d idam. phalam. nis.padyate. tatha¯pi
yajama¯nasya phalasam. bandha¯t pra¯dha¯nyam. tasma¯d apara¯rthatva¯t72 bahukarn. ake tad-
abhidha¯nayogyatayohah. kartavya iti su¯ktam ∥
[15.] asam. yo.73
[S] atra bha¯s.yaka¯ren. a ra¯ddha¯nta evoktam∣ na harivatta¯daya ucyeran. harivatta¯di-
bhih. so ’sya gun. ı¯ laks.yateiti.74 evam. ca bruva¯n. enedam uktam.
[P] pu¯rvapaks.e harivatta¯dayo gun. a¯ indrasya gun. a¯ ity abhidh¯ıyante∣ iti vacana-
vyaktih.∣
[S] siddha¯nte harivatta¯daya (e)veti75
[P] tatra¯nayor vacanavyaktyor viśes.ama va(pa)śyan76 pr.cchati. katham. punar hari-
vatta¯dayo gun. a¯ indrasya gun. a¯ ity abhidh¯ıyante∣ 227
35
B katham. va¯ harivatt-
a¯daya eveti◊
[S] uttaram ∥
[P] nanu va¯ yam eva viśes.am. 77 ya etebhyo ’ks.arebhyah. prat¯ıyate∣
70 corr : tatha¯pi kim. The correction suggested by the scribe remains somewhat unclear: Does he
read tatha¯vikr. tim? If so, I do not see what the phrase could mean. Rather, I assume this to be a brief
interjection by the pu¯rvapaks. in, as it occurs quite frequently.
71 corr : darśapu¯rn. ama¯sakratau. The correction suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
72 corr : apara¯rthatva¯d.
73 JS 9.1.42: asam. yoga¯t tadarthes.u tadviśis. t.am. prat¯ıyate.
74 corr : gun. o laks.yata iti. See ŚBh at JS 9.1.42. The corrections are based on the reading in the
original.
75 corr : harivatta¯daya eveti. The correction suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
76 corr : viśes.am apaśyan. The correction suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
77 corr : nanu va¯yam eva viśes.o. Due to the following relative clause, the correlate terms can only
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[S] pratyuttaram∣ ayam eva viśes.o na bhavat¯ıti◊
[P] ubhayatha¯p¯ındraśabdasya¯paritya¯ga¯t◊ indrasam. bandhitaya¯bhidha¯na¯t samartha-
yitottaram a¯ha – a(ya)m78 asti viśes.ah.∣ etasmin paks.a evam. gun. ayukta indra
iti va¯kya¯rthah.∣
[S] itarasmin punar indra ebhir gun. air gun. ava¯n iti.
[P] yadyapi nigadasyendraśabdasya¯paritya¯ga¯d indra¯nvayo ’sti tatha¯py ekasmin
paks.e prasiddhaharivatta¯digun. asambandha¯śrayan. ena tadgun. o79 upalaks.ita eva
va¯kya¯rthah.∣
[S] itarasmin punah. paks.e prasiddhaharivatta¯disam. bandha indrasyocyata iti etad evoda¯-
228 haran. advaye na yatha¯kramam. prapañcayati.
[P] yatha¯ śuklah. pat.a iti◊ pat.agun. atayaiva śuklasya pu¯rvasiddhasya pat.o laks.an. a¯-
rtham80 abhidha¯nam. pat.aśuklagun. aka iti◊
[S] gun. a eva pat.asam. bandhitayocyate∣ pu¯rvaprasiddhah.◊
[P] tatra¯yam. pu¯rvapaks.ava¯dino ’bhipra¯yah.∣ indragun. ataya¯py abhidha¯ne matv-
arthasya81 sam. bhava¯t82 gandhavat¯ı pr.thiv¯ıtivat◊ arthava¯da¯c ca tadgun. a¯va-
gates tad¯ıya¯ ity abhidha¯nam iti harivatta¯digun. ayuktendropalaks.an. aparatve ’py ayam
arthah.∣
[S] sam. bhavaty eva¯yatha¯ pr.thiv¯ı svaru¯popalaks.an. apare gandhavat¯ı pr.thiv¯ıty
atra◊ na ca pra¯gasiddhau harivatta¯disam. bandha indrasya yena¯nupaks.an. am. 83 sya¯t.
be ayam and viśes.ah. . The correction is corroborated by the almost verbal repetition of this statement
in the following rejoinder.
78 corr : ayam. The corrections suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
79 corr : tadgun. a.
80 corr : pat.opalaks.an. a¯rtham. Since sandhi is applied to pat.ah. , the given reading would have the
cloth (pat.a) as the subject. In that case, abhidha¯nam. would have to be the object with a proper verb
missing. It is diﬃcult, however, to construe a useful meaning in: "The cloth (does something) to the
direct denotation." For this reason pa must have been dropped here.
81 corr : saty arthasya. The given reading does not provide a proper meaning. I cannot adduce any
external proof that my suggested correction is plausible, though.
82 corr : sam. bhava¯d.
83 corr : yena¯nupalaks.an. am. . The correction is corroborated by similar phrases in the present passage.
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[P] arthava¯da¯t pu¯rvottarapaks.au indrasya hariva84 ity evam a¯des tadgun. a¯vagateh. 85
ta- 229 sma¯d indropalaks.an. a¯rtham eva harivatta¯d¯ına¯m abhidha¯nam. evam. ca¯gnir api
tair gun. e86 upalaks.an. ı¯ya iti ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu◊ prama¯n. a¯ntarato ’navagama¯didravyasam. bandhasya87 sva¯rtha¯-
bhidha¯nenaivendrasam. bandhita¯vagamyata iti nya¯yyam. asya¯rthah.∣ prama¯-
n. a¯ntaren. a harivatta¯d¯ına¯m indrasam. bandhasya¯navagama¯n na tadupalaks.an. a¯rtham. tes.a¯m
abhidha¯nam. kim. tu nigadagataharivatta¯der indrasam. bandhita¯ harivatta¯dibhih.
śabdaih. śrutyaiva¯vagamyata iti nya¯yyam ∥
[P] nanv arthava¯da¯t tadgatagun. a¯vagatir ity uktam ity
[S] a¯śan˙kya¯ha – arthava¯davacanam. tv anyaparatva¯n na sam. bandhita¯m ava-
gamayi- 230 tum. ks.amam.
[P] atha¯nyaparatvam eva nes.yate
[S] ’tra¯ha – harivatta¯d¯ına¯m. vidha¯v aneka¯rthavidha¯naprasan˙ga¯d va¯kyabheda¯-
patteh.◊ nigadasya¯pi sarvatra vidha¯na¯t. atah. stutyaiva¯rthapa¯da¯nam88 anvaya iti
yuktam∣ tasma¯d agna¯v api yatha¯rtham abhidha¯nam. tatra¯pi 36A harivatta¯disam. -
bandha¯bhidha¯nasya¯virodha¯d iti sthitih. ∥
evam. va¯.89
[P] atra¯pi svasamava¯yitaya¯ ka¯la¯ntare sam. bhavam. manva¯nah. pu¯rvapaks.ayati.
asya¯rthah.∣ ka¯la¯ntarasam. bha¯vitaya¯ prama¯n. a¯ntaraprasiddhaikaha¯yan¯ısam. bandhaih.
84 corr : pu¯rvottarapaks.au va¯ indrasya har¯ı (without sandhi at the end). Also the ŚBh, at JS 9.1.44,
refers to an arthava¯da from S. ad.B 1.1.13, reading: pu¯rvapaks. a¯parapaks.au ta¯v indrasya har¯ı. The similar
beginning of the passage suggests this arthava¯da to be indicated here, especially as the given reading
at the end does not provide a correct statement.
85 corr : tadgun. a¯vagates.
86 corr : gun. air. It appears that sandhi was incorrectly applied, as gun. aih. is the only form congruing
with the remaining sentence.
87 corr : ’navagama¯d indrasam. bandhasya. The given reading does not provide a coherent meaning,
and is corrected according to the following explanation of this statement.
88 corr : stutyaiva¯rthava¯da¯na¯m. The confusion of pa and va is not unusal, and obvious here. Also
the incorrect form of the genitive plural is obvious.
89 Even though the optional interpretation of JS 9.1.42-44 is introduced by Śa¯likana¯tha with the
regular phrase also appearing in the ŚBh, the present adhikaran. a is introduced by Śabara with: athedam
anyad uda¯hriyate.
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śruta¯dibhir90 ekaha¯yany evopalaks.yate. na śruta¯d¯ına¯m91 abhidha¯nam. sva¯rtham
eveti◊ sa¯n. d. opalaks.an. a¯rtham api tulya¯ gun. a¯ vaktavya¯ iti pu¯rvah. paks.ah.∥
231
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu◊ ka¯la¯ntaravipaks.aya¯92 cet sam. bandhe hetuh.∣ a¯dha¯ra¯ntare ’pi
tulyaniyama¯bha¯va¯t. asya¯rthah.◊ prayogaka¯le ta¯vad ekaha¯yinya¯m api naiva
śruta¯d¯ıni93 prama¯n. a¯ntaraprasiddha¯n¯ıti harivatta¯ditulyata¯. atha ka¯la¯ntara¯bhipra¯yen. a
sam. bandhapravr.ttir a¯śr¯ıyate. sa¯ sa¯n. d. e ’pi tulya¯ niyama¯bha¯va¯t◊ ka¯la¯ntarasam. bhava
ekaha¯yanya¯m eva na sa¯n. d. a iti niyamo na¯sti. yatah. sa¯n. d. a¯d api ya¯ dhenur ja¯yate sa¯
mugdhavaty ap¯ıti sam. bha¯vyata eva. tasma¯d yatha¯rtham eva prayoga iti su¯ktam ∥
[16.] li˙ngat.94
[P] atra sama¯navidhipaks.e ’pi paśutvasya coditatva¯t pum. vi- 232 s.ayen. a śab-
dena
tasya¯py95 abhidha¯na¯t sa¯rasvatya¯m apy adhriguh. pra¯pta eveti pu¯rvapaks.ayati∣
[S] na◊ kevalam. ta¯vad agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯rthatve dharma¯n. a¯m. codakah. sa¯rasvatya¯m
adhriguh. pra¯pnoti∣
[P] kim. tu sama¯navidhipaks.e ’pi sa¯rasvatya¯m. mes.ya¯m adhriguh. pra¯pnoty eva ∥
[S] nanu lin˙gaviniyojyatva¯d adhrigoh. pra¯sma¯96 ity atra pum. lin˙ganirdeśa¯n na
sa¯rasvatya¯ viniyoga upapadyate∣ ucyate mes.apra¯tipadika¯rthasya mes.atvasya ca
paśuśabda¯bhidheyasya viniyogaśes.atva¯t◊ pum. vis.ayen. a ca śabdena tasya¯py abhidha¯na¯l
lin˙ga¯virodha¯d yukta eva. tasya¯m api viniyogah. ∥
90 corr : śr. ta¯dibhir. In this and the following sentence a form of śruta is given by mistake in place
of śr. ta. What is mentioned by the mantra as connected (sam. bandha) to the one-year old heifer are the
products of the cow, boiled milk (śr. ta) and others (-a¯di).
91 corr : śr. ta¯d¯ına¯m. See preceding footnote.
92 corr : ka¯la¯ntaravivaks.aya¯. The given phrase does not provide a proper meaning here. As the
future time (ka¯la¯ntara) is assumed to be considered here by the pu¯rvapaks. in, I believe the term vivaks. a¯
suitable to express this assumed, intended meaning.
93 corr : śr. ta¯d¯ıni. See preceding page of the MS.
94 corr : lin˙ga. JS 9.1.45: lin˙gaviśes.anirdeśa¯t sama¯navidha¯nes.v apra¯pta¯ sa¯rasvat¯ı str¯ıtva¯t.
95 corr : tasya¯ apy. The feminine gender should be used here, as the pronoun refers to the female
ewe dedicated to Sarasvat¯ı (sa¯rasvat¯ı).
96 This is part of the adhriguprais.amantra, which is the subject-matter of this adhikaran. a. The part
under consideration here is: pra¯sma¯ agnim. bharate (MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.2).
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[P] nanu¯pa¯da¯naśes.atve lin˙ga- 233 sya¯viśes.atoditaiva. asya¯rthah. . yatha¯ śes.atvam. 97
viniyogaśes.abhu¯tam. mantren. a praka¯śyate∣ tatha¯ str¯ıtvam apy upa¯da¯naśes.abhu¯tam iti
tad apraka¯śan¯ıyam eva.
[S] na ca pum. vis.ayen. a tac chakyata iti katham. mes.ya¯ lin˙gaviniyogah.◊
[P] pariharati. satyam udita¯ lin˙gasyopa¯da¯naśes.ata¯. ayam. tv abhipra¯yah. pu¯rva-
paks.in. ah.◊ viniyogaśes.a¯bhidha¯nenaivopa¯da¯naśes.ata¯vagama¯n na viśes.o vi-
vaks.ita iti◊ asya¯rthah.∣ sarvam. śes.abhu¯tam. mantren. aiva praka¯śan¯ıyam. iha ca vini-
yogaśes.ibhu¯tames.atva¯bhidha¯nenaiva lin˙gasya¯py avagama¯n na lin˙gaviśes.o ’pi man-
tren. aiva viks.ata98 iti ∥
[S] nanv ayuktam idam uttaram.
[P] na¯yuktam. sa¯ma¯nya¯va(pa)gama¯d99 eva viśes.a¯vagamasiddheh.◊ 234
36
B tadvivaks.a¯
nis.prama¯n. ika¯ yatah. –
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – sannidha¯nama¯tra¯peks.itva¯t sarvana¯mapa¯da¯nam100 arthaś ca
viśes.anidher101 na sa¯ma¯nya¯bhidha¯nakalpana¯prama¯n. am asti∣ sa¯ma¯nya¯bhi-
dha¯na iva viśes.asya◊ asya¯rthah.∣ yadi hi parasma¯ iti sarvana¯mapra¯tipadikam. prakr.ti-
bhu¯tam. tatsannihita¯bhidha¯yi102 arthena ca sannidha¯na¯d viśes.a¯ eva sannihita¯ na
sa¯ma¯nyam∣ tataś ca viśes.a¯ eva sarvana¯mna¯m abhidha¯nam. te ca viśes.a¯ lin˙gaviśes.a-
vanta iti thataiva tes.a¯m abhidha¯nam. tataś ca yadi mes.ya¯m api sarvana¯mapra¯ti-
padikam. vartate. tasya¯h. str¯ıtva¯t str¯ıpratyaya¯pattau pum. lin˙ganirdeśo viruddhyeta.
viśes.a¯- 235 bhidha¯ne ca sa¯ma¯nya¯bhidha¯nakalpana¯ prama¯n. am. na¯sti. yatha¯ sa¯ma¯-
97 corr : mes.atvam. . The given reading would involve a tautology, namely that "the secondary
character is revealed as a secondary element ...". The correction is based on the explanation below on
this page of the DŚ, clearly speaking of the character of being a ram (mes.yatva) in opposition to the
speciﬁcation of the gender (lin˙gaviśes.a).
98 corr : vivaks. ita. In analogy to the same phrase appearing in this context, the given reading cannot
be correct.
99 I do not follow the suggestion of the scribe to read apagama, as I do not see any reason for doing so.
Rather, the argument made is that only through understanding the general category can the particular
individual instance of that category be understood.
100 corr : sarvana¯mapada¯na¯m. This clearly is an instance of accidental switching of vowels, as pronoun
words (sarvana¯maśabda or sarvana¯mapada) are meant here.
101 corr : viśes.anirdeśa¯n. The given reading does not provide a proper meaning in this context. I
assume that the term nirdeśa, which appears at the beginning of this adhikaran. a and also in JS 9.1.45,
is correct here.
102 corr : tatsannihita¯bhidha¯yy. It maybe the case that sandhi was not applied here on purpose, as it
would make the reading rather diﬃcult to follow.
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nya¯bhidha¯na upa¯deyava¯kyes.u viśes.a¯bhidha¯nakalpana¯ya¯m. tasma¯n na lin˙gasya¯vi-
vaks.eti śakyate vaktum. viśes.a¯bhidha¯nanis.t.ha¯tva¯t◊ sarvana¯mnah.◊ viśes.asya tu
lin˙gaviśes.avatva¯d viśes.a¯bhidha¯nanis.t.hatva¯t◊ sannidha¯naviśes.a¯t tadabhidha¯ne
’pi ca mantrasya śes.atvasam. bhava¯c ca◊ yady asya viniyuktatva¯d yukteh. śes.ata¯
na¯sti. tatha¯pi tasya¯h. karmopayogitva¯t tadabhidha¯ne ’pi mantrasya śes.atopapadyata
eva ∥
[P] nanu paśuśabdaprayoge ’pi tarhi str¯ılin˙gasya¯rthasya pum. vis.ayen. a śabdena nirdeśo
nopapadyata ity
[S] atra¯ha – paśuśabdaprayoge punah. sa¯ma¯nyasya ca vivaks.itatva¯t 236 tasya
ca str¯ılin˙gatva¯bha¯va¯n na vivaks.a¯lin˙gasyeti yuktam∣
[P] viśes.a¯vagatis tarhi kuta ity
[S] atra¯ha – sa¯ma¯nyato viśes.a¯vagamasiddhir iti◊ tasma¯l lin˙gaviśes.anirdeśa¯d apra¯pta¯
sa¯rasvatyadhriguvacanam103 iti su¯ktam.
103 ŚBh at JS 9.1.49.
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313
śr¯ıh.
[1. - 3.] prakr.tau.104
[S] nanu ca karma¯n˙gataya¯ mantren. a prakr.tau devata¯bhidh¯ıyata ity uktam.
katham atra pu¯rvah. paks.ah.∣ avika¯ren. a hi prayoge ’gnya¯d¯ına¯m abhidha¯nam. na ca
tes.a¯m aprakr.takarma¯n˙gata¯sti◊ karma¯n˙gataya¯ ca mantren. a prakr.tau devata¯bhidh¯ıyata
iti phaladevatayor105 ity atroktam. atah. karma¯n˙gabhu¯tadevata¯praka¯śanasamartham.
su¯rya¯dipadam evohitavyam. samaveta¯rtham. ca tat su¯rya¯di ucyate.
[P] satyam. karma¯n˙ga48A tvena¯bhidha¯nam. mantra¯n. a¯ma(m. )
106 samaveta¯rthata¯ ca
su¯rya¯dipada¯na¯m. tatha¯pi ka¯ryato ’nu¯ham eva pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı manyate. pra¯kr.taka¯rya¯-
loca- 314 naya¯nu¯ha eva yuktah. .
[S] katham. 107◊
[P] uttaram. 108◊ mantren. a smr.tam. kartavyam iti prakr.ta¯v arthah. . na punar
amantren. eha◊ paks.e ca prayogo na¯mantren. a kriyate. u¯hasya¯mantratva¯t◊ tasma¯d
vikr.ta¯v apy ayatha¯rthato ’bhidha¯nam. mantrapada¯na¯m. smr.taye kalpan¯ıyam.
gun. a¯d va¯bhidha¯nam. katham. cit◊ na punar a¯rs.am. ba¯dhan¯ıyam. agnipado
yatha¯rthatah. 109◊ laukikam atikramya su¯rya¯bhidha¯nam. kalpan¯ıyam. laukika¯rtha¯śraya-
n. ena va¯ kathañcit110 gaun.ya¯vr.tyeti na¯rs.am. ba¯dhan¯ıyam.
[S] evam. pra¯pte ’bhidh¯ıyate. satyam amantrasya prayogo na pra¯pnoti. codakato
104 JS 9.3.1: prakr. tau yathotpattivacanam artha¯na¯m. tathottarasya¯m tatau tatprakr. titva¯d arthe
ca¯ka¯ryatva¯t. Śabara takes JS 9.3.1 and 2 as the ﬁrst adhikaran. a of the third pa¯da. JS 9.3.3 rep-
resents an interpolation of the adhikaran. a, which is then continued by a parallel interpretation of JS
9.3.2 and 3, continuing through JS 9.3.8, which Śabara takes as the third adhikaran. a. Śa¯likana¯tha
discusses the complete part as one adhikaran. a.
105 The beginning of JS 9.1.4 reads: phaladevatayoś ca.
106 corr : mantra¯n. a¯m. . The correction suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
107 corr : katham.
108 corr : uttaram.
109 corr : ’yatha¯rthah. . The given reading would contradict the sense expressed above, namely that
despite the term agni not corresponding to the new ritual setting in the ectype, in which Su¯rya is the
deity, it has to remain the same. Therefore some other meaning of the term has to be come up with in
order for the mantra to express what is actually happening.
110 corr : kathañcid.
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mantrasyaiva pra¯pteh. . kim. tu111 ayatha¯rthatvam api mantrapada¯na¯m. gun. a¯d va¯bhi-
dha¯nam ity api naiva śakyate kalpayitum. prama¯n. a¯bha¯va¯t ∥ 315
[P] nanu vacana¯t kalpyata evaindr¯ıvat◊
[S] maivam. mantrasya◊112 na vikr.tau vacanam asti. pra¯ptir eva kevala¯
ka¯ryatah. 113 bhavatu◊
[P] pra¯ptir eva kevala¯ ma¯ bhu¯t. vacanam. 114◊
[S] tatha¯pi kim ity
[P] a¯ha◊ pra¯ptau satya¯m abhidha¯nam eva prakr.tivad iti◊ bhavati na¯yatha¯rtha-
kalpana¯◊ anya¯rthah. 115∣ ka¯ryato mantrapra¯ptau yatha¯ prakr.tau tena mantraka¯ryam.
kr.tam. tatha¯pi kr.ta¯v116 api tena kartavyam iti śa¯stra¯rtho bhavati∣
[S] prakr.tau ca mukhyaya¯ vr.tya¯bhidha¯nam. kr.tam. na tasya gaun. akalpana¯ bhavati. na ca
śaktikalpana¯pi yukta¯. kl.ptaśaktikapada¯ntara- 316 praks.epen. aiva ka¯ryasiddher avigha¯ta¯t
∥
[P] nanu ca na¯mantrasya prakr.tau prayoga ity
[S] uktam. pariharati. kena voktam amantrasya prayoga iti◊ vikr.ta¯v api tasyaiva
mantrasya prayogah. ∥
[P] nanu cohe saty amantratvasya prasan˙gam. 117 ◊
[S] pariharati◊ satyam. nimittatayohyama¯nasya¯mantratvam. 118◊ yat padam.
nimittatayohyate. tasya satyam amantratvam. 119◊ na punarabhidha¯ne ’pi◊ va¯kye ’pi
śakyate mantratvam avagantum. mantra¯rtha¯vagama¯t◊ mantra¯rthe ’py avagamyama¯ne
tad evedam. va¯kyam iti samuda¯ya¯pannam. padaja¯tam. pratyabhijña¯yate. kevalam. pada-
ma¯trasya hy anyatvam.
111 corr : kim. tv.
112 The following two and a half lines have been crossed out by the scribe. From what can still be
deciphered, they repeated the last lines from the previous page of the MS.
113 corr : ka¯ryato.
114 corr : vacanam.
115 corr : asya¯rthah. . Even though the given reading is not incorrect as such, it is rather likely that
Śa¯likana¯tha introduces an extensive gloss on a passage from the Laghv¯ı here as he usually does.
116 corr : tatha¯ vikr. ta¯v. Because of the preceding yatha¯, I believe the given reading to be incorrect.
The correction provides a clear argument of parallelity between archetype (prakr. ti) and ectype (vikr. ti).
117 corr : prasan˙gam.
118 corr : nimittatayohyama¯nasya¯mantratvam.
119 corr : amantratvam.
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[P] tad a¯ha◊ nimittama¯tram. hy atra¯nyatvena¯vagamyate. 317 na punar
mantrah.◊ tasma¯t prakr.tivad iti◊
[S] pada¯ntarapraks.epa eva¯śr¯ıyate. na¯yatha¯rthatvam. 120 padasya kasma¯d ity
[P] a¯ha – anyatah. smr.tiprasan˙ga¯t◊
[S] katham. punar ayatha¯rthatve saty anyatah. smr.tiprasan˙ga ity
[P] atra¯ha – na hy anyato ’rtham anavagamya¯yatha¯rthatvam. śakyate varn. a-
yitum. yatah. prama¯n. a¯ntaren. a¯rtham avagamya tatparata¯m. buddhva¯ yatha¯rthatva-
kalpana¯ sam. bhavati.
[S] ka¯ran. a¯ntaram. na cet so ’rtho ’vagatah.∣ tada¯ mantren. a smr.tam. kartavyam iti
śa¯stra¯rtho na¯nupa¯litah. tasma¯n mantren. a smr.tam iti śa¯stra¯rtham anupa¯layata¯121 u¯ho ’sya
nimittasyety a¯śrayan. ı¯yah. . atra bha¯s.yaka¯ren. a li˙ngadarśana¯j ja¯tinimittam. yatha¯-
stha¯nam122 ity ekaprayojanayaikava¯kyataya¯ ’pi 318 48B su¯tra¯rtha¯vagamah. (ma)na¯-
dr.tya¯ntara¯garbhin. yupanya¯sa¯s123 tu yah. kr.tah. sa gun. apada¯na¯m api samaveta¯rtha¯bhi-
dha¯yina¯m. na gun. ama¯tra¯bhidha¯nam. nya¯yyam iti darśayitum. 124◊
[P] kim. punah. ka¯ran. am. gun. ama¯tra¯rtha¯bhidha¯yitaya¯pi va¯kya¯rthopapatteh.◊
[S] gun. iparata¯ nimittasya gr.hyate.
[P] kim iti◊
[S] śrutiparitya¯gena laks.an. a¯śr¯ıyata ity arthah.∣
[P] svata eva dr.s.t.a¯rthatve sam. bhavati.
[S] na parato yuktam. dr.s.t.agatasya¯dr.s.t.asya¯pariha¯ryatva¯t◊ gun. ama¯traparatve gun. i-
padasya gun. ipadanimittanibandhanam. yat125 gun.yabhidha¯nam. dr.s.t.am. tad a¯śritam
adr.s.t.am avaśyam. vaktavyam. na ca svata eva dr.s.t.a¯rthatve sam. bhavati◊ tadyukta¯126
120 corr : na¯yatha¯rthatve. The construction in the nomintive or accusative does not provide a coherent
meaning with the remaining sentence. See translation.
121 corr : anupa¯layataya¯. The reading is not clear here. It seems as if the scribe has indicated a lacuna,
which is supported by the syntax of this statement. From the meaning of the preceding sentence and
the syntax the instrumental case seems plausbile.
122 JS 9.3.2 and 3: lin˙gadarśana¯cca (2) and ja¯tinaimittikam. yatha¯stha¯nam (3).
123 corr : su¯tra¯rtha¯vagamana¯dr. tya¯ntara¯garbhinyupanya¯sas. I follow the suggestion of the scribe as-
suming a long compound phrase.
124 corr : darśayitum.
125 corr : yad.
126 corr : tadyuktya¯. The given reading with an obvious feminine nominative singular has no congru-
ence with the remaining sentence.
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tasma¯d varam. laks.an. aya¯ gun. iparam. gun. aparasya¯bhidha¯nam. sam. bhavat¯ıti 319
su¯ktam. ida¯n¯ım ekaprayojanatayaiva su¯tra¯rtho varn. itah. .
[P] kim. lin˙gadarśanam. 127◊
[S] darśayata¯ atha¯hy asra¯n. a¯m128 ity evam a¯d¯ına¯m. prayogavacanena vidha¯ne sam. bhavaty
adr.s.t.a¯rthatvaprasan˙ga iti vadata¯ bha¯s.yaka¯ren. a◊ yadyapy usra¯n. a¯m129 ity evam a¯d¯ına¯m.
prayogavacanena vidha¯nam. sam. bhavati. tatha¯py anu¯hapaks.e
dr.s.t.a¯rthatvaprasan˙gam. 130◊ u¯hapaks.e tu dr.s.t.a¯rthataivam. 131◊
[P] kim. punah. ka¯ran. am u¯henaivapra¯pta¯na¯m. 132 usra¯dipada¯na¯m. punara¯mna¯nam ity
[S] a¯śan˙kya mantratvasam. pattyartham iti◊ parivr.tam. mantratvam. yatha¯ sya¯d ity
evamartham. sva¯dhya¯ye◊ pa¯t.havyavastha¯rtho vacananirdeśa iti◊ yady ekam.
yu¯pam upaspr.śed133 iti yo ’yam ekatva¯d¯ına¯m. nirdeśam. 134 savyavastha¯rtha anyathaika-
yu¯popasparśana eva sarvamantra¯h. syur iti na mantrabhedah. . 320
[P] atra¯dhika¯ra¯ntarakalpana¯ ma¯ bhu¯d iti vaidike naimittikaniru¯pan. a¯◊ yadi laukika-
yu¯popasparśanimittakam idam. bhavet tada¯ svatantra¯dhika¯rakalpana¯ sya¯t. sa¯ ma¯ bhu¯d
iti vaidike yu¯popasparśane naimittikam etad iti niru¯pitam. tatha¯ hi sati prakr.ta¯dhi-
ka¯ra¯nupraveśa¯n na¯dhika¯ra¯ntarakalpana¯vaka¯śah. ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – is.t.aśabda¯bhisam. bandha¯n na karman. a¯ yoga upapadyate.
dos.aśruteś ca yu¯po vai yajñasya duris.t.am a¯muñcata135 iti va¯kyaśes.e śru¯yate.
tenas.t.aśabda¯bhisam. bandha¯d136 is.t.e sati yad yu¯popasparśanam. tatra naimittikam ity
avagama¯d vaidikasya yu¯popasparśanasyes.t.ottaraka¯labha¯vitva¯sam. bhava¯t tat ta¯vad iha
ni- 321 mittam. na bhavati. yatha¯ dos.aśruteś ca dos.avad upasparśanam. nimittam ity
127 corr : lin˙gadarśanam.
128 corr : usra¯n. a¯m. The correction is based on the phrase appearing in the subsequent sentences.
129 See preceding footnote.
130 corr : anu¯hapaks.e ’dr.s. t.a¯rthatvaprasan˙gah. . In combination with the subsequent sentence introduced
with tu the view denying the need for modiﬁcation has to result in an unseen meaning, as the (correct)
view demanding modiﬁcation provides a seen meaning.
131 corr : dr.s. t.a¯rthataivam.
132 corr : u¯henaivapra¯pta¯na¯m.
133 MS 3.9.4, continuing: yadi dva¯v etau te va¯yu¯ iti yadi bahu¯n ete te va¯yavah. .
134 corr : nirdeśah. . The given reading does not ﬁt the syntax of the remaining sentence.
135 MS 3.9.4.
136 corr : tenes.t.aśabda¯bhisam. bandha¯d. The given reading clearly is incorrect, as the term is. t.a, appear-
ing in the passage referred to, is the subject-matter here. The present form does not provide a proper
meaning.
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upagamyate. na ca vaidikakarma¯n˙gabhu¯te dos.avattopapadyate. tad a¯ha na ca
karma¯n˙gatve dos.avattopapadyate yatah. . tena na vaidikanimittam iti◊ na
vaidikena karman. a¯m. 137 saha¯n˙ga¯n˙gibha¯va upapadyate. ato laukikayu¯popasparśana-
nimittatva¯d adhika¯ra¯ntarakalpanopapannaiva.
[P] katham. punah. stutiparadanaikava¯kyabhu¯-
49
A tam.
138 dr.s.t.a¯ntam. yu¯popa-
sparśanavidha¯naviśes.an. am. bhavitum arhati. yu¯po(pa)spa(rśa)ne139 naimittikasya
vidha¯nam. tatra◊ nimittaviśes.an. am. nist.ha¯ntam. 140 katham. bhavati. stutipadenaikava¯kya-
bhu¯tatva¯d ity arthah. ∣
[S] uttaram. 141◊ bhavati viśes.an. am apeks.a¯tah. sannidha¯na¯c ca◊ kasya¯m. daśa¯ya¯m.
yu¯popaspa- 322 rśane naimittikam etad ity apeks.itatva¯d is.t.aśabdasannidha¯na¯c ca
yuktam eva viśes.an. am ∥
[P] nanu ca¯nyaparocca¯ran. e dvayam apy etad atantrapurus.a¯ntaragatasyeva
padasya◊ purus.a¯ntaragatena va¯kyena tatra hi sam. nihitasya¯py ekava¯kyatvam. na
bhavati. artha¯ntaraparocca¯ran. a¯vagama¯t◊ is.t.apadam etat stutipadam avagamyate.
sa¯ks.a¯t stutipadaikava¯kyatva¯vagama¯t tasya vidhyuddeśena saha satya¯m apy
a¯ka¯n˙ks.a¯ya¯m. sam. nihitasya¯pi sam. bandho nopapadyate∣ purus.a¯ntaragatasyeva
padasya purus.a¯ntaragatena va¯kyena tatra¯pi hy asam. bandhe ’nyaparocca¯ran. a¯vagama eva
hetuh.∣
[S] atrocyate◊ bhavati yogyataya¯nyaparasya¯pi sam. bandhah.◊ 323 pradarśitam
idam. prahara ś¯ıghram142 iti◊ yatha¯ raman. ı¯yo dan.d. o manoharaś cety atra sam. -
bandho dan.d. ah. satya¯m a¯ka¯n˙ks.a¯ya¯m. prahara ś¯ıghram ity anena yogyataya¯ sam. -
badhyate. tatheha¯pi yukta evam. sam. bandhah. ∥
[P] nanu tad eva¯yuktam ity ucyate. anya¯rthasya¯nyena sam. bandho na bhava-
137 corr : karman. a¯. The given reading with the genitive plural does not provide a proper meaning.
138 corr : stutipadenaikava¯kyabhu¯tam. . The scribe’s doubt is justiﬁed, as the given form does not exist
as such. The correction is based on the same phrase appearing in the following gloss of the passage by
Śa¯likana¯tha.
139 The insertions of the scribe are correct.
140 corr : dr.s. t.a¯ntam. . The correction is based on the previous statement to which it is a gloss.
141 corr : uttaram.
142 ŚBh at JS 9.2.9 for this and the following quotations, which form a single statement: dan. d. o
manoharo raman. ı¯yaśca prahara ś¯ıghram.
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t¯ıti sthite◊ yad idam. pradarśitam. prahara śr¯ı(ś¯ı)ghram143 iti tad eva¯yuktam iti
[S] pariharati. na¯yuktam. va¯kya¯ntaragatena¯pi sannidha¯na¯n naira¯ka¯n˙ks.yam.
manva¯na¯144 va¯kya¯ntaram ucca¯rayanto laukika¯ upalabhyante. yatah. 145◊
iccha¯my asya devadattasya gr.ha¯n. i◊ a¯mantrayasvainam. a¯d. hyo vai paśuru¯pa iti◊
[P] yatha¯ bhavatv evam. tatha¯pi kim ity
[S] a¯ha – 324 laukikavyavaha¯rapu¯rvakaś ca vaidikaśabda¯rtha ity uktam. puru-
s.a¯ntaragatena¯pi dr.śyata eva sam. bandhe laukike ’pi paks.a¯vagame sati praśnottara¯dis.u
ko ’yam. ya¯t¯ıti praśne devadatta ity uttare ya¯t¯ıti praśnagatasya sam. bandhadarśana¯t◊
vivaks.a¯ vaśavartin¯ı ca◊ laukikah. śa¯bdo vyavaha¯ra iti◊ yatha¯ vivaks.am. sam. -
bandhaś ca¯sam. bandhaś ca◊ tasma¯t stutigatasya¯p¯ıs.t.aśabdasya vidhyuddeśena sam. -
bandha¯laukika146 upaspa xx pra¯yaścittam147 iti su¯ktam ∥
[4.] anya¯yas tu –148
[S] caturthapaks.e dvayor apy u¯hitayoh. pravr.ttir iti vavaran. a¯t149 gamyate. tena
dvit¯ıyapaks.en. a saha paunaruktyam. na¯sti. dvit¯ıye hi paks.a ekavacana¯ntasya¯he-
325 na150 pravr.ttih.∣ bahuvacana¯ntasya sarvathaiva nirvr.ttih. ∥
[P] nanu yady anu¯hita¯bhipra¯yen. a bahuvacana¯ntasya nivr.ttir ity ucyate. evam. tarhy
ekavacana¯ntasya¯pi kim iti nocyate.
[S] tatra¯ha – dvitve ’py ekatvam ast¯ıti◊ bahuvacana¯nto nivartata ity uktam. dvi-
vacanohe kr.te ’py ekavacana¯nto nivartata iti na śakyate 49B vaktum.
143 corr : ś¯ıghram. The correction suggested by the scribe and corresponding to the previous quotation
from the ŚBh is adopted here.
144 corr : manva¯no. I am not certain about this correction. However, the given reading would connect
the participle manva¯na in the active voice with the main verb in the passive voice, upalabhyante. This
does not provide a coherent meaning.
145 corr : upalabhyante yatah. .
146 corr : sam. bandha¯l laukika. The given reading does not provide any coherent meaning. The long a¯
in the middle of the compound phrase hints at the ablative, which is supported by the meaning of the
statement.
147 em: upasparśana pra¯yaścittam. The emendation is rather clear, as the subject-matter of this part
is the touching of the sacriﬁcial post, which makes the expiatory rite necessary.
148 JS 9.3.10: anya¯yas tv avika¯ren. a¯dr.s. t.apratigha¯titva¯d aviśes. a¯c ca tena¯sya.
149 corr : vivaran. a¯d. Though the correction cannot be supported by external evidence, it ﬁts the
context.
150 corr : ekavacana¯ntasyohena. It seems as if the scribe forgot the diacritical mark here.
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[P] ekatvasya tadarthasya sam. bhava¯t151 bahutvam. 152◊
[S] bahuvacanasya¯rtho na¯st¯ıti. bahuvacana¯nta eva nivarta153 ity uktam.
[P] tatra pu¯rvapaks.am a¯ha◊ asamaveta¯rthatva¯t154 bahuvacana¯ntaram a¯rs.a¯nu-
graha¯ya pravartata ity ekah. paks.ah.∣ dvayor adarśana¯t155 dvibahuvacana¯nta-
syaikavacana¯nta eva u¯he- 326 na156 pravartata iti dvit¯ıyah. paks.ah.∣ bahuvaca-
na¯ntasya ta¯vad yatha¯rtham. dvayoh. pa¯śayoh. prayogo nopapadyate. prakr.tau bahu-
vacana¯ntasya dvite darśana¯t157◊ param. samaveta¯rtha ekavacana¯nta eva u¯he na158 pra-
vartata¯m iti dvit¯ıyah. paks.ah.∣ dvayor api pra¯ptir aviśis.t.a¯◊ pa¯śa¯bhidha¯yitva¯t159
bahuvacana¯ntasya tasya ca dvitve ’pi sam. bhava¯t◊ tasma¯t160 dvayor api pra-
kr.ta¯v iva vikr.ta¯v api prayogo yuktah.∣ ekasyaikavacana¯ntasyohena vacana¯viprati-
pattya¯ anyasya tu prakr.ta¯v iva vikr.ta¯v apy adhika¯ren. eti tr.t¯ıyah. paks.ah.∣
[S] idam. tadvivaran. am. vaks.yama¯n. am. caturthapaks.opanya¯se yatha¯rtham. dvi-
vacanam u¯hitavyam. bahuvacanam ekavacanam. ca nivartateta¯m161 iti◊ 327
[P] kim. punah. ka¯ran. am.
[S] samaveta¯rtham api bahuvacanam. prakr.tau vikr.ta¯v u¯hate∣ ya¯vata¯ hari-
pada¯divad anu¯ha eva pra¯ptah.∣ sa eva śakyate dvayor adr.s.t.atva¯t◊
[P] bahuvacanaprayogasya¯sa¯dhutvaprasan˙ga¯d u¯ha iti cet162 du¯s.ayat¯ı163◊ ekasminn api
loke bahuvacanasya¯darśana¯d abhidha¯navipratipattir aviśis.t.a¯◊ anyatha¯ sam. -
pratipattir eva sya¯t. tatra yatha¯ loke dr.s.t.asya¯py ekasmin bahuvacana¯ntasya¯sa¯dhor
api prayogah.∣ tatha¯ dvitve ’pi kim. na sya¯d iti bha¯vah.∣
151 corr : sam. bhava¯d.
152 corr : bahutvam.
153 corr : nivartata. This is a clear mistake, the same sentence has appeared before.
154 corr : asamaveta¯rthatva¯d.
155 corr : adarśana¯d.
156 corr : evohena.
157 corr : dvitve ’darśana¯t.
158 corr : evohena. The negation is not correct, as the second pu¯rvapaks.a speciﬁcally argues for the
mantra containing the singular form to be used at the ectype. Furthermore, the locative case in u¯he
would be diﬃcult to be construed with the remaining sentence.
159 corr : pa¯śa¯bhidha¯yitva¯d.
160 corr : tasma¯d.
161 corr : nivarteya¯ta¯m. The present reading involves a form not existent as such. As this represents
a direct quotation from the ŚBh at JS 9.3.13, the correction is assumed in accordance to that.
162 corr : ced.
163 corr : du¯s.ayati.
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[S] punar a¯śan˙kate. atha tatra mantropadeśa¯d vipratipatta¯v api prayoga ity
ucyate.
[P] du¯s.ayati◊ atra¯pi prakr.tivat pra¯ptir mantrasya◊ kena pa¯ryate ∥
nanu prakr.ta¯v upadeśatah. 328 pra¯ptih. . iha ka¯ryata iti viśes.ah.∣
[S] tatra¯ha – ka¯ryato ’pi pra¯ptir abhidha¯navipratipattir naiva va¯rayitum. ks.ama¯.
prakr.tivat pa¯śapratipatter avya¯gha¯ta¯d va¯rasam. ve164◊ bahuvacana¯ntasya¯pi
mantrasya prayoga¯t◊
[P] punar apy a¯śan˙kate. loke prayogasya¯darśana¯d iti cet165 du¯s.ayati. ekasminn apy
adarśana¯d eva vipratipattir eva◊
atrocyate – na prakr.tau pa¯śaikatve bahuvacana¯ntasya¯darśanam iti śakyate vak-
tum. mantropadeśa¯d eva vaidikam api prayogadarśanam. 166◊ darśanam eva.
tena yatha¯ laukikaprayogadarśana¯t sa¯dhutva¯vagama¯t tatha¯ vaidikaprayogadarśana¯d api
dvitve punah. 167 50A laukikam. vaidikam. va¯ prayogadarśanam. na¯sti. atas tatra¯sa¯dhutva¯t
168
bahuvacanasyoha eva 329 yuktah. .
[P] yady ekasmin bahuvacanasya vaidikaprayogadarśana¯t sa¯dhutvam. katham. tarhi
vipratipattih.∣ sam. pratipattir eveyam. pra¯pnoti.
[S] uttaram. 169◊ prayogam an˙g¯ıkr.tyaitad ucyate. loke ca pa¯śaikatve bahuvacana¯d viprati-
pattir eveyam ucyate ∥
parama¯rthatas tu sam. pratipattir eveyam. 170◊ evam. ca bruva¯n. asya vivaran. aka¯ra-
syedam. matam. prat¯ıyate. vikr.ta¯v api◊ pa¯śaikatve bahuvacana¯ntasya¯vika¯ren. aiva
prayoga iti. iha tu pa¯śadvitvena laukikah. prayogo na¯pi vaidiko na¯pi laks.an. atah. pra¯p-
noti. urva¯dis.v iva ∥
[P] nanu ka¯ryato mantrapra¯ptau vaidika eva¯yam. prayoga iti prakr.ta¯v iva
bhavitu- 330 m arhati.
164 I am unable to provide a suitable emendation here.
165 corr : ced.
166 corr : prayogadarśanam.
167 corr : punar.
168 corr : tatra¯sa¯dhutva¯t.
169 corr : uttaram.
170 corr : eveyam.
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[S] pariharati na ka¯ryato ’bhidha¯naprayogah. śakyate vaktum. atra na ka¯ryopa-
deśa¯t171 dvivacanaka¯rye bahuvacanam. prayoktavyam ity evam. vidhopadeśa¯t◊ vyati-
reken. a ka¯ryato ’bhidha¯naprayogo ’bhidha¯yakaśabdaprayogo na śakyate ’vagantum.
mantrasya¯bhidha¯na¯ntarapraks.epen. a¯pi ka¯ryakaratvasam. bhava¯t◊ prakr.tau punah. 172
mantropadeśa¯t tatha¯bhu¯tasyaiva prayoga¯d ekasmin bahuvacanapravr.ttiniścaya¯d
abhidha¯na¯ vipratipattih.∣ na ca tadeva darśanam anyatra¯pi sa¯dhuta¯vagamayati.
viśis.t.avis.ayatva¯d upadeśa¯na¯m. yo ’sa¯v upadeśah. prakr.tau sa vikr.ta¯v api ta¯van na sam. -
bhavati. pratikaran. am upadeśavyavastha¯na¯t◊ na¯pi prakr.ta¯v ekatve dr.s.t.am. vikr.ta¯v api
dvitve dr.s.t.am. bhavati bhinnatva¯t◊ ta- 331 sma¯t173 laks.an. ata eva¯yam. prayoga¯vagatir iti
su¯ktam. yata eva laks.an. a¯nusa¯ren. ohah. kartavyah. . xx na¯ta174 evohah.◊ prayojanam.
vya¯karan. asyeti varn. itam. tadvaśena vya¯karan. avaśenohyama¯naprayoganir-
n. aya¯t ∥
[5.] vipratipattau.175
[P] atra lin˙ga¯d utkars.am. manva¯nasya pu¯rvah. paks.ah.∣ bahuvacanalin˙ga¯t176 bahu-
vacana¯ntasya pa¯śonmocanamantrasya bahupa¯śake karman.y utkars.a iti pu¯rvah.
paks.ah. ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu◊ prakaran. ena viśes.a upadis.t.asya pra¯tipadika¯rthasam. bhave
notkars.o bhavitum arhati. gra¯hakasannidha¯nalaks.an. ena prakaran. ena bahuvaca-
na¯ntasya¯pi mantrasya¯gn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯pu¯rvaviśes.a177◊ upadis.t.atva¯t 332 pra¯tipadika¯rthasya
sam. bhava¯c ca notkars.o bhavitum arhati∣ pra¯tipadika¯rthatvenaiva◊ pra¯tipadika¯rtha-
praka¯śakatvenaiva bahuvacana¯ntamantropadeśa¯vagama¯t. vacana¯rthata¯ tu bahutvaprati-
pa¯dana¯rthata¯ tu mantrasya naiva¯vagamyate bahutvasya karman.y adarśana¯t. tena pra¯ti-
171 corr : ka¯ryopadeśa¯d.
172 corr : punar.
173 corr : tasma¯d.
174 I am unable to suggest a proper emendation here. The only suitable form ending in -na¯ta can be
a past participle, such as sna¯ta or (a¯-)mna¯ta. However, none of these ﬁts the meaning of the remaining
sentence.
175 JS 9.3.15: vipratipattau vikalpah. sya¯t samatva¯d gun. e tv anya¯yakalpanaikadeśatva¯t.
176 corr : bahuvacanalin˙ga¯d.
177 corr : mantrasya¯gn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯pu¯rvaviśes.ah. .
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padika¯rthama¯trapraka¯śanaparatva¯n mantrasya ca¯tra sam. bhava¯t178 bahutvasya¯man-
tra¯rthatva¯d anutkars.ah.∣ amantra¯rthata¯ ca viniyogavaśena mantra¯rtha¯vagama¯t pra-
karan. ena caikapa¯śaka¯pu¯rvagr.h¯ıtatva¯t◊ tatra viniyoga¯vagama¯n na bahutvam.
mantra¯rthah.∣
50
B [P] evam. ta¯vat pra¯tipadikama¯tram. samaveta¯rtham. bahuvacanam asamaveta¯rtham
ity uktam. na ca¯samaveta¯rtho vacanaprayoga iti śakyate vaktum. ka¯raka¯rthasya vidya-
ma¯natva¯t◊
[S] karmatvapratipattya¯ samaveta¯rtham. bahu- 333 vacanam. 179◊ bahutva¯bha¯va¯d
asamava¯ya iti cet pariharati. asamava¯ye viprayuktir na śakyate va¯rayitum. ka¯ra-
ka¯rthataya¯pi dva¯rasya sam. bhava¯t◊
[P] bhavatu prayuktis tatha¯pi kim ity
[S] a¯ha – prayuktasya ca samaveta¯rthatvam avagamyate. na punah. samava¯ya¯t
prayuktir anyatra ka¯ryaprayoga¯t. ka¯rye yah. prayogo laukikah.◊ tadvyatiriktas.u180
autpattikes.u prayoges.u prayuktasya satah. samaveta¯rthatvam ity avagamyate. na punah.
samava¯yama¯locya prayuktih. . tena prayukte ’smin mantre saty api bahuvacana¯rthe
karmatva¯bhipra¯yen. a bahuvacanam. samaveta¯rtham ity evam. gamyate. yata eva pa¯śa-
mantrasya bahuvacana¯ntasya¯py ekasminn eva pa¯śe prayogah. . ata eva bhagavatah. pa¯n. i-
ner vibhaktivyatyaya¯nuśa¯sanam upapannam. tasma¯d anutkars.a iti 334 su¯ktam.
yuvam. hi stha svah. pat¯ı181 ity a¯dibhir vais.amyam. 182◊ ekayajama¯naparatvena pra-
yoga¯navagama¯t. iha tv ekapa¯śaparatvena prayoganiścaya¯t ∥
[6.] apu¯.183
[P] atra samaveta¯samaveta¯bhidha¯nam ekasya na sam. bhavat¯ıti dvayor bahus.u
178 corr : sam. bhava¯d.
179 corr : bahuvacanam.
180 corr : vyatiriktes.v. This is clearly a spelling mistake.
181 corr : stha svah. pat¯ı. R. V 9.19.2. In the ŚBh at JS 3.3.17 the statement continues: iti dvayor
yajama¯nayoh. pratipadam. kurya¯t. This extended version appears in SV 2.351.
182 corr : vais.amyam.
183 JS 9.3.20: apu¯rve tv adhika¯ro ’pradeśa¯t prad¯ıyate.
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coham. manyate.184 pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı◊ patn¯ım. sam. nahye185ty ekavacanam eka-
patn¯ıke◊ dvipatn¯ıke bahupatn¯ıke ca yady avika¯ren. a prayujyeta. tatah. samaveta¯n sama-
veta¯rthatvam. 186 sya¯t. na cai ka(ta)d187 ekasya yuktam. tasma¯d ekapatn¯ıke vika¯ren. aiva
prayogah. 188 dvayoh. patnyo(h. )189 bahv¯ıs.u ca◊ dvivacanabahuvacanohah. kartavya
iti pu¯rvah. paks.ah. ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – viniyogavaśa¯n mantra¯n. a¯m arthaniru¯pan. am. na sva¯tantryen. a
335
[P] ekataś ca¯yam. viniyogah.◊ traya¯n. a¯m api kr.te katham eko viniyoga ity
[S] atra¯ha – aviśis.t.apatnyarthas tisr.s.v api◊ tadvaśenaiva viniyogas tisr.s.v api◊
mantrasya tasma¯n na vibha¯gah. śakyate vacana¯t190 ekavacana¯t kalpayitum ∥
[P] nanv ekapatn¯ıke samaveta¯samavetatve na śakyate ’pahnotum.191 vaca-
nasya◊
[S] pariharati. satyam. na śakyate◊ na punar dvayor bahus.u ca prayoganivr.ttih.
śakyate

va

na

kalpayitum192. pra¯tipadikalin˙gavacana¯bhya¯m. viniyogasam. bhava¯d eka-
vacana¯nurodhena viniyogasam. koca¯nupapatteh. 193 bhavatu mantrasya sarva-
prayogah.∣
[P] tatha¯pi kim ity
[S] a¯ha – prayuktasya ca samaveta¯samavetatvam. niru¯pan. am ity uktam. pra-
184 Even though the full stop is clearly indicated here, it is incorrect. The subject corresponding
with the verb manyate is the following term pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı, which could, otherwise, not properly be
connected to the subsequent sentence.
185 TB 3.2.9.14. The complete mantra reads: proks.an. ı¯ra¯sa¯daya idhma¯barhir upasa¯daya sruvam. ca
srucaśca samr.d. d. hi patn¯ım. sam. nahya¯jyenodehi. ("Fetch the water for besprinkling, pile up the burning
fuel, bring together the small and large ladle, dress up the wife, come forth with clariﬁed butter.")
186 corr : samaveta¯samaveta¯rthatvam. . The given reading does not provide a proper meaning. I assume
that Śa¯likana¯tha reiterates the phrase from the quotation of the Laghv¯ı given at the beginning of this
adhikaran. a.
187 corr : caitad. The scribe’s suggested correction is adopted here.
188 corr : prayogo.
189 corr : patnyor. The scribe’s suggested correction does not include the correct application of sandhi.
190 corr : vacana¯d.
191 I consider this punctuation to be incorrect, as the following genitive form vacanasya cannot be
connected with the subsequent verb pariharati. Furthermore, Śa¯likana¯tha usually uses pariharati by
itself to introduce a reply, or together with a conditional sentence involving (iti) cet.
192 corr : śakyate kalpayitum. The scribe is correct in indicating his doubt about the given reading.
This forms the basic statement of the siddha¯ntin against his opponent, namely that the mantra applies
also in instances of sacriﬁcers with more than one wife.
193 corr : viniyogasam. koca¯nupapatter.
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yuktasya sato mantrasya kim. 336 samaveta¯rtha uta¯same(ma)veta¯(ka¯?)rtha194 iti ni-
ru¯patyate195∣ ayam. ca mantrah. sarvatra prayuktah.◊ tatraikavacanam. dvayor bahuva-
canam eka¯rtham. na sam. bhavati. ata 51A ekasminn api tad ekatvapratipattiparam. na
bhavati. karmatvapratipattyartham eva prayogasa¯dhubhu¯tam iti vya¯pakataya¯ kalpy-
ate. tad a¯ha◊ dvayor bahus.u caikatva¯bhidha¯nam. na sam. bhavat¯ıty ekasmin na
hy atatprayuktam eva tat. tasma¯t tatra¯pi prayogo ’n˙gam evety aviruddham196 dvayor
bahus.u caika¯bhidha¯nam.
[7.] vikr.tau.197
[P] tatra pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı◊ viśis.t.avis.ayatva¯d upadeśasya prakr.ta¯v eva dvayor
bahus.u ca¯yam. sa¯dhur na vikr.ta¯v api ka¯ryatva¯t prayogasya. asya¯rthah. . patn¯ım.
sam. nahye198ti prayogasa¯dhubhu¯tam ekavacanam. prakr.ta¯v eva tatraiva mantrasyo- 337
padis.t.atva¯t◊ na vikr.tau tatra¯nupadis.t.atva¯t◊ prayogasya ka¯ryatva¯d yatha¯
laks.an. am eva pa¯śamantravat◊ prayogah. ka¯rya iti pu¯rvapaks.ayati ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – satyam. viśis.t.avis.aya upadeśah. prakr.ta¯v eva ca¯sau◊ tatha¯pi
dvayor bahus.u ca¯yam ekavacana¯ntah. sa¯dhur iti tatra¯vagatam. tad evedam.
dvitvam. bahutvam. ca vikr.ta¯v api◊ atas tatra sa¯dhutva¯vagama¯t199 na ka¯ryah. prayoga
iti◊ yatha¯rtham eva prayogah. . pa¯śadvitve punah. 200 bahuvacanasya dvayor adarśana¯t
tatra prayoge kalpye laks.an. am anusaran. ı¯yam iti yuktam. iha punar dvitvabahutvayor
api siddhatva¯t prayogasya ka¯ryaka¯n˙ks.a¯ na¯st¯ıti◊ k¯ıdr.śah. prayogah. kriya-
ta¯m ity apeks.aiva na¯st¯ıti◊ na laks.a- 338 n. asya vya¯pa¯rah. . tasma¯d vikr.ta¯d vikr.ta¯v
api tadvacana¯d201 iti su¯ktam.
194 corr : uta¯samaveta¯rtha. The ﬁrst correction suggested by the scribe is plausible, but the second
does not provide any meaning. Rather, as in the phrase samaveta¯samaveta¯rtha appearing before in this
adhikaran. a, the opposition here is between samaveta¯rtha and asamaveta¯rtha.
195 corr : niru¯pyate.
196 corr : aviruddham. .
197 JS 9.3.21: vikr. tau ca¯pi tadvacana¯t.
198 TB 3.2.9.14. See preceding adhikaran. a.
199 corr : sa¯dhutva¯vagama¯n.
200 corr : punar.
201 corr : tasma¯d vikr.ta¯v ca¯pi tadvacana¯d. The latter part is a direct quotation of JS 9.3.21 (see
beginning of this adhikaran. a), with the initial ca missing. The given sentence framing this quotation,
tasma¯d vikr. ta¯d ... su¯ktam, does not provide a proper meaning. Rather, it should read: tasma¯d ...
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[8.] adhriguh. .202
[S] yoga¯ntarakaran. am. paśvadhikaran. apu¯rvapaks.abhu¯tasama¯navidha¯naprayojana-
kathana¯rtham.
[9.] prati.203
[P] atra n¯ıva¯res.u vr¯ıhiśabda yaves.v iva¯va¯cakam. manva¯nah. pu¯rvapaks.ayati∣
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – satyam. sya¯d ava¯cako yadi n¯ıva¯radravyako ’yam. prayogah.∣
vr¯ıhitvalaks.ita¯vayavasa¯ma¯nyasam. pattyartham. tu n¯ıva¯radravya¯n. a¯m upa¯-
da¯nam iti darśitam.204 s.as.t.he◊ vr¯ıhitvena yal laks.itam. tasyaiva¯vayavasa¯ma¯-
nya¯d iti◊
[P] katham. na¯mopa¯d¯ıyanta¯m ity
[S] evam artham. vr¯ıhyapaca¯re n¯ıva¯ra¯n. a¯m upa¯da¯nam. na dravya¯ntaratayeti
darśitam. s.as.t.he ∥ 339
[P] nanv evam upa¯tta¯s ta¯van n¯ıva¯ra¯h.◊ na ca tes.a¯m. vr¯ıhiśabdo va¯caka ity u¯ho yuktah. .
[S] tatra¯ha◊ viśes.anis.t.haś ca sam. ska¯res.u ja¯tiśabda iti sthitam. yatra sam. ska¯ra¯
vidh¯ıyante. tatra viśes.anis.t.ho ja¯tiśabda iti sthitam. mantren. a¯pi ca yad abhidha¯nam.
tad api sam. ska¯ra eveti◊ tatra¯pi viśes.anis.t.ha eva ja¯tiśabdah.◊ tasma¯d viśes.apra-
yuktatva¯t205 ja¯tiśabdasya¯vika¯ren. a prayoga iti su¯ktam ∥
[P] nanu n¯ıva¯ravyaktir na vr¯ıhivyaktir iti katham. vr¯ıhiśabdenocyate.
[S] ayam abhipra¯yah.∣ yad upa¯da¯nena vr¯ıhija¯teh. sa¯dhanatvam avagatam anu-
gr.hyate tatpratipa¯dana¯ya vr¯ıhiśabda iti◊ atra¯pi tad aviśis.t.am i- 340 ti vr¯ıhiśabda
eva prayoktavyah. ∥
su¯ktam.
202 JS 9.3.22: adhrigau savan¯ıyes.u tadvat sama¯navidha¯na¯ś cet. The obvious beginning of this
adhikaran. a was not recognized by the scribe, as he continues it in line with the preceding adhikaran. a.
This may also be due to the shortness of it – one brief sentence.
203 JS 9.3.23: pratinidhau ca¯vika¯ra¯t.
204 I assume this punctuation to be incorrect, as the following s.as. t.he should rather be read together
with darśitam than with the subsequent sentence.
205 corr : viśes.aprayuktatva¯d.
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[10.] sam. sargis.u.206
[P] paśunibandhano bhedah. prakr.tau vivaks.ita iti manva¯nah. pu¯rvapaks.ayati.
yadyapi prakr.ta¯v iva¯dhis.t.ha¯nasya¯nupa¯da¯na¯t 51B tannibandhano bhedo vivaks.itah.∣ evam
api su¯ryam asya caks.ur207 ity atra¯syaśabdena paśoh. pratinirdeśa¯d asma¯t paśubhede
tattejas¯ı bhinne iti yatha¯rtham u¯ho yuktah. ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – na bhedavivaks.a¯ya¯m. prama¯n. am asti. tejasa ekatva¯vagama¯t◊
na hi paśubhede ’pi sam. sargitejo bhidyate. tasma¯d anis.t.ha¯nabahutvam208 eva vikr.ta¯v
api gamyate.209 na tejaso bheda ity anu¯hah. ∥
[11.] ekadha¯.210
[P] sahayoge ’py eva- 341 m artha upapadyata evety anu¯ham. manyate. ekadha¯
asya tvacam a¯cchyata¯d211 iti yo ’yam ekadha¯śabdasya¯rthas sa x hayoge212 ’py upa-
padyata eva◊ sahayoge ’py ekadhety anena¯bhidha¯na¯t◊ tasma¯dvipaśva¯dis.v213 ekadha¯-
śabdasya¯bhya¯so na kartavya iti manyate. kim. tu214 asyaśabda eva vacanohah.
kartavyah. ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – ekatva¯n mantropadeśasya tadanurodh¯ı ca mantra¯rtha ity
ekatva¯t paśor na prakr.tau saha¯rtha upapadyate∣ tasma¯d vikr.ta¯v apy
artha¯ntarakalpanety u¯ha eva◊ asya¯rthah. . prakr.tau ta¯vad ekatva¯t paśor na saha¯rtha
ekadhopapadyate. tena vidha¯rtha eva gra¯hyah.∣ ya¯dr.śo hy asya prakr.tau man-
trasya¯rthah. 215 342 vikr.ta¯v api ta¯dr.śa eva◊ vikr.tau mantrasyopadeśa¯ntara¯bha¯va¯t ka¯rya-
ta eva pra¯pteh.∣ upadeśa¯ntare hi kada¯cid artha¯ntaram api varn. yeta. ka¯ryatas tu pra-
206 JS 9.3.27: sam. sargis.u ca¯rthasya¯sthitaparima¯n. atva¯t.
207 MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.2. Both sources, however, do not contain the term asya.
208 corr : adhis. t.ha¯nabahutvam. The correction has been made in analogy to the statement of the
pu¯rvapaks.a above, and the terminology in the ŚBh at JS 9.3.27.
209 I do not follow this punctuation in my translation. Rather, I consider the two clauses to have a
kind of relative relation.
210 JS 9.3.29: ekadhety ekasam. yoga¯d abhya¯sena¯bhidha¯nam. sya¯t.
211 MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.2. The original sources apply the proper sandhi : ekadha¯sya ... .
212 em: sah. sahayoge. The emendation is based on the statement quoted before from the Laghv¯ı. The
missing part seems to be the beginning of the correlative clause.
213 corr : tasma¯d dvipaśva¯dis.v. This is clearly a spelling mistake, as the dissolution of the sandhi in
the given reading would result in non-existing terms.
214 corr : kim. tv.
215 corr : mantrasya¯rtho.
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vr.ttau na¯rtha¯ntarakalpana¯vaka¯śo ’sti nirn. ı¯ta¯rthasyaiva pra¯pteh.◊ ata ekadha¯śabdasya
vikr.ta¯v api vidha¯rtha eva¯rtha ity u¯ha eva yuktah. ∥
[12.] medhaviti.216
[P] atra nimitta¯rthasya medhapatipada¯rthasya sva¯mini devata¯ya¯m. ca¯viśes.a¯d
ubhayaparata¯m. manyate. sva¯mivacanata¯m. devata¯vacanata¯m. ca manyate. pada¯nta-
rasam. bandhe viśes.adarśana¯n217◊medhaśabdena sam. bandhe sva¯mivacanata¯◊ upa-
nayataśabdasam. bandhe ca devata¯parateti viśes.adarśana¯d ubhaya¯rthatvam. 343 na
sam. bhavati ∥
nanu kevalasya¯viśes.a¯d ubhaya¯rthatvam. bhavis.yat¯ıty atra¯ha – anvita¯bhidha¯nena ca
nimittatopapatteh. 218 na pada¯rtha¯ntarasam. bandhinirapeks.asya pada¯rthasya¯-
bhidha¯nam. anvita¯bhidha¯nena pada¯rtha¯na¯m. va¯kya¯rthanimittatva¯t◊ tatraika¯rthatve
sthita ubhayoś ca¯nukars.a¯d219 yajama¯nadampatyabhipra¯yen. a sva¯miparateti
paks.a¯ntaram. 220◊ ekavacana¯ntasya yajama¯na¯bhipra¯yen. a¯nutkars.ah.∣ dvivacana¯ntasya
dampatyabhipra¯yen. a◊ devata¯paratve tu dvivacana¯ntasyaiva samava¯yah. sya¯t. eka-
vacana¯nta utkars.yeta. tasma¯d ubhaya¯nutkars.a¯t sva¯miparateti paks.a¯ntaram. 221◊
[S] sva¯miparata¯ya¯m a¯śam. sana¯nvaya- 344
52
A virodha¯t. sva¯mina¯ medhasya
pra¯ptatva¯t. apra¯ptivis.ayatva¯c ca¯śam. sa¯ya¯222 sva¯miparata¯ya¯m a¯śam. sana¯rtha-
virodha¯d devata¯para eveti ra¯ddha¯ntah. ∥ anutkars.aś ca sva¯mivad eva vyava-
stha¯ya¯223 pra¯tipadika¯rtha¯bhipra¯yen. a dvivacana¯ntasya ka¯raka¯bhipra¯yen. a
caikavacana¯ntasyety uktam ∥
216 corr : medhapati. JS 9.3.32: medhapatitvam. sva¯midevatasya samava¯ya¯t sarvatra ca prayuktatva¯t
tasya ca¯nya¯yanigadatva¯t sarvatraiva¯vika¯rah. sya¯t.
217 corr : viśes.adarśana¯t. As the same meaning is again expressed in the following phrases, I take this
to be a quotation from the Laghv¯ı. See the translation for more.
218 corr : nimittatopapatter.
219 corr : ca¯nutkars. a¯d. The given reading is incorrect, as the term anutkars.a is repeated further down,
its meaning ﬁtting the context.
220 corr : paks. a¯ntaram.
221 corr : paks. a¯ntaram.
222 corr : ca¯śam. sa¯ya¯h. . As no application of sandhi is possible here, the given reading does not
represent an existing form. The genitive seems to be the best option.
223 corr : vyavasthaya¯.
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[13.] niyamah. .224
[P] a¯dha

styanya¯yasya225 prayojanam idam. cintyate. devata¯paratve katham. bahu-
devata¯ke prayoktavyo mantra iti◊ anena¯va¯ntarasam. gatim. laks.an. asam. gatim.
ca¯ha –226 tatra pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı◊ dvivacana¯ntasya prakr.tau samaveta¯rthataya¯ vikr.ta¯v
u¯hena prayoge sam. bhavati. tenaiva ka¯ryasiddher naikavacana¯- 345 ntasya¯dr.s.t.asya bahu-
s.v ekasmim. ś ca prayogo yukta iti nivr.ttim. manyate∣ ekavacana¯nto hy ayam. dvayoh.
prayogasa¯dhur iti na bahus.v ekasmim. ś ca prayoktavyah.∣227
[S] atra bha¯s.yaka¯ren. a ∥228 nanu prakr.tau dvitvasya¯vivaks.itatva¯d avika¯ren. a pra-
yogah. pra¯pnoti.229 paricodana¯ kr.ta¯◊ tasya¯h. prayojanam. varn. ayati. paricodana¯
punar atra bha¯s.yaka¯ren. a ya¯ dvivacanasya¯vivaks.eti kr.ta¯ sa¯◊ vivaks.a¯bha¯ve
sva¯rtha¯bhidha¯nena¯nvayo na sam. bhavat¯ıti ma¯ ma¯m. śan˙ka¯m. nivartayitum. 230◊
atra codayati –231 nanu naiveyam. śan˙ka¯nivartayitum. śakyate◊ vivaks.a¯ya¯m
asatya¯m. sva¯rtha¯bhidha¯nena¯nvayo ’nupapanna eva. ata iyam a¯śan˙ka¯ 346 ni-
vartayitum. na śakyate.
[P] kuta ity
[S] a¯ha – vivaks.a¯ hi vaktum iccha¯.
[P] tatah. kim ity
[S] a¯ha – vacanam. ca¯bhidha¯nam. tena vivaks.ito ’bhidha¯tum is.t.ah. . avivaks.itah.
punar mantren. a na¯bhidha¯tum is.t.ah.
[P] punar api tatah. kim ity
224 JS 9.3.41: niyamah. bahudevate vika¯rah. sya¯t.
225 I am unable to provide a suitable correction here.
226 I do not accept this punctuation. Although it is frequently used after the term a¯ha to introduce
a longer quotation from the Laghv¯ı, in the present case this reading does not apply. The sentence
continues with tatra pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı, which cannot be connected to the sentence following it.
227 I do not follow the separation of paragraphs in the manuscript here. The following sentence
introduces the subsequent quotation from the ŚBh and cannot be separated from it. In fact, I read
it together with paricodana¯ kr. ta¯ following the quotation, which seems to be embedded in this framing
statement. The scribe obviously considered the initial nanu in the quotation to indicate a distinct
objection.
228 In my reading of this section this punctuation is wrong.
229 ŚBh at JS 9.3.41.
230 corr : nivartayitum.
231 Again, I do not follow the separation of paragraphs made in the manuscript. The given phrase
introduces a quotation und is as such connected with the following statements.
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[S] a¯ha – abhidheyataya¯ ca¯nis.t.am abhihitam iti durbhan. am. yuktyantaram.
ca¯ha – is.t.a¯rthaś cautpattikes.u niyoga¯bhipra¯ya iti yuktam. tena yad a¯ka¯n˙ks.itam.
niyogena tad vivaks.itam. 232◊ yac ca¯pi vivaks.itam. na tan niyogena¯ka¯n˙ks.itam. 233◊ yac
ca¯na¯ka¯n˙ks.itam. na tat tadanvayi◊ yac ca¯tadanvayi na¯sa¯v abhihita iti śakyate vaktum.
vyutpattiviraha¯t◊ atrocyate – aviks.a¯śabdo234 ’tra¯nim. dapara¯bhipra¯yo dras.t.avyah.◊
etad uktam. bhavati. dvitvam api vivaks.itam. 235◊ dvitva- 347 paro ’yam. mantro
na bhavat¯ıyti tena ta¯tparya¯bhipra¯yen. a¯vivaks.itatvam ucyate. na punar abhidha¯tum
ani{s.t.a}tvena236◊ anyatha¯ ditva¯vagatir mithyety abhyupagatam. bhavet. dvitvatva¯n-
abhihitatva¯t◊ tasma¯t237 dv¯ıpavacana¯ntena dvitvam abhidh¯ıyata eva kim. tu ta¯tparyam.
na¯sti. anyata eva dvitva¯

va(pa)gama¯t238 ∥
[P] nanv evam. ta¯tparyam abhidha¯nam. ca bhinnavis.ayam abhyupagatam. bhavati. tataś
ca¯nyatra¯pi yatra¯bhidha¯nam. tatra ta¯tparyam. na sya¯-52B d i(ty)
239
[S] atra¯ha – na ca ta¯tparya¯vagatir anvaya¯vagatya¯ vihanyate. tadapeks.am eva
ta¯taparyam∣ yatah. 240◊ anvaya¯vagamapu¯rvakam eva ta¯tparyam. anvita¯vagates.v241
eva hi kasmim. ścit ta¯tparyam. bhavati. 348 na¯nyatha¯bhu¯te◊ tasma¯d ata¯tparye ’pi dvi-
vacanam anvita¯rtham evety u¯ha¯rham ∥
[S] ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – yuktam. dvivacanam u¯hena pravartata iti◊ ekavacanam api
pravartata eva. ekavacana¯nto ’py avika¯ren. a pravartata ity arthah. ∥
[P] nanv ekatra bahus.u ca dr.s.t.atva¯d242 ayuktah. prayoga ity uktam. kim. tu pa¯śavad-
232 corr : vivaks. itam.
233 corr : niyogena¯na¯ka¯n˙ks. itam. The given reading would contradict the preceding as well as the
following statement. Before, it was said that what is required is also intended. In the present sentence,
the counter-conclusion is stated, i.e. that when something is not intended, it is also not required. This
is extended in the following sentence: What is not required is not syntactically connected.
234 corr : avivaks. a¯śabdo. Clearly, the given reading is not correct, as the intention (vivaks. a¯) is discussed
throughout this section.
235 corr : vivaks. itam.
236 The missing ligature is written on the inside margin.
237 corr : tasma¯d.
238 The correction suggested by the scribe is accepted here.
239 The correction suggested by the scribe is accepted here.
240 corr : ta¯tparyam. yatah. . As is often the case, the ablative subjunction yatas is added at the end of
a statement of reason. This is clear from the missing application of sandhi with the following sentence.
241 corr : anvita¯vagate tv. The given reading does not correspond to the following kasmim. ścit, to
which it should belong. Therefore, the particle tu is assumed here.
242 corr : ca¯dr.s. t.atva¯d. The given reading would provide no proper meaning: Why should the form
not be correct (a-yukta), if it is found in instances of many items?
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vika¯ren. aiva prayogo yuktah.∣
[S] uttaram. 243◊ anva¯ruhyavacanam idam244◊ apu¯rvasminn245 adhikaran. e◊ eka-
vacanam. samaveta¯rtham iti gaun. a¯bhipra¯yen. a samaveta¯rthatvasya varn. itatva¯t◊ evam.
ca bruva¯n. asya gan. ibhyo ’nyo gan. o ’st¯ıty upa¯dhya¯yasya¯bhipra¯yo laks.yate. tasma¯d
anu¯hita- 349 syaikavacana¯ntasya prayogah.∣ bahus.v apy ekasya gan. a¯rthasya
vidyama¯natva¯t patn¯ıśabdavad ity anu¯hitaprayogama¯trataya¯ dr.s.t.a¯ntah.∣
[P] tatra hy ekavacanasya prayogasa¯dhutvam. iha tv abhidha¯nasa¯dhutvam eva. atra
bha¯s.yaka¯ren. aikavacana¯ntasya nivr.ttir ity uktam. 246◊
[S] tada¯ks.ipati –247 nanv adr.s.t.asya¯pi bahus.v ekasmim. ś caikavacana¯ntasya pra-
vr.ttir ity uktam. atra ca¯dhikaran. e yad idam uktam. ekavacana¯ntasyaikasminn
adarśanam iti tadvaidikaprayoga¯bhipra¯yen. eti mantavyam. sama¯dhatte◊ anu¯hita¯bhi-
pra¯yam. dras.t.avyam. anu¯hitapravr.ttim icchato ra¯ddha¯ntinah. pratipaks.abhu¯tam an-
u¯hitasyaikavacana¯ntasya nivr.ttir iti◊
[P] tena¯tra dvayor apy u¯hitayoh. pravr.ttir iti pu¯rvah. paks.ah.∣
[S] dvi- 350 vacana¯ntasyaivohah.◊ ekavacana¯ntasya¯vika¯ren. aiva pravr.ttir iti
ra¯ddha¯ntah. ∥
[14.] artha.248
[S] atra sam. sarga¯bha¯va¯n naikavacana¯ntasya yatha¯rthah. prayoga upapadyate∣
yadi hy agn¯ıs.omayoh. sam. sr.s.t.ayor devata¯tvam. tada¯ ’tra sya¯t. tada¯ yatha¯rtham ekavaca-
nam. tasya prayoga upapadyate. na ca¯tra sam. sr.s.t.a¯na¯m. devata¯tvam. 249◊ atra bha¯s.ya
ka¯ren. aikavannigadah. kim avika¯ren. a pravarteta. nivarteteti250 siddha¯ntavacana-
243 corr : uttaram.
244 ŚBh at JS 9.3.40.
245 corr : pu¯rvasminn. The given reading of the manuscript continues without separating the previous
quotation from the following phrases. This, however, cannot be correct, as this quotation from the
preceding (pu¯rva) adhikaran. a is referred to.
246 corr : uktam.
247 I do not follow the indication of the beginning of a new paragraph here in the manuscript, as the
preceding statement appears to be the introduction of the subsequent one.
248 JS 9.3.43: artha¯ntare vika¯rah. sya¯d devata¯pr. thaktva¯d eka¯bhisamava¯ya¯t sya¯t.
249 corr : devata¯tvam.
250 ŚBh at JS 9.3.43. In the original, uta is added between the two verbs, making the alternative
clear.
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vyaktitayaikavacana¯ntasya nivr.ttir ukta¯.
[P] tasya¯rtham avagantuka¯mah. pr.cchati. kim. nivartata vaca¯nto251 mantrah.◊
[S] uttaram. 252◊ nivartate. devata¯paratva¯t tasya¯ś ca¯tra¯bha¯va¯t◊ ekavacana¯ntas tu
na prayujyate. bahutvadarśana¯d253 ekavacana¯ntasya bahuvacanam u¯hyate∣ 351 an-
u¯hita¯bhipra¯yen. aiva pu¯rvavad atra¯pi nivr.ttir ukta¯ ∥
iti d¯ıpaśikha¯ya¯m. navamasya tr.t¯ıyah. pa¯dah. ∥
251 corr : ekavacana¯nto. This clearly is a spelling mistake.
252 corr : uttaram.
253 corr : bahutva¯darśana¯d. The given reading would mean that the singular ending is found in regard
to plurality. But in that case, there would be no justiﬁcation for modifying it to the plural.
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352
śr¯ıh.
[1.] s.ad. vim. śatih. .254
[S] paks.acatus.t.ayam apy etat siddha¯ntabhu¯tasamasyavacanapratipaks.atayo53A pany-
astam.255 na pa(ra)sparapratipaks.ataya¯256◊ tatra bhavatu vam. kr¯ıpra¯dha¯nyam◊ apa-
kraya257 eva gan.yanta¯m ∥
[P] tatha¯pi s.ad. vim. śatipada¯bhya¯sena ta¯sa¯m. gan. anam astv iti kaścin manyate. kaścit tv
asyapada¯bhya¯sena◊ dvivacanabahuvacanohena kaścit◊ karan. atvena¯viniyoga¯d
vam. kr¯ıgan. a¯paratvam api na¯st¯ıti manyate.258 kaścit◊ sarve hy ete samasyavacanam. na
yuktam iti manyante. tatra s.ad. vim. śatipada¯bhya¯so ’syapada¯bhya¯saś ca paśoh. pra¯dha¯ny-
a¯pattyaiva◊
[S] nira¯kr.tam. paks.advaye ’py asmin 353 paśoh. pra¯dha¯nyam a¯padyate. tac ca
na yuktam. prakr.tau vam. kr¯ıpradha¯natva¯n ma¯tra¯rthasya◊ yadi paks.advaye ’py
etasmin paśupra¯dha¯nya¯pattih. . kimartham. tarhi bhedenopanya¯sah.◊
[P] asyapada¯bhya¯sasya viśes.an. ataya¯py upapattim. manyate∣ s.as.t.hyantena¯sya-
padena paśupatinirdeśakena vam. kraya eva viśes.yante. tena ta¯sa¯m. pra¯-
dha¯nyam upapadyata evety asya pada¯bhya¯sava¯d¯ı manyate. katham. tarhi paśupra¯-
dha¯nya¯pattya¯sya ca paks.asya nira¯kriya¯◊
[S] tatra¯ha – anyatas tu pra¯dha¯nya¯vagama¯d viśes.an. a¯vagater nira¯kriya¯◊ śabda¯t
pra¯dha¯nya¯vagateh. ka¯ran. a¯ntaren. a viśes.an. a¯ntara¯vagatir vaktavya¯◊ na ca śabda¯t pra¯-
254 JS 9.4.1: s.ad. vim. śatir abhya¯sena paśugan. e tatprakr. titva¯d gun. asya pravibhaktva¯d avika¯re hi ta¯sa¯m
aka¯rtsnyena¯bhisam. bandho vika¯ra¯nna sama¯sah. sya¯d asam. yoga¯c ca sarva¯bhih. .
255 I do not follow this punctuation in the translation, as I take the following negated instrumental
phrase to be included in the sentence as the counter-statement.
256 The suggestion of the scribe is followed here.
257 corr : vam. kraya. I believe that the halanta in vam. kr¯ıpra¯dha¯nyam and the anusva¯ra got lost in
the copying process. As a conseqence the terms got read together, resulting in an impossible form. The
change from va to pa is a common phonetic and lexical shift.
258 I do not follow this punctuation in my translation, as I consider the following kaścit to belong to
the present sentence. This assumption is based on the parallel construction in the previous sentences.
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dha¯nya¯vagama¯d anyato viśes.an. a¯vagatir vaktavyety arthah.∣ na ca ka¯ran. a¯ntara- 354 m
apy ast¯ıty asya pada¯bhya¯sanira¯kriya¯◊
[P] yatha¯rthapaks.as tu karan. atvena259 arthapraka¯śanakaran. atvena¯viniyogam. man-
va¯nasya◊ lin˙ga¯d api karan. aviniyogo na¯sti.
[S] tatha¯pi lin˙ga¯d api viniyogo ’pi niyoga eveti◊260 yatha¯rthapaks.anira¯kriya¯-
vacanohas tu san˙khya¯pra¯dha¯nya¯patteh. nira¯kr.tah.∣ tasma¯t samasyavacanam eveti
sthitam ∥
[2.] aśvasya.261
[S] padapratis.edhaśan˙ka¯nira¯karan. a¯rtham idam adhikaran. am.
[P] na catustrim. śad iti bru¯ya¯d262 iti śrutya¯ padama¯tram. pratis.idhyate. na
punar r.t263 laks.an. a¯prasan˙ga¯d iti
[S] pu¯rvapaks.a¯śan˙ka¯m. nira¯kriyate.
[P] katham ity
[S] a¯ha – 355 padama¯trasya¯viniyoga¯t tadvacanasya¯pra¯ptatva¯t pra¯ptipu¯rvaka-
tva¯c ca pratis.edhasya◊ mantravacanasya¯pra¯ptatva¯t mantrasyaiva¯yam. pratis.edha iti
padapratis.edho nira¯kr.tah.∣
[P] tad idam a¯ks.ipati. tad ayuktam iti manyante. ira¯pade na gira¯gireti bru¯ya¯d264
iti gira¯padama¯trasya nivr.ttidarśana¯t◊
[S] sama¯dhatte. atra vais.amyam abhidadhati. tatrera¯padavidha¯na¯t stotra¯rtho-
pa¯da¯nes.u hr.tpades.u gira¯padasya stha¯ne◊ ira¯padaniyama¯t tasyaivopa¯da¯na¯t◊
tenaiva ka¯ryasya kr.tatva¯t◊ gira¯padam. nivartata iti yuktam.
[P] bhavatv evam.

ka(ta)tha¯pi265 kim ity
259 There should apply sandhi here.
260 A line has been crossed out here by the scribe, which appears at the beginning of the next
adhikaran. a.
261 JS 9.4.17: aśvasya catustrim. śat tasya vacana¯d vaiśes. ikam.
262 ŚBh at JS 9.4.18. The original source is untraced.
263 corr : r.g. This clearly is a spelling mistake. The opposition between the pu¯rvapaks.a and the
siddha¯nta is that the former takes the prohibition to apply to the word only, while the latter takes it
to apply to the complete verse (r.k).
264 The quote is based on Ta¯B 8.6.9-10, and refers to 9.1.17 (ŚBh at JS 9.1.45 - 49).
265 The reading suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
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[S] a¯ha – na gira¯gire266ti pratis.edha¯nuva¯da iti darśitam. dharmasya¯rthakr.ta-
tva¯d ity atra tena¯nuva¯dasya prama¯n. a¯ntarasa- 356 vyapeks.atva¯t padama¯trasya nivr.tti-
pra¯pteh. 267 tadanu53B va¯do na¯yuktah. . iha punah. pada¯ntarasya¯vidha¯nam.
268◊
[P] katham avidha¯ne◊
[S] evaśabdasam. bandha¯d iti darśitam. evaśabdasam. bandha¯ddhi yatha¯pra¯pta¯va-
gamyate. yatha¯pra¯ptasya ca vidha¯nam.
[P] athah. kim. nibandhana¯ padama¯travr.ttir anu¯dyate.
[S] na catustrim. śad iti pratis.edha eva na¯nuva¯da iti.
[P] kim ato yady evam. 269◊
[S] uttara¯270◊ etad ato bhavati. na viniyogah.◊ padama¯trasya prayuktir avas¯ıya-
te. yathopa¯da¯natah.◊ yathopa¯da¯na¯t padama¯trasya pra¯ptir avas¯ıyate. tatha¯viniyoga-
tah. 271 mantrasyaiva viniyoga¯t pra¯ptyaveks.aś ca pratis.edha iti◊ mantrasyaiva¯yam. prati-
s.edha iti su¯ktam. pada¯ntaravidha¯ne ’pi◊ yadyapi pada¯ntara¯ vidh¯ıyate 357
tatha¯pi catustrim. śatpadaka¯ryasya s.ad. vim. śatipadena kartum aśakyatva¯n na catustrim. -
śatpadasya nivr.ttih. pra¯pta¯. ato na¯yam anuva¯dah. 272 iti◊ mantrapratis.edha
eva¯yam. pada¯ntaravidha¯ne ’pi kimuta pratis.edhavidha¯ne◊ tasma¯d vihitapratis.iddhatva¯d
vaikalpiko mantra iti su¯ktam ∥
[3.] vanis.t.hah. .273
[S] atra mantra¯rtha¯vadha¯ran. am. ka¯rya¯nugrahavaśena darśayitum idam adhi-
karan. am. 274◊ yasmin mantra¯rthe sv¯ıkriyama¯n. e ’gn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯pu¯rvaka¯rya¯nugrahah. sa
mantra¯rtha iti darśayitum idam adhikaran. am.
266 See preceding footnote.
267 corr : nivr. ttipra¯pter.
268 corr : pada¯ntarasya¯vidha¯nam.
269 corr : evam.
270 corr : uttaram. This clearly is a spelling mistake, as this represents the usual introduction of the
answer to the previous question.
271 corr : tatha¯viniyogato.
272 corr : anuva¯da.
273 corr : vanis. t.hu. JS 9.4.22: vanis. t.husam. nidha¯na¯d uru¯ken. a vapa¯bhidha¯nam.
274 corr : adhikaran. am.
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[P] tatra pu¯rvapaks.ava¯d¯ı mantrapada¯rtha¯nvayavaśena yo ’rthah. prat¯ıyate. tam
artham. ka¯ryaupayikataya¯ manva¯nah. pu¯rvapaks.ayati∣
[S] kah. punar asau mantra¯nvayavaśena yo ’rtha ity
[P] a¯ha – 358 u

ru(ru¯)kaśabdaś275 ca¯yam ekam. padam ulu¯ka¯rtha iti yuktam.
padabhede hy artha¯ntarakalpana¯prasan˙ga¯t. lokaprasiddho vapa¯laks.an. ortha uruka-
śabdasya¯rthah. kalpayitavyah. sa ca¯yuktah.∣ atah. padapratyabhijña¯naiva¯rtho276 yukto
mantra¯n. a¯m. tasya ca tatha¯bhu¯tasya prayogaupayikatvakalpana¯ yukta¯.
[S] na punah. prayogopayikatvakalpana¯∣ evam. pra¯pte ’bhidh¯ıyate. ka¯ryato ’rthanir-
n. ayo yuktah. . niyogatah. pra¯ma¯n. ya¯bhidha¯na¯t◊ niyogapratipa¯dakataya¯ sarvasya
pra¯ma¯n. ya¯bhidha¯na¯t◊ tadvaśenaiva yo ’rtho ’vagamyate sa eva mantra¯rtho yuktah.◊
tataś cet pra¯ma¯n. yam. na yogavaśena277 cet pra¯ma¯n. yam. tannis.pattau dr.s.t.e ’rthe sam. -
bhavati na¯dr.s.t.akalpana¯ prama¯n. am asti. vist¯ırn. avapa¯- 359 bhidha¯ne ca dr.s.t.a¯rthah.◊
ulu¯kavacanatve tv adr.s.t.a¯rthata¯. tasma¯t padabhedakalpanaiva jya¯yas¯ı ∥
[P] nanu praya¯ja¯divatvamantrasyaiva278 kimity an˙gata¯ na bhavat¯ıty
[S] atra¯ha – bha¯va¯rthebhyah. kriya¯prat¯ıyate∣ an˙ga¯pu¯rvotpattidva¯ren. a hi pra-
ya¯ja¯d¯ına¯m an˙gatvam. na ca tatra dravya¯d apu¯rvotpattih.∣ tato na praya¯ja¯divad an˙ga-
tvam. 279◊ pu¯rvapaks.adu¯s.an. am a¯ha – ulu¯kasadr.śapaks.e ca yadi ta¯vad vanis.t.hum
anudyaiva tan ma¯ la¯vis.t.aity280 eva¯rthah. parigr.hyate. tato vihitavanis.t.hu-
lapanapratis.edha¯d viruddho mantra¯rthah.∣
[P] atholu¯kasadr.śam. manyama¯na¯281 ma¯ la¯vis.t.eti282 kalpyate. ulu¯kasadr.śabuddhir
vanis.t.hol283 lapana- 360 ka¯lena kartavyety eva mantra¯rthah. kalpyate. tato dr.s.t.a-
275 The correction suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
276 The given reading appears to be a compound phrase including the particle eva. Alternatively, one
could assume an incorrect reading, the correction being: padapratyabhijña¯na eva¯rtho.
277 corr : niyogavaśena. The negative particle does not provide a proper meaning in the statement.
Furthermore, the directive (niyoga) was also referred to in the same context in the preceding sentence.
278 corr : praya¯ja¯divattvamantrasyaiva. The meaning I gather from this compound phrase is the
following: The mantra has a character (-tva) of being comparable (-vat) to the fore-sacriﬁces and
others (praya¯ja¯di). Based on this understanding, the ligature is not written correctly.
279 corr : an˙gatvam.
280 corr : ra¯vis. t.ety. TB 3.6.6.3-4; MS 4.13.4. The common exchange of ra and la need not be
mentioned. However, the sandhi between ra¯vis. t.a and iti clearly is incorrect.
281 corr : manyama¯no. The feminine singular does not ﬁt into the structure of the sentence. The only
possible reading is the masculine singular of the nominative.
282 corr : ra¯vis. t.eti.
283 corr : vanis. t.hor.
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kalpana¯.
[S] na hi tadbuddhipratis.e
54
A dhasya dr.s.t.o ’rthah.∣ aśakya¯rthata¯ ca◊ aus.adha-
pa¯ne śa¯kha¯mr.gasmaran. apratis.edhavad ulu¯kasadr.śabuddhir vanis.t.hau na
kartavyety evam artham anusandadhata eva tadbuddheh.◊ tasma¯d uru¯kam. vist¯ırn. am.
vapa¯m. manyama¯na¯ vapa¯buddhy a¯vaca¯lavane vanis.t.hum. 284◊ ma¯ ra¯vis.t.ety asam. k¯ırn. a-
lavana¯ya mantra¯rtha a¯śrayan. ı¯yam ∥
[P] nanv asmin paks.e padabhede vi(pi)varn. alopa¯dikalpana¯285 para¯dyadhika¯◊
[S] pariharati ka¯ryato ’rtha¯vagame varn. alopa¯diparikalpana¯tmako ’yam. dos.o na
bhavati. yata eva ca ka¯ryavaśenaivam. vidhaparikalpana¯. ata 361 eva bhaga-
vanto nairu¯kta¯ varn. a¯vagama¯d vya¯caks.ate vaiyya¯karan. a¯ś ca varn. ova(pa)jana-
na¯nuśa¯sanam286 ∥
[4.] praśasa¯.287
[S] ka¯ryata eva pu¯rvapaks.ottarapaks.opanya¯sah.∣ pu¯rvapaks.a uttarapaks.e ca ka¯rya¯vaya-
vasya tulyatva¯t◊
[P] tatra pu¯rvapaks.am a¯ha – ba¯hupraśam. sa¯bhima¯no dr.s.t.a¯rthata¯ pra¯pnot¯ıti◊
bhinnavibhaktika eva¯yam. nirdeśo yuktah.∣ ba¯huśabdena ca288 dvit¯ıya¯dvivacanam.
praśam. sa¯śabde ca tr.t¯ıyaikavacanam iti varn. ana¯ yukta¯. anena praśam. sa¯ ba¯hu¯ kartavyau
utkartavya¯v ity arthah. . kartitavya¯v iti noyoktam289. anityatva¯d id. a¯gamasya◊
[S] kasma¯d ayam. mantra¯rtha ity
284 corr : vanis. t.hum.
285 corr : padabhede ’pi varn. alopa¯dikalpana¯. The correction suggested by the scribe does not include
the necessary avagraha.
286 The correction suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
287 JS 9.4.23: praśasa¯sya¯bhidha¯nam.
288 corr : ba¯huśabde ca. Neither the instrumental ending nor the negative particle would provide a
proper meaning in the given sentence. Rather, parallel to the construction in the subsequent sentence,
it should be the locative singular with ca.
289 corr : na¯yuktam. I read this as an additional statement to the previous instruction how the
sentence is to be correctly read. this addition is expressed by a double negation.
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[P] atra¯ha – dr.s.t.a¯rthopapatteh. . sa sa¯dha- 362 noddharan. apraka¯śana¯t śa¯saśabdanni-
kars.a¯t290 tasya ca¯sipratipa¯dakatva¯d asma¯d api śabda¯d asya¯rtha¯vagama¯t291 praśasa¯
asinety arthah. ∥
[S] nanu svadhitividha¯na¯d aser uddharan. asa¯dhanatva¯bha¯va¯d asyartho nopa-
padyate◊
[P] pariharati. svadhitina¯ saha ma¯ntravarn. ikasya¯ses tulyaka¯ryatve ’pi vaikalpi-
katva¯t◊ paks.e sarasabhava¯d upapadyata eva¯syarthah. 292◊ dr.s.t.a¯rthaś ca bhavati.
utkartanasa¯dhanatva¯t ∥
[S] nanu svadhitir eva gaun.ya¯ vr.tya¯ praśasa¯śabdenocyata¯m. 293◊
[P] tatra¯ha – na paroks.a¯vr.ttih.◊ param. mantravarn. a¯d vikalpo mantra¯rthasya◊ ba¯hu-
praśam. sa¯paks.e ca dos.am a¯ha – pra¯śastyam. punar ucyama¯nam adr.s.t.a¯rtham
acoditam. ca stutibha¯gitaya¯ 363 devata¯tvam. ba¯hvor utpa¯dayati◊ tasma¯d ati
neti294 mantra¯rthah.∣
[S] evam. pra¯pte ’bhidh¯ıyate. ba¯huśabdena sa¯ma¯na¯dhikaran. ye sam. bhavat¯ıti
bhinnavibhaktinirdeśo na yuktah.◊ avayaviprakars.a¯t295 sa¯ma¯na¯dhikaran. ye sanni-
kr.s.t.o’nvayah.◊ vaiyyadhikaran. ye viprakr.s.t.o ’nvayah.◊ na ca ba¯hvoh. pra¯śastyam ucya-
ma¯nam adr.s.t.a¯rtham. ka¯rtsnyenoddharan. a¯vagatih. 296 tato ’vas¯ıyate∣297 yatah.◊
[P] katham. punah. praśam. sa¯tah. ka¯rtsnyenoddha¯ran. am avas¯ıyate.
290 corr : śa¯saśabdasannikars. a¯t. The scribe seems to have suggested the correction, but has crossed it
out again. There are two more additions above the line, which have also been crossed out and are not
properly readable.
291 corr : asyartha¯vagama¯t. Rather than having two forms of the pronoun adas in one sentence
referring to diﬀerent items, I prefer to read the term asi, "sword", here, which also appears in the same
compound phrase asyartha again in the subsequent sentence.
292 The doubt of the scribe regarding this reading is not justiﬁed, as again we have the compound
phrase of asi and artha.
293 corr : praśasa¯śabdenocyata¯m.
294 corr : asineti. This clearly is a spelling mistake. The pu¯rvapaks. in argues that the meaning of the
form praśasa¯ in the mantra means "by means of a sword" (asina¯).
295 corr : anvayaviprakars. a¯t. This is a spelling mistake, as is clear by the repeated use of the term
anvaya in the subsequent gloss.
296 corr : ka¯rtsnyenoddharan. a¯vagatis.
297 I do not follow this punctuation in my translation, as I read the subsequent yatah. as belonging to
the present statement.
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[S] uttaram. 298◊ ka¯rtsnyena hi praśasta¯bhidha¯nam. ka¯ryakaratva¯t◊ yo ’bhy-
akr.tsnah. na¯sau ka¯ryakarah.◊ yaś ca ka¯ryakaro299 na sa praśastah.∣ atah. ka¯ryakarataya¯
praśasta¯bhidha¯nam apy an˙gasya ca ka¯ryakarateti ka¯rtsnyam ava- 364 s¯ıyate. yau
praśastau ba¯hu¯ ta¯v uddhakaran. aka¯ryakarau300◊ apy an˙gau ca praśastau ka¯ryakarau ca◊
tasma¯d apy an˙ga¯v uddharatety uktam. bhavati. tad idam uktam. na ca praśastau301◊
ta¯bhya¯m. hi paśur gacchanti302. avanamayya śamı¯kar¯ıreva303 bhaks.ayati◊
[P] kim anena bha¯s.yaka¯ra a¯hety
[S] atra¯ha – ka¯ryatah.
54
B pra¯śastyam upadarśayan nu vaikalpyaparata¯m. man-
trasya darśayati –304 evam. ca praśam. sa¯śabdasya305 svadhitau paroks.a¯vr.ttih.
kalpita¯ na bhavis.yati∣ na¯pi svadhitina¯ saha¯nya¯yyo vikalpo ’n˙g¯ıkr.to bhavati.
[P] katham. punar anya¯yyatvam. svadhiteh.◊
[S] sa¯ks.a¯d eva vidha¯na¯d asaśve306 śabdabalena kalpitatva¯t ∥
[5.] śyenakah. .307
[P] punar uru¯kam ity a- 365 nena viśes.ah. .
[Preliminary objection agains the pu¯rvapaks.a] sa¯dr.śye hy adr.s.t.a¯rthatodikaiva308∣
tatra¯pi◊ ulu¯kasa¯dr.śye adr.s.t.a¯rthateti309 tatroktam eva. tadvad iha¯pi śyena¯di-
298 corr : uttaram.
299 corr : ca¯ka¯ryakaro. A negation is missing in this part of the relative clause, as otherwise the
preceding statement would be contradicted.
300 corr : uddharan. aka¯ryakarau. As in previous instances the taking out (uddharan. a) of the arms is
meant here.
301 corr : na ca na praśastau. This is the beginning of a longer quotation from the ŚBh at JS 9.4.24,
which is partly incomplete and incorrect. All corrections are based on the reading in the ŚBh.
302 corr : gacchati.
303 corr : avanamya śamı¯kar¯ıram. . There is an alternative reading: śamı¯kar¯ıre.
304 I am not sure why this punctuation is given – as if another quotation were started here. However,
I take it to indicate the continuation of the quotation.
305 corr : praśasa¯śabdasya. The word being discussed is praśasa¯ appearing in the mantra.
306 The given reading is clearly incorrect. I am, however, at a loss regarding an emendation.
307 corr : śyenaka. JS 9.4.24: śyenaśala¯kaśyapakavas.asrekaparn. es.v a¯kr. tivacanam.
prasiddhasam. nidha¯na¯t.
308 corr : adr.s. t.a¯rthatoditaiva. The correction is corroborated by the same construction being repeated
in the following lines. I do not follow the punctuation indicated here, as the subsequent tatra¯pi appears
to belong to the present sentence.
309 corr : ’dr.s. t.a¯rthateti. The scribe – or the manuscript at his disposal – represents this and subsequent
readings rather inconsistently. As the whole passage refers to adhikaran. a 9.4.3, and the claim that the
mentioning of similarity would have no visible object, I read all inconsistent passages in light of this
reference.
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sa¯dr.śyo dr.s.t.a¯rthatvam310. atah. punaruktam adadhikaran. am. 311◊
[P] pariharati∣ satyam. sa¯dr.śyo dr.s.t.a¯rthatodita¯312◊ iha kr. (tu)313 śyena¯bhi-
dha¯nam eva sa¯dr.śyam antaren. a nopapadyate. yatha¯ tatra padabheda¯vist¯ırn. a-
vapa¯bhidha¯nam314 iti manva¯nasya pu¯rvah. paks.ah. ∥
ra¯ddha¯ntas tu – kr.tsnoddharan. e ’pi tada¯ka¯radarśana¯bhidha¯nopapatteh. 315
na¯dr.s.t.akalpana¯ prama¯n. am asti. śyenam asya paks.ah. 316 kr.n. uta¯d ity asya¯yam
arthatara¯paks.am. 317 kr.n.uta. yatha¯ śyenasadr.śam. bhavati. ka¯rtsnyoddharan. e ca
śyenasadr.śata¯ bhavat¯ıty anaya¯ bhan˙gya¯ 366 ka¯rtsnyenoddharan. am evopadiśyata iti◊
tasma¯t ka¯rtsnyoddharan. a¯rtho mantra iti su¯ktam ∥
310 corr : śyena¯disa¯dr.śye ’dr.s. t.a¯rthatvam.
311 corr : punaruktam idam adhikaran. am.
312 corr : sa¯dr.śye ’dr.s. t.a¯rthatodita¯.
313 corr : tu. The correction suggested by the scribe is adopted here.
314 corr : padabheda¯d vist¯ırn. avapa¯bhidha¯nam. In adhikaran. a 9.4.3, which is referred to here, the
meaning of the term uru¯ka, "large piece of fat", was correctly determined on the basis of reading the term
as a compound phrase consisting of uru ("large") and ka(śa) ("marrow"). This correct understanding
is based on splitting (bheda) the compound phrase into its componend parts. The ablative ending
therefore seems to be plausible here.
315 corr : tada¯ka¯radarśana¯bhidha¯nopapatter.
316 corr : vaks.ah. . See TB 3.6.6.2, and MS 4.13.4. Even though the exchange of va and pa is common,
it changes the meaning considerably in the present instance – paks.a denoting the ﬂank or wing of an
animal, vaks.as denoting the chest.
317 corr : asya¯rthah.◊ tatha¯vaks.ah. . The given reading does not provide any meaning. As a gloss on the
statement found in the mantra is presented, I assume the common introduction used by Śa¯likana¯tha
to be meant here. Furthermore, there seems to be a correlative construction to be intended, as is clear
from the subsequent sentence beginning with yatha¯.
5 Translation
5.1 Ninth adhya¯ya, ﬁrst pa¯da
[11.] artha¯bhi.
[P] Objection: As Savitr. and the other [deities]1 are directly denoted by śruti , how
then [can] the direct denotation, [based on] them being deities (devatvena), be doubted
through [them] indicating [something else] (laks.an. a¯)?2
[S] Here he states: It has been established here in the adhikaran. a [whose ﬁrst
su¯tra reads] phaladevatayoś ca3, that direct denotation 209 belongs to the
mantras through [their] connection to the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa. The fol-
lowing is now considered: Are also these [deities mentioned in the mantra]
directly denoted through [their] connection to the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa,
just as [it is the case with] Agni and the others? Or are they syntactically
connected (anvaya4) in regard to the object [of mantras], which is praising
1 The reference, here, is to the nirva¯pamantra (TS 1.1.4.2), laid down in the context of the darśa-
and pu¯rn. ama¯sa. It reads: devasya tva¯ savituh. prasave ’śvinor ba¯hubhya¯m pu¯s.n. o hasta¯bhya¯m agnaye
jus.t.am. nirvapa¯mi. The main deity, also mentioned in the mantra, is Agni. The other deities besides
Savitr. are the two Aśvins and Pu¯s.an.
2 As the mantra contains the terms for the three above mentioned deities, the question in this
adhikaran. a is whether these terms are also applicable in an ectype where the deities diﬀer. Underlying
this question is another one: Do these terms denote the deities directly – in which case they will have
to be part of the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa at which the mantra is employed? Or are they indirectly
denotative of something else, which is part of the sacriﬁce? By claiming the mantra as śruti here, the
pu¯rvapaks. in insists on the terms being directly denotative of the deities. In consequence they have to
be deities of the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa.
3 This is JS 9.1.4, representing the pu¯rvapaks.a. In the preceding adhikaran. a it had been established
for certain details that they are all prompted by the apu¯rva. Against this conclusion, the opponent
there claims, that also the deity and the fruit of a sacriﬁce can prompt certain details. In the examples,
these are heaven (svarga) and Agni, the fruit and the deity at the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa. Both are
mentioned in mantras accompanying the sacriﬁce, so they are assumed by the pu¯rvapaks. in to be the
prompter for the mantras. But in fact, the terms there do not refer to "heaven" and "Agni", but to
"the fruit" and "the deity of the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa". As a consequence, they are prompted by
the apu¯rva of that sacriﬁce. It is this connection of the terms to the sacriﬁce, which is referred to
here again. This is further discussed in the following adhikaran. a where the main deity of the sacriﬁce,
Agni, is expressed in the same nirva¯pamantra. As in that case the term denotes the deity enjoined for
the sacriﬁce, the term will have to be changed in the ectype, where the deity is diﬀerent (Su¯rya, for
example, in the case of the ectypal saurya).
4 Wicher shows that anvaya refers to the concrete syntactical connection at work in a sentence. She
deﬁnes the meaning of the term in Śa¯likana¯tha’s system with the following words: "(...) das konkrete,
für jeden einzelnen Satz speziﬁsche Zusammenwirken einer begrenzten, deﬁnierten Gruppe von Worten
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(stuti) the act of oﬀering?5
[P] There, the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a ponders over [the following issues]: The
fact that the meaning of the whole mantra is inherent [in its words] (samaveta)
has been obtained. Thus, there is no occasion for assuming something un-
seen. In the case that a meaning would be directly denoted which is not inherent,
the words savitr. and the others would have an unseen object.6 But in the case that a
meaning would be directly denoted which is inherent, they would have a seen object.7
[S] There, the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a also relies on [them] indicating [something
else] (laks.an. a¯) in order to obtain a seen object, and considers it to be correct that a
meaning [of the mantra] is directly denoted, indeed, which is inherent.8
[P]9 Objection: [S] In case that the [sacriﬁcial] act has Agni and others as [its]
deities, how do words such as savitr. and the others have a seen object through
them being directly denoted as [those] deities? [P] Thus expressing the doubt,
[Pk] states by way of summary: 210 Therefore, either the direct denotation of
Agni has to be optional10, or another deity has to be assumed. The meaning of
this is: As it has been established that an object is directly denoted which is inherent,
somehow or the other – either by secondary or indirect application, or by assuming
a diﬀerent expressive force (śakti)11 – Agni, being inherent indeed, has to be directly
bzw. durch sie vermittelten Inhalten, nicht etwa eine allgemeine Fähigkeit der Worte in Verbindung
aufzutreten." (Wicher 1986: 19)
5 In order to express the general purpose of the mantra, i.e. praising the act of oﬀering, the terms
need not be directly denotative.
6 This would be the case, if the terms were taken to denote neither the deities with these names
nor Agni, the main deity of the sacriﬁce.
7 I.e. the words would refer to the deities they denote.
8 Even though the standpoint of the pu¯rvapaks. in is expressed here, I take the statement to be that
of the siddha¯ntin. It shows the logical inconsistency involved in the pu¯rvapaks. in’s argumentation: He
argues that only the direct denotation of the words under consideration yields a visible object, but in
fact – according to the siddha¯ntin – taking the terms as denoting Agni also involves indication (laks.an. a¯).
9 The ﬁrst sentence of this part is a doubt from the siddha¯ntin to which the pu¯rvapaks. in replies.
10 This point is explained in detail below. The diﬀerent terms denoting deities could be taken as all
referring to the main deity, Agni. As such, the terms would indicate distinct statements, each of which
would be an alternative to the ﬁnal statement agnaye jus.t.am. nirvapa¯mi. The other solution, given in
the second half of the present sentence, would be to take each term as denoting the speciﬁc deity. This,
in consequence, would mean that each deity has to be oﬀered to during the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa. See
ŚBh at JS 9.1.36 for the full elaboration of this point.
11 It is a fact for the pu¯rvapaks. in that the terms under consideration have to denote Agni and other
deities laid down for the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa. How this meaning is arrived at he leaves open: Either
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denoted of the words savitr. and the others. And there must be an option between them12
by the fact that there is [only one] ka¯rya.13 Or, if by rule (nya¯ye), indeed, the deities,
Savitr. and the others, have to be assumed as expressed by the words in the mantra,
there has to be an option between them, also.14
Objection: The fact that [these words form] one single sentence, which is
being understood by directly hearing (śruti) the case endings15, is dismissed
(xxx)16. The meaning of this is: He makes the oﬀering [using] all [words]17, savitr. and
the others. They are not obtained on the basis of them forming one single sentence by
force of the case endings being directly heard.
[S] Hence, how can [the words] directly denote the deities?
[P] There can be an option only in case 211 the deities are directly denoted.
And in case there is an option, a split in the sentence occurs without any
reason, thus he resolves. Since subordination (viniyoga) has the ka¯rya as its
object, the subordination in accordance to the ka¯rya is correct.18 Subordination
this denotation already belongs to those terms as a secondary function, or through the context this
expressive force has to be assumed of them.
12 I.e. the words savitr. , etc.
13 The mantra refers to only one sacriﬁcial act, so only one statement in the mantra should express
that.
14 As will be explained in more detail below, the distinct terms expressing the deities are taken by
the pu¯rvapaks. in as indicators for splitting the mantra into separate statements for each deity. This
procedure is applied to either interpretation of the terms – if they denote Agni and the other deities of
the sacriﬁce, or if they denote "new" deities, Savitr. etc., thus laying down oﬀerings to them.
15 The term śruti, here, does not refer to the Vedic revelation, but in combination with the
term vibhakti it refers to the direct expressiveness of a word through its case ending. This applies
speciﬁcally in the context of subordination (viniyoga) of ritual elements to one another, which is ad-
duced by Śa¯likana¯tha in the following argumentation. Yoshimizu writes: "Wenn aber insbesondere
von dem Zusammenhang zwischen einem Untergeordneten und dessen Übergeordnetem die Rede ist,
wird mit dem Terminus "śruti" die Kasusendung (vibhakti) bezeichnet, die in der Vorschrift einem
Nominalstamm (pra¯tipadika) hinzugefügt ist und einen Handlungsfaktor (ka¯raka) direkt ausdrückt."
(Yoshimizu 1997: 112)
16 ekava¯kyata¯vagamyama¯na¯mu x ai x votsr. jyate. I take ekava¯kyata¯ as the subject, qualiﬁed by
avagamyama¯na¯. I am, however, at a loss how to emendate the missing part.
17 I am not sure why Śa¯likana¯tha uses the neuter plural here.
18 Subordination (viniyoga) is deﬁned by Yoshimizu as the function of the six criteria – direct
expression (śruti), indication (lin˙ga), syntactical connection (va¯kya), context (prakaran. a), sequence
(krama), etymology of the name (sama¯khya¯), according to which parts of sentences, but also whole
statements, are hierarchically ordered in regard to one another. The textual hierarchy reﬂects the
order of ritual elements expressed by their textual equivalent. Subordination, thus, structures the ritual
whole into relationary primary (mukhya, pradha¯na) and secondary elements (śes.a, gun. a, an˙ga). See
Yoshimizu 1997: 109-130; also Clooney 1990: 98-100; Patton 2005: chapter 3.
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is the internal syntactical connection (antara¯nvaya) between wordmeanings. It has the
ka¯rya as its object. And if it has the ka¯rya as its object, then it must be explained
in accordance with that. Just as in such [statements] as: with the remains
from the fore-sacriﬁce (praya¯ja).19 As the fact that the sprinkling has the object of
disposing of the substance [ghee, still sticking to the juhu¯ from the fore-sacriﬁces], has
been ascertained, indeed, the subordination is explained [in the form] that he pours the
remains from the fore-sacriﬁce into the oblations. In the same way also here, since it
has been determined that words such as savitr. and the others directly denote deities in
regard to the ka¯rya, the subordination has to be explained as optional in analogy to that
[direct denotation of several deities]. Thus, a split in the sentence is correct, indeed.20
[S] As it is not obtained as such, it is explained: The fact that [the statement in the
mantra represents] a single sentence cannot be denied here.
[P] Why?
[S] To this he states: Indeed, another subordination, by which there would be
a split in the sentence, even in the case that [the words] require each other
(a¯ka¯n˙ksa¯21), 212 is not distinct for [words such as] savitr. and the others.22 If,
indeed, a split in the ka¯rya would be understood by force of the subordination of [the
words] savitr. and the others, then there would be a split in the sentence, even if the
19 See ŚBh at JS 4.1.33-39, where the statement praya¯jaśes.en. a hav¯ım. s.y abhigha¯rayati is said to
enjoin the disposal of the remainder into the oblation, not the preparation of the oblation by way
of sprinkling. This interpretation is said by the siddha¯ntin to be based on taking the instrumental
(praya¯jaśes.en. a) as an accusative, and the accusative (hav¯ım. s. i) as a locative. For Śa¯likana¯tha this
interpretation of the cases is based on the ka¯rya expressed by the statement. The fore-sacriﬁces are
laid down for the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa in TS 2.6.1.1-3.
20 With this the pu¯rvapaks. in justiﬁes to take each deity separately to be construed with the ﬁnal
phrase jus. t.am. nirvapa¯mi of the mantra.
21 The term a¯ka¯n˙ks. a¯ represents an essential precondition for understanding a sentence. It is "the
mutual relation of expectancy of words and their meanings in a sentence" (Oberhammer 1984: 82,
my translation.). Words in a sentence cannot convey their proper meaning without being related to the
other words in the sentence, and this mutual requirement among the words is also felt in the perceiver
of a statement. Pandeya ultimately ascribes a¯ka¯n˙ks. a¯ to the perceiver, and sa¯ka¯n˙ks.a to the word or the
meaning, which is lacking its proper use in a sentence (Pandeya 1963: 158). See also Wicher 1987:
20-22.
22 I do not follow the punctuation of the manuscript here, which concludes the sentence with pr. thag
asti. In the gloss of this statement by Śa¯likana¯tha, the sentence is almost verbally repeated at the end
of this paragraph, including savitra¯dipada¯na¯m.
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words would mutually require each other, as [in the mantra] syonam. te.23 And here,
another subordination is not distinct for the words savitr. and the others.
[P] Objection: It has been stated that assuming a seen [object] follows in case that [they
represent] a single sentence. [This] is the cause for another subordination.
[S] The answer is: This is not the cause. Since, even in the case that praise is the
object, the syntactical connection between the words provides a seen object, the praise,
also, has a seen object, indeed. This has been stated. In the adhikaran. a dealing with
arthava¯da24, the object of the case endings has been explained in accordance with the
ka¯rya in regard to such cases as [the mantra beginning with] "the remains from the
fore-sacriﬁces (praya¯ja)", since [otherwise the meaning] would be in contradiction to the
ka¯rya. Here, again, as there is an analogy to the ka¯rya, assuming a diﬀerent
ka¯rya is not based on any proper means of knowledge.25 He makes the oﬀering
[with the mantra] devasya tva¯26. Thus, even if the assumption that the object of the
case endings is diﬀerent is in accordance to that ka¯rya, 213 which is deﬁned as the act
of oﬀering, [the other ka¯rya] is not [based on] a proper means of knowledge. But [for]
the case of the remains from the fore-sacriﬁces etc. in the fourth [adhya¯ya] it has been
shown that there is a split in the subordination27, since [otherwise] there would be a
contradiction to the ka¯rya, deﬁned as the disposing of the remains from the [already]
concluded fore-sacriﬁces. As it has been established in regard to the assumption for both
causes (nimitta)28 that praise is the object, the sacriﬁcer is expressed by the word savitr. .
23 This is the beginning of a mantra (MŚS 1.2.6.19-22) recited at the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa, before
the oblation-cake is baked in a pan with ghee. In ŚBh at JS 3.3.14, where the hierarchy in the means
to determine subordination is discussed, this mantra serves as the example. It is arrived at that by
indirect indication, which is stronger here than syntactical connection, the mantra consists of two
statements, each of which should be recited along the corresponding act. This reasoning is transferred
to the present case, i.e. even though the mutual requiring of the terms suggests that they form a single
sentence, through subordination the sentence would be split.
24 See ŚBh at JS 1.2.1-18. The adhikaran. a establishes arthava¯das to have a seen object in praising
or commending certain aspects of the sacriﬁce. They are, thus, to be considered as "one sentence"
(ekava¯kya) together with the injunction.
25 The analogy will be explained by the siddha¯ntin subsequently: The terms do not denote deities
which do not ﬁgure in the ka¯rya, but the sacriﬁcer.
26 I.e. the nirva¯pamantra (TS 1.1.4.2). See ﬁrst footnote of this adhikaran. a.
27 As explained above, the case endings were taken to express the meaning of other cases in that
instance, thereby subordinating the meanings within the sentence diﬀerently as directly expressed.
28 I believe this to refer to the two options the pu¯rvapaks. in had suggested, i.e. that either the terms
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I make the oﬀering in view of his prasava, i.e. permission.29 (...)30 As thus the causes
are beyond the sacriﬁcer in such a form, the doubt concerning modiﬁcation, which arises
in regard to a sacriﬁcial act involving two or more sacriﬁcers31, that [doubt] has the
direct denotation of the connected [meaning] as its object.32 The connected [meaning],
namely [that it is] the sacriﬁcer, is based on the direct denotation of prasave.
[P] If the connected [meaning], namely [that it is] the sacriﬁcer, is expressed [in the term]
prasave, then modiﬁcation of the number is correct in case of two sacriﬁcers and in case
of many sacriﬁcers.
[S] But in case that it has an object beyond itself (para¯rthya)33, there is no
modiﬁcation, 214 since it is obtained by the fact that it is only the con-
nected [meaning], thus the object [of discussion in the present adhikaran. a]. Here the
connected [meaning], namely [that it is] the sacriﬁcer, is not shown to have prasava as
its own object, since it is not to be employed by the adhvaryu. But the mentioning of
that [prasava] has an object beyond itself by the fact that its object is specifying the act
of oﬀering. And as it has an object beyond itself, there is no modiﬁcation containing
the word "sacriﬁcer", this has been stated in the commentary.34
directly denote the deities, which are there at the sacriﬁce, or that they all denote Agni, the primary
deity. Against these two causes for taking the terms to denote deities, the siddha¯ntin takes the terms
to be subject to the overall object of the mantra, which is praising the act of oﬀering.
29 This and the following sentence remain cryptic to me. This may be due to uncertain readings,
indicated by the scribe, giving room for also doubting other parts of the sentences. I assume that this
part glosses the discussion at the end of the ŚBh at JS 9.1.36, speciﬁcally the answer of the siddha¯ntin
against his opponent’s assumption that there has to be modiﬁcation in the case of several sacriﬁcers. The
siddha¯ntin diﬀerentiates between two possible meanings of the mantra in the ectype: The permitting
(anujña¯pana) of the priests to be the sacriﬁcers at the sattra, or the worshipping (jos.an. a) of them. The
second is correct. The ﬁrst statement here seems to represent the ﬁrst interpretation, so the second
sentence may refer to the alternative. However, I am unable to give a proper translation of the second
sentence and therefore leave it untranslated.
30 yadi va¯ savitur eva¯dityasya prasa

m. tvapa upadaye nirvapa¯mı¯ty ...
31 The example alluded to here, and stated in ŚBh at JS 9.1.36, is the sattra, were several priests
have been appointed as the sacriﬁcers.
32 The term sambandhin appearing here seems to refer to the second level of meaning: The terms in
the mantra do not directly denote the deities, but refer to the sacriﬁcer. But because they appear in
a mantra, their reference to the sacriﬁcer is not direct, but serves the ultimate purpose of the mantra,
which is praising the act of oﬀering.
33 The term refers to the sacriﬁcer, but its object is to praise the act of oﬀering.
34 This is not a direct quotation from ŚBh, even though the formulation by Śa¯likana¯tha here seems
to suggest this.
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[12.] gun. a.
[P] He states the pu¯rvapaks.a by deriving it from the previous adhikaran. a:35 If savitr.
and the other [words]36 have the act of oﬀering as their object as such, then
the word agni also is a quality of the act of oﬀering, indeed. [That] has to
be assumed.
[S] Objection: Since Agni is the object of the act of oﬀering, [the word] agni
cannot be understood by the fact of it [denoting] a quality.37 This act of oﬀering,
indeed, has Agni as its object. Hence, the direct denotation of Agni, who is an element
of the primary aspect38, does not have an object beyond itself. Thus, [the word] agni
cannot be understood by the fact of it [denoting] a quality.
[P] But indeed, this fact that Agni 215 is the object of the act of oﬀering is
not understood. This is the [correct] opinion. Although in reality Agni is the object
of the act of oﬀering, nevertheless on the basis of the present sentence from the mantra
the fact is not understood that Agni is the object of the act of oﬀering.
[S] Why?
[P] The answer is: Since the word "enjoyed" (jus. t.a), [contained in the ﬁnal part of
the nirva¯pamantra] is handed down by śruti (śravan. a¯t). This, indeed, he explains:
[The term] jus.t.am provides understanding of something that has [already]
35 The example remains the statement found in the nirva¯pamantra (TS 1.1.4.2), which formed the
subject matter of the preceding adhikaran. a. Now, the concluding part of the statement is considered:
agnaye jus.t.am. nirvapa¯mi. The purvapaks. in adopts the conclusion of the siddha¯ntin from the previous
adhikaran. a for the present topic. He thereby applies a basic method of the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯, namely
to decide uncertain points not only according to logical deduction in the strict sense, but "to discern
what is similar and what is diﬀerent, and to authorize action on that basis" (Clooney 1990: 61).
Patton shows that all six prama¯n. as accepted by Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯ are based on metonymy, which she
terms "associative thought" (Patton 2005: 64ﬀ). The association is not based on "de facto proximities
and likenesses", but mainly on perceptual, partial similarities (Ibid.: 47f). Further, it is related to the
practical aspects of ritual.
36 The terms savitr. , aśvin, and pu¯s.an appearing in the mantra were discussed in the preceding
adhikaran. a, and it was said that they do not denote the deities, but indirectly the sacriﬁcer (and his
wife) by associating him with certain qualities. This viewpoint is now transferred by the pu¯rvapaks. in
to the other term apparently denoting a deity in the mantra, namely agni.
37 The deity Agni is the main deity of the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa, to which the act of oﬀering is
directed. Therefore, according to the siddha¯ntin, the term appearing in the mantra cannot denote a
quality of the sacriﬁcer – as was the case with the other terms, but directly denotes the main deity.
The consequence of this is that the term has to be changed in an ectype in which the main deity is not
Agni.
38 The primary aspect (pradha¯na) is the act of oﬀering.
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happened.39
[S] Nevertheless what?
[P] To this he states: And this act of oﬀering is handed down by śruti by being
characterised as something that will happen.40 The meaning of this is: And those
rice grains [out of which the oblation has been prepared], which have been handed down
by śruti as the act of oﬀering by being characterised as something that will happen, will
be enjoyed [by the deity, Agni,] at the time the act of oﬀering takes place. Hence, since
the act of oﬀering would precede [the enjoyment], the syntactical connection – through
the fact that praise is its object – would arise on account of that [expression], with which
the rice grains [already] would have been enjoyed.41
[Thus the] objection: Even if it is within the limit of praise, how can there appear the
statement what has been enjoyed by Agni (agnaye jus.t.am)? Since it is a fact
that it has not been enjoyed on account of a preceding act of oﬀering?42
[S] Here he states: 216 But since it is not incorrect – as [the mantra] serves the
purpose of something else – that the word [jus.t.a] has another object beyond
itself. The meaning of this is: As praise is the object [of the mantra], the word jus. t.a has
another object beyond itself, even if [that other object] would [in fact] not be enjoyed.
The fact that there is the present tense is not incorrect. Secondary application also
[applies] in regard to a dependent term (a¯lamba), this is the rule for words,
39 According to the pu¯rvapaks. in, the past participle refers to an action that has already been com-
pleted. But the ritual reality is that during the recitation of the nirva¯pamantra the oﬀering is performed,
through which the oblation only becomes enjoyed (jus. t.a) by the deity.
40 The main act of oﬀering, being the primary aspect (pradha¯na), ultimately is the new, unprece-
dented (apu¯rva) knowledge conveyed by the injunction. It is "what is to be done" (ka¯rya), not something
that has already been established. This is the characteristic which diﬀerentiates the injunction from
mantras and arthava¯das, which do not have this aspect. The pu¯rvapaks. in mentions this fact in order
to contrast it with the use of the past participle in the term jus. t.am, according to him referring to
something past/established, although it points to the act of oﬀering, which is unprecedented (apu¯rva).
41 The pu¯rvapaks. in emphasizes the internal contradiction: The syntactical connection of the term is
with the act of oﬀering, during which the oﬀering is enjoyed by the deity, Agni. But what the expression
denotes is an act of oﬀering which has already taken place, as it has been enjoyed already. This is more
explicitly discussed in the following.
42 The pu¯rvapaks. in objects that also in the case of praise being the purpose of the statement, it
cannot express something that is not somehow related to the ritual reality. In this ritual reality it is a
fact that the oblation has not been enjoyed by the deity Agni at the time the mantra is recited.
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indeed – thus, the meaning.43
[P] But when it is not the case that praise is the object, then the object of the word is its
primary [meaning]. Thus, as it has not been enjoyed [at the time the mantra is recited],
the term jus. t.a cannot occur. Therefore, this mantra contains the suﬃx of the
past participle, directly denoting the [concluded] act of oﬀering, indeed – this
the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a considers.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: Just as the object of the mantra
has to be explained as "it is enjoyable44, [and] the act of oﬀering has that
[enjoying] as its object", in the same way again the object of the mantra must
not be explained [in the form that the phrase] "I place as an oﬀering jus.t.am. "
means "I place as an oﬀering to Agni what has been enjoyed [by him] on
account of a previous act of oﬀering". But in fact, the enjoying is praised [in the
sense that] "just as it is something that will be enjoyable for Agni, I place it as
an oﬀering for that object". Hence, 217 the suﬃx for the past participle is possible
also in [place of] the future tense, thus the opinion.
[P] Again, what is the reason here for explaining the past participle by violating the fact
that it [actually expresses] the past tense?
[S] The answer is: Because of the fourth case [in the term agnaye], and since
Agni has been handed down by śruti (śravan. a) by way of him being the
deity.45 The meaning of this is: Meanwhile, the fourth case is handed down by śruti as
pointing beyond the word agni .46 Therefore, it is understood that the enjoyment has its
object [directed] towards Agni. And this is not impossible, since Agni has been handed
43 The term jus. t.a depends on another term not explicitly mentioned in the mantra – most likely
havis.
44 As will be clariﬁed in the following explanation of this statement, the past participle does not
have to express the aspect of precedence or past tense. According to the siddha¯ntin, one has to connect
it to the main statement of the mantra, which clearly refers to and thus praises the act of oﬀering.
Therefore, the act cannot have taken place, and the oblation cannot have been enjoyed by Agni. The
past participle depends on the act of oﬀering, which is in the future, and could as such be rendered
with "what will have been enjoyed", i.e. when the oﬀering has taken place.
45 Agni is enjoined as the main deity of the oﬀering at the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa – this is the
diﬀerence to the argumentation in the preceding adhikaran. a, where the terms did not denote deities
laid down for the sacriﬁce.
46 The following sentence explains this: The fourth case connects it with the enjoyment, to which
Agni is the object.
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down by śruti by way of him being the deity. Therefore, it cannot be denied that that
[term agni ] is the object. He urges this to be accepted.
[P] And a [further] objection: Just as it is correct to deny that the fourth case has that
object, in the same way it is not correct to deny also that the suﬃx of the past participle
has the object [of expressing] the past tense.47
[S] He resolves: It is correct to deny that the suﬃx of the past participle has
the object [of expressing] the past tense.
[P] For which reason?
[S] To this he states: Since [the past tense] would contradict the fact 218 that
Agni is the object, [even if] that were incorrect for the act of oﬀering.48 The
fact that the act of oﬀering has Agni as the object – even if that were incorrect – would
be contradicted in case that the connection to Agni were based on a preceding act of
oﬀering indeed, honouring the fact that the suﬃx of the past participle only has the past
tense as its object. The act of oﬀering should have Agni as the object, [as such] bringing
about the connection between the rice grains under consideration (niru¯pyama¯n. a¯na¯m)
and Agni.49 But the procuring of the connection of the act of oﬀering with that [de-
ity, Agni,] is not preceding, as a connection with Agni of those [rice grains] which are
enjoyable for Agni is obtained [through the act of oﬀering] – thus the fact that the act
of oﬀering has Agni as its object would be contradicted. Hence, as either of the two
[alternatives, namely that the term] has that [connection] as its object or that it has
the past tense as its object, are to be excluded, it is correct to understand Agni as the
primary aspect by the act of oﬀering having a seen object.50 [It is] again not [correct to
47 The pu¯rvapaks. in returns to his view, already rejected by the siddha¯ntin, that the past participle
can only express the past tense. In analogy to that point he here also takes the opposite view, namely
that the fourth case cannot express Agni as the object of enjoying the oblation.
48 In his gloss on this statement made by Prabha¯kara, Śa¯likana¯tha expresses the same content with
a concessive construction, api sat¯ı. Therefore this meaning can be assumed for the present construction
as well. What this means is, that in any case there would be a contradiction involved in taking the
past participle in jus. t.a as denoting the past. This contradiction would also be there, if one would not
subscribe to the claim of the siddha¯ntin that Agni is the object of the oﬀering and as such also of the
enjoyment expressed by jus. t.a. This had been argued by the pu¯rvapaks. in before.
49 If the act of oﬀering would in no way be connected to the deity, Agni, to which the oﬀering is
dedicated, the oblation would remain unrelated to the deity.
50 The sentence in its construction in the manuscript continues. But it cannot be rendered with one
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understand Agni] as a subordinate aspect in regard to the past participle. The act of
oﬀering procures Agni as the object, and thus has a seen object. Otherwise
it would have an unseen object. In analogy to that Agni is correctly understood as
the primary aspect, indeed, in regard to the [subsequent] enjoyment, 219 not again as
a subordinate aspect in regard to the enjoyment that has [already] happened. Therefore
[the suﬃx] -kta has to be explained in regard to praise. The future tense, indeed, [applies
in regard] to the enjoyment. In the case of an expectation / a wish (a¯śam. sa¯) it
can be treated as if in the past tense.51 According to this su¯tra this suﬃx -kta
[applies] – thus it has to be explained, or -kta has to be explained as having
the present tense as its object. Just as, indeed, it is a fact that the rice grains are
being determined for Agni, as such it is a fact that there is enjoyment of them for him.
Thus the suﬃx -kta has to be explained in accordance to the performance (anus.t.ha¯n. a),
as its object is the present tense.
Option.52
[P] This word "paddy" (dha¯nya) is expressive of a diﬀerent object than the
rice grains. Thus, since the rice grains which are being scattered are not
directly denoted, an object which is not inherent [in the sacriﬁce]53 is directly
denoted in the mantra. This he presents as the pu¯rvapaks.a.
[S] Objection: Since the direct denotation of an inherent object is obtained
also by means of indication (laks.an. aya¯), it is not correct to assume that the
mantra has an unseen object. In case that the word "paddy" (dha¯nya) would have no
sentence here satisfactorily.
51 This su¯tra from the As.t.a¯dhya¯y¯ı of Pa¯nin. i lays down that in cases where there is an expectation of
something, the past participle cannot only refer to the past, but also to the present or the future tense.
See Böhtlingk 2001: 128.
52 This represents an alternative explanation, also given in the ŚBh at JS 9.1.38 and 39. The ritual
context remains the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa, but a mantra recited during the preparation of the oblation,
more exactly when putting the rice grains on the stone-slab to grind them, forms the example here.
The mantra reads: dha¯nyam asi dhinuhi deva¯n (TB 3.2.6.3). According to the pu¯rvapaks. in the word
dha¯nya in the mantra denotes unhusked rice, and thus cannot refer to the husked rice used during the
recitation of the mantra.
53 As the term refers to the unhusked rice, it denotes something that is not part of the sacriﬁce.
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inherent object, 220 the whole mantra, indeed, would have an unseen object.54 Again,
[this is] not [the case]. By the rule [established] in [connection with] the nirva¯pamantra
there is a seen object. And then it should rather be relied on the word "paddy" (dha¯nya)
having the rice grains as its object through indication (laks.an. aya¯), and it should be relied
on them being the inherent object.55
[P] He resolves. It can be assumed that something which is capable of [providing
a] seen [object] has a purpose. Again, it is not possible to assume on the
basis of the purpose that it is capable [of that]. As this would be stretching
the rule too far (atiprasan˙ga¯t).56 The meaning of this is: Indication (laks.an. a¯),
indeed, is not correct in case of the Veda – considering this he presents the pu¯rvapaks.a.
Because as such [there arises the question], whether or not the word is capable of that
[seen object] in case that its object is based on indication (la¯ks.an. ike ’rthe). If it were
capable, then it would follow that it has to be expressed [as such]. And as it would have
to be expressed [as such], the use of the augmented form (vr.ddhavyavaha¯ra) would be
required.57 And as the object would be based on indication, this usage [of the augmented
form] would not be possible.58 But as it is not capable [of a seen object], the object
cannot be understood as being based on indication. And then, 221 since it is not the
case that the word "paddy" (dha¯nya) is based on indication (la¯ks.an. ika), the fact that
the mantra has an unseen object, indeed, is correct. Because, where some [word] is
capable [of having] a seen [object], in accordance to that [word] it is correct to assume
the purpose. Again, the capability is not assumed by force of the purpose. Therefore it
54 As the term dha¯nya is included in the main proposition of the mantra, it would render the complete
mantra having an indirect meaning and as such an unseen object.
55 The ŚBh provides some more details regarding the argumentation of the siddha¯ntin: The word
dha¯nya can easily be taken as denoting the husked rice grains through indication, as the husked rice
grains are a product from the unhusked rice. As such this meaning is included in the term indirectly.
56 The purvapaks. in accuses the siddha¯ntin of messing with the condition and the result of a logical
deduction: Just because it meets with the desired end – a seen object, one cannot simply take the word
dha¯nya as denoting the husked rice grains. The argument only works in the opposite direction: If the
term does denote them, it yields a seen object!
57 The augmented form would involve the vr.ddhi of the stem, hence the term vr.ddhavyavaha¯ra here.
The argument is that the secondary meaning of a word, obtained by indication, would be expressed in a
secondary, derivative form of the word. The derivative forms often involve augmentation of the vowels
in the stem, called gun. a and vr.ddhi.
58 The augmented form directly expresses a secondary meaning, making the assumption superﬂuous
that the basic form has to be taken by its secondary meaning.
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is correct that the object is not inherent, indeed.
[S] If it is arrived at as such, it is said: It is not the case that the object is not inherent,
since the object is understood also by indication.
[P] Objection: It has been stated that indication, indeed, is not based on a
proper means of knowledge.
[S] He resolves. It is not the case that indication is not based on a proper means
of knowledge. Since indication is taken as valid in the world by the fact that
it provides understanding of an object. "Paddy is eaten daily in our house."59
In case of such and other worldly usages it is valid that the words have an
object beyond themselves, even if it leads to the meaning (bha¯va) without
it having to be directly denoted (abhidheya).60 And then, as there is indication,
222 the supposition [that the rice grains are expressed by the word "paddy" (dha¯nya)]
is correct without assuming another expressive force (śakti). Therefore it is possible for
the mantra, as its object is inherent through indication. Assuming something unseen is
not a proper means of knowledge.61
[13.] codite.
[S] Here [the following] is doubtful: Does the word "master of the sacriﬁce" (yajña-
pati) directly denote the sacriﬁcer by the sacriﬁcer being the primary aspect
(pradha¯natva) in regard to the sacriﬁce? Or by having another object,
namely the speciﬁcation of prosperity which is an element designating the
59 This example is similar to the one adduced in the ŚBh at JS 9.1.39, second interpretation: "In
the Ka¯ś¯ı-country paddy is eaten and cows are drunk." (ka¯śikes.u śa¯layo bhujyante ga¯vah. p¯ıyante.) The
examples are meant to show that the word "paddy", as well as the word "cow", can denote something
coming from the directly denoted objects, namely "rice" (= husked paddy) and "milk" (= product of
the cow).
60 Paddy cannot be eaten, so it is clear that rice has to be meant here naturally. In the same way it
can be assumed also in the ritual context.
61 This means that the term dha¯nya does denote the husked rice grains. Śabara explains the relevance
in terms of modiﬁcation: The same mantra is used at the śa¯kya¯na¯mayanam, which is a soma-ritual
lasting 36 days. Each day in this ritual is to be concluded by oﬀerings of cakes baked from the meat
of animals the yajama¯na has hunted down during the day. As the original term in the mantra does
denote the element in the ritual, it has to be modiﬁed in the ectype, where a diﬀerent substance takes
the place of the rice grains. The modiﬁed mantra reads: ma¯m. sam asi dhinuhi deva¯n (ŚBh at JS 9.1.39,
second interpretation).
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priest?62
[P] How again can [the sacriﬁcer] here be directly denoted through the character "sac-
riﬁcer"? Or how through the character of [the term] having another object?
[S] The answer is: If the prosperity [spoken of in the mantra] has the sacriﬁcer
as its object – i.e. if the sacriﬁcer is said to be speciﬁed by prosperity, then he would
be directly denoted by means of him being the master. But now [the prosperity] is
connected to the id. a¯. The priest is implied (upalaks.an. a¯) by means of the speciﬁcation of
prosperity. Then only the character of [him] being the master has the object of specifying
the prosperity through implication, indeed.63
[P] There the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a thinks that the prosperity of the sacriﬁcer,
223 which is the element that is to be revealed [by the mantra], and which has the
purpose of motivating [the sacriﬁcer], has a purpose other than the invitation to the id. a¯,
and he states [that there is] a partition (vibha¯ga) in the sacriﬁcial formula (yajus).64
[S] By what kind of a partition is the prosperity of the sacriﬁcer revealed?
[P] And even though it has been shown that [the mantra represents] an invitation to the
id. a¯, the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a thinks that the sacriﬁcial formula (yajus) contains
62 The subject-matter is the id. opahva¯namantra (TS 2.6.7.4), which is recited during the darśa- and
pu¯rn. ama¯sa: "The divine adhvaryus are invited, the humans are invited, who shall help this sacriﬁce
and make the master of the sacriﬁce prosper." (daivya¯ adhvaryava upahu¯ta¯ upahu¯ta¯ manus.ya¯ ya imam.
yajñam. ava¯n ye yajñapatim. vardha¯n.) As in the preceding adhikaran. a the question is discussed, whether
or not the term yajñapati should be modiﬁed in the sattra, an ectype which is performed by several
sacriﬁcers. Two alternative views are brieﬂy introduced in the ﬁrst sentence here: If the term yajñapati
is taken as denoting the speciﬁc sacriﬁcer, the mantra would have the purpose of encouraging the
sacriﬁcer by promising him prosperity. In this case the term would have to be modiﬁed, as it directly
refers to the speciﬁc sacriﬁcer. But according to the siddha¯nta, the mantra has the purpose of eulogising
the id. a¯, an oﬀering included in the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa, and the mentioned prosperity of the sacriﬁcer
is subordinated to this overall purpose. Therefore the speciﬁc sacriﬁcer is not directly denoted, and the
term does not have to be modiﬁed in case that the mantra comes to be used at the ectypal sattra with
several sacriﬁcers.
63 The eulogising of the id. a¯ is the main objective of the mantra, and as such the prosperity spoken of
in it also serves this objective by its connection with the priest bringing about the sacriﬁce. Nevertheless,
the prosperity relates to the sacriﬁcer, and as such his mentioning is indirect or only implied.
64 In the following explanation the pu¯rvapaks. in – as in 9.1.11 – refers to the mantra beginning with
syonam. te (MŚS 1.2.6.19-22), discussed in the ŚBh at JS 3.3.14. This reference as well as the argument
that also the id. opahva¯namantra consists of two distinct statements – the conclusion arrived at in the
case of the mantra beginning with syonam. te – are not given in the ŚBh, and are not explained in
detail by Śa¯likana¯tha. But based on the preceding statements it can be safely assumed that the split
is meant by the pu¯rvapaks. in between the prosperity of the sacriﬁcer and the invitation to the sacriﬁce
mentioned in the ﬁrst part of the mantra.
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a partition like [the mantra beginning with] syonam. te65, since there is a split.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: It is not correct to assume another
purpose [for the mantra] without [a distinct] subordination.66 If in both
instances there were subordination, then it would be correct to assume a
twofold purpose. And the distinction in the sacriﬁcial formula would be the
basis for that.
[P] Objection: The mantra is subordinated to the prosperity of the sacriﬁcer. How again
can there be no other subordination?
[S] The answer is: Since prosperity is [only] inferred 224 by [the mantra actu-
ally expressing] the ka¯rya.67 If prosperity were to be eﬀected, then it could
not be eﬀected as something that has not been remembered (asmr.ta).68 Thus,
the subordination of the mantra is correct by its object being based on what is remem-
bered. And [the prosperity] is not to be eﬀected, as that would bring no fruit. And no,
it is correct to assume that [the mantra] reveals that [fruit] for the sake of invitation. It
clearly is to be performed, since it is possible that what is to be accomplished
is the object by the fact that [the mantra] forms one single sentence with
the invitation to the id. a¯, [which is the context in which the mantra appears].
Therefore there is no proper means of knowledge in singling it out. Thus this
sacriﬁcial formula (nigada) has the id. a¯ as its object, this is correct.
[14.] vika¯ra.
[P] Also here he thinks that there is no [modiﬁcation of the term yajama¯na],
65 MŚS 1.2.6.19-22. See preceding footnote.
66 As is explained in the following sentence, the split in the mantra would only be justiﬁed in case
the purpose would also be distinct for each statement – and vice versa.
67 And the ka¯rya is known through the connection with the context, as is explained in the following.
The context is the invitation to the id. a¯.
68 I believe the term asmr.ta, and smaran. a in the following sentence, to refer to the argument
expounded in the ŚBh at this point, which connects the mantra to a passage (TS 1.7.1.2) dealing with
the invitation to the id. a¯. In doing so the siddha¯ntin argues that the mantra has to be understood in
light of that passage, and thus has the purpose of supporting the invitation. As the mantra (TS 2.6.7.4)
is not appearing in the immediate context of that passage (TS 1.7.1.2), I understand the "remembering"
to refer to this "textual" gap. As the prosperity does not ﬁgure in the contextually connected passage,
it cannot be the object of the mantra.
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since the fruit is enjoined [by the mantra], and presents as the pu¯rvapaks.a
that the word "sacriﬁcer" (yajama¯na) has an object beyond itself, since [the
word] is brought up by means of the injunction of the sacriﬁcial act which,
indeed, includes [the sacriﬁcer] as rendering assistance to the sacriﬁce.69 The
meaning of this is: The sacriﬁcial act has the oﬀering of the grass-bedding as its object.
By [the sacriﬁcer being] an assistance to the sacriﬁce, indeed, 225 the fruit in the form
of longevity and the others [mentioned in the mantra] belongs to him.70 Hence, through
the connection with the fruit the sacriﬁcer is not directly mentioned here. The word
"sacriﬁcer" (yajama¯na) has an object beyond itself , this is the pu¯rvapaks.a.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: It may be that the sacriﬁcial
act (ya¯gasya) has a purpose through [the sacriﬁcer] rendering assistance to
the sacriﬁce, through him coming in as having such [qualities that render
assistance].
[P] Nevertheless, what?
[S] The direct denotation of longevity and others occurs by them coming in
as a part [of the sacriﬁcer]. Since [longevity and the others] are connected
to [his] desire. By means of them being what is actually desired longevity and the
others are directly denoted in the su¯ktava¯ka-nigada. And a desire for something
which is not the fruit does not arise – thus longevity and the others are syntacti-
cally connected through [their] being what has to be achieved (sa¯dhya).71 And in case
[the grass-bedding] has to be achieved by him, if that [bedding] is what has
to be achieved by means of [longevity and the others] being the fruit of the
69 In the present adhikaran. a the term yajama¯na in the su¯ktava¯kamantra (TB 3.5.10.4: ayam. ya-
jama¯no ’sau a¯yur a¯śa¯ste), recited during the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa, is discussed. The pu¯rvapaks. in
considers its treatment to be comparable to that arrived at in the preceding adhikaran. a, where the
term was subordinated to an object beyond the expressed meaning (the sacriﬁcer’s prosperity), and
as such was not in need of modiﬁcation in case of the mantra being used in a sacriﬁce with several
sacriﬁcers. Also here it is clear, that the sacriﬁcer is subordinated to the sacriﬁce by rendering help in
accomplishing it.
70 I have found no reference to any other fruit mentioned in this respect.
71 The term sa¯dhya denotes the result of the sacriﬁce, while sa¯dhana refers to the way in which the
proper result has to be obtained, i.e. the speciﬁc sacriﬁce. Finally, the means by which this sacriﬁce
has to be performed in order to achieve the result is termed itikartavyata¯. The sa¯dhya in the present
case is the grass-bedding (prastara), which is to be prepared reciting the su¯ktava¯ka.
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sacriﬁce, nevertheless then, the fact that the sacriﬁcer is the primary aspect
is not denied. Whether the fruit [in the form of] longevity and the others is eﬀected
because the oﬀering of the grass-bedding, which is a subordinate element, renders assis-
tance to the sacriﬁce –; 226 or whether this fruit is eﬀected, because it is connected as
subordinate to the oﬀering [of the grass-bedding] within the sacriﬁcial context (kratu) of
the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa –; nevertheless, the primary aspect belongs to the sacriﬁcer,
since he is connected to the fruit.72 Therefore, since the object [of the word yajama¯na]
does not point beyond itself, it has been properly stated that modiﬁcation [of the word
yajama¯na] has to be done in case of [an act] involving several actors by [the word ya-
jama¯na] being compatible (yogya)73 with its direct denotation.74
[15.] asam. yo.
[S] Here the siddha¯nta, indeed, has been stated by the commentator.75 [The terms]
harivat and the others would not be directly denotative [in the view of the
pu¯rvapaks. in]. [But] through [the terms] harivat and the others some [factual]
quality of him would be indicated.76 And by expounding it in this manner the
following has been stated [by the commentator Prabha¯kara].
72 Diﬀerent to the example discussed in the preceding adhikaran. a, the subordination to the overall
sacriﬁce does not play any role in regard to the question of modifying the term yajama¯na. We are
presented with a subordinate injunction to the eﬀect that the sacriﬁcer should oﬀer the grass-bedding.
The fruit missing in this injunction should not be assumed in accordance with the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa,
though, but with the one mentioned in the mantra laid down in this context, namely longevity.
73 The term yogya refers to the precondition in understanding a sentence by its constituent words
working together to produce the meaning of the sentence. They require each other (a¯ka¯n˙ks. ita), they
are found close to each other (sam. nihita), and are compatible (yogya) to produce the desired meaning.
See Wicher 1986: 19.
74 The word yajama¯na thus denotes a speciﬁc sacriﬁcer by referring to the fruit, which is also obtained
by the individual sacriﬁcer. Therefore, the several sacriﬁcers appearing in the ectypal sattra also have
to be directly denoted.
75 In contrast to the usual outline of an adhikaran. a the present one commences with the view of the
siddha¯ntin.
76 My own translation, but based on that of Jha (Jha 1933-36: 1475). The reference here is to
the subrahman. ya¯nigada (TA¯ 1.12.3-4), with which Indra is invited to the jyotis. t.oma. The nigada is
addressed to Indra, who is the primary deity at the archetypal jyotis. t.oma. For the ectypal agnis. t.ut, a
one-day soma-rite, we ﬁnd a direct injunction to the eﬀect that the term indra in the nigada is to be
replaced by agni in the agnis. t.ut. The question discussed now is how the other terms appearing in the
mantra are to be treated. If they refer to qualities or actual actions of Indra, they would also have to
be modiﬁed – this is the view of the pu¯rvapaks. in. If not, they can remain the same also if Agni is the
referential deity – this is the view of the siddha¯ntin.
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[P] In the pu¯rvapaks.a [the qualities] harivat and the others are directly de-
noted as "qualities of Indra" (indrasya gun. a¯h. ), thus the [ﬁrst] distinct statement.
[S] In the siddha¯nta, [the terms] only [denote] harivat and the others.77
[P] He does not perceive the diﬀerence in regard to both adduced, distinct statements,
and poses a question:78 How again are the qualities harivat and the others
directly denoted as "qualities of Indra"? 227 Or how [do they] only [denote]
harivat and the others?
[S] The answer [will be given in the following].79
[P] Or an objection [could be raised]: This, indeed, is a speciﬁcation [of Indra], which is
understood by these [speciﬁc] syllables.
[S] The rejoinder is: This, indeed, is not a speciﬁcation [of Indra].
[P] Since also in both [views] the word indra cannot be left aside.80 Since [the qualities]
are directly denoted by being connected to Indra, he states the answer capable [of
answering the question] (samarthayita): This is a speciﬁcation [of Indra]. In this
viewpoint the meaning of the sentence is that Indra is endowed with such
qualities.
[S] In the other [viewpoint] again Indra is [only] characterised by these qual-
ities.81
[P] Although [the word] indra is syntactically connected, since the nigada containing
the word indra cannot be left aside, nevertheless in the one view [of the pu¯rvapaks.a]
the quality of him (Indra) is indirectly indicated as the meaning of the sentence, indeed,
77 They do not denote these qualities as speciﬁc to Indra. This is the second distinct statement.
78 This is a basic preliminary pu¯rvapaks.a to the actual discussion taking place in this adhikaran. a.
This preliminary pu¯rvapaks.a questions both opposing positions in regard to their validity.
79 The Sanskrit reading in the manuscript is somewhat strange, as a form of uttara, usually employed
by Śa¯likana¯tha to introduce the answer to a position, appears at the end of the statement. I believe
this to indicate the fact mentioned in the previous footnote, namely that the paragraph discusses a
preliminary pu¯rvapaks.a questioning the purpose of the whole adhikaran. a. Consequently the complete
expounding is the answer to this preliminary argument.
80 And as the word explicitly states the deity and has to be changed in the ectype, where Agni is
the deity, so do the terms referring to that word. Otherwise this reference would be left aside.
81 In both views the qualities are ascribed to Indra. However, in the view of the siddha¯ntin he is
characterised by them in view of the ritual context and the context of the mantra, the qualities are not
genuinely those of Indra. The pu¯rvapaks. in, on the other hand, argues for the latter view.
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by resorting to the connection [of Indra] with those well-known (prasiddha) qualities,
harivat and the others.
[S] Again, in the other view Indra is said to have a connection to the well-known
(prasiddha) [qualities] harivat and the others. Thus, he does not dwell in detail 228 on
these two instances according to the sequence [given in the ŚBh].
[P] Just as [in the phrase] "the white cloth" (śuklah. pat.ah. ).82 The direct deno-
tation [of the colour "white"] has the object of indicating (laks.an. a¯) the cloth as "having
the attribute ’white’ in the cloth" (pat.aśuklagun. akah. ) by attributing the previously well-
known white [colour] to the cloth, indeed.
[S] Only the quality is expressed by its connection to the cloth. [And that quality] is
previously well-known.
[P] There the following is the opinion of one belonging to the pu¯rvapaks.a: Since an
object is possible similar to [the expression] "the earth containing fragrance",
as [the qualities] are directly denoted also by them being qualities of Indra.
And since the qualities are understood to belong to him (Indra) on account
of an arthava¯da83, they do belong to him – this is their direct denotation.
This is the meaning even in case the implying (upalaks.an. a¯) of Indra as being endowed
with the qualities harivat and the others has an object beyond itself.84
[S] The earth, which is [actually] not as such, is possible here as "the earth
containing fragrance", because the implying of [the earth’s] own form has [an
object] beyond itself. And thus there is no connection of Indra with [the qualities]
harivat and the others, as [the qualities] have not been previously well-known [of him],
for which reason [the qualities] should not be implied [of him].
[P] Since they are understood as qualities of him on account of an arthava¯da beginning
82 This example is discussed in the ŚBh at JS 9.1.33, where the phrase reads: śukla¯m. śa¯t.ı¯m a¯naya.
The example is used there by the siddha¯ntin to show that the gender of an attribute is only referential
towards the term it depends on. This argument is adapted by the pu¯rvapaks. in to the present case: The
qualities refer directly to Indra, from which they are dependent.
83 The ŚBh at JS 9.1.42 lists an arthava¯da for each attribute mentioned in the mantra. The most
extensively discussed is the explanation of the term harivat, which is alluded to also here in the following
lines.
84 This other object, according to the siddha¯ntin, is praise.
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with "the former and the latter half of the lunar month are the haris of
Indra"85, 229 therefore the qualities harivat and the others are directly denoted for
the sake of implying Indra. And in the same way also Agni has to be implied by those
qualities [which actually belong to him].
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: Since the connection [of the qual-
ities] to Indra is not understood on account of another means of knowledge,
the connection to Indra is understood only through the own direct denota-
tion [of the qualities], this is correct.86 The meaning of this is: Since the connection
of [the qualities] harivat and the others with Indra is not understood by another means
of knowledge [but only through the statement in the mantra], their direct denotation
does not have the purpose of implying him. But the connection of the qualities harivat
and the others with Indra, which are derived from the nigada, is understood through
śruti , indeed, by means of [these] words, harivat and the others – this is correct.
[P] Objection: It has been stated [above] that the qualities as derived from him (Indra)
are understood on account of an arthava¯da.
[S] He doubts this and states: But the statement in the arthava¯da is not capable
of providing an understanding of that connection, 230 since it has an object
beyond itself.87
[P] Then it should not be desired, indeed, that it has an object beyond itself.
[S] Here, he states: Since a split in the sentence would occur, as regulations for
several objects would follow for harivat and the others in the injunction.88
Also, since the regulation for the nigada [would apply] everywhere.89 Hence,
85 The pu¯rvapaks. in takes this arthava¯da as stating a fact, namely that the term harivat does denote
a genuine quality of Indra. According to the siddhantin the arthava¯da has to be taken into the same
context as the mantra – both forming one single sentence (ekava¯kya) – and as such the meaning is also
merely eulogistic and not factual.
86 The siddha¯ntin does not deny that Indra is attributed by these qualities. But this attribution is
directly denoted through the mantra, the qualities do not inhere in Indra as such.
87 Statements made in arthava¯das cannot be taken at face value, as their purpose is to commend
certain aspects of the ritual. All propositions have to be read in light of this, so in the present case the
attribution of Indra is also not a statement of facts, but one supporting the mantra.
88 The sentence would express several distinct meanings for each attribution of Indra, and this cannot
be the case in one mantra.
89 The nigada, being an invocation to a speciﬁc deity by eulogising that deity, would always have
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arthava¯das have a syntactical connection with praise indeed, this is correct. Therefore
the direct denotation also has the corresponding purpose in regard to Agni. Since also
there the direct denotation providing the connection of [the qualities] harivat and the
others [with Agni] is not in any contradiction, thus [this is] the established view.90
Option.91
[P] Here also he thinks that [the producing of boiled milk and the others,
mentioned in the mantra,] are possible at another time by them being inher-
ent in itself, and puts forth the pu¯rvapaks.a.92 The meaning of this is: By [boiled
milk and the others] being possible at another time the one-year-old heifer, indeed, is
implied through boiled milk and the others, which are connected to the one-year-old
heifer as well-known by another means of knowledge.93 The direct denotation of boiled
milk and the others does not have its own object, indeed. The adequate qualities
are to be stated also for the sake of implying (upalaks.an. a¯) the uncastrated
calf , thus the pu¯rvapaks.a. 231
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: If it [is said] that there is a reason
for the connection [of the products with the animals and thus the ritual] by
them being meant [to be manifested] at another time, [then it is not so]94,
to be modiﬁed in case of an ectype with a diﬀerent deity, and this is certainly not acceptable for the
siddha¯ntin.
90 Agni can also be praised in the ectype by the same attributes, through which Indra is praised in
the archetype. This is only possible, if the terms directly denote the attributes themselves, and not
"attributes of the speciﬁc deity". They are functional attributes of the deity of the sacriﬁce.
91 This represents an alternative interpretation of the same JS 9.1.42-44. The subject-matter now
is a mantra (ŚB 3.3.3.1-2: iyam. gaus taya¯ te kr¯ın. a¯mi, tasyai śr. tam, tasyai śarah. , tasyai dadhi, tasyai
mastu, tasya¯ a¯tañcanam, tasyai navan¯ıtam, tasyai ghr. tam, tasya¯ a¯miks. a¯, tasyai va¯jinam.), which is used
during the soma-rituals. The archetype is the jyotis. t.oma, at which a one-year old heifer (ekaha¯yan¯ı)
is bought with the said mantra. At the ectypal sa¯dyaskra, a one-day ritual, the animal is a three-year
old, uncastrated calf, and the question is whether the terms in the mantra – apparently referring to a
female cow – have to be modiﬁed or not.
92 The mantra (ŚB 3.3.3.1-2, see preceding footnote) mentions the products derived from a cow.
The pu¯rvapaks. in argues that these products are relevant for the ritual in case of the female heifer in the
archetype as well as the male calf in the ectype, as both can bring forth the products at some future
time – the heifer directly, the calf by begetting a cow.
93 The milk and the other products are well-known by everyday experience to come from the cow.
94 The construction of the whole statement involving the particle cet is diﬃcult to understand due
to its brevity. Usually cet introduces a concessive reasoning, which is then denied in the following.
Therefore I take the ﬁnal construction in the ablative as that reason for denying the position expressed
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since there is no restriction that [the manifestation of the products is]95 the
same also in case of another subject96. The meaning of this is: Thus far at the time
of the [actual] employment (prayoga) [of the mantra], boiled milk and the others are not,
indeed, well-known by another means of knowledge [to be present] also in the one-year-
old heifer – thus the similarity to harivat and the others.97 Now the manifestation of
that connection [between the one-year-old heifer and the products of a cow] depends on
the opinion that [they become manifested] at another time. This [manifestation] is sim-
ilar also in case of an uncastrated calf, since there is no restriction. The restriction
that it is possible at another time only in case of the one-year-old heifer, [but] not the
uncastrated calf, does not exist. Since it is considered possible, indeed, that the cow,
which could be born also from the uncastrated calf, could also be silly.98 Therefore
the [actual] employment (prayoga) [of the mantra] takes place according to
its object [being praise], this has been well said.
[16.] li˙ngat.99
[P] Here also in the view [taking] the injunction (vidhi) to deal with the
general category (sama¯na) the adhrigu[prais.a] applies, indeed, to [the ewe]
in the ﬁrst part of the statement.
95 See the explanation below. The products of the cow can or cannot be manifested in the case of
the one-year-old heifer as well as the uncastrated calf.
96 I.e. the uncastrated calf.
97 This refers to the ﬁrst interpretation of the present adhikaran. a, i.e. the qualities mentioned in the
mantra addressed to Indra.
98 The uncastrated calf would, in that case, not be connected to the said qualities, even though it
has brought forth a cow. Therefore the possibility of the products actually being brought forth at a
future time applies to the one-year-old heifer as well as to the uncastrated calf, and cannot serve as a
reason for the terms to be modiﬁed. What is decisive is the ritual reality, in which both animals do
not produce the boiled milk etc. Thus, the mantra is purely eulogistic, and as such no modiﬁcation is
necessary for the terms to convey this eulogistic meaning.
99 In the present adhikaran. a we are dealing with the adhriguprais.amantra (TB 3.6.6.1), a directive
mantra addressed to the adhrigu and employed during the animal-sacriﬁces at the jyotis. t.oma. The
archetype of these animal-sacriﬁces is the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya. The adhriguprais.amantra concludes with the
statement: pra¯sma¯ agnim. bharate. The (hypothetical) discussion in this adhikaran. a concerns the pro-
noun asmai, which according to the siddha¯ntin refers to the speciﬁc, male animal, while the pu¯rvapaks. in
takes it to denote only the general category "animal". The discussion is hypothetical, as it had been
decided in the ŚBh at JS 3.6.31 that the details regarding the animal of the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya are speciﬁcally
laid down for that animal. Therefore the pronoun in the mantra has to be changed into the feminine
in order to be applicable to the ewe dedicated to Sarasvat¯ı at the ectypal atira¯tra.
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dedicated to Sarasvat¯ı 232 on account of the injunction of the category "an-
imal" (paśu), since that [general category] also is directly denoted by the
word in the masculine. Thus he puts forth the pu¯rvapaks.a.
[S] No. Only thus far as [the adhriguprais.a] has the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya[-animal] as its object100
does the adhrigu[prais.a] apply to [the ewe] dedicated to Sarasvat¯ı as enjoining the details
(dharma).
[P] But also in the view [taking] the injunction (vidhi) to deal with the general category
(sama¯na) the adhrigu[prais.a] applies, indeed, to the ewe dedicated to Sarasvat¯ı.
[S] Objection: Since the masculine is designated here in the adhrigu[prais.a] [in
the form] pra¯smai, based on the subordination to the gender the subordina-
tion cannot arise in regard to [the female ewe] dedicated to Sarasvat¯ı.101 [The
pronoun asmai ] is explicitly stated, since the object of the base "ram" (mes.a) and the
category "ram", to be directly denoted by the word "animal" (paśu), is secondary (śes.a)
by subordination.102 And since the direct denotation also of that [ram] by the word in
the masculine category is not in contradiction to the [actual] gender, subordination is
correct, indeed, in regard to that [ewe], also.103
[P] Objection: As [the gender] is secondary due to it being incorporated
(upa¯da¯na)104 [into the category "ram" referred to in the mantra], 233 no
100 The mantra belongs to the speciﬁc animal, as it is laid down as a detail (dharma) for the same.
Therefore the pronoun cannot refer to the general category "animal", but to the speciﬁc agn¯ıs.omı¯ya-
animal. As the ewe dedicated to Sarasvat¯ı comes in at the ectype in place of the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya-animal,
the details come to be employed for it as well.
101 Since the pronoun asmai in the mantra does not have a referential term in its direct context (i.e.
the mantra), the only direct reference of the term is to the gender it denotes. The referential term,
which has to be found in the (wider) ritual context, is subordinated to that gender. If the female ewe
were now taken to be expressed by the mantra, the subordination of the male gender in the pronoun to
the female ewe would be incorrect.
102 The sentence continues here, the ﬁrst part being expressed solely by abstract nouns in the ablative.
However, this structure is not possible to be rendered in English.
103 The ram, which is the animal to be oﬀered in the archetypal agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯, is the reference for the
pronoun in the mantra. The general (sama¯na) abstractions "ram-ness" (mes.atva) and "animal-ness"
(paśutva) are only derived from the speciﬁc ram in the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯ and thus secondary. Therefore the
pronoun cannot denote them, even though they would be applicable to the female ewe as well, and as
such it does not refer to the ewe dedicated to Sarasvat¯ı.
104 Incorporation is a somewhat complementary principle to subordination (viniyoga). Through
the principle of incorporation certain aspects are included into the ritual whole, based on additional
text passages being incorporated into the basic injunction (adhika¯ravidhi). As Yoshimizu shows, the
injunction that "one should oﬀer with curd" (dadhna¯ juhoti) is incorporated into the general injunction
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speciﬁcation of the gender has been expressed, indeed. The meaning of this
is: Just as the category "ram" is revealed by the mantra as an element secondary by
subordination, in the same way the feminine gender also is an element secondary by
incorporation [into that category]. Thus [the feminine gender] is not something that is
to be revealed [by the mantra], indeed.105
[S] And this [incorporation of the feminine gender] cannot [be revealed] by the masculine
category [in the pronoun]. Thus, how can the [masculine] gender be subordinated by
the [female] ewe?
[P] He resolves: It may be that the secondary character of the [female] gender
has been expressed through incorporation. But the following is the opinion of the
propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a: The speciﬁcation [of the gender] cannot be meant
to be expressed, since the character of being secondary due to incorporation
is understood by the direct denotation of the secondary element through
subordination. The meaning of this is: Everything has to be revealed by the mantra
as a secondary element. And here, since the [masculine] gender is already understood
through the direct denotation of the category "ram", which is a secondary element by
subordination, the speciﬁcation of the gender also is not meant to be expressed by the
mantra, indeed.
[S] Objection: This answer is incorrect.
[P] It is not incorrect, since an understanding of the particular is obtained on account
of an understanding of the general category, indeed. 234 Since the intention of that
[masculine gender] is not based on a proper means of knowledge.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: Since [a pronoun] requires only
[another term which is] in proximity, and since designating the paricular
for the agnihotra, "one should oﬀer the agnihotra" (agnihotram. juhoti), thereby providing the way
in which the agnihotra has to be done. In addition to this incorporation (upa¯da¯na), subordination
(viniyoga) rather refers to the ritual logic and the status quo, in the form that in the example used by
Yoshimizu the curd is subordinate to the act of oﬀering as its substance. See Yoshimizu 1997: 101-105.
In our case of the adhriguprais.amantra the pu¯rvapaks. in argues that the mantra is subordinated, as it
serves the purpose of directing the adhrigu. Therefore the pronoun cannot be taken as indicating the
gender of the speciﬁc animal, but only the general category of the animal.
105 According to the pu¯rvapaks. in the masculine gender is included in the category "ram", and as such
cannot be meant to be expressed by the pronoun in the mantra.
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(viśes.a) is the object of all pronominal words, there is no proper means
of knowledge for assuming that the general category (sa¯ma¯nya) is directly
denoted [by the pronoun asmai ]. Just as the particular (viśes.a) directly
denotes the general category (sa¯ma¯nya).106 The meaning of this is: If in fact [there
is the pronoun in the phrase] pra¯smai, then the base form (pra¯tipadika) of the pronoun
in its original form directly denotes [a word which] is in proximity to that [pronoun], and
since proximity is with the [actual] object, the particulars, indeed, are in proximity, not
the general category. And then the particulars, indeed, are what is directly denoted of
pronouns. And these particulars contain the speciﬁcation of the gender, thus in
this way, indeed, those [particulars] are directly denoted [by the pronoun in the mantra].
And then, if the base of the pronoun would occur also in case of the ewe, the designation
of the masculine gender [in the pronoun] would be in contradiction to the occurrence
of the feminine suﬃx [in the term "ewe" (mes. ı¯)], since that [ewe] has the feminine
gender. And as the particular 235 is directly denoted, there is no proper means
of knowledge for assuming that the general category (sa¯ma¯nya) is directly
denoted [by the pronoun asmai ]. As it would be similar in case that the direct
denotation of the particulars would be assumed in sentences, which are to be included
[in the context] when the general category were actually directly denoted, therefore it
cannot be said that the gender is not signiﬁed.107 Since the direct denotation of the
particular has been ﬁrmly estabished (nis.t.ha¯tva) for a pronoun. But since
it has been ﬁrmly established that the direct denotation of the particular is
based on the particular being speciﬁed by its gender. Since the particular is
in proximity also in case that [the general category] were directly denoted,
106 Pronouns refer to nouns, and by rule they refer to nouns which are in close syntactical and seman-
tical proximity to the pronoun. The nouns they refer to denote particulars, i.e. speciﬁc manifestations
of – for example – a cow. By them denoting the particular cow, they also refer to the general category
"cow-ness" – not the other way round, as was argued by the pu¯rvapaks. in. Śa¯likana¯tha argues in line
with the anv¯ıta¯bhidha¯nava¯da of the Pra¯bha¯karas, in which the individual word denotes the universal
category (sa¯ma¯nya), while the words combined in a sentence provide a particular meaning. Words in a
sentence thus denote particulars (viśes.a).
107 This point is explained further below. Even if the pronoun would have a referential term in
proximity referring to the general category (i.e. paśu), it would still denote the gender as a subordinate
aspect. Therefore, even in that case the term would not be applicable to the female ewe.
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and since the secondary character of the mantra is possible.108 If [the mantra]
would have no secondary character, based on the argument derived from [the mantra]
being subordinated to that [general category], then nevertheless the mantra is obtained,
indeed, as secondary, since that [ewe] is correctly employed (upayogin) in the ritual act
(karma), even if [in the mantra] that [general category] would be directly denoted.
[P] Objection: Then, even in case that the [actual] employment [of the adhriguprais.a]
would include the word "animal" (paśu), the object, which has the feminine gender,
would not be obtained by the word in the masculine category.
[S] Here he states: Again, in case that the [actual] employment [of the adhrigu-
prais.a] would include109 the word "animal", [then] it would be correct that
the gender is not meant to be expressed, 236 since the general category
would be meant to be expressed, and since that [general category] would not
contain the feminine gender.
[P] From where, then, would the understanding of the speciﬁcation arise?
[S] Here he states: The understanding of the speciﬁcation would be obtained
from the general category. Therefore, since [only] the speciﬁcation of the gender
is designated [in the pronoun],110 it has been well said that [the ewe] dedicated to
Sarasvat¯ı is not obtained as expressed in the adhrigu[prais.a].
108 I see no other way than to understand this accumulation of abstract constructions in the ablative
as a list of reasons given in the Laghv¯ı. Śa¯likana¯tha seems to provide that list comprehensively in order
to prove the impossibility of his opponent’s view. His gloss on this list does not pick up all items again.
109 Until the last sentence of this paragraph, the siddha¯ntin concedes to the pu¯rvapaks. in, that his
view would be possible only if the general category would be directly expressed by the word "animal"
(paśu) appearing in the mantra. But as this is not the case, and the pronoun stands by itself, the only
reference it has is to the masculine gender. To make this concession clear, the passage is translated in
the conjunctive.
110 Again this is the case, since the referential term "animal" (paśu) does not appear in the
adhriguprais.amantra.
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śr¯ıh.
[1. - 3.] prakr. tau.
[S] And a [preliminary] objection:111 It has been stated that the deity is directly
denoted in the archetype by the mantra, which is an element subordinate
to the sacriﬁcial act. How can the pu¯rvapaks.a [arise] here? Agni and the
others112 are directly denoted for the performance [of the sacriﬁcial act] speciﬁcally
without any alteration. And they are not subordinate elements to a sacriﬁcial act other
than the archetypal one.113 And in the archetype, the deity is directly denoted through
the mantra, which is a subordinate element of the act. This has been stated here [in
reference to the adhikaran. a beginning with] phaladevatayoś ca.114 Hence, the term
[agni ] has to be modiﬁed, indeed, into su¯rya etc., capable of indicating the deity as a
subordinate element to the sacriﬁcial act, and this [deity], Su¯rya and others, is as such
said to be the inherent meaning [of the mantra].
[P] It may be that direct denotation belongs to the mantras by them being subordinate
to the sacriﬁcial act, and that the word su¯rya and the others are the inherent meaning.
111 This objection is not part of the actual discussion in this adhikaran. a, but doubts the general
justiﬁcation of the question raised, namely whether terms laid down in a mantra should be changed in
the ectype in case they denote things that are part of the sacriﬁce. As such, this objection is neither
a pu¯rvapaks.a nor a proper siddha¯nta. However, as mainly the doubt raised by the purvapaks. in is
questioned, this preliminary objection is taken as a siddha¯nta.
112 There are two main examples discussed in the ŚBh in this adhikaran. a. On the one hand, there is
the nirva¯pamantra (TS 1.1.4.2), which had already been discussed in 9.1.11 and 12, recited at the darśa-
and pu¯rn. ama¯sa. As in 9.1.12, the ﬁnal statement, agnaye jus.t.am. nirvapa¯mi, is under scrutiny now in
regard to the question, whether or not in ectypes with deities other than Agni – several examples are
given by Śabara – the term in the mantra has to be modiﬁed or not. The other example is the mantra
beginning with syonam. te (MŚS 1.2.6.19-22), which is also recited during the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa,
and had already been adduced in 9.1.11 and 9.1.13 as a parallel instance. In this mantra we ﬁnd
the term vr¯ıhi, "husked rice", while for the ectypal oﬀering to Indra-Marutvat "wild, unhusked rice"
(n¯ıva¯ra) has been enjoined. Also here the question arises, whether the term in the mantra has to be
modiﬁed or not.
113 I.e. the terms and the objects they denote cannot be automatically transferred to an ectype, as
they are subordinate to speciﬁc aspects of the archetypal sacriﬁce which they denote.
114 As in 9.1.11, Śa¯likana¯tha refers to JS 9.1.4 and the ŚBh on it to show that the deity mentioned
in a mantra denotes "the deity of the sacriﬁce at which the mantra is used". As such, the mantra is
subordinated to the act and denotes a part of that act.
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Nevertheless, the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a thinks that no modiﬁcation [applies]
due to the ka¯rya.115 By taking the ka¯rya of the archetype into consideration,
314 non-modiﬁcation, indeed, is correct.
[S] How?
[P] The answer is: What has been handed down as smr. ti (smr. ta) through the mantra
has to be done, this is the object in the archetype. Not, again, [something handed down
as smr. ti ] by something which is not [part of] the mantra here.116 And in [our] view the
performance should not be done by something which is not [part of] the mantra. Since
modiﬁcation [would make the original wording into] something which is not [part of] a
mantra. Therefore, also in the ectype the words of the mantra, despite their object not
corresponding [to the ritual setting in the ectype], have to be assumed to be directly
denoted for the sake of [them being included in] smr. ti . Or they are, somehow,
directly denoted on the basis of a secondary application.117 Again, the Veda
is not to be ignored. The word agni [applies] despite its object not corresponding [to
the ritual setting in the ectype]. Going beyond worldly custom, the direct denotation of
su¯rya has to be assumed, or [has to be reached] somehow by some secondary application,
which depends on the worldly object. Thus, the Veda is not to be ignored.
[S] If it has been obtained as such, it is stated: It may be that the performance of
something which is not [part of] a mantra does not apply. Since the mantra, indeed, is
obtained on the basis of a statement containing the injunction (codaka).118 But it cannot
be assumed, indeed, that the words of the mantra do not contain the corresponding
object, or that they are directly denoted based on secondary application, since this is
not proven on the basis of a proper means of knowledge. 315
[P] Objection: It can be assumed, indeed, on the basis of the direct statement
115 The ka¯rya, here, is what is laid down by the injunction, which mentions the archetypal mantra to
be used at the ectype by the general rule that the ectype is to be done as the archetype.
116 According to the pu¯rvapaks. in, a change in the wording of the mantra is not admissable, as otherwise
the changed wording would not be a mantra anymore.
117 This resembles the argument of the pu¯rvapaks. in in 9.1.11, where he argues that the terms savitr.
and the others in the same nirva¯pamantra have to denote the deities enjoined for the darśa- and
pu¯rn. ama¯sa.
118 Only what is enjoined can be the subject-matter of a mantra, as the mantra itself cannot enjoin
parts of the sacriﬁce.
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[of the term agni in the mantra], as in the verse addressed to Indra (aindr¯ı).119
[S] [It shall] not [be] as such for [this] mantra! There is no direct statement in
regard to the ectype. The obtaining [of the term], indeed, has to be exclusively based
on the ka¯rya.
[P] The obtaining, indeed, is not to be exclusively [based on the ka¯rya]. There is a direct
statement [of the term in the mantra].
[S] Nevertheless, what [then]?
[P] To this, he states: In case [the term] is obtained as such, its direct denotation
[in the ectype], indeed, is like in the archetype. Thus, an object which is not
corresponding [to the ritual setting] is not assumed. The meaning of this is:
Just as the ka¯rya of the mantra has been accomplished by that [term] in the archetype
– because the mantra is obtained on the basis of the ka¯rya, in the same way it has
to be accomplished also in the ectype by that [term]. This is the meaning of the rule
(śa¯stra¯rtha).
[S] And in the archetype, the direct denotation has been made through the primary
usage [of the term]. There is no assumption of a secondary application (gaun. a) for
it. Nor is the assumption of [another] expressive power (śakti) correct. 316 Since by
inserting another word whose expressive power is right the accomplishing of the ka¯rya
would not be hindered.
[P] And an[other] objection: The performance (prayoga) in the archetype [is]
not [carried out] of something which is not a mantra.
[S] What has, thus, been stated, he resolves: On what ground, however, has it
been stated that the performance [would be carried out] of something which
is not a mantra? Even in the ectype the performance [is carried out] of a
119 This refers to the ŚBh at JS 3.3.14, where the order among the six means for determining
subsidiaries had been discussed, using the verse to Indra as the example. The direct assertion according
to the injuntion is: "One should worship the ga¯rhapatya-ﬁre with the verse addressed to Indra." (MS
3.2.4.) This mantra (MS 1.3.26 and further R. V 8.51.7; TS 1.5.8.4.) includes the term indra, hence
the question arises, what is worshipped with the verse: the ﬁre, or Indra, or both. Direct assertion
based on an injunction is stronger than the indicative power of a word in the mantra, hence the ﬁre is
worshipped. The term indra is then taken as indirectly indicating the ﬁre. This rule is used here by
the pu¯rvapaks. in to support his view that the word in the mantra is not to be modiﬁed.
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mantra, indeed.
[P] And the [continued] objection: If there were modiﬁcation, something which is not a
mantra would be the inevitable consequence (prasan˙ga).
[S] He resolves: It may be that [the word which] is being modiﬁed would
have the character of not being [part of] a mantra by it being contingent
(nimitta).120 That word, which is modiﬁed by it being contingent, may be charac-
terised as not being [part of] a mantra. [This is] not [the case], however, as [the word
has] a direct denotation [in regard to the sacriﬁcial setting]. Also, as the sentence [re-
mains intact], the character of being [part of] a mantra can be understood, since that
[sentence] provides understanding of the object of the mantra.121 As the object of the
mantra is being understood [by that sentence], what is obtained from the group [of words
making up the sentence] is understood to arise on the basis of the words in the form,
that "this, indeed, is a sentence". The only alteration, indeed, is that of a mere word.122
[P] To this he states: The mere fact that [the word] is contingent is understood
here by its being subject to change, indeed. 317 Again, [the changed word]
would not be [part of] a mantra. Therefore, [the word] should be like in the
archetype.
[S] The insertion of a diﬀerent word, indeed, should be applied. Why should it not be [as
such], when the [original] word has an object which is not corresponding [to the ritual
setting]?
[P] To this, he states: Since [mere] remembrance would be the inevitable con-
sequence (smr.tiprasan˙ga) [following] from another [word].
[S] How, again, would [mere] remembrance be the inevitable consequence
[following] from another [word], if the object [of the original word given in
120 The contingent term is either the attribute in the interpolated interpretation of JS 9.3.2 and 3,
or a non-generic term in a mantra, which would be meaningless if not expressing something as part of
the sacriﬁce. Therefore, they will have to be modiﬁed. See the ŚBh for more.
121 Through the word being changed according to the new, ectypal ritual setting, the mantra relates
to that setting. In the example, it refers to the deity being oﬀered to.
122 The main object of the mantra, and as such the unity of the sentence, are not changed by one
term being modiﬁed. Therefore, the argument of the pu¯rvapaks. in is not valid, i.e. that the change
would render the whole mantra invalid (a-mantra).
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the mantra] would not be corresponding [to the ritual setting]?
[P] Here, he states: It cannot, indeed, be explained that the object is not
corresponding, when the object has not been understood from a diﬀerent
[word]. Since the assumption, that the object is corresponding, is possible after the
object has been understood by a diﬀerent means of knowledge, [and] after it has been
acknowledged that [the word] has an object beyond itself.
[S] If there were no other instrument, this would have been understood as the object.
Then the object of the rule would not have been preserved, i.e. that what has been
handed down as smr. ti through the mantra has to be done. Therefore, as the object of
the taught rule would not be preserved in the form that it has been handed down by
smr. ti through the mantra, modiﬁcation is to be applied as belonging to this contingent
term. Here the reference to the interpolation123 respects (abs.) the understanding of
the meaning of the su¯tras by the commentator [Śabara] by taking them as having one
purpose [and] also as representing one sentence: On the basis of perceiving an
indicative text the generic and the contingent term [should be] corresponding
[to the ritual setting].124 318 This reference, which as been made in regard to
the interpolation, is there to show that the direct denotation only of the quality is
not correct even for adjectives which are directly denotative of an inherent meaning
(samaveta¯rtha).125
[P] Again for what reason, since the meaning of the sentence would be obtained also by
means of [the adjective] directly denoting the meaning of merely a quality?
[S] The noun is taken as superior to the contingent term.
[P] How?
123 This translation of the phrase antara¯garbhin is in analogy to the translation used by Jha (Jha
1933-36: 1555). See also the following footnote.
124 With this statement, reference seems to be made to what is presented as the second part of the
second adhikaran. a in the ŚBh, according to the translation (Jha 1933-36: 1555). This adhikaran. a
interprets JS 9.3.2-3 diﬀerently, connecting these su¯tras also with the following JS 9.3.4-8. The ﬁrst
interpretation is done in the ŚBh at JS 9.3.1-2, taking JS 9.3.3 as an interpolated topic.
125 The example in the ŚBh at JS 9.3.3 deals with lotus-grass used at an ectypal ritual. The mantra
at the archetype includes the phrase darbhaih. haritaih. . Certainly darbhaih. , the generic term for the
Kuśa-grass, has to be modiﬁed into paun. d. arikaih. . According to the pu¯rvapaks. in the contingent term
denotes only a quality and as such does not have to be modiﬁed. The correct procedure, however,
includes the modiﬁcation also of the contingent term, as it depends on the generic term.
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[S] Indication (laks.an. a¯) is applied by leaving aside śruti , thus the meaning.126
[P] [The contingent term] occurs because it has a seen object out of itself, indeed.
[S] No, it is correct, because [it refers to] something else. Since something unseen127
should not be resolved as arrived at by something seen. As a quality is only meant
for the noun, the visible direct denotation of the noun, which constructs (nibandhana)
the contingent term and the noun, by all means has to be stated as dependent [and]
unseen. And [the contingent term] does not occur because it has a seen object out of
itself, indeed. Through this argument, therefore, the direct denotation of the quality,
which is meant for something else, rather occurs as meant for the noun by indication
(laks.an. a¯), 319 this has been properly stated. Now the meaning of the su¯tras has been
explained by means of them having a single purpose, indeed.
[P] What about the perceiving of an indicative text?128
[S] It has been shown by the commentator stating that, moreover, only in case of a regu-
lation through the direct statement of the procedure for such expressions as of the cows
(usra¯n. a¯m) it is possible that [the respective term] having an unseen meaning would be
the inevitable consequence. Although a regulation is possible through the direct state-
ment of the procedure for such expressions as of the cows (usra¯n. a¯m) [mentioned for
the ectype], nevertheless, in the view [denying] modiﬁcation [the respective term] would,
as an inevitable consequence, have an unseen meaning. But in the view [advocating]
modiﬁcation [the respective term] has a seen meaning as such.
[P] Again, for which reason are the terms such as "cow" (usra), which have been obtained
through modiﬁcation, indeed, reiterated in the scriptures?
[S] Doubting [this question he states] that [the reiteration] has the object to provide
126 This represents an instance, where the usual order in the means to determine the proper meaning
of a sentence are not used according to their hierarchy: The direct mentioning in śruti usually is the
strongest evidence for a meaning. But here taking the term only as indicating (laks.an. a¯) the quality of
the generic term is the correct way to read the passage.
127 I.e. the contingent term indirectly denoting the quality of the generic term.
128 See ŚBh at JS 9.3.2, second interpretation. The indicative text is a mantra laid down for an
ectypal ritual. In it, several modiﬁed terms appear – among them the form usra¯n. a¯m discussed in the
following. This explicit mentioning of the modiﬁed mantra supports the siddha¯ntin in his claim that
modiﬁcation is necessary. As is further argued in the ŚBh, the speciﬁc statement of this mantra provides
it with the status of "mantra" proper, not a modiﬁcation of a mantra.
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[the statement] with the status of being a mantra. The status of being a mantra
in regard to the recitation, which has thus been revolved around, is for the sake [of
conﬁrming] that "[the wording] should be in accordance [to the sacriﬁcial setting]".
The designation of the [respective] statements has the object to distinguish
between the [respective] recitations. If he touches one sacriﬁcial post [...].129
This designation, which [is made] in reference to singularity etc. [of the sacriﬁcial post],
has the object to distinguish [between the respective cases, otherwise all mantras would
be [applied] in case that a single sacriﬁcial post were touched, indeed. Thus, there is no
split in the mantra.130 320
[P] Here, a diﬀerent authorisation should not be assumed. Thus the explanation
that [the expiation] is contingent (naimittika) upon a Vedic [sacriﬁcial act].131 If [the
expiation] would be contingent (nimittaka) upon a worldly touching of the post, then
an independent authorisation would be assumed. This should not be the case.
Thus it has been explained that [the expiatory recitation of the mantra] is contingent
(naimittika) upon the touching of the sacriﬁcial post as part of a Vedic [sacriﬁcial act].
As it is as such, there is no possibility for assuming another authorisation, since the
primary authorisation comes in.132
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: A [direct] connection with the
sacriﬁcial act is not obtained, since [the statement must be understood] in
relation to the word is. t.a [appearing in that context]. And since a bad con-
129 This mantra (MS 3.9.4) is laid down for the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯.
130 This passage refers to the ŚBh at JS 9.3.5. The pu¯rvapaks. in had mentioned a diﬀerent sup-
portive passage for his argumentation against the need for modiﬁcation. The explicit mentioning of
the regulations for the touching of two posts or more prove that modiﬁcation is not the rule but the
exception.
131 The object of discussion is taken over from the preceding argument, and in the ŚBh at JS 9.3.9 it is
presented as a distinct adhikaran. a. The regular introduction, however, of an adhikaran. a by stating the
ﬁrst phrase of its ﬁrst su¯tra is missing here in the DŚ. Maybe because we remain with the same mantra,
Śa¯likana¯tha continues the discussion without beginning a new adhikaran. a. The question considered
now is diﬀerent to the one before. The argument does not revolve around an apparent repetition, but
what kind of touching of the sacriﬁcial post is referred to in the injunction for the expiation. While
the pu¯rvapaks. in argues for the touching in the course of the sacriﬁcial act, as that is the context of the
statement, the siddha¯ntin will show that only a worldly touching can be meant here.
132 The primary authorisation lays down the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯, in the context of which the pu¯rvapaks. in
also reads the present injunction. Reading it together with the main injunction, the touching can only
be prohibited in the sacriﬁcial, Vedic context.
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sequence is handed down by śruti [in connection with the sacriﬁcial post]:
The sacriﬁcial post takes on the badly done aspects of the sacriﬁce.133 This is
handed down by śruti in [the context of] the remaining sentence. Since [the statement]
is related to the word is. t.a, the touching of the sacriﬁcial post, which is there when
the oﬀering has been made, is contingent (naimittika) upon that [completed oﬀering].
Thus since, on the basis that this [relation] is understood, the touching of the sacriﬁcial
post during a Vedic [sacriﬁcial act] cannot take place subsequent to the completed oﬀer-
ing, 321 there is, therefore, no contingency [of the expiation upon the touching during
the sacriﬁcial act], here. And accordingly, since a bad consequence [of the touching] is
handed down by śruti , the touching from which follows [this] bad consequence is arrived
at as the contingent cause [for the expiation]. And the fact that a bad consequence would
follow [from it] is not obtained in case that [the touching] is a subordinate element of
a Vedic [sacriﬁcial act]. This he states: Since the fact that a bad consequence
would follow [from it] is not obtained in case that [the expiation] is subordi-
nated to the sacriﬁcial act, therefore [the expiation] is not contingent upon a
Vedic [sacriﬁcial act]. The aspect of subordinate-primary (an˙ga¯n˙gibha¯va) in relation
to (saha) a Vedic sacriﬁcial act is not obtained. Hence, since the worldly touching of the
sacriﬁcial post is the contingent cause [for the expiation], the assumption of a diﬀerent
authorisation [for it] has been obtained, indeed.
[P] How, again, can the instance [of the bad consequence] which forms a
single statement together with a phrase of praise be a speciﬁcation for the
regulation regarding the touching of the sacriﬁcial post? The regulation [applies
to an instance] which is contingent upon the touching of the sacriﬁcial post. How can
the exempliﬁcation be a speciﬁcation of the contingent cause, since it forms a single
statement together with a phrase of praise? This is the meaning.
[S] The answer is: [The statement] is a speciﬁcation on the basis that it depends
[on that phrase of praise] and is in proximity [to it].134 Since [the statement] de-
133 This statement precedes the injunction of the expiation.
134 The pu¯rvapaks. in had not connected the injunction of the expiation with the preceding statement,
that the sacriﬁcial post absorbs the bad aspects of the sacriﬁce. The siddha¯ntin argues for reading it
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pends on [the question] under which condition 322 it is contingent upon the touching of
the sacriﬁcial post, and since the word is. t.a is in proximity, it is correct as a speciﬁcation.
[P] And an objection: As the enunciation is meant for something else, both
these aspects belong to the word which comes from a diﬀerent, independent
person.135 There, even if [the statement] is in proximity, indeed, it cannot form one
sentence. Since the enunciation is understood to be meant for a diﬀerent object. This
word, is. t.a, is understood as a phrase of praise. Since it is clearly understood that it
forms a single sentence with the phrase of praise, the connection of it with the instruction
from the injunction is not obtained, even if it is in proximity due to its being required to
complete the sentence. As also in that case the phrase coming from one person, indeed,
is not connected with a sentence coming from a diﬀerent person, the reason [for the
term] is to understand it as being enunciated for something else.
[S] Here, it is stated: Even if [the statement] is meant for something else, it is
connected by its being suitable [for being read as one sentence]. 323 This has
been shown [for the statement]: Thrust quickly!136 Just as the stick, which is
connected here [in the form that] "the stick is pleasant and beautiful", is connected
by its being suitable for [being read with the statement] thrust quickly, as it is needed
to complete the sentence. In the same way, the connection is correct as such also here.
[P] Objection: It is stated that this, indeed, is incorrect. As it has been
established, that there is no connection of one object with another. It is,
indeed, incorrect what has been shown [in regard to the statement] "thrust quickly".
[S] [This] he resolves: He thinks that it is not incorrect that there is no need to
complete the sentence (naira¯ka¯n˙ks.ya), as [the statements] are in proximity
despite an intermediate sentence. Since these [statements] are obtained as
in this context by claiming its meaning is dependent on and closely related to it.
135 This discussion is not found in the ŚBh, and I am not completely certain about its meaning. The
pu¯rvapaks. in apparently argues against the siddha¯ntin that the proximity does not merely refer to space,
but also to the cause for the appearance of a statement. Hence, the two under consideration are not in
proximity, as they could be taken to be even enunciated by two diﬀerent persons.
136 This and the following quotation form one statement: "The stick is pleasant and beautiful, thrust
it quickly!" According to the siddha¯ntin, even though the term "stick" is spatially separated from the
main sentence, "thrust quickly", it is connected to it by being in proximity.
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referring to the worldly [touching of the sacriﬁcial post] while including in
their proposition (ucca¯rayat) an intermediate sentence. "I desire the houses of
this Devadatta. Summon him! He, indeed, is rich in the form of animals."137
[P] As it should be accordingly, nevertheless what then?
[S] To this he states: 324 And the Vedic meaning of a word is preceded by its
worldly usage, this has been stated. As the side of [the statement] is understood
even in a worldly connection [the proximity] is found, indeed, also when [the side of
the statement] comes from an intermediate person (instr.). [This is the case] in such
a question and answer [as follows]: "Who is it, who goes?" Since, when the answer to
the question is "Devadatta", a connection is found between [part of the question in the
form] "he goes" and [the statement] coming from another person.138 And the sense [of
the complete passage] carries the force. The usage of the words is worldly.
Thus, connection and non-connection are [governed] according to the sense. Therefore
it has been properly stated that the expiatory rite [is to be done] in case of a worldly
touching [of the sacriﬁcial post], since there is a connection between the instruction from
the injunction and the word is. t.a, despite its coming from [a passage of] praise.139
[4.] anya¯yas tu.
[S] Based on the explanation [given] in the fourth view it is arrived at that both [mantras]
also should be employed as modiﬁed.140 Therefore, this [view] does not [present] a
137 These sentences, in themselves independent of each other, are connected through appearing in
proximity, therefore requiring each other to form a coherent unit.
138 In order to connect the two sentences coming from diﬀerent persons, one has to add a part of the
question from the person with the answer from the other. Even though there appears some distance
due to two persons talking, the answer refers to the question and is thus in proximity.
139 Even though the term is part of an arthava¯da, it is connected also to the injunction. This connec-
tion is termed as "one sentence" (ekava¯kya) in other parts of this and other texts of Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯.
140 This refers to the four diﬀerent solutions to the problem presented below and in the ŚBh at JS
9.3.10-14. At the archetypal agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯, two mantras (MS 1.2.15 and TS 3.1.4.4) are enjoined. Both
mantras mention the noose to tie the animal to the sacriﬁcial post, but MS 1.2.15 in the singular, and
TS 3.1.4.4 in the plural. In the following adhikaran. a the siddha¯ntin will argue that due to direct Vedic
instruction both should be used as alternatives at the archetype, even though only one animal is tied
and killed. At the ectype, which is discussed in the present adhikaran. a, two animals are killed – one
white goat for Mitra, one black goat for Varun. a. Four options how to treat these two mantras are
given, the ﬁrst three representing the pu¯rvapaks.a, the last representing the siddha¯nta: 1. The mantra
containing the plural form should be used; 2. the mantra containing the singular form should be used,
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repetition with the second view.141 In the second view, indeed, there was application
[of the mantra] 325 by means of modulation of the singular ending. The plural ending
was left out altogether, indeed.
[P] Objection: If, by means of the opinion that there should be no modiﬁcation, it is
stated that the plural ending is left out, then why is it not stated as such also for the
singular ending?
[S] There he states: Singularity142 is present also in case of duality. Thus, it has
been stated that the plural ending is left out. It cannot be said that the singular ending
is left out, as it also has been modiﬁed into the dual.
[P] Since it is possible that this [plurality] has the singularity [of the noose in
the archetype] as its object, the plurality [applies also at the ectype].
[S] The plural does not have an object [in the ectype]. Thus, it has been stated
that the plural ending, indeed, is left out.
[P] There he states the pu¯rvapaks.a: Since the object [of the archetypal sacriﬁce
with the single animal] is not inherent [in the other mantra containing the
plural], one [should] use the other [mantra] containing the plural [at the
ectype] in order to do justice to the Veda – [this is] one view. Since in case
of the two [nooses in the ectype] the plural ending for those two is not seen
[to apply], 326 [the mantra containing] the singular ending, indeed, [should]
remain by means of [it being] modiﬁed (u¯hena) – [this is] the second view.
Thus far the usage [of the mantra] for the two nooses is not accomplished accordingly
of the plural ending. Since in the archetype the plural ending is not seen [to apply]
modiﬁed into the dual; 3. both mantras should be used as alternatives, the one containing the singular
modiﬁed to the dual, or the one containing the plural without modiﬁcation; 4. both mantras should be
used modiﬁed to the dual.
141 Obviously, the opponent had objected to the view of the siddha¯ntin that his conclusion is identical
with the second view of the pu¯rvapaks.a. This objection is not found in the ŚBh or elsewhere to my
knowledge, it seems to be genuine to the Laghv¯ı.
142 A remark on the translation of the diﬀerent words denoting numbers is in place here. While
the single number, such as eka, refers to the speciﬁc example (the one noose in the archetype), the
corresponding abstract noun, ekatva, refers to the general quality "singularity". The grammatical
category "number" is referred to by ekavacana, and its speciﬁc ending by ekavacana¯nta, the "singular
ending". Śa¯likana¯tha appears to be rather exact in his usage of these distinct aspects.
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to duality.143 But [the mantra containing] the singular ending, indeed, which has the
object [of the archetypal sacriﬁce with the single animal] inherent, should remain [at the
ectype] by means of [it being] modiﬁed (u¯hena) – [this is] the second view. Also in case
of two [nooses] the occurrence [of the plural form] is not speciﬁed. Since the
plural ending has to directly denote the [one] noose [in the archetype],144 and
since this [denotation] is possible also in case of the duality [of the nooses in
the ectype]. Therefore, also in case of two [nooses] the usage [of the mantra
containing the plural] is correct in the ectype also, as [it was] in the archetype.
Since there is no contradiction of the grammatical number through any modiﬁcation of
the singular ending for the one [noose], but of the other ending, [the usage is correct] in
the ectype also, as in the archetype, through the authorising [injunction] – [this is] the
third view.145
[S] This explanation of that [view], which will be expounded in the following, is [made]
in reference to the fourth view. In accordance with the object [in the ectype],
[the respective form] has to be modiﬁed into the dual. The plural and the
singular should be left out. 327
[P] Again, what is the reason?
[S] The plural, even though its object is inherent in case of the archetype,
is modiﬁed in the ectype. Inasmuch as no modiﬁcation has been obtained for [the
mantra] containing words such as hari and others, indeed,146 he doubts it, indeed, since
[the plural] is not seen [to apply] in case of a duality.147
143 In the archetype the mantra with the plural is used for a single noose. The only justiﬁcation
for this, according to the siddha¯ntin, is that this is what the Veda directly lays down, as this mantra
appears in the context of the archetypal injunction. In the ectype, however, it does not appear in this
context and hence is not laid down to be used. Śabara further explains that at the archetype the setting
free of the animal is the object to be denoted by the mantra, while at the ectype the setting free of the
two animals simultaneously is the point to be denoted.
144 The plural has to denote the single noose for the reasons described in the preceding footnote.
145 Both mantras appear in the context of the authorising injunction for the setting free of the animal
from the noose. See ŚBh at JS 9.3.14.
146 This refers back to 9.1.15, where the subrahman. ya¯nigada addressed to Indra at the archetypal
jyotis. t.oma was discussed. At the ectype, where Agni is the deity, only the term denoting the deity has
to be changed, while terms denoting qualities, such as hari, remain the same. It was argued that they
do not denote qualities of Indra, but of the deity of the sacriﬁce. As such they are also applicable to
Agni, when he is the deity in the ectypal sacriﬁce.
147 While in case of the subrahman. ya¯nigada the terms were denotative and as such applicable also
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[P] If [it is argued] that there [has to be] modiﬁcation, since [otherwise] it would be
the inevitable consequence (prasan˙ga) that the usage involving [the mantra containing]
the plural form is incorrect, then he objects to that. Since in wordly matters the
plural is also not seen in case of one [object], the contradiction in the direct
denotation is not speciﬁc [to the dual].148 Otherwise there would be agree-
ment [between the ending and the denoted object], indeed. There the opinion is
that just as in worldly matters the usage [of statements containing] the incorrect plural
ending found (dr.s. t.a) in regard to one [object takes place], should it not be accordingly
also in the case of duality?
[S] Again, he raises a doubt: Now, there [in the following adhikaran. a] it is stated
that the usage [of the mantra containing the plural occurs], since the mantra
is directly instructed by the Veda (upadeśa), despite there being a contra-
diction [between the plural ending and the denoted single noose].
[P] He objects: Here also the mantra should be obtained as in the archetype –
by which [measure] can this be preserved?
[And further] an objection: In the archetype [the plural form] is obtained from direct
Vedic instruction (upadeśa). 328 Here it [would be obtained] from the ka¯rya, thus the
speciﬁcation.149
[S] There he states: The obtaining [of the plural form] even from the ka¯rya can-
not, indeed, be explained as being in contradiction to the direct denotation.
Since as in the archetype the assertion of the noose is not in contradiction,
in the ectype, this applicability is not given in the present case for the plural form. In the archetype
the plural form could also be applicable to the one noose. In the ŚBh the siddha¯ntin argues that the
mantra containing the plural form is directly laid down by the Veda, and the basic form of the word is
what is meant to be expressed, thus referring to the single noose. In the ectype, however, the dual is
needed, as the two nooses have to be loosened simultaneously. This cannot be referred to by the basic
form contained in the plural form.
148 The plural ending does not have any meaning in regard to a single item as well as to two items.
In consequence the plural form should also not be applicable in the archetype.
149 The pu¯rvapaks. in insists on the mantra containing the plural ending being applicable also in the
ectype. He concedes that there is no direct Vedic instruction, but the ka¯rya for the mantra is generally
the same as in the archetype: While there the plural form was applicable to the single noose, there is
no reason why it should not be applicable to two nooses. This complete argument is made further down
by the pu¯rvapaks. in.
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(...)150. Since the usage of the mantra, even if it contains the plural ending,
[applies in the archetype].
[P] Yet again he raises a doubt. If it were said [that it is as claimed by the siddha¯ntin],
since in worldly matters the usage [of a statement containing the plural] is not seen [in
regard to two objects], then he shows the mistake. Since [the plural] is also not seen
in the case of a single [object], indeed, there is a contradiction.
[S] Here it is stated: It cannot be said that the plural ending is not seen in
the archetype, where there is a single noose. Since the mantra [containing
the plural form] is directly instructed by the Veda, indeed, the seeing of the
usage [involving that mantra] is also based on the Veda. Therefore just as [the
usage involving that mantra] is seen [in the archetype], since it is understood to be
correct on account of [the plural] being seen in wordly usages, in the same way again
also on account of seeing the Vedic usage [in the archetype], neither worldly nor Vedic
usage is seen in case of duality. Hence, since [the plural ending] would not be correct
there [in the ectype], the modiﬁcation of the plural, indeed, is correct. 329
[P] If the plural were correct in case of a single [object] based on it being seen in Vedic
usages, how then could there be a contradiction [in case of two objects]? It [would be]
obtained, indeed, as in agreement.
[S] The answer [is]: This is stated in agreement to the usage. And since in worldly
matters the plural [is used] in case of a single noose, it is stated that this [use of the
plural for two objects], indeed, would be a contradiction.
But the highest object is [to have] this agreement [of the form in the mantra
and the object denoted], indeed. And this idea of the commentator [Prabha¯kara]151
expressing it as such is understood – also in case of the ectype. The usage [takes place]
in case of a single noose without alteration of the plural ending, indeed. But
here in case of two nooses neither a worldly, nor a Vedic usage, nor one derived from
150 va¯ra

sam. ve. I am unable to think of a suitable continuation of this sentence according to the given
phrase.
151 While Śa¯likana¯tha refers to Śabara as the bha¯s.yaka¯ra (for example p. 135 of the manuscript), he
seems to address Prabha¯kara in this instance by vivaran. aka¯ra. This assumption is corroborated by the
fact that the Laghv¯ı was also called vivaran. a (Verpoorten 1987: 32).
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indication (laks.an. a), is obtained. Just like in case of uru and the others.152
[P] Objection: This usage is based on the Veda, indeed, as the mantra has
been obtained from the ka¯rya – thus it can take place [in the ectype] as in
the archetype. 330
[S] He resolves: The usage involving the direct denotation [of the plural] cannot
be said [to apply] on account of the ka¯rya. Here [the usage] cannot be based on
the direct Vedic instruction of the ka¯rya, since the direct Vedic instruction would be
such that "the plural should be used for the ka¯rya involving the dual". Through [this]
diﬀerence [between the direct Vedic instruction in the archetype and that in the ectype]
the usage involving the direct denotation [of the plural], which would be based on the
ka¯rya, cannot be understood as a usage involving a word which is directly denotative
[of the ectypal ritual setting], since the mantra is possible to be eﬀective for the ka¯rya
(ka¯ryakara) also by it having [a word] inserted which has a diﬀerent direct denotation.
Since in the archetype, again, the usage of an element which corresponds [to the ritual
setting takes place] in case of a single object on account of the direct Vedic instruc-
tion of the mantra [containing the plural form]. Since the application of the plural is a
certainty, there is no contradiction to the direct denotation. And the fact that [the
mantra containing the plural] is correct [in the archetype] does not provide
the understanding that it is seen as such anywhere else. Because the direct
Vedic instructions [each] have their [own], speciﬁed sphere (vis.aya), this direct Vedic in-
struction [here of the mantra containing the plural], which [is given] in the archetype, is
thus far not possible [to be applied] also in the ectype. Since the direct Vedic instruction
is diﬀerent according to the respective context. Also, it is not the case that what is seen
in the archetype [to apply] to the singularity [of the noose] is also seen in the ectype [to
apply] to the duality [of the nooses], since there is a split [in the respective instructions].
331 Therefore, it has been properly stated that this usage [involving the mantra with
152 I am uncertain about this reference by Śa¯likana¯tha. It could, however, refer to 9.4.3, where the
meaning of the term uru¯ka in the adhriguprais.amantra is discussed. The pu¯rvapaks. in takes it to denote
an owl, thus rendering the passage as a comparison based on indication. According to the siddha¯ntin, on
the other hand, the direct denotation of the term is formed from its constituents, namely uru ("large")
and ka(śa) ("marrow").
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the plural form] is understood from indication (laks.an. a), indeed. Since, indeed, u¯ha has
to be made as a result of [that] indication, u¯ha [applies to both], indeed.153 The need
(prayojana) [of modiﬁcation] has been explained to be "for grammar". Since
by force of this – i.e. by force of grammar – the usage has been determined
to involve the modiﬁed [mantra].
153 xx na¯ta. I am unable to suggest an emendation here. However, the sense has to be that modiﬁ-
cation has to be made to both, the singular and the plural forms in the respective mantras, as this is
the ﬁnal view of the siddha¯nta in the present adhikaran. a.
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[5.] vipratipattau.
[P] Here the pu¯rvapaks.a belongs to one thinking that there is taking out
(utkars.a)154 on account of the indicative mark (lin˙ga). As – on account of the
indicative mark in the form of the plural – the act involving several nooses belongs to the
mantra dealing with the untying of the noose, which contains the plural ending, [that
mantra] is taken out [in the archetype where there is one noose], [this is] the pu¯rvapaks.a.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: As there is a speciﬁcation by
means of the speciﬁc context, [in which the mantra containing the plural form
appears], the mantra, directly instructed by the Veda (upadis.t.a), cannot be
taken out, since its object in form of the basic noun155 is possible [to be
denoted]. The mantra, even though containing the plural ending, is speciﬁed for the
apu¯rva of the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯ by means of the context, which indicates (laks.an. a¯) [the mantra]
as in proximity by grasping [the object from the sacriﬁcial context]. Since [the mantra]
is directly instructed by the Veda, 332 and since the object in form of the basic noun
is possible [to be denoted], [the mantra containing the plural] cannot be taken out. By
means of the basic noun being the object [of the term in the plural], indeed.
Since the mantra, containing the plural ending, is understood to be directly instructed by
the Veda by the fact that it reveals, indeed, the basic noun as its object. But neither is it
understood that the object of a mantra is [to denote] the grammatical number (vacana),
nor to emphasise (pratipa¯dana) plurality, since plurality is not seen in the sacriﬁcial act.
And therefore the mantra is not taken out, since it is possible here that it is meant for
something else, namely for indicating (praka¯śana) the basic noun (pra¯tipadika) as the
only object, [and] since it is not the object of the mantra [to indicate] plurality. And
154 The discussion revolving around the usage of the two mantras already discussed in the previous
adhikaran. a is continued here – this time in regard to the archetypal agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯. The "taking out" can
be interpreted in two ways here: The mantra is taken out of the context, in which it appears in the
Veda, namely together with the mantra with the singular form in the context of the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯. It is
also taken out of the procedure of the archetypal sacriﬁce. This double interpretation, again, shows the
intricate parallelity of Vedic text and Vedic sacriﬁce in the view of the Pu¯rvamı¯ma¯m. sa¯.
155 The basic noun (pra¯tipadika) is the primary aspect of a word, as it carries the primary denotation.
In the present case it would be "noose" (pa¯śa). The secondary aspect is expressed by the speciﬁc ending,
here the plural. The siddha¯ntin argues that only the primary aspect is relevant for the applicability of
the mantra containing the plural form for the single noose.
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that is not the object of the mantra, since the object of the mantra is understood by
force of it being subordinated [to the injunction], and since by means of the context the
apu¯rva is obtained as related to the single noose. There the object of the mantra cannot
be plurality, since it is understood that [the mantra] is subordinated [to the injunction].
[P] As such thus far it has been stated that only the basic noun is the inherent object
[of the plural form in the mantra], [while] plurality is not the inherent object. But (ca)
it cannot be said that the usage of the [speciﬁc] number has an object which is not
inherent. Since an object is present for the [speciﬁc] case notion.
[S] By admitting (pratipatti) that [the mantra containing the plural form] is part of the
sacriﬁcial act [with the single noose], the plural has an inherent object. 333 If it is
said that there is no inherence, since plurality [is not there in that sacriﬁcial act], then
he resolves: In regard to lack of inherence it cannot be explained that [the
mantra] is not used. Since [the plural form] can provide a means (dva¯ra)
also by it having the case-notion as its object.
[P] Let it be used! Nevertheless, what then?
[S] To this he states: And when it is used, it is understood to have its object
inherent. Again no, based on this inherence its use [applies] elsewhere, since
the usage is based on the ka¯rya. It is understood that what has been employed in
such natural usages – even though they are in contradiction to that use, which is worldly
in regard to the ka¯rya – has an inherent object. Again no, having considered this inher-
ence it should be used. Therefore, as the plural even has an object in this mantra when
it is used, the plural has its object inherent by the opinion that [the mantra] is part
of the sacriﬁcial act. Since, indeed, the mantra dealing with the noose, even though
containing the plural ending, is used in case of the single noose. Hence, indeed, the
precept of lord Pa¯n. ini regarding the inversion of the case endings has been obtained.156
Therefore, it has been correctly stated 334 that there is no taking out. There is a
156 As Śa¯likana¯tha does not quote a su¯tra from the As.t.a¯dhya¯y¯ı of Pa¯nin. i directly, I can only assume
that he refers to As.t.a¯dhya¯y¯ı 3.1.85: "In the Veda often the case endings are exchanged." (vyatyayo
bahulam. Böhtlingk 2001: 85, my translation.) This reference justiﬁes the siddha¯nta taking the
plural form to denote the single noose.
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diﬀerence to such [statements in mantras] as: You two are the lords of heaven.157
Since [there] the usage [of this verse] cannot be understood by means of it having the
single sacriﬁcer as its object. But since here the usage [of the mantra containing the
plural form] is ascertained by the fact that it has one noose as its object.
[6.] apu¯.
[P] Here the single [word] cannot directly denote its inherent and its non-
inherent [object].158 Thus, the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a thinks that there is
modiﬁcation in case of two and more [wives]. Dress up the wife.159 Thus, the singular
appears in case of a man with one wife. And if it were employed without change in case
of a man with two wives and of a man with many wives, then it would have an object
inherent and not inherent. And this is not correct for a single [word]. Therefore, as [the
term in the mantra applies] to a man with one wife, [the mantra] is used by means of
[the term patn¯ım] being changed, indeed, when there are two wives and when there are
many [wives]. Modiﬁcation into the dual and into the plural has to be made,
this is the pu¯rvapaks.a.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: Determining the object of mantras
is based on the force of them being subordinated, not by means of [taking
them as] independent. 335
157 This refers to the ŚBh at JS 3.3.17, where the use of this ﬁrst of three "openings" (pratipad) is
discussed. Śabara also mentions this example in the present adhikaran. a, at JS 9.3.15. The mantra is
enjoined to be used when there are two sacriﬁcers, while a separate one is enjoined for several sacriﬁcers.
According to the siddha¯ntin these two pratipads are not to be recited at the archetypal jyotis. t.oma, in
the context of which they appear, but should be employed at those ectypes involving the mentioned
number of sacriﬁcers. Contrary to the example discussed in the present adhikaran. a the grammatical
number is the primary aspect there in connection with the speciﬁc injunction.
158 The context of the present discussion is the darśa- and pu¯rnama¯sa, for which the following mantra
(TB 3.2.9.14) is enjoined: "Fetch the water for besprinkling, pile up the burning fuel, bring together the
small and large ladle, dress up the wife, come forth with clariﬁed butter." (proks.an. ı¯ra¯sa¯daya idhma¯barhir
upasa¯daya sruvam. ca srucaśca samr.d. d. hi patn¯ım. sam. nahya¯jyenodehi.) The pu¯rvapaks. in thinks that the
term patn¯ım denotes a single wife, the inherent object, so that the mantra would have to be changed
in case of a sacriﬁcer with two or more wives. If the mantra were to be used by a sacriﬁcer with two
or more wives, the singular form would also denote an object which is not inherent. In the preceding
adhikaran. a, however, it was arrived at that only the inherent object can be denoted by terms appearing
in mantras.
159 See preceding footnote.
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[P] And this [present] subordination [is derived] from the single [term]. When [the
term] would be used also for [men] with three [wives], how could then there be a single
subordination?
[S] To this here he states: The object, i.e. the wife, is unspeciﬁed also when
there are three [wives]. By force of this [unspeciﬁed object], indeed, the
subordination is there also in case of three [wives]. The mantra cannot be
separated from that [subordination] on account of the grammatical number, i.e.
the singular.
[P] Objection: As in case of a man with one wife there would be inherence
and non-inherence, [the subordination] to the grammatical number cannot
be denied.160
[S] He resolves: It may be that it cannot [be denied]. Again, in case of two
and in case of many [wives] it cannot be assumed that one should desist
from using [the mantra]. Since subordination is possible [only] through the direct
expression of the basic noun and the gender, [and] since no limitation (sam. koca) for the
subordination through the compliance with the singular is obtained161, the mantra has
to be used for all [sacriﬁcers, independent of the number of their wives].
[P] Nevertheless, what?
[S] To this he states: It has been stated that [the mantra] used would be deter-
mined as inherent and not inherent. It is determined whether the mantra, which is
used, 336 has an inherent object or whether it has no inherent object. And this mantra
is used everywhere. There, [in the preceding adhikaran. a], the singular applies to two,
[but] the plural is impossible to have the singular as its object. Hence, even in regard to
one [wife] that [object] is not diﬀerent to providing singularity. It is assumed, because
it is widely spread (vya¯pakatva), that an element which has the purpose of providing
160 The singular form in the mantra would in case of a sacriﬁcer with one wife denote its inherent
meaning of "the one wife". However, in the argument of the siddha¯ntin this would not be the inherent
object, the term simply referring to "the wife" without necessarily including the speciﬁc number. The
pu¯rvapaks. in does not accept this double denotation, thus claiming that the grammatical number is
decisive in determining the meaning and use of the mantra. See the beginning of this adhikaran. a.
161 In the form patn¯ım in the mantra only the basic noun "wife" and the feminine gender are denoted,
but not the singular number.
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(pratipatti) [the mantra] as part of the sacriﬁcial act is suitable for the procedure. This
he states: The direct denotation of singularity is not possible in regard to two
or many. Thus, in regard to [a case with] one [wife] it has, indeed, not been prompted
by something else (a-tat).162 Therefore, also there the procedure is subordinary, indeed.
Thus, the direct denotation of "one" [wife] is not in contradiction in regard to two or
many.
[7.] vikr. tau.
[P] There the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a [states]: Since the subject-matter, [to
which the use of the mantra belongs,] is speciﬁed by (gen.) direct Vedic
instruction (upadeśa) in regard to the archetype, indeed, this [mantra] is
not suitable also in the ectype in case of two or more [wives], since its use
[depends on] the ka¯rya.163 The meaning of this is: Dress up the wife.164 Thus, the
singular is the suitable element to be used in the archetype, indeed, since there, indeed,
the mantra 337 is directly instructed by the Veda (upadeśa). [But the singular] is not
[the suitable element] in the ectype, since there it is not directly instructed by the Veda.
Just as [the number] is indicated (laks.an. a¯), indeed, in the mantra dealing
with the noose165, since the use [of that mantra] depends on the ka¯rya. The
use [of the mantra] is the ka¯rya , thus he puts forth the pu¯rvapaks.a.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: It may be that the direct Vedic in-
struction has its subject-matter speciﬁed, and that this [instruction applies]
162 As the singular form is also applicable to sacriﬁcers with more than one wife, it must have the
same cause in all instances independent of the number of wives.
163 We remain with the same mantra (TB 3.2.9.14) as in the preceding adhikaran. a. While it was
there discussed how one should deal with the singular form patn¯ım in an archetypal sacriﬁce where a
sacriﬁcer has more than one wife, the same question is now discussed in an ectypal setting. According
to the pu¯rvapaks.a the mantra should not be used as such, since only for the archetype it was directly
laid down, even if the singular form does not correspond to the dual or plural of the sacriﬁcial setting.
In the ectype, however, this direct Vedic instruction is not there.
164 See the preceding adhikaran. a for the full mantra.
165 This refers back to 9.3.4 and 5, where the siddha¯ntin had argued that the mantra containing the
plural form serves as an alternative to the one containing the singular at the archetypal sacriﬁce with a
single noose. At the ectype with two nooses, however, he argued that both mantras are not applicable
without the respective forms changed to the dual. The duality was explicitly needed for the two nooses
to be untied simultaneously – this was the ka¯rya. The pu¯rvapaks. in here uses this argument to make his
point, i.e. that the singular form patn¯ım has to be changed in the ectype.
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in regard to the archetype, indeed. Nevertheless, it has been understood
there [in the archetype] that this singular ending is suitable in case of two
and many [wives]. Now, this duality and plurality are also there in the ectype. Hence,
since [the singular ending] has been understood to be suitable there [in the archetype], it
is not the case that the use [of the mantra] is the ka¯rya .166 The use [of the mantra]
is in accordance with its object, indeed. Again, in case of the two nooses it is correct
that one has to conform to the indication [that the dual is to be expressed], as the use [of
the mantra] there has to be assumed on the basis that the plural is not seen [to apply]
in case of two [objects]. Here, again, the use does not require the ka¯rya, since duality
and plurality also are obtained [through the given form in the singular]. There is no
need [to question] what kind of use has to be made. 338 Thus, no indication
(laks.an. a¯) is employed. Therefore it has been correctly stated: Also in case of the
ectype [the mantra containing the singular form applies], since that [mantra]
is directly expressed.167
[8.] adhrigau.
[S] The reason [given] in form of another argument has the object of explaining the
purpose of [taking] the regulations [in the present example] as similar to elements in
previous views from the adhikaran. a [dealing with] the animal [at the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯].168
166 This was the conclusion of the pu¯rvapaks. in at the end of the preceding paragraph.
167 My translation is not in line with that of Jha (Jha 1933-36: 1571). He takes the pronoun tad to
refer to the general rule that the ectype is like the archetype. This translation is corroborated by the
respective explanation in the ŚBh, referring to the general rule: yat prakr. tau tad vikr. tau kartavyam.
Even though this general rule is the basis for the siddha¯ntin’s argument here, I interpret – especially
Śa¯likana¯tha’s gloss – to speciﬁcally refer to the mantra as laid down without restriction, and hence as
applicable also in the ectype.
168 This single statement – not even recognized by the scribe as a distinct adhikaran. a – serves to
support the argument in the preceding adhikaran. a, but using the example of the adhriguprais.amantra
(TB 3.6.6.1). The mantra is transferred from the archetypal agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯ to the savan¯ıya-sacriﬁces in
some instances, even though they are not ectypes of the same. This, therefore, is a hypothetical discus-
sion. The argument is developed parallel to the preceding adhikaran. a: The number is not speciﬁcally
intended in the pronoun asmai appearing in the ﬁnal part of the mantra. Therefore, it can also apply
without modiﬁcation at the savan¯ıya-sacriﬁces, which involve more than one animal.
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[9.] prati.
[P] Here he puts forth the pu¯rvapaks.a as thinking that in regard to wild rice (n¯ıva¯ra)
the word "rice" (vr¯ıhi) is not directly expressive, similar in regard to barley (yava).169
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: It may be that it would not be
directly expressive, if this use [of the unchanged mantra] would involve un-
husked rice (n¯ıva¯ra) as the substance. But it has been shown in the sixth
[adhya¯ya]170 that the incorporation (upa¯da¯na) of unhusked rice (n¯ıva¯ra) as
the substance has the object of accomplishing similarity, in the form that the
parts [of the unhusked rice] are characterised by their quality of containing
husked rice (vr¯ıhi).171 Since that [substance], which is characterised by its
quality of containing husked rice, is similar [to husked rice] in its parts.
[P] How, indeed, should [the unhusked rice] be incorporated?
[S] For such a purpose it has been shown in the sixth [adhya¯ya] that the unhusked rice
is incorporated into the proceedings for the husked rice, not through something that has
the character of a diﬀerent substance. 239
[P] Objection: As such so far the unhusked rice is employed [in place of the husked rice].
But (ca) the word vr¯ıhi cannot directly express that [unhusked rice], thus modiﬁcation
is correct.
[S] There he states: It has been established that the class-word (ja¯tiśabda) is
referred to by the particular [term] in the case of embellishments.172 Where
169 During the preparation of the rice-oblation (caru) at the darśa- and pu¯rn. ama¯sa, the mantra
beginning with syonam. te (MŚS 1.2.6.19-22) is recited. The latter part of it includes the term vr¯ıhi,
"husked rice". In the sixth adhya¯ya, at JS 6.3.15, it was decided that in case that the husked rice
should be spoiled unhusked rice (n¯ıva¯ra) serves as a substitution. The substituted substance has to be
similar to the original one, and thus shares its main qualities as well as the ritual details laid down for
it (see ŚBh at JS 6.3.27). Referring to this case it is discussed in the present adhikaran. a whether or
not also the term vr¯ıhi in the mantra has to be modiﬁed. Śa¯likana¯tha further gives barley (yava) as a
possible substitute.
170 JS 6.3.15 and 6.3.27. See preceding footnote.
171 This argument is made in line with the ŚBh at JS 6.3.27, where similarity was discussed as the
major criterium for a substance to be substituted by another. As unhusked rice by nature includes the
husked rice – the latter being gained from the former –, similarity is given.
172 The mantra is an embellishment of the act of preparing the rice-oblation. In the mantra we ﬁnd
the term vr¯ıhi, denoting a particular state of rice, namely the husked, clean rice. But according to the
siddha¯ntin the term in the mantra does not denote this speciﬁc rice, but the category "rice". In this
category also the unhusked rice is included, hence the mantra is not modiﬁed.
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embellishments are enjoined, there the class-word is referred to by the particular [term],
this has been established. And [the class "rice"], which is directly denoted also
by the mantra, is also there in the embellishment, indeed. There also the
class-word is referred to by the particular [term]. Therefore, since the class-word is used
by means of the speciﬁc [term], it has been correctly stated that [the mantra] is used
without being changed.
[P] Objection: The speciﬁc appearance of unhusked rice is not [comparable to]
the speciﬁc appearance of rice, thus how can [the unhusked rice] be expressed
by the word vr¯ıhi?
[S] The following is the [proper] opinion: The word vr¯ıhi [is upheld] for the sake
of expounding what has been understood – through incorporating [the un-
husked rice] – as the means [to do the sacriﬁce] (sa¯dhana173) based on the
category "rice" (vr¯ıhi). Here also [the substance] is not speciﬁed, 340 thus the word
vr¯ıhi has to be used.
[10.] sam. sargis.u.
[P] The distinction involved in tying the animal [between the singular form
caks.us in the mantra and the actual two eyes of the animal] in the archetype
is intended, considering this he puts forth the pu¯rvapaks.a.174 Although like in the
archetype the distinction involved in tying the animals [could be] intended [in the ectype],
173 See footnote at 9.1.14 for more on the relation between sa¯dhana, sa¯dhya, and itikartavyata¯. The
term vr¯ıhi is justiﬁed to be used according to the siddha¯ntin, as it refers to the general sa¯dhana, the
oﬀering of a rice-oblation. As such it incorporates also the unhusked rice, which has come in as a
substitute for the same sa¯dhana.
174 We are – once again – dealing with a passage of the adhriguprais.amantra (MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.2),
recited during the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯ when the animal is tied to the sacriﬁcial post. The passage under
discussion mentions the (single) eye of the animal going to the sun. The question is whether this
singular form has to be modiﬁed into the dual or plural at an ectype, where two or more animals are
sacriﬁced. The introductory statement here refers to a preliminary question by the pu¯rvapaks. in why
the singular form should even be applicable at the archetype with one animal, as also there we ﬁnd two
eyes. The solution is that the light (tejas) of the two eyes of a single animal is one. The term caks.us
in the mantra refers to this light, its singular form is thus justiﬁed at the archetype. See ŚBh at JS
9.3.27.
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since the physical eye (adhis. t.ha¯na175) is not incorporated.176 Still, as such the [eye-]lights
of those [animals in the ectype] are distinct in case that there are distinct animals, since
the [individual] animal is referred to back by the word asya here [in the mantra reading]
the eye of it (asya) [may go] to the sun – thus in accordance with the object
modiﬁcation is correct.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: There is no proof based on a
proper means of knowledge (prama¯n. a) that the diﬀerence is intended (loc.).
Since it is understood that the light [of the eyes of several animals] is a single
one. Even in case that the animals are diﬀerent the light of [each of] those [eyes] com-
bining together cannot be diﬀerentiated at all. Therefore, even [though] in the ectype
the physical eyes are arrived at to be many, their light cannot be diﬀerentiated, thus
there is no modiﬁcation.
[11.] ekadha¯.
[P] The object as such [as expressed by ekadha¯ in the mantra] is obtained,
indeed, 341 also in case [the skins of the animals at the ectype are cut] in
combination – thus [the pu¯rvapaks. in] thinks that there is no modiﬁcation
[of the mantra].177 Cut out its skin at one time (ekadha¯). This object, which
belongs to the word ekadha¯ [in this part of the mantra], is obtained also in case that
[the skins of two or more animals in the ectype are cut] in combination, indeed. Since
175 I follow the translation of Jha (Jha 1933-36: 1575f). In the ŚBh at JS 9.3.27 the term is used
in the dual. The term stands in opposition to caks.us, "eye" in general, which is argued to denote the
light (tejas), the power of eyes.
176 One could, according to the pu¯rvapaks. in, argue that the light of the eyes even of several animals
in the ectype represent a single force. The physical eyes are not incorporated into the meaning of the
mantra, which was said to refer to the light. However, the animals being distinct also their individual
eye-light must be distinct. The reference to the term asya is not made in the ŚBh – nor elsewhere, as
far as I am aware. In the given sources for the adhriguprais.amantra, MS 4.13.4 or TB 3.6.6.2 it is not
found within the present statement, but several times in the immediate context.
177 A further part, quoted in the following statement, of the adhriguprais.amantra (MS 4.13.4; TB
3.6.6.2) is discussed in the present adhikaran. a. The term ekadha¯, according to the pu¯rvapaks. in, refers
to the cutting out of the skin of all animals at one and the same time in the ectype. In this way the
term keeps its archetypal meaning, and no modiﬁcation is necessary. The siddha¯ntin, however, will
argue that the term means that the skin should be cut in one piece for each animal. As such it should
be repeated according to the number of animals at the ectype. As there is only one animal at the
archetype, ekadha¯ could not mean the cutting at one and the same time – there only being one cutting.
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also in case that [the skins of two or more animals in the ectype are cut] in combination,
[this aspect] is directly denoted through this [word] ekadha¯. Therefore he thinks that in
case of two or more (-a¯di) animals the word ekadha¯ should not be repeated.178 But in
regard to the word asya a modiﬁcation of the expression has to be made, indeed.179
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: And since the singularity [of the
animal] is contained in the direct Vedic instruction (upadeśa) of the mantra,
the object of the mantra would be in contradiction to those [animals in the
ectype]. Thus, since there is [only] a single animal, a combined object [as
expressed by ekadha¯] is not obtained in the archetype.180 Therefore also in
the ectype a diﬀerent object [of the word ekadha¯] is assumed – thus there has
to be modiﬁcation, indeed. The meaning of this is: Since thus far there is [only] a
single animal in the archetype, a combined object is not obtained "at one and the same
time" (ekadha¯). Therefore [the term] has to be taken to have the manner [of cutting
the skin] as its object, indeed. Only that kind of object, which this mantra has in the
archetype, 342 can it have, indeed, also in the ectype. Since there is no separate direct
Vedic instruction (upadeśa) of a mantra in the ectype, [and hence] since [the mantra] is
obtained only on the basis of the ka¯rya.181 Only if there were a separate direct Vedic
instruction (upadeśa), a diﬀerent object [of a mantra] could sometimes be explained.
But because the application [of the mantra] is based on the ka¯rya, there is no room for
assuming a diﬀerent object [in the ectype than in the archetype], since the object ﬁxed
[in the archetype], indeed, is obtained. Hence, the object of the word ekadha¯, indeed,
has the object of [indicating] the manner [of cutting the skin] also in the ectype – thus
178 The siddha¯ntin will argue for the repetition of the term ekadha¯ for each animal sacriﬁced.
179 The modiﬁcation of the term asya in the same statement of the adhriguprais.amantra, which
appears to be a logical consequence of the pu¯rvapaks. in’s position, is not discussed in the ŚBh nor
elsewhere to my knowledge. Either it was assumed to be implicit in the pu¯rvapaks.a, where the term
ekadha¯ is taken to refer to all animals, or it was deemed worthless for the present discussion. However,
the same term and context is again given in 9.4.1, where asya is connected to the ribs of the sacriﬁcial
animal which are to be cut out.
180 In the archetype only one animal is sacriﬁced, thus only one skin is cut out. Therefore, there
cannot be a combination, i.e. simultaneity, of the cutting. As the ectype is derived from the archetype,
this meaning of the term can also not be assumed in the ectype where there are several animals.
181 The ka¯rya remains the same in the ectype as in the archetype: The skin of each animal has to be
cut in one piece.
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modiﬁcation [of the term in the ectype through its repetition according to the number
of animals], indeed, is correct.
[12.] medhapati.
[P] Since the object of the indicating [word in the mantra] (nimitta), i.e. the
object of the word medhapati , is not speciﬁed in regard to [either] the master
[of the sacriﬁce]182 or (ca) the deity, he considers that both are meant [by that
term].183 He thinks that [the term] directly expresses the master [of the sacriﬁce], and
that it directly expresses the deity. Since a speciﬁcation is seen in the relation [of
the term medhapati ] to a diﬀerent word.184 [The term medhapati ] direcly expresses
the master [of the sacriﬁce] in its relation to the word sacriﬁcal animal (medha), and it
is meant for the deity in its relation to the word bring forth (upanayata).185 Because
of this speciﬁcation 343 it is not possible that [the term medhapati ] has both as its
objects.
Objection [by the ﬁrst pu¯rvapaks. in to the second]: Since neither one, [the sacriﬁcer or
the deities], is speciﬁed, [the word medhapati ] will have both as its object. Here [the ﬁrst
182 The master of the sacriﬁce is the sacriﬁcer.
183 Also in the present adhikaran. a the context is the adhriguprais.amantra (MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.1),
recited during the archetypal agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯. The passage under consideration reads: daivya¯h. śamita¯rah.
uta manus.ya¯ a¯rabhadhvam. upanayata medhya¯ dura a¯śa¯sa¯na¯ medhapatibhya¯m. medham (TB 3.6.6.1),
with the reading medhapataye appearing in MS 4.13.4. The ﬁrst question to be discussed is what the
term refers to – the sacriﬁcer, which is one at the archetype, or the deities, which are two. The answer
to this question determines the employement of the two versions of the mantra – ﬁrst at the archetype,
and then at the ectype(s). The ŚBh at JS 9.3.32-34 presents three distinct views of the pu¯rvapaks.a:
1) The term refers to sacriﬁcer and deities together, thus both forms are not directly denotative in the
archetype and need not be modiﬁed in the ectype(s). 2) Each version refers to either the sacriﬁcer
(the singular) or the deities (the dual) at the archetype, consequently both forms need to be modiﬁed
according to the number of sacriﬁcers or deities respectively in the ectype(s). 3) Only the sacriﬁcer is
referred to by the term, the dual form including the sacriﬁcer’s wife, so that both versions are modiﬁed
according to the number of sacriﬁcers in the ectype(s).
184 According to the reading in the manuscript the sentence continues. However, the following phrases
repeat and gloss this brief statement of reason, and do not syntactically connect to it in a proper way.
Therefore I assume the following to be Śa¯likana¯tha’s gloss, and the present statement to be Prabha¯kara’s
quotation. It represents a second pu¯rvapaks.a, arguing that only the master of the sacriﬁce is the lord
over the sacriﬁcial animal.
185 Both terms, medha and upanayata, appear in the statement under discussion from the
adhriguprais.amantra (MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.1). Through this proximity according to the pu¯rvapaks. in
the term medhapati is syntactically related to them. But depending on which relation one considers
essential the meaning is diﬀerent. Therefore, both meanings are not possible to be assumed at the same
time – as was done by the ﬁrst pu¯rvapaks. in.
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pu¯rvapaks. in] states: Since an indication (nimitta) is obtained through the direct
denotation of [the words in their] syntactical connection (anv¯ıta¯bhidha¯na),
the word-meaning (pada¯rtha) cannot be directly denoted, when it is indepen-
dent of being connected to another word-meaning.186 Since the word-meanings
are indicators for the sentence-meaning through the direct denotation of [the words in
their] syntactical connection. And as it has been established that there can only be one
object [of the one term in the mantra], [the term in the dual] is meant for the master [of
the sacriﬁce] through the opinion that [it refers to] the sacriﬁcer as accompanied by his
wife, since both [forms] cannot be taken out [and transferred to an ectype] (utkars.a187)
– thus another view [belonging to the pu¯rvapaks.a]. Through the opinion that [the term
medhapati ] with the singular ending [refers to] the sacriﬁcer, [the mantra containing that
term] cannot be taken out [and transferred to an ectype]. [And the mantra containing
the dual form cannot be taken out] by the opinion that [the term] with the dual ending
[refers to] the sacriﬁcer and his wife. But in case that [the term] were meant for the [two]
deities, the dual ending, indeed, would be inherent. [The term with] the singular ending
would be taken out [and transferred to an ectype]. Therefore, [the term] is meant for
the lord [of the sacriﬁce], since [in that case] both [forms] would not be taken out [and
transferred to an ectype] – thus another view.
[S] Since in case the lord (sva¯min) [of the sacriﬁce] were meant [by the term
medhapati that meaning] would be in contradiction to the syntactical con-
nection with the intention [to give the sacriﬁcial animal to the medhapati
mentioned in the mantra].188 344 Since the sacriﬁcial animal has [already]
186 The pu¯rvapaks. in utilises the major premise of the Pra¯bha¯karas in regard to the theory of un-
derstanding language, called the anv¯ıta¯bhidha¯nava¯da. This premise, claiming that despite the natural
(autpattika) and eternal (nitya) relation between a word and its object the meaning can only be prop-
erly understood in the context of a sentence, where the word is connected with other words to form
the meaning of the sentence, stands in opposition to the premise of the Bha¯t.t.as that the meaning of a
sentence is nothing more than the sum total of the individual word-meanings (see Jha 1942: 128-153).
The pu¯rvapaks. in here relies on anv¯ıta¯bhidha¯na to show that the term medhapati can only be understood
in its connection within the sentence in which it appears. This connection can only be one, i.e. either
to the animal (medha) or the verb (upanayata), and consequently also the reference can only be one,
either to the sacriﬁcer or to the deities.
187 See footnote at 9.3.5 for more on this term.
188 The ’intention", termed a¯śam. sana by Śa¯likana¯tha, is given in the latter part of the statement
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been obtained by the lord [of the sacriﬁce].189 And since in case the lord [of the
sacriﬁce] were meant [by the term medhapati , that meaning] would be in contradiction
to the object of the intention [to give the animal], due to the intention [to give the
animal] not being the object of obtaining [the animal the term] is meant for the deity,
indeed – thus the ra¯ddha¯nta. And [the mantra] would not be taken out [and
transferred to an ectype] as [assumed for the term referring to] the lord [of
the sacriﬁce], indeed, through the diﬀerence [in form of one] opinion that
[the term] with the dual ending would have the basic noun as its object, and
[in form of another] opinion that [the term] with the singular ending would
have the case-notion [as its object], thus it has been stated.190
[13.] niyamah. .
[P] He considers this use of what is not according to the rule (...).191 When [the
term medhapati ] is meant for the [two] deities [in the archetype], how can
the mantra be used in [a sacriﬁce] directed to many deities? And with this
[introductory statement], the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a states another associated
topic (sam. gati), an associated topic based on indication (laks.an. a): Through the fact
that [the version of the mantra] with the dual ending has an inherent object
in the archetype the use [of that mantra] is applicable in the ectype by
means of it being modiﬁed. Since the ka¯rya is achieved by that [version of
the mantra], indeed, 345 the use of the singular ending, which does not have
a seen [object], is not correct in case of many [deities] as well as in case of
from the adhriguprais.amantra presently under discussion. It reads: ... a¯śa¯sa¯na¯ medhapatibhya¯m /
medhapataye medhah. (MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.1). According to the siddha¯ntin the intention is to be
construed with the term medhapati in both forms, which then has to refer to the two deities, Agni and
Soma, either through the basic noun in the singular form or the dual form.
189 Therefore it cannot be intended for him, as it already belongs to him.
190 The pu¯rvapaks. in had argued that in regard to the term denoting the sacriﬁcer the version of the
mantra containing the dual form would have to be used at an ectype with the corresponding number
of sacriﬁcers, and not at the archetype. This position is objected to here.
191 The present adhikaran. a continues the discussion from the preceding one, i.e. the applicability of
the two versions of the adhriguprais.amantra (MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.1). While before the matter was
considered in regard to the archetypal agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯ with the two deities Agni and Soma, we are now
turning to an ectypal sacriﬁce in which the animal is sacriﬁced to more than two deities. The ŚBh at
JS 9.3.41 mentions two such optional rites, one directed to the A¯dityas, the other to the Viśvedevas.
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one [deity].192 Thus he considers it to be left out [in the ectype with many deities].
This singular ending is only correct to be used in case of two [deities]. Thus, it is not to
be used in case of many [deities] and in case of one [deity].
[S] Here a counter-statement (paricodana¯) has been made by the commentator [Śabara]:
Objection: Since duality would not be intended in the archetype [by the dual
form], the use [of that form in the ectype] would apply without modiﬁcation.193
He explains the purpose of that [counter-statement]: The counter-statement again,
which has been made here by the commentator, that has been made in the
form that the duality [of the deities] was not intended [by the dual form
in the archetype]. The syntactical connection through the own, [inherent]
object [of a word] being directly denoted does not apply, when [that own,
inherent object] is not intended [in the sentence].194 Thus, my doubt is not
to be left aside!
Here, he further urges: The objection [is that] this doubt, indeed, cannot be
left aside. When [the duality of the deities] were not intended [of the dual
form], a syntactical connection through the own, [inherent] object [of that
form] being directly denoted would not, indeed, be obtained. Hence this doubt
346 cannot be left aside.
[P] How?
192 This does not, however, mean that the mantra with the singular ending does not ﬁgure in a
sacriﬁce to just one deity. The pu¯rvapaks. in only wants to emphasise that it can either be used in that
case or in a sacriﬁce with many deities, but not in both.
193 Jha translates: "Under this principle the Dual form would come to be used in its unmodiﬁed form,
at the Primary Sacriﬁce; because the duality is not meant to be signiﬁed there." (Jha 1933-36: 1584)
According to my understanding of the sentence, the translation is incorrect in its syntactical connection
of the phrase "at the primary sacriﬁce" (prakr. tau). The modiﬁcation of the dual form would not follow
in the archetype, where the duality of deities is given (Agni and Soma). But because the duality was not
the primary signiﬁcance of the dual form at the archetype, it could remain as such also in the ectype.
This whole argument regarding the use of the mantra with the dual form is formulated in the ŚBh as
an objection to the pu¯rvapaks.a. However, it is not the proper siddha¯ntin’s view, as he will consent with
his opponent that the dual form comes to be used at the ectype in its modiﬁed form. It serves as a
challenge to the pu¯rvapaks. in to justify his position.
194 The dual form expresses the two deities at the archetype. But if it were argued that this form
also applies in an ectype with more than two deities, one would have to assume that the duality was
not intended of the form also in the archetype. And this is not possible, as the dual form can only be
applicable in the archetype if that duality is also intended.
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[S] To this he states: Intention (vivaks. a¯) is the desire to express something,
indeed.
[P] [And] then what?
[S] To this he states: And expressing something (vacana) is direct denotation
(abhidha¯na). Therefore, what has been intended is desired to be directly
denoted. Again, what is not intended is not desired to be directly denoted through a
mantra.
[P] Yet then, again, what?
[S] To this he states: And [the duality of the deities], when it is not desired
through it being required to be directly denoted, can hardly be said to be
directly denoted. And he states another argument: And it is correct that in the
opinion [taking into consideration] the directive there is a desired object in
regard to original [uses of a word]. Therefore, what is required [in a sentence]
(a¯ka¯n˙ks. ita) by means of the directive, that is intended. And also, what is not intended,
that is not required [in a sentence] by means of the directive. And what is not required [in
a sentence], that is not syntactically connected (anvayin) to that [sentence]. And what
is not syntactically connected to that [sentence], that is not directly denoted (abhihita)
– [all] this can be said. Since [otherwise] there would be want of etymological under-
standing (vyutpatti195). Here it is stated: The opinion, regarding a word as not
intended, has to be seen as not being beyond blame. The following has been
stated: Also the duality [of the deities] is intended. 347 This mantra is not
[meant for] something other than that duality. By the opinion that [the dual form
in the mantra] is meant for something else it would be said that [the dual] would not be
intended. Again, [the dual is not there in the mantra] in order to be directly denoted by
195 Wicher notes: "Śa¯likana¯tha deﬁniert den Terminus vyutpatti als "Erfassen der Verbindung von
dem, was auszusagen ist, und dem, was das Aussagende ist"." And further: "Das Erkennen eben dieser
Verbindung kann man Sprachverständnis nennen, wobei dieses Sprachverständnis eine für jedes Wort
nur einmalige Erfahrung des Lernenden ist." (Wicher 1986: 17) The understanding of the inherent
relation between word and denoted object can only be gathered through hearing the speciﬁc word used
in sentences, as this is the essential premise of the anv¯ıta¯bhidha¯nava¯da. If a speciﬁc form of a word
would not be required in a sentence, its inherent meaning could not be understood. This would make
any understanding of language, being based on listening to others, impossible.
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not being desired. Otherwise it would be arrived at that understanding the duality [of
the deities] would be a mistake. Since duality would not be something directly denoted.
Therefore, duality is directly denoted by the dual ending [in the mantra], indeed. But
[the dual ending] is not meant for something else. Since otherwise the aspect of duality
would be gone.
[P] Objection: As such being meant for something else (ta¯tparya) and direct denotation
(abhidha¯na) are arrived at to have distinct objects. And then also in other instances,
where something is directly denoted, that should not be meant for something else.
[S] Here he states: And understanding that it is meant for something else is not
hindered by understanding the syntactical connection. Since being meant for
something else depends on that [syntactical connection], indeed. Being meant
for something else is preceded, indeed, by understanding the syntactical connection.
But being meant for something else is there only in regard to some [word], when it is
understood on the basis of it being syntactical connected, indeed, 348 not in regard to
[a word] containing other elements. Therefore, even if it were not meant for something
else, the dual would have its object syntactically connected, indeed. Thus it is qualiﬁed
for modiﬁcation.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: It is correct that the dual should
be employed by means of it being modiﬁed [to the plural]. Also the singular
should be employed, indeed. The meaning is that also the singular ending should
be employed, [but] without being modiﬁed.
[P] Objection: At one point it has been stated that the use [of the singular form] in case
of many [deities] would not be correct, since it is not seen [in such a case]. But the use
[of the singular form] would be correct by means of it being modiﬁed, indeed, like that
[singular form] found in regard to the noose.196
[S] The answer that this statement could be followed197 [has been given] in the
196 This refers back to 9.3.4. There the conclusion was that at the ectype both versions of the mantra
are used, with the singular and the plural respectively modiﬁed into the dual. The pu¯rvapaks. in transfers
this argument to the present instance.
197 Jha translates: "This is a bold assertion." (Jha 1933: 1583)
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preceding adhikaran. a.198 Since it has been explained that the object is inherent through
the opinion that [the statement] "the singular has its object inherent [in the sacriﬁce]"
is metaphorical. And the opinion of a teacher is referred to, who states it as such: "A
group is something other than its members." Therefore, 349 the singular ending,
which has not been modiﬁed, should be used. Since the single object in the
form of the group [of deities] is given [in the mentioned ectypes], as [it was
the case in the mantra containing] the word patn¯ı.199 Thus, the ﬁnal conclusion
[can only be arrived at] by the fact that the unmodiﬁed [singular form] should be used.
[P] There, indeed, the use of the singular was applicable (sa¯dhutva). But here, direct
denotation is applicable, indeed. Here it has been stated by the commentator that the
singular ending should be left aside.
[S] This he refutes: Objection. It has been stated that the singular ending,
even if it is not seen in case of many [deities] and in case of one [deity at the
same time], should be employed. What has been stated here in this adhikaran. a,
namely that the singular ending is not seen in case of one [deity]200, has to be considered
"by the opinion that it refers to Vedic use". He settles: One has to see it as the
opinion that it is not modiﬁed. The siddha¯ntin, who desires the employment of [the
mantra with the singular form], which has not been modiﬁed, contains an element from
his opponent’s view [arguing] that the singular ending, which has not been modiﬁed, is
left out.
[P] Therefore, here, the pu¯rvapaks.a [argues] that both [versions of the mantra] are em-
ployed after they have been modiﬁed. 350
[S] The siddha¯nta [argues] that the dual ending is modiﬁed, indeed. [And he argues]
that the singular ending is employed without being modiﬁed, indeed.
198 See ŚBh at JS 9.3.40.
199 This refers back to 9.3.6. There it was arrived at that the singular term in the phrase patn¯ım.
sam. nahya contained in the mantra should not be modiﬁed in case the sacriﬁcer has more than one
wife. Although in that instance the reason was not that the wives form a group, the siddha¯ntin uses
this reference to support his view in the present instance.
200 See beginning of this adhikaran. a, p. 345 of the manuscript.
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[14.] artha.
[S] Since here [at the eka¯daśin¯ı] there is no union [of the deities], the use of the
singular ending in accordance with the object [it denotes] does not apply.201
When [as at the archetype] the character of being the deity [of the sacriﬁce] would belong
to Agni and Soma in union, then [this] could be [the case] here [at the ectype]. Then the
singular would be according to the object [it denotes], [and] its use would be obtained.
But (ca) here [at the eka¯daśin¯ı] the character of being the deity [of the sacriﬁce] does not
belong to [those eleven deities] in union. Here in regard to the question whether the
nigada containing the singular should be applied without modiﬁcation, [or]
whether it should be left out [at the ectype], the commentator [Ś] has stated by
means of a distinct statement of the siddha¯nta that [the version containing] the singular
should be left out [at the ectype].
[P] One who desires to understand the meaning of that [statement] raises a question:
Why (kim) should the mantra containing the singular ending be left out?
[S] The answer is: It should be left out. Since it is meant for the [single] deity,
and since this [single] deity is absent here [at the ectype]. But [the version
containing] the singular ending should not be used. Since plurality is not seen to belong
to the singular ending, [that singular ending] should be modiﬁed to the plural ending.
351 As before by the opinion that it is not modiﬁed, here also it has been stated that
[the version with the singular] is left out.202
Thus reads the third pa¯da of the ninth adhya¯ya in the Dı¯paśikha¯.
201 We are – yet again – discussing another application of the adhriguprais.amantra in its two versions
(MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.1). The context in the present adhikaran. a is the ectypal eka¯daśin¯ı, where eleven
distinct animals are sacriﬁced to eleven distinct deities. The distinction of the deities is the point of
diﬀerence to the archetype emphasised by the siddha¯ntin, where Agni and Soma form a single entity
and are oﬀered to with one animal. This union (sam. sarga) is not given at the eka¯daśin¯ı, for which
reason the version of the mantra with the singular form of medhapati should be left out and modiﬁed
to the plural.
202 I.e. the singular form is not used, but in the preceding adhikaran. a it was also not modiﬁed.
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352
śr¯ıh.
[1.] s.ad. vim. śatih. .
[S] This fourfold view [of the pu¯rvapaks.a] has been explained in opposition to the ex-
pression combining [the number of ribs], which is an element of the siddha¯nta, not in
opposition to each other.203 There [at the archetypal agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯] the primary aspect
has to be the ribs [of the animal]. The ribs, indeed, are to be counted.
[P] Nevertheless, some [opponent] thinks that the counting [of the ribs] has to take place
by repeating the word s.ad. vim. śati . But some other [opponent thinks that it has to take
place] by repeating the word asya. [Yet] some other [opponent thinks that it has to
take place] by modifying [the term s.ad. vim. śati ] to the dual or the plural. [Lastly] some
[opponent] thinks that [the term s.ad. vim. śati ] is even not meant for the group of ribs,
since it is not subordinated by being in the instrumental case.204 They all, indeed, think
that the expression combining [the number of ribs] is not correct. There [in the ﬁrst two
views] the word s.ad. vim. śati has to be repeated, and the word asya has to be repeated,
as the animal comes in as the primary factor.205
203 This ﬁrst adhikaran. a of the fourth pa¯da is rather extensive, incorporating sixteen su¯tras. We
continue dealing with the adhriguprais.amantra (MS 4.13.4; TB 3.6.6.3) employed at the archetypal
agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯. In the course of the mantra we ﬁnd the mentioning of "the twenty-six ribs of the animal"
(s.ad. vim. śatir asya van˙krayah. ). The siddha¯ntin argues that the number refers to the speciﬁc number of
ribs of the animal, especially in connection with the subsequent statement that the priest "should count
them and cut them out" (ta¯ anus.t.hyo ’ccya¯vayata¯t). The purpose served is to have the complete ﬂank
with all ribs cut out. Accordingly in ectypes with more than one animal the term has to be modiﬁed
to the number of ribs of all animals together. In opposition to this we are presented with four distinct
views of the pu¯rvapaks.a. These are – as listed in detail in the ŚBh at JS 9.4.1-16, and only summarised
here in the DŚ : 1. The term s.ad. vim. śati should be repeated according to the number of animals; 2.
The term should remain as such; 3. The term should remain, but its ending should be adapted to the
number of animals, i.e. changed into the dual or the plural; 4. The accompanying term asya should be
repeated according to the number of animals.
204 The instrumental case would subordinate the number to the cutting out mentioned in the subse-
quent sentence in the mantra. But as the term appears in the nominative, it cannot be connected to
this activity according to this pu¯rvapaks.a.
205 In both views, the animal seems to be the primary concern, as the number of ribs is taken as a
whole, referring to the animal. This view has the consequence that the whole term has to be repeated
– either the one denoting the number, or the one directly referring to the animal.
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[S] [This view] has been rejected: Even in both these views, 353 the animal comes
in as the primary aspect. And this is not correct, since the object [of the
mantra] in the archetype, which is measuring out [the part to be cut], has
the ribs as its primary aspect. If in both these views, even, the animal comes in as
the primary factor, why then are [the views] presented separately (bhedena)?
[P] He thinks that [the separate presentation] comes about because the repetition is
speciﬁed for the word asya [in the second view]. The ribs, indeed, are speciﬁed
by the word asya, which has the ending of the sixth case206 and refers back
to the animal. Therefore, those [ribs] are obtained as the primary aspect,
indeed. Thus the adherent of the repetition of the word asya thinks.207 How then can
the view that [the term] asya [is repeated] be refuted by [claiming that in that case] the
animal would come in as the primary aspect?
[S] There he states: But it is refuted, since the speciﬁcation [of the repetition]
would be understood, because something other [than the ribs] would be
understood as the primary aspect. Since the primary aspect is understood on
account of the term [in the mantra], the understanding of a diﬀerent speciﬁcation would
have to be expressed by means of a separate instrumental [case]. And the understanding
of the speciﬁcation should not be expressed on the basis of an understanding of the
primary aspect other than the term [in the mantra], thus the meaning. And there
even is no separate instrumental [case]. 354 Thus the repetition of the word asya
is refuted.
[P] But the view that the object [of the mantra] has to be according [to the archetype]
by being instrumental [in bringing about the sacriﬁce] belongs to one who thinks that
there is no subordination to the instrumental [case] indicating the object. Due even to
an indicative mark (lin˙ga) [the mantra] is not subordinated to the instrumental [case].
206 I.e. the genitive case.
207 This pu¯rvapaks. in claims to hold the same view as the siddha¯ntin, namely that the sentence in the
mantra mainly concerns the ribs of the animal. However, the siddha¯ntin shows that by repeating the
term asya the animal – not the ribs – would become the centre of attention in the sentence. And this
is not correct.
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[S] Nevertheless, even because of the indicative mark [in the mantra], [the
mantra] is also subordinated to the directive, indeed. But after the view that
the object [of the mantra] has to be according [to the archetype] has been refuted, the
modiﬁcation of the grammatical number has [also] been rejected, since the [counted]
number [of the ribs] comes in as the primary aspect.208 Therefore it has been estab-
lished that the combination [of the number of ribs of all animals involved] should be
expressed, indeed.
[2.] aśvasya.
[S] This adhikaran. a has the object to refute the doubt that [only] the word [catustrim. śat ]
is prohibited.209
[P] One should not say "thirty-four". By what has been thus handed down by
śruti only the word is prohibited. Again not the verse [is prohibited], since
indication (laks.an. a¯) would be the inevitable consequence (prasan˙ga).210
[S] This doubt of the pu¯rvapaks.a is refuted.
[P] In what way?
[S] To this he states: 355 Since the direct expression of that [mantra] would
not be obtained – since only the word would not be subordinated [to it],
208 The modiﬁcation of the grammatical number refers to the fourth view of the pu¯rvapaks.a mentioned
above.
209 The present adhikaran. a discusses the same passage from the adhriguprais.amantra (MS 4.13.4; TB
3.6.6.3) as the preceding one. The context here is its application at the ectypal oﬀering of the savan¯ıya-
animal included in the jyotis. t.oma. Three animals are oﬀered, a horse with 34 ribs, and a goat and an
ox-deer (gomr.ga), each of which has 26 ribs. Adapting the argument from the preceding adhikaran. a it
is clear that the term s.ad. vim. śati, "26", has to be modiﬁed to s.ad. aś¯ıti, "86", summing up the number
of ribs of all animals. But in the context of the savan¯ıya-horse we ﬁnd a R. k-verse (R. V 1.162.18: aśve
catustrim. śad va¯jino devabandhor van˙kr¯ır aśvasya svadhitis sameti.) speciﬁcally mentioning the 34 ribs
of the horse. Because of this verse speciﬁcally mentioning the increased number of ribs of the horse,
it can be argued that the number of ribs of the horse should be mentioned separately in the use of
the adhriguprais.amantra – such will be the position of the siddha¯ntin. However, a further statement
is found, prohibiting the use of catustrim. śat, instead commending the original s.ad. vim. śat. According
to the siddha¯ntin, this is a prohibition of the whole R. k-verse containing the term, but not of the term
itself. According to the pu¯rvapks. in it is a prohibition of the word only.
This discussion only forms part of the adhikaran. a as it is presented in the ŚBh. This is due to a
diﬀerence of opinion whether JS 9.4.17-21 form one or several adhikaran. as. See Jha 1933-36: 1597 and
1600f.
210 If the whole verse would be prohibited, the statement cited – even though directly denoting only
the term catustrim. śat – would be taken as indicating the complete verse as prohibited.
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and since the prohibition is preceded by [the mantra’s] obtainment. Since the
mantra’s direct expressing would not be obtained, the mantra, indeed, is prohibited.
Thus, the prohibition of the word has been refuted.
[P] This he objects to in the following: They think that that [prohibition of the
word] is incorrect. [But it is not so,] since it was seen that the word gira¯ is
left out in place of the word ira¯ [as enjoined in the statement]: One should
not say gira¯ gira¯.211
[S] He settles [the problem]: Here they212 explain [that there is] a diﬀerence [to
the present instance]. There in cases where [only] carrier-words (hr. tpada?)
are incorporated for the sake of praise (stotra) [the prohibition of only the
word applies], since the word ira¯ is regulated in place of the word gira¯.213
Since that word ira¯, only, is incorporated, as it is restricted. Since only
through this [word ira¯], indeed, the ka¯rya is accomplished, [therefore] it is
correct that [only] the word gira¯ is left out.
[P] It shall be as such. Nevertheless, what [then]?
[S] To this he states: [One should] not [sing] gira¯ gira¯. It has been shown that
this [statement] is a commendation (anuva¯da) of the prohibition. Since that
dharma214 accomplishes its object. Therefore here the commendation of that [word
ira¯] is not incorrect, 356 since – as the commendation requires a separate means of
knowledge to be proven – it is obtained that only the word [gira¯] is left out. Here again
there is no regulation for another word.215
211 This refers to 9.1.17 in the DŚ, representing the ŚBh at JS 9.1.45-49. There the word gira¯ had
been discussed, appearing in the yajña¯yajñ¯ıyasa¯man which is sung at the jyotis. t.oma. An additional
injunction is found (Ta¯B 8.6.9-10) prohibiting the use of the word gira¯, instead laying down the use
of the word ira¯. This example of one word being prohibited and another being enjoined in its place is
applied by the pu¯rvapaks. in to the present instance, thus rejecting the view of the siddha¯ntin that the
whole verse is prohibited.
212 I.e. the commentators?
213 The words gira¯ and ira¯ are only ﬁlling words (stobha) in the sa¯man without adding a speciﬁc
meaning to the text. I suppose that this is alluded to in the argument, although I am not aware of the
term hr. tpada.
214 The dharma, a detail of the sacriﬁcial procedure, is the commendation through the proper use of
the sa¯man.
215 The diﬀerence here is that in the example adduced by the purvapaks. in the word ira¯ is enjoined in
place of the word gira¯. In the present instance, however, we only ﬁnd the prohibition of catustrim. śat,
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[P] How [can it be thus], when there is no regulation?
[S] It has been shown [that this can be the case], since there is a connection
with the word eva. On account of the connection with the word eva [the term
s.ad. vim. śat¯ı] is understood to have been obtained according [to the archetpye already].
And [as such the term], which has been obtained according [to the archetype already],
is regulated.216
[P] Hence, is it the case that the usage only of the word [s.ad. vim. śati ] is commended to
be ﬁxed (nibandhana)?
[S] The prohibition that [one should] not [say] catustrim. śat, indeed, is not a com-
mendation.
[P] Hence, what if it is as such?
[S] The answer is: The following hence happens. There is no [new] subor-
dination. The use of only the word [catustrim. śat ] is conﬁrmed. Since the
incorporation [of the mantra] is according [to the archetype]. Since [the mantra]
is incorporated according [to the archetype], the obtaining of only the word is conﬁrmed.
Since the mantra is subordinated according [to the archetype], the prohibition points to
the obtainment [of the word catustrim. śat ] based on that subordination.
It has been correctly stated that the mantra, indeed, is prohibited – even if another
word should be regulated [by the statement]. Although [the leaving out] is enjoined in
form of another word, 357 nevertheless the leaving out of the word catustrim. śat is not
obtained, since the ka¯rya of the word catustrim. śat cannot be accomplished by means
of the word s.ad. vim. śati . Hence, this is not a commendation. This prohibition of
the mantra, indeed, [would apply] also in case that another word were regulated [by
the statement in question] – how much more [does it apply] in case that the prohibition
[itself] is regulated [by that statement]! Therefore it has been correctly stated that the
and a commendation of s.ad. vim. śat, which is already given by it being enjoined for the archetype.
216 The term eva appears in the injunction prohibiting the number 34 and commending the use of
the number 26. According to the siddha¯ntin, the term eva indicates that nothing new is enjoined by
stating that the number 26 should be used. It is a mere aﬃrmation of the application of the general
rule that the mantra used at the archetype is to be transferred to the ectype. Therefore, the sentence
does not only lay down the prohibition of the term catustrim. śat, which would be superﬂuous, but the
prohibition of the complete verse containing that term.
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mantra contains an option [in its usage], since it has been enjoined and prohibited.
[3.] vanis.t.u.
[S] Here this adhikaran. a is [expounded] to show that the object of the mantra
is restricted by force of it being an assistance to the ka¯rya.217 This adhikaran. a
is [expounded] to show that the object of the mantra assists the ka¯rya, which is based
on the apu¯rva of the ag¯ıs.omı¯ya¯, when that [assistance] is admitted to be the object of
the mantra.
[P] There the propounder of the pu¯rvapaks.a thinks that the object, which is understood
to be the object by force of the wordmeanings in the mantra being syntactically con-
nected (anvaya), to be the [proper] object by it leading to the ka¯rya – [and as such] he
puts forth the pu¯rvapaks.a.
[S] Again, what is this object, which is [understood] by force of the syntactical connection
in the mantra?
[P] To this he states: 358 And this term uru¯ka is a single word, which has the
meaning "owl" (ulu¯ka) – this is correct. Since only when the word would
be split, assuming a diﬀerent meaning would be the inevitable consequence
(prasan˙ga).218 The meaning, which is widely known in worldly usage, [only] indicates
"fat" (vapa¯laks.an. a¯), [and as such] would have to be assumed as the meaning of the word
uru¯ka. And this is not correct. Hence it is correct that mantras have the object of
recalling to mind words, indeed. And it is correct to assume that such a kind of element
assists the procedure [of the sacriﬁce].
217 Again the adhriguprais.amantra (TB 3.6.6.3-4; MS 4.13.4) as recited at the agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯ forms
the subject matter. Speciﬁcally the following statement is discussed: "Do not cut the rectum into
pieces – thinking it to be uru¯ka." (vanis. t.hum asya ma¯ ra¯vis. t.oru¯kam. manyama¯na¯h. .) According to the
pu¯rvapaks. in the term uru¯ka actually denotes an owl (ulu¯ka). The similarity between the rectum and the
owl shall hinder the priest to cut it out accidentally. But the proper view of the siddha¯ntin is that the
term denotes "fat". This is proven by etymological derivation – uru ("large") and ka(śa) ("marrow")
are claimed to be the two constituents of the term. Furthermore, the context in which this passage is
recited also supports this view, as the fat of the animal is being cut. The statement thus warns the
priest not to cut out too much, including the rectum which looks like fat.
218 The siddha¯ntin reads the term uru¯ka as a compound phrase (see preceding footnote). As a
consequence only by splitting the term into its constituent parts can one claim that the term denotes
a "large piece of fat".
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[S] Again, it cannot be assumed that it assists the procedure [of the sacriﬁce]. If it were
arrived at as such, it is explained: It is correct to determine the meaning [of the
word uru¯ka] on the basis of the ka¯rya. Since [the meaning], which is proven
by a proper means of knowledge (pra¯ma¯n. ya), should be directly denoted
(abhidha¯na) by (gen.) the directive. Since [the meaning], which is proven by a
proper means of knowledge (pra¯ma¯n. ya), is directly denoted by everything being taught
by the directive. The meaning, which is understood by force of this [direct denotation],
is the correct meaning of the mantra, indeed. Then – if [the meaning] is proven by a
proper means of knowledge by force of the directive, if it is proven by a proper means of
knowledge when it is brought forth – assuming something unseen is not proven by any
proper means of knowledge, as it is possible that [the mantra] has a seen object. And in
case that the large lump of fat is directly denoted, 359 [the mantra] has a seen object.
But in case that an "owl" would be expressed, [the mantra] would have an unseen object.
Therefore the assumption that the word has to be split, indeed, is stronger.
[P] Objection: Why does the mantra, indeed, being comparable to the fore-sacriﬁces
(praya¯ja) and others, not have a subordinate character?219
[S] There he states: The actual activity is understood through the objects of the
fundamental notion of the verb. The fore-sacriﬁces and others have a subordinate
character only by means of a subordinate apu¯rva being brought up [for each one]. And
there, [in the case of the fore-sacriﬁces], the apu¯rva is not brought up on the basis of
the [oﬀering-]substance. Then the subordinate character [of mantras], like that of the
fore-sacriﬁces and others, is not given. He states the objection against the pu¯rvapaks.a:
And if thus far, in the view taking [the rectum] as resembling an owl, the
rectum would be commended and the meaning would be grasped, indeed,
that it shall not be cut into pieces [at all], then the meaning of the mantra
219 I take this example of the praya¯jas to refer to the ŚBh at JS 2.2.2. It had been decided there
that several statements found in the TS 2.6.1.1 lay down distinct rites, due to each verbal form being
connected with a distinct name for a sacriﬁce. However, they are all subordinated to the primary
apu¯rva. So the whole mantra could be subordinated to the prohibition of cutting out the rectum
according to the pu¯rvapaks. in. The siddha¯ntin, however, will claim in the following that the mantra
cannot be subordinated as such, as then it would contradict the primary apu¯rva, which is the cutting
out of the diﬀerent parts of the animal.
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would be contradictory, since cutting the rectum, which has been directly
denoted, would [then] be prohibited.220
[P] Now, thinking that [the rectum] resembles an owl it is assumed that one shall not
cut it into pieces. The apprehension that [the rectum] resembles an owl should not
be made 360 at the time when the rectum is cut. Thus in this way the meaning of the
mantra [should be] assumed. Then something seen would be assumed.
[S] The prohibition, indeed, of this apprehension would not have a seen ob-
ject. And its object would [even] be impossible. The apprehension that it
resembles an owl, which would be like a prohibition to remember a monkey
when one is taking drugs221, should not be made in regard to the rectum –
as such he reconciles the meaning, indeed, on the basis of this [following] apprehension.
Therefore the apprehension that it is fat, which considers [the term] uru¯ka [to denote]
a large lump of fat, is expressive for not cutting the rectum. The object of the mantra,
one shall not cut [the rectum] into pieces, has to be referred to for the sake that
nothing mixed up222 should be cut out.
[P] Objection: In this view, even when the word is split, the assumption that syllables
have been dropped etc. goes beyond the remotest beginning (?).223
[S] He resolves: As the object is understood on the basis of the ka¯rya, this is
not a fault [in the view] which assumes the dropping of syllables etc. And
since, indeed, it can be assumed in such a way by force of the ka¯rya, 361
hence indeed, the venerable etymologists would argue [for this conclusion]
on the basis of [their] understanding of the syllables, and the grammarians
[would argue] that what is created through the syllables [provides] the in-
220 The resemblance to an owl would render the sentence in the mantra laying down a general
prohibition of cutting the rectum. But in fact, the cutting is only prohibited at this speciﬁc stage in
the sacriﬁce, where the fat is cut out of the animal. Therefore, the priest should not confuse the rectum
with fat and cut it out then, as it should only be cut later.
221 aus.adhapa¯ne śa¯kha¯mr.gasmaran. a○. I am at a loss to provide the meaning of this simile.
222 I.e. the rectum, which is not fat, when the fat is being cut out.
223 This apparently refers to the etymological analysis of the term uru¯ka as given in the ŚBh at JS
9.4.22. The derivation of the siddha¯ntin is based on uru ("large") and kaśa ("marrow"). The latter
part of the compound phrase is shortened to ka, and this dropping of syllables is obviously criticised
here by the pu¯rvapaks. in.
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struction.
[4.] praśasa¯.
[S] Pu¯rva- and uttarapaks.a are [both] expounded on the basis of the ka¯rya, indeed. Since
the component part of the logical argument regarding the ka¯rya is the same in the pu¯rva-
and uttarapaks.a.224
[P] There he states the pu¯rvapaks.a: The conception (abhima¯na) regarding [the
two terms] ba¯hu and praśam. sa¯ is that they provide a seen object. It is correct
that this instruction [in the mantra], indeed, contains diﬀerent case endings.
And in regard to the word ba¯hu there is the dual of the second case225. And in regard to
the word praśasa¯ there is the singular of the third case226. This explanation is correct.
The meaning is that "the two arms are to be made, i.e. to be cut oﬀ, by means of this
sword". "Have to be caused to be made" would neither be incorrect. Since what goes
to/comes from Id. a¯ would not be eternal.227
[S] Why is this the object of the mantra?
[P] Here he states: Since a seen object is obtained. 362 The meaning is that praśasa¯
means "by means of a sword" (asina¯) for the following reasons: Since it indicates the
taking out as the means, since the word "knife" (śa¯sa) is in proximity, since that [word
"knife"] is explained as "sword" (asi), since the meaning "sword" is understood also on
the basis of this word [praśasa¯].
[S] Objection: The meaning "sword" (asi) is not obtained, as a sword is absent
in the means for taking out [the front legs], since an axe (svadhiti) has been
224 We are dealing – yet again – with a passage of the adhriguprais.amantra employed at the
agn¯ıs.omı¯ya¯. The considered statement (TB 3.6.6.3-4; MS 4.13.4) reads: praśasa¯ ba¯hu¯ kr.n. uta¯t. The
term praśasa¯ is claimed to denote "sword" by the pu¯rvapaks. in, who derives it from the verbal root śas,
"to cut". The form is thus taken as an instrumental singular, denoting the sword with which the "arms"
– i.e. the front legs – of the animal should be cut out. The correct reading according to the siddha¯ntin
is derived from the verbal root śam. s, "to praise", and the form is an accusative dual corresponding
to the term ba¯hu¯, thus denoting "the two praiseworthy arms". The form has an unusual ending due
to its Vedic use. The similar argumentation mentioned here by Śa¯likana¯tha at the beginning of this
adhikaran. a apparently refers to the fact that both, pu¯rvapaks.a and siddha¯nta, base their arguments on
an etymological derivation of the term.
225 I.e. the accusative case.
226 I.e. the instrumental case.
227 The meaning of this sentence is beyond my grasp. It might be an incorrect interpolation.
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instructed [for that already].
[P] He resolves: Since, as also the ka¯rya is the same for the sword mentioned
in the mantra and the axe228, there could be option [which instrument for
cutting can be used]. Since in this view there is elegance of expression
(sarasabha¯va?)229, the meaning "sword" is indeed obtained. And [that meaning]
has a seen object. Since [it expresses] the means for cutting out [the front legs].
[S] Objection: The axe, indeed, would have to be expressed by the word praśasa¯ through
secondary application.
[P] There he states: It is not an [already] completed action (paroks. a¯vr. tti).230
The meaning of the mantra contains an option [in reading it] beyond the sound of the
mantra. And he states the fault in the view taking [the term praśasa¯ to denote] the praise
of the arms: The excellence again – would it be expressed – would have an
unseen object, and it would make 363 the arms have the character of deities,
which has not been enjoined, through them receiving praise. Therefore, the
meaning of the mantra is "by means of a sword" (asina¯).
[S] If it should be arrived at as such, it is argued [against it as follows]: [A meaning] is
possible [only] if the case [of the word praśasa¯] is in grammatical agreement
with the word ba¯hu. Thus, the instruction [in the mantra assumed] to contain
diﬀerent case endings is not correct.231 Since that is remote in regard to the
syntactical connection (anvaya). The syntactical connection is in proximity, when
the cases are in grammatical agreement. The syntactical connection is remote when the
cases are not in grammatical agreement. And the excellence of the arms, which is being
expressed, does not have an unseen object, since then the understanding is ascertained
that [the arms] are taken out in their entirety.
228 Literally: "of the sword ... with the axe" (svadhitina¯ saha).
229 I am not sure about the meaning of this expression.
230 I am not sure what this answer is supposed to mean. I can only assume that the pu¯rvapaks. in
claims his reading to be supportive of the action taking place during the recitation of the mantra, i.e.
the cutting of the legs. If the term praśasa¯ would denote the arms as being praiseworthy, it would state
a mere fact.
231 In the interpretation of the pu¯rvapaks. in the term ba¯hu is an accusative dual, while the term
praśasa¯ is an instrumental singular. In the argumentation of the siddha¯ntin the cases agree, as the
latter term qualiﬁes the former.
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[P] How again is the taking out [of the arms] in their entirety ascertained on the basis
[of them being] excellent?
[S] The answer is: Only through [their] entirety are they directly denoted as
excellent, since that accomplishes the ka¯rya. What is not complete, that does not
accomplish the ka¯rya. And what does not accomplish the ka¯rya, that is not excellent.
Hence, [the arms] are also directly denoted as excellent by them accomplish-
ing the ka¯rya, and the body part has the task to accomplish the ka¯rya – thus
the entirety 364 is ascertained. The two arms, which are excellent, thus far accomplish
the ka¯rya by their being taken out. Even if they are body parts, they are excellent
and accomplish the ka¯rya. Therefore, also, it has been said that one takes out the two
body parts. The following has been stated: It is not [the case] that they are not
excellent. On them, indeed, the animal walks. Bowing down [on them] it
eats śamı¯- and kar¯ıra-grass.232
[P] What does the commentator [Śabara] say by this [statement]?
[S] Here he states: Presenting the excellence [of the arms] on the basis of the
ka¯rya he shows that the mantra is far from containing an option [in its
meaning]. And as such an [already] completed action will not have been
assumed for the word praśasa¯ in place of the axe. Neither has the option
been agreed to, which would be incorrect in combination with the [enjoined]
axe (svadhiti).
[P] How, again, is it incorrect because of the axe (svadhiti)?
[S] Since, clearly indeed, there is the regulation (?)233, and since that [argument of the
pu¯rvapaks. in] has been assumed by force of the word [alone].234
232 Prosopis Spicigera, or Mimosa Suma, and Capparis Aphylla.
233 A part of this statement is unreadable, and it is thus questionable whether the statement is
complete as such.
234 I.e. the word praśasa¯ denoting a sword, when actually the axe (svadhiti) is enjoined to be used.
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[5.] śyenakah. .
[P] Again, there is a distinction 365 to this [adhikaran. a dealing with] uru¯ka.235
[Preliminary objection against the pu¯rvapaks.a:] There also it had been said that
[the term uru¯ka] would have an unseen object if the resemblance [to an owl
would have been expressed by it]. It has been stated there, indeed, that there would
be an unseen object if the resemblance to an owl [would be denoted]. Likewise here also
there would be an unseen object if the resemblance to a hawk and others [would be
denoted]. Hence, this adhikaran. a is repeatedly stated.
[P] He resolves: It may be that it has been stated that there would be an unseen
object, if the resemblance [were denoted]. But here the direct denotation of
the hawk, indeed, would not be obtained without similarity – just as there a
large lump of fat is directly denoted because of the word [uru¯ka] being split.
The pu¯rvapaks.a belongs to one thinking thus.
[S] But the siddha¯nta [is represented as follows]: Since the direct denotation is ob-
tained as indicating the shape of that [body part being taken out] also when
the whole [body part] is taken out, assuming something unseen would not be
a proof based on a proper means of knowledge. One should make its chest
[like] a hawk. This is the meaning of it: One should make the chest in such a way,
just as it is similar to a hawk. And the resemblance to a hawk is present, when
[the chest] is taken out in its entirety. In this way 366 the taking out [of the body
part] in its entirety, indeed, is instructed. Therefore it has been correctly stated that
the mantra has the taking out [of the body part] in its entirety as its object.
235 This refers to adhikaran. a 9.4.3. For the last time we are dealing with passages from
the adhriguprais.amantra (TB 3.6.6.2 and MS 4.13.4: śyenam asya vaks.ah. kr.n. uta¯t śala¯ dos.an. ı¯
kaśyapeva¯m. sau kavas.oru¯ srekaparn. a¯s. t.h¯ıvanta¯). The question is what the resemblance between the
body parts to be cut out and the animals is meant for. The correct view is the same as in the preceding
adhikaran. a, i.e. it helps one to cut out the body parts in their entirety, as only then they fulﬁll the
stated resemblance. Against this the pu¯rvapaks. in claims that the body parts are to be made to resemble
those animals, only in this way there is a proper meaning of the statements possible. In support of
his view he refers back to an argument made by the siddha¯ntin in adhikaran. a 9.4.3: There the term
uru¯ka was denied to mean "owl", as this resemblance would have no visible object. The case is diﬀerent
here, and so the pu¯rvapaks. in defends this adhikaran. a against an opponent who thinks it to be a mere
repetition of a case already discussed.
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